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Court File No.

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

(Commercial List)

B ETWEEN:

BANNERS BROKER INTERNATIONAL LIMITED and
STELLAR POINT, INC., by their receiver MSI SPERGEL INC.

Plaintiffs

- and-

RAJIV DIXIT, KULDIP JOSUN, DIXIT HOLDINGS INC.,
DIXIT CONSORTIUM INC., DREAMSCAPE VENTURES LTD.,
WORLD WEB MEDIA INC., and REAL PROFIT LIMITEQ

Defendants

NOTICE OF MOTION

(Ex Parte Motion for a Mareva Injunction)

The plaintiff, msi Sperge! inc. ("Spergel") in its capacity as receiver (in such capacity,

the "Receiver") of Banners Broker International Limited ("BBIL") and Stellar Point Inc.

("Stellar Point") will make a motion, without notice, to a Judge presiding over the

Commercial List, on May 31, 2016 at 9:30 a.m. or as soon after that time as the motion can

be heard, at the Court House, 330 University Avenue, Toronto, Ontario.

PROPOSED METHOD OF HEARING: The motion is to be heard orally.

THE MOTION IS FOR:

(a) An order in the form attached hereto as Schedule "A" for an interim and

interlocutory Mareva Injunction as against the defendants, Rajiv Dixit ("Dixit"),

Dreamscape Ventures Limited ("Dreamscape"), 8643989 Canada Inc. o/a

Dixit Consortium Inc. ("Dixit Consortium"), Dixit Holdings Inc. ("Dixit
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Holdings", collectively referred to herein, with Dixit, Dixit Consortium and

Dreamscape, as the "Dixit Defendants") and Kuldip Josun ("Josun");

(b) An order scheduling the return date for the continuation of the Mareva

Injunction before it expires and appointing a judge to remain seized of these

motions;

(c) Such further and other relief as this Honourable Court deems just.

THE GROUNDS FOR THE MOTION ARE:

Overview

(a) This ex pane motion by the Receiver seeks an interim and interlocutory

Mareva injunction restraining the defendants from selling, removing,

dissipating, alienating, transferring, assigning, encumbering, or similarly

dealing with any assets pending the final disposition of the Receiver's recently

issued action against those parties for recovery of funds which were

fraudulently misappropriated from the insolvent corporations. Without the relief

sought, the Receiver believes it is likely that assets will be dissipated or

transferred abroad and that its right of recovery will be irreparably prejudiced.

(b) The Receiver has recently initiated this action on behalf of the insolvent

corporations, BBIL and Stellar Point, which were formerly at the centre of the

now defunct Banners Broker enterprise, and their creditors, for the recovery of

over $100 million in damages, disgorgement and restitution related to the

defendants' participation in the Banners Broker enterprise.
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(c) Beginning in late 2010, tens of thousands of people from over 120 countries

were induced to pay hundreds of millions of dollars to Banners Broker, a

puported Internet advertising business, for a purported advertising "product"

which promised Banners Broker members (known as "affiliates") the

opportunity to double their money through participation and recruitment of

others into the Banners Broker program.

(d) Now defunct, the Banners Broker enterprise is currently subject to insolvency

proceedings in Canada and the Isle of Man as well as ongoing criminal

proceedings in Canada against Banners Broker's principals, including the

defendant Dixit, wherein the Crown alleges that Banners Broker was an illegal

pyramid scheme.

(e) Since its appointment in August of 2014, the Receiver has undertaken

extensive investigations into Banners Broker's operations and has

successfully recovered tens of millions of dollars that had been unlawfully

distributed out of Banners Broker entities by management. In the course of

that recovery, the Receiver determined that millions of dollars spent by

affiliates on Banners Broker products was misappropriated and/or wrongfully

converted by the defendants.

(f) Specifically, through its still ongoing investigations of the affairs of Banners

Broker, the Receiver has determined that the defendant Dixit, a former

principal and guiding mind of the Banners Broker enterprise, personally

received, either directly or through corporate entities under his ownership and

control over approximately USD$4.8 million in affiliate funds spent by affiliates
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on Banners Broker advertising products. The defendant, Josun, similarly

received over approximately USD$3.8 million in affiliate funds.

Banners Broker

(g) Banners Broker purported to be an Internet marketing company structured as

an "multi-level marketing" program engaged in the sale of `banner'

advertisements on the Internet. Individual affiliates were told that with their

money spent on Banners Broker advertising products would be contributed

towards advertising space on high-traffic websites and gathering advertising

revenue based on the traffic to those advertisements.

(h) In reality, Banners Broker did not track website traffic, nor did it have access

to high-volume websites. It did not have the infrastructure to track an affiliate's

success or lack thereof in investing in online advertising. Banners Broker did

not earn revenue, and relied instead on recruitment and affiliate contributions

for cash flow.

(i) The Banners Broker enterprise was operated through a variety of entities

which were used interchangeably and projected the image of being a singular

entity. Creditors and third party service providers believed they were dealing

with "Banners Broker" rather than BBIL, Stellar Point or any other individual

entity. BBIL and the associated Banners Broker entities making up the

Banners Broker enterprise were all managed and controlled by one or both of

Dixit and Banners Broker co-founder Christopher G. Smith ("Smith").

(j) Although BBIL was legally domiciled in the Isle of Man, its operations were in

fact completely controlled by Ontario residents working in Ontario who were
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nominally employees of Stellar Point. Stellar Point, owned and controlled by

Dixit, operated as the "face" of Banners Broker to creditors, providing

worldwide customer support, IT services and training to Banners Broker

affiliates and resellers.

Receivership of BBIL and Stellar Point

(k) BBIL was ordered into liquidation by the Isle of Man High Court of Justice on

February 26, 2014. Miles Andrew Benham and Paul Robert Appleton were

appointed as Joint Liquidators of BBIL in the Isle of Man proceedings ("Joint

Liquidators").

(I) On August 22, 2014, pursuant to an application by the Joint Liquidators, the

Isle of Man proceeding was recognized by this Court under the cross-border

provisions of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. B-3 ("BIA")

and Spergel was appointed as Reciever of BBIL in Canada.

(m) On October 15, 2014, the Receiver's investigatory powers were expanded to

include five BBIL-associated corporations, including Stellar Point and the

defendant, Dixit Holdings Inc. ("Dixit Holdings")

(n) On August 7, 2015, the Receiver's investigatory powers were further

expanded to include two other BBIL-associated corporations, the defendants

8643989 Canada Inc. o/a Dixit Consortium Inc. ("Dixit Consortium") and

Dreamscape Ventures Ltd. ("Dreamscape")

(o) On April 8, 2016, Spergel was appointed as Reciever of Stellar Point.
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The Flow of Funds Analysis

(p) The Receiver and Joint Liquidators continue to prioritize the preparation of a

global "Flow of Funds Analysis" sufficient to understand how affiliate

contributions were received and disbursed over the period of Banners

Broker's operations ("Flow of Funds Analysis").

(q) The Flow of Funds Analysis has been updated as financial information

becomes available. To date, the Receiver and Joint Liquidators have

collected, reviewed and incorporated information obtained from approximately

100 financial institutions, 9 payment processors and 46 other third parties. The

following documents, among others, have been reviewed and incorporated

into the Flow of Funds Analysis:

(i) Productions from Canadian and foreign financial institutions used by

Banners Broker;

(ii) Documents produced by Stellar Point;

(iii) Transaction details produced by Payza, an electronic payment

processor used by Banners Broker;

(iv) Documents produced by Macdonald Sager Manis LLP ("MSM"), former

corporate counsel to Dixit, Stellar Point, Dixit Holdings and BBIL;

(v) Documents produced by G Cube Media LLC ("G Cube"), a US-based

company owned and controlled by Smith's cousin, Peter Williams,

which acted as a reseller and payment processor in Banners Broker;
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(vi) Bank statements from accounts maintained by Banners Broker UK,

Banners Broker's UK based reseller.

(r) The Flow of Funds Analysis provides a current best estimate of total funds

received from creditors, together with information on how such funds were

utilized by Banners Broker entities and their principals.

(s) Through its work on the Flow of Funds Analysis, the Receiver has

determined that millions of dollars in affiliate funds were received and used

personally by the defendants, Dixit and Josun.

(t) The Receiver has identified at least USD$4.06 million in unverified

disbursements in respect of which the Receiver is unable to identify the

recipient. The Receiver believes that the defendants were likely the

recipients of these unverified disbursements.

Criminal Proceedings in Respect of Banners Broker

(u) In September 2014, the Receiver was made aware of criminal proceedings

before the Ontario Court of Justice arising from a Toronto Police Services

Financial Crimes Unit investigation into Banners Broker's operations in

Canada and Banners Broker principals, Christopher Smith ("Smith") and Dixit.

(v) On December 9, 2015, Dixit and Smith were arrested in Toronto and charged

with offences under the Criminal Code and the Competition Act in relation to

fraud, possession of proceeds of crime and money laundering in relation to

their operation of and profit from the Banners Broker enteprise, which is

alleged by the Crown to have been an illegal pyramid scheme.
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(w) Dixit is a former resident of Whitby, Ontario and was a principal and guiding

mind of Stellar Point, Dixit Consortium, Dreamscape and the Banners Broker

enterprise. In August 2015, Dixit moved from the Toronto area to Langley,

British Columbia.

(x) The Receiver's Statement of Claim asserts that, through the apparatus of

Stellar Point and Dixit Holdings, Dixit was responsible for the actions of BBIL's

staff, including the misrepresentations made to affiliates in respect of Banners

Broker's operations and profitability and the handling of their investment

funds. In his variously described roles as the de facto head of BBIL and

controlling director/officer of Stellar Point and Dixit Holdings, Dixit redirected

Affiliate funds generally as follows:

(i) By causing Stellar Point on behalf of BBIL to make misrepresentations

to Affiliates to induce them to purchase Banners Broker products;

(ii) By causing Stellar Point to bill BBIL's parent company, MGI,

extraordinary amounts for its ̀ services';

(iii) By causing BBIL to pay those amounts;

(iv) By turning Stellar Point's funds to his own personal use; and

(v) By causing Stellar Point to make misrepresentations to Banners

Broker affiliates as to the status of their purchases from BBIL.
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(y) The Receiver has also determined that Dixit made extensive personal use of

affiliate funds contributed to and held by BBIL and Stellar Point, allowing him

to live a life of extreme luxury and affluence.

(z) As noted above, the Flow of Funds Analysis indicates that Dixit personally

received approximately USD$4.8 million from these affiliate contributions. This

includes, notably:

(i) Dixit used funds from the bank accounts of Stellar Point, Dixit Holdings

and Dixit Consortium to fund at least USD$3.34 million in personal

expenses, without ever properly accounting for or reimbursing the

respective corporations. Among these, approximately USD$2.95

million received by Stellar Point directly from Banners Broker

"affiliates" was used by Dixit for predominantly personal (i.e. non-

business) purposes including the purchase of clothing, designer

handbags, jewelry, lingerie and personal travel.

(ii) Dixit received a share of the proceeds from the sale of the Banners

Broker support centre located at 5 Carlow Court, Whitby, when it was

sold in March 2014 for $1.2 million. Of that, $252,811.83 was directed

and paid to Dixit Holdings.

(iii) At least USD$1.28 million was transferred to Dreamscape by various

Banners Broker entities. Of that, approximately USD$240,000

remaines unaccounted for on the Dreamscape bank statements from

its account at the Bank of Cyprus which have been reviewed by the

Receiver.
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(iv) Non-cash assets were transferred between the Banners Broker entities

without any discernible business or contractual reason, and little if any

documentation. Dixit appears to have taken advantage of this to

purchase five Mercedes-Benz vehicles using funds from Stellar Point

bank accounts and later placing the vehicles in the names of Dixit

Holdings and other Banners Broker entities.

(aa) The Receiver has also identified a number of substantial purchases made

by Dixit using credit cards and debit cards which were the recipients of

millions of dollars in Banners Broker funds. Non-business related purchases

made by Dixit using these funds included jewellery, watches, liquor, clothing

and chartered flights on private jets.

Josun's Role in and Unlawful Enrichment from Banners Broker

(bb) Josun is a resident of Brampton, Ontario. Josun is one of the founders of the

Banners Broker enterprise. Prior to Dixit joining the enterprise, Josun acted

as Banners Broker's primary spokesperson. After Dixit assumed control of

much of Banners Broker's Canadian operations, Josun became Banners

Broker's main representative among international affiliates, predominantly in

Europe.

(cc) In that role, Josun would travel to meet with international affiliates, or

potential affiliates, and conduct conference calls and seminars via

videoconferencing. His day-to-day occupation with Banners Broker was to

maximize Affiliate investment into the program, as well as to establish an

international network Banners Broker Network. That is, he was responsible
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for encouraging the development of overseas affiliates into ̀ super-affiliates'

(or "Resellers"), who would establish their own networks of affiliates.

(dd) In his role as Banners Broker's international representative, Josun would

frequently fly to overseas locations with a significant amount of company

funds. Those funds were used to advertise a lifestyle of success and luxury

to potential affiliates. Josun spent existing affiliate funds lavishly in

maintaining this facade, as he carried out a campaign to woo wealthy new

affiliates to the Banners Broker enterprise.

lee) Josun's spending in his role as Banners Broker's international spokesperson

lacked any effective oversight. No budgets were set for Josun's business

trips on behalf of Banners Broker, nor was there any control over his

expenses.

(ff) The Receiver asserts that Josun would regularly receive funds from affiliates

meant to be spent on Banners Broker products. Rather than remit these

funds to the company, Josun would redirect the funds to his own personal

accounts in offshore jurisdictions, intending to place them beyond the reach

of creditors.

(gg) The Receiver also asserts that, by in or around 2012, Josun had directly

embezzled at least USD$3.6 million of affiliate funds, which were deposited

in a Swiss bank account held by the defendant, World Web Media Inc.

Josun's employment was terminated by Banners Broker in or around July

2012, although the Swiss bank account funds were never recovered. The

Receiver believes that Josun has since used the Swiss bank account funds
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for personal purposes, including the launching of his own MLM program

called "KulClub".

Known Assets

(hh) Through its investigations to date, the Receiver has become aware of a

number of known assets held by the Dixit Defendants and/or Josun, which

include:

(i) Bank accounts at Canadian financial institutions including CIBC, Royal

Bank of Canada ("RBC"), HSBC Bank Canada ("HSBC"), TD Canada

Trust ("TD Bank") and President's Choice Financial Group

("President's Choice Financial");

(ii) Credit card accounts with Canadian financial institutions including

CIBC, RBC and HSBC; and

(iii) Bank accounts at foreign financial institutions with Canadian offices,

including the Bank of Cyprus.

(ii) The known accounts and credit cards of the Dixit Defendants and Josun are

set out at Schedule "A" to the Draffi Order appended hereto.

(jj) Based on the amount at issue, the Receiver has good reason to believe the

Dixit Defendants and Josun may have additional exigible accounts or assets

which would be subject to the Mareva order sought on this motion.
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The Receiver is Entitled to the Relief Sought

(kk) The Receiver is entitled to pre-judgment relief on the basis of a strong prima

facie case of fraud and oppression. The total amount for which the

defendants may be liable is expected to exceed $100 million.

(II) There is a clear and present threat that the assets of the Dixit Defendants

and Josun will be dissipated, concealed, transferred, sold for value, or

otherwise conveyed within or outside of this jurisdiction for the purposes of

evading the recovery of the plaintiff unless this Honourable Court intervenes.

This is demonstrated by, among other things:

(i) The defendants' maintenance of bank accounts in foreign jurisdictions,

such as Cyprus and Switzerland; and

(ii) The demonstrated capacity of the defendants to transfer funds abroad

and structure the corporate affairs of the Banners Broker enterprise

through entities in foreign jurisdictions (i.e. Isle of Man, Belize, British

Virgin Islands, US Marshall Islands, etc.) in such a way as to put

assets beyond the reach of creditors.

(mm) The Receiver has provided an undertaking regarding damages.

Ex Pane Nature and Timing of the Motion

(nn) The nature of the motion and the surrounding circumstances make service of

the within motion impracticable, as it would be genuinely impossible to give

notice to the defendants, who are alleged to have perpetrated a significant

fraud, without defeating the purpose of the Mareva injunction sought.
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(oo) Dixit stands charged of multiple criminal charges including fraud and money

laundering. The Toronto Police Service has also alleged that "funds were

funneled to a number of offshore accounts in Belize, St. Lucia, Cyprus and

others."

(pp) In these circumstances, the Receiver is concerned that if notice were provided

to Josun or the Dixit Defendants of the within motion they would have

opportunity to move any funds remaining in Canada beyond the reach of the

Receiver and outside of the jurisdiction of this court. The defendants have

already demonstrated the capacity and inclination to systematically transfer

funds abroad.

(qq) The Receiver has made full and frank disclosure of all material facts. The

supporting evidence for this motion was collected by the Receiver through the

parallel Banners Broker insolvency proceedings, in which the defendants were

invited to participate. In the case of Dixit, he was represented by counsel in

those proceedings.

(rr) The Receiver has brought this motion as expeditiously as possible, in the

circumstances. Given the time and efforts required to undertake a fulsome

investigation into the Banners Broker enterprise and complete the Flow of

Funds Analysis, the Receiver has only recently reached a position where it

could decide to pursue this action and the relief sought on this motion.

(ss) Specifically, in January of 2016, the Receiver obtained a court order for the

production of certain important banking records relevant to the claim asserted

against Dixit. Since that time the Receiver has worked diligently to review and

understand these additional Dixit banking records and incorporate them into
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the Flow of Funds Analysis. The review and analysis of these important Dixit

banking records informs the Receiver's election to proceed with this action

and the within motion.

(tt) In the course of its work on the Flow of Funds Analysis, the Receiver also only

very recently determined that certain transactions noted in Stellar Point bank

statements related to Visa Debit card transactions made by Dixit using

Banners Broker affiliate funds. This recent discovery further informed the

Receiver's decision to proceed with its action and the within motion.

General

(uu) Part XIII of the BIA (sections 267 to 284) which govern cross-border

insolvencies;

(vv) Section 101 of the Courts of Justice Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. C.43;

(ww) Rules 40 of the Rules of Civil Procedure; and

(xx) Such further grounds as counsel may advise.

THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE will be used at the hearing of the motion:

(a) The Seventh Report of the Receiver, dated May 30, 2016;

(b) The Receiver's previous Reports to the Court, including:

a. The Receiver's Third Report, dated July 30, 2015;

b. The Receiver's Fourth Report, dated January 8, 2016; and

c. The Receiver's Fifth Report, dated April 4, 2016;
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(c) The pleadings and proceedings herein and in the parallel cross-border

insolvency proceedings involving BBIL and Stellar Point (Court File No. CV-14-

10663-OOCL); and

(d) Such further and other evidence as counsel may advise and this Honourable

Court deems just.

May 30, 2016 CASSELS BROCK & BLACKWELL LLP
2100 Scotia Plaza
40 King Street West
Toronto, ON M5H 3C2

David S. Ward LSUC#: 33541 W
Tel: 416-869-5960
Fax: 416-640-3154
dward@casselsbrock.com

Christopher Horkins LSUC #: 61880R
Tel: 416.815.4351
Fax: 416.642.7129
chorkins@casselsbrock. com

Lawyers for the Plaintiffs
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Court File No.

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

(Commercial List)

B ETWEEN:

BANNERS BROKER INTERNATIONAL LIMITED and
STELLAR POINT, INC., by their receiver MSI SPERGEL INC.

- and -

RAJIV DIXIT, KULDIP JOSUN, DIXIT HOLDINGS INC.,
DIXIT CONSORTIUM INC., DREAMSCAPE VENTURES LTD.,
WORLD WEB MEDIA INC., and REAL PROFIT LIMITED

Plaintiffs

Defendants

ORDER

(Mareva Injunction)

NOTICE

If you, the Defendant, disobey this order you may be held to be in contempt of
court and may be imprisoned, fined or have your assets seized. You are entitled
to apply on at least twenty-four (24) hours notice to the Plaintiff, for an order
granting you sufficient funds for ordinary living expenses and legal advice and
representation.

Any other person who knows of this order and does anything which helps or
permits the Defendant to breach the terms of this Order may also be held to be in
contempt of court and may be imprisoned, fined or have their assets seized.

THIS MOTION, made without notice by the Plaintiff, msi Spergel inc. ("Spergel") in its

capacity as receiver (in such capacity, the "Receiver") of Banners Broker International Limited

("BBIL") and Stellar Point Inc. ("Stellar Point"), for an interim Order in the form of a Mareva

injunction restraining the defendants, Rajiv Dixit ("Dixit"), Dreamscape Ventures Limited

("Dreamscape"), Dixit Consortium Inc. ("Dixit Consortium"), Dixit Holdings Inc. ("Dixit
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Holdings" and collectively referred to herein with Dixit, Dixit Consortium and Dreamscape as

the "Dixit Defendants") and Kuldip Josun ("Josun"), from dissipating their assets and other

relief, was heard this day at the Court House, 330 University Avenue, Toronto, Ontario.

ON READING the Motion Record of the plaintiff, on hearing the submissions of counsel

for the plaintiff, and on noting the undertaking of the plaintiff to abide by any Order this Court

may make concerning damages arising from the granting and enforcement of this Order:

Mareva Injunction

1. THIS COURT ORDERS that Josun and the Dixit Defendants, and their servants,

employees, agents, assigns, officers, directors and anyone else acting on their behalf or in

conjunction with them, or any of them, and any and all persons with notice of this injunction, are

restrained from directly or indirectly, by any means whatsoever:

(a} selling, removing, dissipating, alienating, transferring, assigning, encumbering, or

similarly dealing with any assets of Josun or the Dixit Defendants, wherever

situated, including but not limited to the assets and accounts listed in Schedule

"A" hereto;

(b) instructing, requesting, counselling, demanding, or encouraging any other person

to do so; and

(c) facilitating, assisting in, aiding, abetting, or participating in any acts the effect of

which is to do so.

2. THIS COURT ORDERS that paragraph 1 applies to all of Josun's and the Dixit

Defendants' assets whether or not they are in their own name and whether they are solely or

jointly owned. For the purpose of this order, the assets of Josun and the Dixit Defendants
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include any asset which Josun or the Dixit Defendants, or any of them, have the power, directly

or indirectly, to dispose of or deal with as if it were their own. Josue and the Dixit Defendants, or

any of them, are to be regarded as having such power if a third party holds or controls the

assets in accordance with the direct or indirect instructions of any of Josue or the Dixit

Defendants.

Ordinary Living Expenses

3. THIS COURT ORDERS that Josue and the Dixit Defendants, or any of them, may apply

for an order, on at least twenty-four (24) hours notice to the plaintiff, specifying the amount of

funds which Josue or the Dixit Defendants, or any of them, are entitled to spend on ordinary

living expenses and legal advice and representation.

Disclosure of Information

4. THIS COURT ORDERS that each of Josue and the Dixit Defendants prepare and

provide to the Plaintiff within 30 days of the date of service of this Order, a sworn statement

describing the nature, value, and location of their assets worldwide, whether in their own name

or not and whether solely or jointly owned.

5. THIS COURT ORDERS that if the provision of any of this information is likely to

incriminate Josue or the Dixit Defendants, or any of them, they may be entitled to refuse to

provide it, but are recommended to take legal advice before refusing to provide the information.

Wrongful refusal to provide the information referred to in paragraph 4 herein is contempt of court

and may render Josue or the Dixit Defendants, or any of them, liable to be imprisoned, fined, or

have their assets seized.
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Third Parties

6. THIS COURT ORDERS Canadian imperial Bank of Commerce ("CIBC"), HSBC Bank

Canada ("HSBC"), Royal Bank of Canada ("RBC"), the Bank. of Cyprus and any other financial

institution holding monies or assets in any account or on credit on behalf of Josun or the Dixit

Defendants, or any of them (collectively, the "Banks"), to forthwith freeze and prevent any

removal or transfer of monies or assets of the Dixit Defendants held in any account or on credit

on behalf of Josun or the Dixit Defendants, or any of them, with the Banks, until further Order of

the Court, including but not limited to the accounts listed in Schedule "A" hereto.

7. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Banks forthwith disclose and deliver up to the Plaintiff

any and all records held by the Banks concerning the Dixit Defendants' assets and accounts,

including the existence, nature, value and location of any monies or assets or credit, wherever

situate, held on behalf of the Dixit Defendants, or any of them, by the Banks.

Variation, Discharge or Extension of Order

8. THIS COURT ORDERS that anyone served with or notified of this Order may apply to

the Court at any time to vary or discharge this order, on four (4) days notice to the Plaintiff.

9. THIS COURT QRDERS that the parties shall attend before this Court on

2016 at 10:00 AM for the hearing of a motion by the plaintiff for

the continuation of this Order, failing which this Order will terminate.



Schedule "A"

SCHEDULE "A"

Bank Accounts:

BANK BRANCH ADDRESS ACCOUNT HOLDER ACCOUNT NO.

CIBC Unknown Rajiv Dixit Chequing Account No. 

CIBC Unknown Rajiv Dixit

CIBC Unknown Rajiv Dixit

CIBC Unknown Rajiv Dixit

CIBC Unknown Rajiv Dixit

CIBC Unknown Rajiv Dixit

CIBC Unknown Dixit Consortium

CIBC Unknown Dixit Consortium  (USD Account)

CIBC Unknown Dixit Consortium

CIBC Unknown Dixit Holdings

CIBC 540 Laval Drive

Oshawa, ON

L1 J OB5

Kuldip Josun Unknown

HSBC Unknown Rajiv Dixit

HSBC Unknown Stellarpoint Ltd. Chequing Account No.

RBC Unknown Rajiv Dixit

RBC Unknown Rajiv Dixit

RBC 10098 McLaughlin
Road

Brampton, ON

L7A 2X6

Kuldip Josun Unknown

TD Bank Unknown Kuldip Josun

TD Bank 4 King Street W, P.O.
Box 247

Rajiv Dixit (held jointly
with Stephanie

Chequing Account No. 
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BANK BRANCH ADDRESS ACCOUNT HOLDER ACCOUNT NO.

Oshawa, ON
Schlacht)

L1H 7L3

President's Choice P.O. Box 603 Kuldip Josun Unknown
Financial Group

Station, Agincourt

Scarborough, ON

M1S 5K9

Bank of Cyprus 658 Danforth Ave Dreamscape Ventures
Toronto, ON M4J 5B9 Ltd.

C.I.M. Banque Unknown Worid Web Media /
Kuldip Josun

Credit Cards:

BANK CARD HOLDER CARD NO.

CIBC Rajiv Dixit

CIBC Rajiv Dixit

CIBC Rajiv Dixit

CIBC Rajiv Dixit

CIBC Rajiv Dixit

RBC Rajiv Dixit

RBC Rajiv Dixit

HSBC Rajiv Dixit
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I. Purpose of this Report

1. This Report is filed in support of an Ex Pane motion by msi Spergel inc., in its capacity

as court-appointed receiver (in such capacity, the "Receiver") of Banners Broker International

Limited ("BBIL") and Stellar Point Inc. ("Stellar Point"), for an interim and interlocutory Mareva

injunction.

2. The injunction sought is in standard Model Order form. It seeks to restrain Rajiv Dixit

("Dixit"), Dreamscape Ventures Limited ("Dreamscape"), 8643989 Canada Inc. o/a Dixit

Consortium Inc. ("Dixit Consortium"), Dixit Holdings Inc. ("Dixit Holdings", collectively referred

to herein, with Dixit, Dixit Consortium and Dreamscape, as the "Dixit Defendants") and Kuldip

Josun ("Josun") from selling, removing, dissipating, alienating, transferring, assigning,

encumbering, or similarly dealing with any assets pending the final disposition of the Receiver's

recently issued action against those parties for recovery of funds which were fraudulently

misappropriated from the insolvent corporations. Without the relief sought, the Receiver

believes it is likely that assets will be dissipated or transferred abroad and that its right of

recovery will be irreparably prejudiced.

I. Overview

3. BBIL was central to a group of at least eight related companies and service providers.

Together they were involved in and/or operated the "Banners Broker" online enterprise

("Banners Broker"). Banners Broker was a platform whereby registered members known as

"affiliates" could advertise their businesses on websites within the Banners Broker network of

publishers while, at the same time, earn revenues as an advertising publisher through

specialized and targeted publisher sites created, designed and hosted by BBIL.

4. Banners Broker promised affiliates a doubling of their money if they could recruit others

in a marketing program purportedly involving the sale of online advertising. In effect, the
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Banners Broker "product", which was described as "advertising", offered affiliates the

opportunity to double their money.

5. Now defunct, various of the corporate entities making up the Banners Broker enterprise,

are currently subject to insolvency proceedings in the Isle of Man (in the case of BBIL), as well

as in Canada (in the case of BBIL, Stellar Point and others).

6. Dixit, as well as former Banners Broker principal Christopher G. Smith ("Smith"), are

also subject to ongoing criminal proceedings in Canada, in which Banners Broker is alleged to

have been an illegal pyramid scheme.

7. Contemporaneous with the filing of this report, the Receiver will commence an action in

the Ontario Superior Court of Justice (Commercial List) on behalf of the insolvent corporations,

BBIL and Stellar Point, and their creditors. The Receiver's action seeks the recovery of over

$100 million in damages for negligent and/or fraudulent misrepresentation, conspiracy,

conversion, breach of fiduciary duties, breach of contract, negligence and oppression contrary

to the Canada Business Corporations Act R.S.C. 1985, c. C-44 (the "CBCA"), as well as

punitive damages, disgorgement and restitutionary remedies arising from the alleged

misappropriation of millions of dollars in affiliate funds by Dixit, Josun and certain Banners

Broker associated corporations under their ownership and control. A copy of the Receiver's

Statement of Claim, to be issued, is attached as Appendix "A".

8. Since its appointment in August of 2014, the Receiver has had an opportunity to conduct

an extensive investigation into Banners Broker's business, operations and financial affairs.

Using the investigatory powers granted by this Court, the Receiver has collected and reviewed

thousands of documents relevant to the global flow of affiliate contributed funds through the

Banners Broker enterprise over the course of its operations, The Receiver has successfully

recovered millions of dollars that had been taken from Banners Broker entities by management.

In the course of that recovery, the Receiver determined that millions of dollars in affiliate funds
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were transferred, without any legitimate business purpose, through the various Banners Broker

associated entities, such as BBIL and Stellar Point, and into the possession of Dixit and Josun

with no right and virtually no observation of formality.

9. Through its still ongoing investigations, the Receiver has determined that Dixit personally

received, either directly or through corporate entities under his ownership and control over

approximately USD$4.8 million in affiliate funds spent by affiliates on Banners Broker

advertising products. Josun similarly received over approximately USD$3.8 million in affiliate

funds. Millions more in affiliate funds remain unaccounted for. Based on the substantial amounts

the Receiver now believes were misappropriated by Dixit and Josun, and their demonstrated

capacity to move funds abroad or otherwise put monies beyond the reach of creditors, the

Receiver seeks the ex pane relief sought on this motion. The Receiver believes that the grant of

a Mareva injunction is critical to preserving rights of recovery in respect of affiliate funds.

III. Receiver's Previous Reports to Court

10. This is the Receiver's Seventh Report to the Court ("Seventh Report"). It follows and

may be read in conjunction with the following previous reports:

(a) Receiver's First Report (dated October 2, 2014)

This report described the Receiver's actions upon appointment, including initial
inquiries and the discovery of a criminal investigation in respect of Banners
Broker. The report was filed in support of a request for additional investigatory
powers extending to certain specifically identified associated corporations.

A copy of the Receiver's First Report, without exhibits, is attached as Appendix
«B,~

(b) Receiver's Second Report (dated .January 12, 2015)

This report was filed in support of the Receiver's motion for an order restricting
the disposition of certain monies and credits held by electronic payment
processors, which monies were then frozen by ex pane Restraint Orders granted
in the context of the criminal investigation.

A copy of the Receiver's Second Report, without exhibits, is attached as
Appendix "C".
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(c) Receiver's Third Report (dated July 30, 2015)

This report was filed in support of the Receiver's motion for approval of a
settlement agreement with a BBIL group entity, and for the grant of certain limited
investigatory authority in respect of recently identified BBIL associated
companies. The report also provided an update on the activities of the Receiver
since its First Report.

A copy of the Receiver's Third Report, without exhibits, is attached as Appendix
«p~~

(d) Receiver's Fourth Report (dated January 8, 2016)

This report was filed in support of the Receiver's motion for the production of
certain banking records from the Royal Bank of Canada ("RBC") and the
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce ("CIBC"}. The Fourth Report also provides
an update on the Receiver's activities since the Third Report.

A copy of the Receiver's Fourth Report, without exhibits, is attached as
Appendix "E".

(e) Receiver's Fifth Report (dated April 4, 2016)

This report was filed in support of the Receiver's motion to convert the
investigatory receivership of Stellar Point into standard, possessory receivership
proceedings, to declare certain funds identified by the Receiver as BBIL funds,
for production of documents from certain financial institutions and for approval of
the Receiver's activities and approval of its fees and its counsel's fees to date.
The Fifth Report provides an update on the Receiver's activities since the Fourth
Report.

A copy of the Receiver's Fifth Report, without exhibits, is attached as Appendix
«F~~

(f) Receiver's Sixth Report (dated May 26, 2016)

This report was filed in support of the Receiver's motion for an order in
furtherance of the transition of certain BBIL insolvency administration matters
from the Joint Liquidators to the Receiver.

A copy of the Receiver's Sixth Report, without exhibits, is attached as Appendix
«G,~

1 1. The Receiver relies upon the content of these previous reports to court, which describe

the Receiver's activities and investigations to date, in support of the within motion. Full copies of

the previous reports, with exhibits, have been filed with the court previously and will be made

available at the hearing of the motion.

33
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IV. Banners Broker

12. Banners Broker, as it was described to affiliates, was an Internet marketing company

structured as a "multi-level marketing" program engaged in the sale of ̀ banner' advertisements

on the Internet. Individual affiliates were told that their money spent on Banners Broker

advertising products was contributed towards advertising space on high-traffic websites and

gathering advertising revenue based on the traffic to those advertisements.

13. In reality, Banners Broker did not track website traffic, nor did it have access to high-

volume websites. It did not have the infrastructure to track an affiliate's success or lack thereof

in investing in online advertising. Banners Broker did not earn revenue, and relied instead on

recruitment and investment enticement for cash flow.

14. The Banners Broker enterprise was operated through a variety of entities which were

used interchangeably and projected the image of being a singular entity. Creditors and third

party service providers believed they were dealing with "Banners Broker" rather than BBIL,

Stellar Point or any other individual entity. BBIL and the associated Banners Broker entities

making up the Banners Broker enterprise were all managed and controlled by one or both of

Smith and Dixit.

15. Although BBIL was legally domiciled in the Isle of Man, its operations were in fact

completely controlled by Ontario residents working in Ontario who were nominally employees of

Stellar Point, a non-arm's-length service provider which in turn was majority-owned and

unilaterally operated by Dixit. Stellar Point operated as the "face" of Banners Broker to creditors,

providing worldwide customer support, IT services and training to Banners Broker affiliates and

resellers.
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V. Receivership of BBIL and Stellar Point

16. BBIL was ordered into liquidation by the Isle of Man High Court of Justice on February

26, 2014. Miles Andrew Benham and Paul Robert Appleton were appointed as Joint Liquidators

of BBIL in the Isle of Man proceedings ("Joint Liquidators").

17. On August 22, 2014, pursuant to an application by the Joint Liquidators, the Isle of Man

proceeding was recognized by this Court under the cross-border provisions of the Bankruptcy

and Insolvency Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. B-3 ("BIA") and msi Spergel inc. was appointed as Reciever

of BBIL in Canada. A copy of the August 22, 2014 court orders recognizing the Isle of Man

proceeding and appointing the Receiver as Receiver of BBIL is attached as Appendix "H".

18. On October 15, 2014, the Receiver's investigatory powers were expanded to include

certain other BBIL associated corporations identified in the course of the Receiver's initial

i nvestigations, namely:

(a) Stellar Point;

(b) Dixit Holdings;

(c) 2087360 Ontario Incorporated ola Local Management Services ("LMS");

(d) Parrot Marketing Inc. (formerly o/a "8264554 Canada Limited") ("Parrot");

(e) 2341620 Ontario Corporation ("234"); and

(f) any other entity operating under the business names "Bannersbroker", "Banners

Broker", "Bannersbroker Limited", "Bannersmobile", "BannersMobile" or "Banners

Broker Belize".

A copy of the October 15, 2014 court order expanding the Receiver's investigatory powers is

attached as Appendix "I".
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19. On August 7, 2015, the Receiver's investigatory powers were further expanded to

include two other BBIL-associated corporations, owned and controlled by Dixit:

(a) Dixit Consortium; and

(b) Dreamscape.

The August 7, 2015 court order also empowered the Receiver to initiate and prosecute claims

on behalf of BBIL. A copy of the August 7, 2015 court order is attached as Appendix "J".

20. On April 8, 2016, the investigatory receivership in respect of Stellar Point was converted

to a full, possessory receivership and msi Spergel inc. was appointed as Receiver of Stellar

Point in addition to BBIL. A copy of the April 8, 2016 court order is attached as Appendix "K".

21. On May 26, 2016, the Receiver sought and was granted an order approving and

facilitating the transition of certain insolvency administration matters from the Joint Liquidators to

the Receiver, including the administration of a global claims process. A copy of the May 26,

2016 court order is attached as Appendix "L".

!/I. Flow of Funds Analysis

22. The Receiver and Joint Liquidators continue to prioritize the preparation of a detailed

accounting or "Flow of Funds Analysis" sufficient to understand how global affiliate contributions

to the Banner Broker enterprise were received and disbursed over the period of Banners

Broker's operations ("Flow of Funds Analysis"). The Flow of Funds Analysis provides a best

estimate, as at March 31, 2016, of total funds received from creditors, together with information

on how such funds were utilized by Banners Broker entities and their principals, including, of

particular relevance to this motion, Dixit and Josun.

23. The Flow of Funds Analysis is based primarily on third party provided financial

information in addition to information obtained from BBIL and related parties and is designed to
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understand how the monies that were contributed by affiliates to Banners Broker were returned

to them, invested, expended, diverted or otherwise utilized. A description of the Flow of Funds

Analysis, and the Receiver's most recent determinations made on the basis of its work on the

Flow of Funds Analysis to date, are set out in the Receiver's Fifth Report, attached hereto as

Appendix "F".

24. The Receiver's ongoing work on the Flow of Funds Analysis is intended to serve three

primary purposes:

(a) to provide an overall accounting of Banners Brokers operations to creditors and

the courts in Canada and the Isle of Man;

(b) to allow the Receiver and the Foreign Representative to identify additional BBIL

assets or claims that may be appropriate for realization;

(c) to provide evidence in respect of any claims litigation that the Receiver and/or the

Foreign Representative may elect to pursue against persons believed to have

benefited improperly from Banners Broker.

25. To date, the Receiver and Joint Liquidators have collected, reviewed and incorporated

information obtained from approximately 100 financial institutions, 9 payment processors and 46

other third parties. The following documents, among others, have been reviewed and

incorporated into the Flow of Funds Analysis:

(a) Productions from Canadian and foreign financial institutions used by Banners

Broker;

(b) Documents produced by Stellar Point;

(c) Transaction details produced by Payza, an electronic payment processor used

by Banners Broker;
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(d) Documents produced by Macdonald Sager Manis LLP ("MSM"),former corporate

counsel to Dixit, Stellar Point, Dixit Holdings and BBIL;

(e) Documents produced by G Cube Media LLC ("G Cube"), a US-based company

owned and controlled by Smith's cousin, Peter Williams, which acted as a

reseller and payment processor in Banners Broker; and

(f) Bank statements from accounts maintained by Banners Broker UK, Banners

Broker's UK based reseller.

26. The Receiver's investigations supporting the Flow of Funds Analysis are also informed

by interviews and examinations conducted by the Receiver of key individuals connected to the

Banners Broker enterprise pursuant to ifs court-ordered investigatory mandate. To date, the

Receiver has interviewed or examined 12 key individuals, including Smith, Dixit and Josun.

Examinations were conducted under oath and before a court reporter for the following

individuals:

(a) Lorenzo Guarini: former Vice President of Stellar Point (Examined on April 21,

2015),

(b) Kelly Stinson: Director of 8136645 Canada Limited (shareholder of Stellar Point)

(Examined on April 21, 2015);

(c) Stephanie Schlacht: Executive Assistant to Josun (May 2012 to July 2012);

Executive Assistant to Dixit (July 2012 to August 2013), current spouse of Dixit

(Examined on April 29 and June 11, 2015),

(d) Robert Pirie (a.k.a. "Ron Anderson"): Executive Assistant to the Director of

Human Resources and Training at Stellar Point (Examined on February 25, 2015);
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(e) Tara Reeves (nee Josun): Customer Service Representative at BBIL and Staff

Trainer at Stellar Point (Examined on February 26, 2015); and

(f) Maxvvell Morgan: CEO of Aramor Payments, a payment processor solutions

company engaged by Stellar Point and/or BBIL (Examined on April 13 and May 29,

2015).

Copies of the transcripts from these examinations are attached hereto as Appendix "M".

27. The Flow of Funds Analysis is continually being updated as better and more complete

financial information becomes available. Recently, the Flow of Funds has progressed to the

point which allows the Receiver to reach conclusions with respect to the receipt and disposition

of funds by Dixit and Josun, including much of what is alleged in the Statement of Claim.

28. By way of overview, it appears that approximately USD$156.44 million was received

from creditors, with approximately USD$78.93 million of the funds being returned to creditors in

the form of "pay-outs". Notable payments made to third parties include:

(a) USD$13.88 million paid to and/or at the direction of BBIL principals, Dixit, Josun

and Smith;

(b) USD$9.23 million in fees paid to payment processors; and

(c) USD$9.71 million paid to Banners Broker resellers/independent contractors.

29. Disbursements attributable to operating expenses of the Banners Broker enterprise total

approximately USD$21.98 million.

30. The Receiver has identified at least USD$4.06 million in unverified disbursements in

respect of which the Receiver is unable to identify the recipient.

31. The Flow of Funds Analysis, in its then current state of completion, has been filed with

court on a confidential basis on two prior occasions in the context of the ongoing Banners
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Broker Canadian insolvency proceedings. The Flow of Funds Analysis is based, in part, on

information obtained from Smith in accordance with the terms of the Confidentiality Order of

Justice Newbould, granted October 23, 2014 and, in accordance with the terms of that Order,

has been filed under seal with the approval of the Court.

VII. Criminal Proceedings in Respect of Banners Broker

32. In September 2014, the Receiver was made aware of criminal proceedings before the

Ontario Court of Justice arising from a Toronto Police Services Financial Crimes Unit

investigation into Banners Broker's operations in Canada and Banners Broker principals, Smith

and Dixit.

33. On December 9, 2015, Dixit and Smith were arrested in Toronto and charged with

offences under the Criminal Code and the Competition Act in relation to fraud, possession of

proceeds of crime and money laundering in relation to their operation of and profit from the

Banners Broker enteprise, which is alleged by the Crown to have been an illegal pyramid

scheme.

34. More specifically, Smith and Dixit were charged under the Criminal Code with (i)

defrauding the public over $5,000; (ii) possession of proceeds of crime; and (iii) laundering

proceeds of crime. They were also both charged under the Competition Act with (i) operating a

pyramid scheme; and (ii) making false or misleading statements.

35. The Toronto Police allege, among other things, that:

(a) "between October 2010 and March 2013, a pyramid scheme known as ̀ Banners

Broker' was operated out of a Church Street address in Toronto";

(b) "by the end of 2012, over $93 million US was obtained from thousands of

participants, of which approximately $45 million was paid back to participants in the

scheme"; and
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(c) "the remaining funds were funneled to a number of offshore accounts in Belize, St.

Lucia, Cyprus, and others."

A copy of the Toronto Police Services press release dated December 9, 2015 is attached hereto

as Appendix "N".

36. The Receiver has continued to monitor developments in the criminal proceedings and

has attended to observe criminal court attendances on January 14, 2016 and February 16,

2016. The two accused, including Dixit, are currently released on bail.

VI11. Dixit Defendants

37. Dixit is a former resident of Whitby, Ontario and was a principal and guiding mind of the

Banners Broker enterprise generally, holding a controlling position in each of Stellar Point, Dixit

Holdings, Dixit Consortium and Dreamscape.

38. The Receiver has been advised through interviews conducted pursuant to its

investigatory mandate that Dixit joined Banners Broker in late 2010, initially serving primarily as

a seminar host promoting investment in Banners Broker. Over the following two years, his role

expanded greatly, becoming one of the principals and guiding minds of the global Banners

Broker enterprise. Dixit purported to hold numerous titles within the Banners Broker enterprise,

but most often held himself out as the "Chief Operating Officer" of the business.

39. In August 2015, Dixit moved from the Toronto area to Langley, British Columbia. Upon

learning that Dixit would be leaving Ontario, the Receiver requisitioned a parcel register for

Dixit's former personal residence in Oshawa. The parcel register indicates that Dixit sold his

house on July 20, 2015. In response to a broad document production request (i.e. not specific to

the residence) made by counsel for the Receiver, Dixit produced information relating to the sale

~ The Receiver has met with and interviewed 12 individuals involved in the Banners Broker enterprise,
including Smith, Dixit and Josun. For a more detailed description of the Receiver's interviews of key
Banners Broker individuals, please see paragraphs 58-68 of the Receiver's Third Report, attached hereto
as Appendix "D".
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of the property. The sale proceeds were directed to pay down two mortgages and to satisfy a

support order, with the balance of the monies (after transaction costs) paid to Dixit and his wife,

Stephanie Schlacht ("Schlacht").

IX. Dixit's Alleged Misappropriations from Banners Broker

40. The Receiver alleges that, through the apparatus of Stellar Point and Dixit Holdings,

Dixit was responsible for the actions of BBIL's staff, including the misrepresentations made to

affiliates in respect of Banners Broker's operations and profitability and the handling of their

investment funds. In his variously described roles as the de facto head of BBIL and controlling

director/officer of Stellar Point and Dixit Holdings, Dixit redirected Affiliate funds generally as

follows:

(a) By causing Stellar Point on behalf of BBIL to make misrepresentations to

Affiliates to induce them to purchase Banners Broker products;

(b) By causing Stellar Point to bill BBIL's parent company, Monetize Group Inc.

("MGI"), extraordinary amounts for its "services";

(c) By causing BBIL to pay those amounts;

(d) By turning Stellar Point's funds to his own personal use; and

(e) By causing Stellar Point to make misrepresentations to Banners Broker affiliates

as to the status of their purchases from BBIL.

41. Using his position of authority within Banners Broker, Dixit misappropriated and/or

converted to his own use millions of dollars in affiliate funds held by BBIL and Stellar Point to

which he had no right. Through this misappropriation, Dixit was able to live a life of extreme

luxury and affluence. The Receiver's knowledge in this regard is based on its review of bank
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statements, credit card statements, receipts, invoices and other documents collected and

reviewed in the course of preparing the Flow of Funds Analysis.

42. By way of example, during the course of the Receiver's review of bank accounts

belonging to Stellar Point and Dixit Holdings, the Receiver identified three Visa card numbers

associated with a CIBC Visa card issued to Dixit personally and held in his name ("Dixit CIBC

Visa")

43. Through its review of documents recently produced to the Receiver from CIBC, the

Receiver has determined that the Dixit GIBC Visa received over USD$2.4 million from Banners

Broker bank accounts. (Again, these bank accounts were funded by affiliate contributions). The

Receiver has also determined that the Dixit CIBC Visa was frequently used by Dixit to purchase

expensive personal items that could not have been for the benefit of BBIL or Stellar Point,

including the following notable examples:

(a) On December 1, 2012 Dixit purchased six watches from Weir &Sons in Dublin,

Ireland: three Rolexes and three Breitfings. Two of the watches were women's

watches. The total purchase price was €63,355.00 and was funded using six

credit cards, including the Dixit CIBC Visa and a Stellar Point Bank of Cyprus

debit card. Of the €63,355.00 purchase price, €37,700 (CDN$50,589.63) was

paid for using the Dixit CIBC Visa and €14,775 (USD$19,971.37) was paid for

using the Stellar Point Bank of Cyprus debit card. Attached as Appendix "O"

are copies of the December 1, 2012 receipt from Weir &Sons and an excerpt

from the Dixit CIBC Visa statements reflecting the purchase;

(b) On February 26, 2013 Dixit purchased two watches, a Breitling Superocean and

a Hublot Bigbang, from a Selfridges store in Manchester, England. The watches

cost a total of £26,110 and were paid for using two credit cards including the Dixit

CIBC Visa. Of the total purchase price, £14,910(CDN$23,855.41) was paid for
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using the Dixit CIBC Visa. Attached as Appendix "P" are copies of the February

26, 2013 receipt from Selfridges and an excerpt from the Dixit CIBC Visa

statements reflecting the purchase;

(c) On or about April 18, 2013 Dixit purchased a £1,800 (CDN$2,906.10) bottle of

Macallan 1824 Ltd. from a World Duty Free store at Heathrow Airport. The scotch

was paid for using the Dixit CIBC Visa. Attached as Appendix "Q" are a copy of

the April 18, 2013 receipt from World Duty Free and an excerpt from the Dixit

CIBC Visa statements reflecting the purchase; and

(d) On May 10, 2013 Dixit purchased two watch winders, a Hublot clock and a

Montegrappa pen from the Chateau D'Ivoire store in Montreal, Quebec for

$21,954.62. This purchase was paid for using the Dixit CIBC Visa. Attached as

Appendix "R" are a copy of the May 10, 2013 receipt from Chateau D'Ivoire and

an excerpt from the Dixit CIBC Visa statements reflecting the purchase.

44. In the course of its Stellar Point records review, the Receiver also located receipts for

several high value items that had been purchased using what appeared to be a credit card

ending in "1601" ("1601 Visa Card"). The Receiver determined that the 1601 Visa was used to

make tens, if not hundreds, of thousands of dollars of purchases of jewelry and other non-

business related expenses. However, until very recently, the Receiver had been unable to

determine who the 1601 Visa Card belonged to.

45. Upon recent further review of bank account records obtained by the Receiver for a

Stellar Point bank account held with the Bank of Cyprus ("Stellar Point Cyprus Account"), it

became apparent that the 1601 Visa Card is likely a Visa Debit card that was used by Dixit to

withdraw funds and/or make payments from the Stellar Point Cyprus Account. Attached as

Appendix "S" is a copy of the Stellar Point Cyprus Account statements that were produced to

the Receiver.
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46. For example, on December 11, 2012, the 1601 Visa Card was used to purchase a 2.02

carat diamond from Oshawa Jewellery Inc. for $19,000. A copy of this receipt is attached as

Appendix "T". In reviewing the Stellar Point Cyprus Account statements, there is an entry on

December 13, 2012, that states "Card 4***1601 2012-12-11 19000.00 CAD... Visa CA

OSHAWA Oshawa Jewellery Exchange." The Receiver has determined that the Stellar Point

Cyprus Account was used to fund the purchase of the diamond from Oshawa Jewellery Inc.

47. Similarly, on March 2, 2013, the 1601 Visa Card was used to purchase $19,000 in

shoes, and suits from Harry Rosen. A copy of this receipt is attached as Appendix "U". In

reviewing the Stellar Point Cyprus Account statements, there is an entry on April 3, 2013, that

states "Card 4***1601 2013-03-02 19000.00 CAD ... VISA CA TORONTO Harry Rosen...."

48. As further described above, the 1601 Visa Card was also used to fund $19,981.37 of the

December 1, 2012 purchase of six watches from Weir &Sons in Dublin, Ireland.

49. There are dozens of other examples where the Stellar Point Cyprus Account, by means

of the 1601 Visa Card, was used to fund what are evidently non-business expenses. These

include:

(a) On December 27, 2412, a $33,677.00 purchase from Jim Coleman Automotive for

Rajkumar Dixit. Jim Coleman is a auto dealership in Maryland. Rajkumar Dixit is

Dixit's brother. Attached as Appendix "V" is an excerpt of the Stellar Point Cyprus

Account statement evidencing the same;

(b) On December 28, 2012, a $18,556.70 private chartered flight. Attached as

Appendix "W" is an excerpt of the Stellar Point Cyprus Account statement

evidencing the same;2

2 It is possible that this expense was for a private flight to the Bahamas for Dixit, his ex-wife, and his
mother. The Receiver has been advised by several witnesses that around this time Dixit took his ex-wife
and mother to the Bahamas on vacation (See for example: Transcript from the Examination of Lorenzo
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(c) On January 1, 2013, a $12,783.51 purchase from John Bull (according to its website,

the store sells leather, perfume, cosmetics, jewelry, watches and photography

equipment), in Paradise Island, Bahamas. Attached as Appendix "X" is an excerpt

of the Stellar Point Cyprus Account statement evidencing the same; and

(d) On February 28, 2013, a $12,580.19 purchase from Tiffany & Co. Ltd. at Heathrow

Airport. Attached as Appendix "Y" is an excerpt of the Stellar Point Cyprus Account

statement evidencing the same.

50. As further detailed in the Receiver's Fifth Report, the Receiver has concluded through its

Flow of Funds Analysis that Dixit personally received approximately USD$4.8 million over a

three to four year period. Such receipts were entirety funded by affiliate contributions. This

includes, notably:

(a) Dixit used funds from the bank accounts of Stellar Point, Dixit Holdings and Dixit

Consortium to fund at least USD$3.3 million in personal expenses, without ever

properly accounting for or reimbursing the respective corporations. Among these,

approximately USD$2.95 million received by Stellar Point directly from Banners

Broker "affiliates" was used by Dixit for predominantly personal (i.e. non-business)

purposes including the purchase of clothing, designer handbags, jewelry, lingerie

and personal travel.

(b) Dixit received a share of the proceeds from the sale of .the Banners Broker support

centre located at 5 Carlow Court, Whitby, when it was sold in March 2014 for $1.2

million. Of that, $252,811.83 was directed and paid to Dixit Holdings.

(c) At least USD$1.28 million was transferred to Dreamscape by various Banners Broker

entities. Of that, approximately USD$240,000 remaines unaccounted for on the

Guarini, April 21, 2015, at 40:4-12, attached at Appendix "M"). A review of the Stellar Point Cyprus
Account indicates that this account was used to fund several expenses in the Bahamas during this time.
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Dreamscape bank statements from its account at the Bank of Cyprus which have

been reviewed by the Receiver.

(d) Non-cash assets were transferred between the Banners Broker entities without any

discernible business or contractual reason, and little if any documentation. Dixit

appears to have taken advantage of this to purchase five Mercedes-Benz vehicles

using funds from Stellar Point bank accounts and later placing the vehicles in the

names of Dixit Holdings and other Banners Broker entities.

51. As explained in the Fifth Report, the Receiver is currently unable to locate or account for

a significant amount of affiliate funds totalling over USD$4 million. Given the information set out

above regarding Dixit's spending records and diversion of Banners Broker funds, the Receiver's

reasonable belief is that Dixit, either directly or indirectly, was a likely recipient of such unverified

disbursements.

52. The Receiver also believes, for reasons futher detailed below, that given Dixit's history of

and demonstrated capacity to dissipate assets and transfer funds beyond the reach of creditors,

Dixit will take steps to put assets beyond the Receiver's reach prior to a final judgment being

granted if the Mareva order sought by the Receiver on this motion is not granted.

X. Josun

53. Josun is a resident of Brampton, Ontario. Josun is another "founder" of the Banners

Broker concept and a former management level employee of the Banners Broker enterprise.

54. As is the case with Dixit, the Receiver's interviews and investigations in respect of

Josun, including extensive document review and financial analysis, has recently allowed the

Receiver to reach certain conclusions with respect to the nature of Josun's involvement in the
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Banners Broker business. Such information informs the allegations set out in the Statement of

Claim as well as in this report.

55. Prior to Dixit joining the enterprise in 2010, Josun acted as Banners Broker's primary

spokesperson both in Canada and abroad. After Dixit assumed control of much of Banners

Broker's Canadian operations, Josun became Banners Broker's main representative among

international affiliates, predominantly in Europe.

56. In that role, Josun would travel to meet with international affiliates, or potential affiliates,

and conduct conference calls and seminars via videoconferencing. His day-to-day occupation

with Banners Broker was to maximize Affiliate investment into the program, as well as to

establish an international network Banners Broker Network. That is, he was responsible for

encouraging the development of overseas affiliates into `super-affiliates' (or "Resellers"), who

would establish their own networks of affiliates.

57. In his role as Banners Broker's international representative, Josun would frequently fly to

overseas locations with a significant amount of company funds. Those funds were used to

advertise a lifestyle of success and luxury to potential affiliates. Josun spent existing affiliate

funds lavishly in maintaining this facade, as he carried out a campaign to woo wealthy new

affiliates to the Banners Broker enterprise.

XI. Josun's Alleged Misappropriations From Banners Broker

58. Josun's spending in his role as Banners Broker's international spokesperson lacked any

effective oversight. No budgets were set for Josun's business trips on behalf of Banners Broker,

nor was there any control over his expenses.

59. The Receiver asserts that Josun would regularly receive funds from affiliates meant to

be spent on Banners Broker products. Rather than remit these funds to the company, Josun
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would redirect the funds to his own personal accounts in offshore jurisdictions, intending to

place them beyond the reach of creditors.

60. The Receiver believes that by in or around 2012 Josun had directly embezzled at least

USD$3.6 million of affiliate funds, which were deposited in a Swiss bank account held by the

defendant, World Web Media Inc. Josun's employment was terminated by Banners Broker in or

around July 2012, although the Swiss bank account funds were never recovered. The Receiver

believes that Josun has since used the Swiss bank account funds for personal purposes,

including the launching of his own MLM program called "KulClub".

61. As with Dixit, the Receiver is of the view that, given Josun's history and demonstrated

capacity to put assets beyond the reach of creditors, it is likely that, without the relief sought on

this motion, Josun will take further steps to put assets beyond the Receiver's reach prior to a

final judgment being granted.

XII. Known Assets

62. The Receiver is aware of a number of known assets held by the Dixit Defendants and/or

Josun within the jurisdcition of this Honourable Court. These include:

(a) Bank accounts at Canadian financial institutions including CIBC, Royal Bank of

Canada ("RBC"), HSBC Bank Canada ("HSBC"), TD Canada Trust ("TD Bank")

and President's Choice Financial Group ("President's Choice Financial");

(b) Credit card accounts with Canadian financial institutions including CIBC, RBC

and HSBC; and

(c) Bank accounts at foreign financial institutions with Canadian offices, including the

Bank of Cyprus.
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63. Details of the known bank accounts held by the Dixit Defendants and Josun, which the

Receiver is aware of from its investigations, are set out below:

BANK BRANCH ADDRESS ACCOUNT HOLDER ACCOUNT NO.

CIBC
Unknown

Rajiv Dixit Chequing Account No.

CIBC
Unknown

Rajiv Dixit

CIBC
Unknown

Rajiv Dixit

CIBC
Unknown

Rajiv Dixit

CIBC
Unknown

Rajiv Dixit

CIBC
Unknown

Rajiv Dixit

CIBC
Unknown

Dixit Consortium

CIBC
Unknown

Dixit Consortium 6 (USD Account)

CIBC
Unknown

Dixit Consortium

CIBC
Unknown

Dixit Holdings 1

CIBC
540 Laval Drive

Kuldip Josun Unknown

Oshawa, ON

L1J OB5

HSBC
Unknown

Rajiv Dixit

HSBC
Unknown

Stellarpoint Ltd. Chequing Account No.

RBC
Unknown

Rajiv Dixit

RBC
Unknown

Rajiv Dixit

RBC
10098 McLaughlin

Kuldip Josun Unknown

Road

Brampton, ON

L7A 2X6

TD Bank
Unknown

Kuldip Josun
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BANK BRANCH ADDRESS ACCOUNT HOLDER ACCOUNT NO.

TD Bank
4 King Street W, P.O.

Rajiv Dixit (held jointly Chequing Account No.

Box 247
with Stephanie
Schlacht)

Oshawa, ON

L1 H 7L3

President's Choice
P.O. Box 603

Kuldip Josun Unknown
Financial Group Station, Agincourt

Scarborough, ON

M1S 5K9

Bank of Cyprus
658 Danforth Ave

Dreamscape Ventures

Toronto, ON M4J 5B9
Ltd.

C.I.M. Banque
Unknown

~/orld Web Media /
Kuldip Josun

64. Additionally, the Receiver has identified the following bank issued credit card accounts

belonging to Dixit:

BANK CARD HOLDER CARD NO.

CIBC Rajiv Dixit

CIBC Rajiv Dixit

CIBC Rajiv Dixit

CIBC Rajiv Dixit

CIBC Rajiv Dixit

RBC Rajiv Dixit

RBC Rajiv Dixit

HSBC Rajiv Dixit

51
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The Receiver has been advised by the relevant financial institutions that certain of the credit

card numbers listed above relate to re-issued card numbers for the same credit card.

65. Given the magnitude of Banners Broker missing receipts and unaccounted for funds, the

Receiver also believes that the Dixit Defendants and Josun may have accounts or assets, in

addition to those fisted above, which would be subject to the Mareva order sought on this

motion.

XIII. Ex Parte Nature of Motion

66. The Receiver seeks pre judgment relief on the basis of a strong prima facie case of

fraud and oppression (and related claims of wrong-doing) committed by the Dixit Defendants

and Josun. The total amount for which the Dixit Defendants and Josun may be liable is

expected to be in the many millions of dollars.

67. In all of the above circumstances, there is a clear and present threat that the assets of

the Dixit Defendants will be dissipated, concealed, transferred, sold for value, or otherwise

conveyed within or outside of this jurisdiction for the purposes of evading the recovery of the

plaintiff unless this Honourable Court intervenes. This is demonstrated by, among other things:

(a) The defendants' maintenance of bank accounts in foreign jurisdictions, such as

Cyprus and Switzerland; and

(b) The demonstrated capacity of the defendants to systematically transfer funds

abroad, to utilize off-shore bank accounts and payment processors, and to

generally structure the business and corporate affairs of the Banners Broker

enterprise through entities in foreign jurisdictions (i.e. Isle of Man, Belize, British

Virgin Islands, US Marshall Islands, etc.) in such a way as to insulate assets

from the reach of creditors.
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68. The nature of the motion and the circumstances surround the motion make service of

court materials at this time impracticable. This is because it would be genuinely impossible to

give notice to the defendants, who are alleged to have perpetrated a significant fraud, without

defeating the purpose of the Mareva injunction sought.

69. Dixit stands charged of multiple criminal charges including fraud and money laundering.

The Toronto Police Service has also alleged that "funds were funneled to a number of offshore

accounts in Belize, St. Lucia, Cyprus and others."

70. In these circumstances, the Receiver is concerned that if notice were provided to Josun

or the Dixit Defendants of the within motion they would have motive and opportunity to move

any funds remaining in Canada beyond the reach of the Receiver and outside of the jurisdiction

of this court. The defendants have already demonstrated the capacity and inclination to

systematically transfer funds abroad.

XIV. Full Disclosure

71. The Receiver has made full and frank disclosure of all material facts. The supporting

evidence for this motion was collected by the Receiver through the cross-border insolvency

proceedings in respect of Banners Broker and the receiverships of BBIL and Stellar Point

granted in the context of those proceedings. Dixit and Josun were invited to participate in those

proceedings and, in the case of Dixit, he was represented by counsel in those proceedings.

72. The Receiver has appended to this Seventh Report copies of all of its previous reports to

the Court, which describe all of the activities and conclusions of the Receiver from its

appointment in August 2014 to date. Copies of these materials have been made available to

Dixit and Josun and can be publicly accessed from the Receiver's website:

http://www. spergel. ca/banners.
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XV. Timing

73. The Receiver has brought this motion as expeditiously as possible in the circumstances.

This is the case considering the time and effort required to investigate and understand the

complex Banners Broker enterprise, and the time required to develop a reasonably complete

financial and accounting analysis. The Receiver has only recently reached a position in its

investigations where it has the information to pursue the action and the relief sought on this

motion.

74. Specifically, in January of 2016, the Receiver obtained a court order for the production of

important banking records relevant to the claim asserted against Dixit. Those records were not

received by the Receiver until February 2016. Since that time the Receiver has worked diligently

to review and understand these additional Dixit banking records and incorporate them into the

Flow of Funds Analysis. The review and analysis of these important Dixit banking records

informs the Receiver's election to proceed with this action and the within motion.

75. Additionally, and as noted above, the Receiver only very recently determined that the

1601 Visa Card transactions noted in the Stellar Point Cyprus Account statements was very

likely a Visa Debit card used by Dixit to make substantial, personal purchases using Banners

Broker affiliate funds. This recent discovery further informed the Receiver's decision to proceed

with its action against Dixit and the within motion.

XVI. Undertaking

76. The Receiver undertakes to abide by any order concerning damages that this

Honourable Court may make if it ultimately appears that granting the relief sought on the motion

causes damages for which the Receiver ought to compensate the defendants.
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XVII. Recammendativras

77. Based upon the foregoing, the Receiver respectfully requests that this Honourable Court

issue an order:

{a} in the form attached to the Receiver's No#ice of Motion a~ Schedule "A" for an

interim and interlocutory Mareva Injunction;

(b) scheduling the return date far the continuation ofi the Mareva Injunction before it

expires and appointing a judge to remain seized of these motions; and

(c) such further and other relief as this Honourable Court may deem just.

ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 30th day of May, 2016.

msi Spergel inc.,
Court-appointed Fte~eiver of
Banners Br national Limited

Per; Philip H. Dennis, ,3.D., CIRP, LlT
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Court File No.

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

(Commercial List)

B ETWEEN:

BANNERS BROKER INTERNATIOf~AL LIMITED and
STELLAR POINT, INC., by their receiver MSI SPERGEL INC.

- and -

RAJIV DIXIT, KULDIP JOSUN, DIXIT HOLDINGS INC.,
DIXIT CONSORTIUM INC., DREAMSCAPE VENTURES LTD.,
WORLD WEB MEDIA INC., and REAL PROFIT LIMITED

STATEMENT OF CLAIM

TO THE DEFENDANT(S):

Plaintiffs

Defendants

A LEGAL PROCEEDING HAS BEEN COMMENCED AGAINST YOU by the
Plaintiff. The Claim made against you is set out in the following pages.

IF YOU WISH TO DEFEND THIS PROCEEDING, you or an Ontario lawyer
acting for you must prepare a Statement of Defence in Form 18A prescribed by the
Rules of Civil Procedure, serve it on the Plaintiff's lawyer or, where the Plaintiff does not
have a lawyer, serve it on the Plaintiff, and file it, with proof of service, in this court
office, WITHIN TWENTY DAYS after this Statement of Claim is served on you, if you
are served in Ontario.

If you are served in another province or territory of Canada or in the United
States of America, the period for serving and filing your Statement of Defence is forty
days. If you are served outside Canada and the United States of America, the period is
sixty days.

Instead of serving and filing a Statement of Defence, you may serve and file a
Notice of Intent to Defend in Form 18B prescribed by the Rules of Civil Procedure. This
will entitle you to ten more days within which to serve and file your Statement of
Defence.

IF YOU FAIL TO DEFEND THIS PROCEEDING, JUDGMENT MAY BE GIVEN
AGAINST YOU IN YOUR ABSENCE AND WITHOUT FURTHER NOTICE TO YOU. IF

Legal'"27225969.7
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YOU WISH TO DEFEND THIS PROCEEDING BUT ARE UNABLE TO PAY LEGAL
FEES, LEGAL AID MAY BE AVAILABLE TO YOU BY CONTACTING A LOCAL LEGAL
AID OFFICE.

TAKE NOTICE: THIS ACTION WILL AUTOMATICALLY BE DISMISSED if it has
not been set down for trial or terminated by any means within five years after the action
was commenced unless otherwise ordered by the court.

Date Issued by
Local Registrar

Address of Superior Court of Justice—Commercial
court office: List

393 University Avenue,
Toronto, ON
M5G 1E6

TO: Rajiv Dixit
2100 208 St.
Langley, British Columbia
V2Z 2A6

AND TO: Kuldip Josun
11 Lanebrook Drive
Brampton, Ontario
L6P 2H4

AND TO: Dixit Holdings Inc.
150 York Street, Suite 800
Toronto, Ontario
M5H 3S5

AND TO: Dixit Consortium Inc.
150 York Street, Suite 800
Toronto, Ontario
M5H 3S5

AND TO: Dreamscape Ventures Ltd.
Mill Mall, Suite 6
Wickham's Cay, 1 P.O. Box 3085
Road Town, Tortola
British Virgin Islands

57
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AND TO: World Web Media Inc.
Unit 117, Orion Mall
Palm Street, P.O. Box 828
Victoria, Mahe
Seychelles

AND TO: Real Profit Limited
1 /F, Orchid House
Lini Highway, P.O. Box 79
VU Port Vila
Eftate Vanuatu

AND TO: Real Profit Limited
28, Negba Street
Rishon Lezion
7528049
Israel
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1.0 CLAIM

1. The plaintiffs, Banners Broker International Limited and Stellar Point Inc.

(hereinafter termed "BBIL" and "Stellar Point", or collectively the "Plaintiffs"), by their

receiver, msi Spergel inc. (the "Receiver"), claims the following:

(a) As against the defendant Rajiv Dixit ("Dixit"):

i. Damages in the amount of $200 million CAD for negligent

misrepresentation, fraudulent misrepresentation, conspiracy,

conversion, breach of fiduciary duty, breach of contract, negligence

and oppression under the Canada Business Corporations Act,

R.S.C. 1985, c. C-44 (the "CBCA");

ii. An Order for disgorgement and restitution of monies unlawfully

received, or profits unlawfully derived from the corporate assets of

BBIL and its creditors by virtue of unjust enrichment or waiver of

tort;

(b) As against the defendant Kuldip Josun ("Josun"):

i. Damages in the amount of $100 million CAD for negligent

misrepresentation, fraudulent misrepresentation, conspiracy,

conversion, breach of fiduciary duty, negligence and oppression

under the CBCA;
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ii. An Order for disgorgement and restitution of monies unlawfully

received, or profits unlawfully derived from the corporate assets,

accounts receivable or invested capital of BBIL and its creditors by

virtue of unjust enrichment or waiver of tort;

(c) As against each of Dixit and Josun:

i. Punitive, aggravated and exemplary damages in an amount that

would satisfy the common law objectives of denunciation,

deterrence, and causing the defendants to regret their unlawful

activities;

(d) As against all defendants, including Dixit Holdings Inc., Dixit Consortium,

and Dreamscape Ventures Ltd. (the "Dixit Companies") and World Web

Media Inc. and Real Profit Limited (the "Josun Companies"):

i. An Order, injunctive or otherwise, interim and permanent, to

preserve, trace and locate all funds improperly had and received by

the defendants; declaring that any funds so traced are impressed

with a constructive trust for the benefit of the plaintiffs; and ordering

an accounting of the same;

ii. An interim, interlocutory and permanent injunction in the form of

Mareva relief, restraining the defendants, their servants, officers,

employees, agents, assigns, directors, shareholders and anyone

else acting on their behalf or in conjunction with any of them, and
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any and all persons with notice of such injunction, from directly or

indirectly, by any means whatsoever, selling, removing, dissipating,

alienating, transferring, assigning, encumbering, or similarly dealing

with any funds or assets of the defendants; instructing, requesting,

counselling, demanding or encouraging any other person to do so,

or facilitating, assisting in, aiding, abetting or participating in any

acts the effect of which is to do so, otherwise than is explicitly

authorized by this Honourable Court;

iii. Costs of this action on a full indemnity basis;

iv. Pre- and post-judgment interest pursuant to the Courts of Justice

Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. C.43, as amended; and

v. Such further and other relief as counsel may advise and this

Honourable Court may deem just.

2.0 OVERVIEW

2.1. Summary of Claims

2. The within action is brought by the court-appointed Receiver of two corporations:

Banners Broker International Limited, or "BBIL", and Stellar Point Inc., or "Stellar

Point", on behalf of the insolvent corporations and their creditors.
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3. At all material times, BBIL was one of a number of related entities that between

approximately 2010 and 2014 conducted operations under the trade name ̀ Banners

Broker'.

4. At all material times, Stellar Point was essentially BBIL's ̀ service provider', and

provided BBIL with virtually everything relevant to its operations, including staff,

management and equipment.

5. The management of BBIL, including the defendants Dixit and Josun (operating at

all times indistinguishably through the corporate identities of BBIL and Stellar Point),

held Banners Broker out as an Internet advertising service that operated on a multi-level

marketing model. Investors (or "Affiliates") were induced to purchase advertising

space on the Internet through Banners Broker, which represented that it would then

`lease' that space to advertisers.

6. Affiliates were said to earn income based on the amount of Internet traffic flowing

to those advertisements. They were further encouraged to recruit others into the

Banners Broker system in order to earn commissions on their earnings as well.

7. Despite generating hundreds of millions of dollars in investments internationally,

Banners Broker was not a bona fide advertising business. Affiliates' accounts were

manipulated to show extraordinary profits when the company in fact had no source of

revenue.
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8. In reality, and contrary to their representations to Affiliates, management

improperly converted the invested capital of the corporations to fund extravagant

lifestyles for themselves and gifts for their families and friends. Affiliates' demands for

repayment from BBIL were satisfied with the invested funds of other Affiliates. Once it

became impossible for BBIL to meet those demands in that way, the winding-up

process was commenced.

9. Following BBIL's winding-up, an ongoing multinational investigation into Banners

Broker involving Canadian and American law enforcement and regulatory authorities

was concluded. That investigation has resulted in various Criminal Code and

Competition Act charges against the management of Banners Broker, including BBIL's

former Chief Operating Officer, the defendant Rajiv Dixit.

10. Since its appointment in August of 2014, the Receiver has undertaken extensive

investigations into Banners Broker's operations and has successfully recovered tens of

millions of dollars that had been unlawfully distributed out of Banners Broker entities by

management.

1 1. In the course of that recovery, it became clear that Affiliates' investments in BBIL

bled through to Stellar Point and into the possession of the defendants with virtually no

observation of formality. It was thus necessary for the Receiver to obtain the

receivership over Stellar Point as well.
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12. The Receiver now brings the within action on behalf of both companies and their

creditors, in order to recover such funds and assets as may still be held and enjoyed by

the defendants, who were among the primary beneficiaries of defalcation from the

accounts of BBIL and Stellar Point, the entirety of which originated from the defrauding

of BBIL Affiliates and the misappropriation of their investments.

2.2. The Parties

2.2.1. Background: Banners Broker Corporate Structure

13. The Banners Broker network of companies, entities and unincorporated ventures

appears to be highly complicated in its legal structure, involving a number of related

entities either incorporated in numerous jurisdictions internationally or unincorporated

altogether, all of which are bound together with various and shifting formal or informal

agreements, trusts, and share ownership.

14. In practice, however, the principals of these entities did not make a practice of

respecting these corporate forms or segregating their funds. As pleaded further below,

affiliated corporations, entities and individuals would often pay one another's bills and

invoices, sign contracts on one another's behalf, employ one another's staff, and

otherwise elide the distinctions between their corporate personalities in the normal

course of business.

2.2.2. Plaintiff: Banners Broker International Limited

15. BBIL is a corporation incorporated pursuant to the laws of the Isle of Man. It

came into existence as a shelf company originally incorporated by a legitimate
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professional management service firm in that jurisdiction, the shares of which are

owned by one of its subsidiaries. It was converted to its identity as ̀ Banners Broker

International Limited' on or about March 29, 2012.

16. Although it came into this corporate form on that date, the term ̀ Banners Broker

International Limited' was in use as a trade name for an unincorporated venture and an

Ontario corporation, 2087360 Ontario Inc., for nearly two years before that trade name

was applied to this Isle of Man corporation.

17. Once the company had been reconstituted as BBIL, the company's corporate

directorship continued to be technically based overseas by the legitimate professional

management service firm OCRA Worldwide. BBIL's shares were owned by one of

OCRA Worldwide's subsidiaries, the Seychelles corporation Targus Investments

Limited, in trust for a Belizean corporation, Monetize Group Inc. ("MGI")

18. Although the company was technically headquartered in the Isle of Man, its

operations were in fact completely controlled by Ontario residents working in Ontario

who were nominally employees of the plaintiff Stellar Point: anon-arm's-length ̀ service

provider' which in turn was majority-owned and unilaterally operated by the defendant

Dixit.

19. Despite the corporate diversion through the Isle of Man and Belize, and the

artificial separation it appeared to create between BBIL and its ultimate beneficial

parent, MGI, the two companies were not at arm's length. Both companies were fully

controlled by the management of BBIL in Ontario, and frequently satisfied one another's

obligations, both legal and financial.
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20. The specifics of BBIL's incorporation, directorship and control are pleaded in

further detail below at Paragraph 86 et seq.

21. BBIL was petitioned into liquidation in the Isle of Man on February 26, 2014.

22. That proceeding was recognized as a foreign main proceeding under the

Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. B-3 (the ̀ BIA') and msi Spergel inc.

was appointed the receiver over BBIL in Canada, by the Orders of Justice Matheson of

the Ontario Superior Court of Justice issued August 22, 2014.

23. The Receiver therefore stands in the shoes of BBIL for the purposes of the within

proceeding. MGI continues to be BBIL's nominal beneficial shareholder.

2.2.3. Plaintiff: Stellar Point Inc.

24. Prior to BBIL's conversion from a shelf company to its present use, the

defendants were carrying on business as "Banners Broker" through a number of

different entities, non-entities and companies. One of those companies, majority-owned

and controlled by the defendant Dixit, was 7250037 Canada Inc.: a corporation

incorporated under the CBCA with its headquarters in the city of Oshawa, Ontario.

25. 7250037 Canada Inc. carried on business variously as "Bannersbroker Limited",

"Banners Broker Canada", "BB Canada" and other trade names during the rapid

expansion of the Banners Broker enterprise and was the central corporate body driving

Banners Broker's operations.
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26. Although BBIL was ostensibly converted from a shelf corporation into use as the

nexus of Banners Broker operations, it did not conduct any operations of its own.

Rather, Bannersbroker Limited carried on as the Canadian-based operating company of

Banners Broker, employing Banners Broker's staff and management, and controlling its

office space and equipment.

27. Later, as information began to disseminate publicly about the nature of Banners

Broker's operations, Dixit took several steps to distance himself on paper from Banners

Broker's operations while in practice carrying on business as usual. One of these

distancing steps was renaming "Bannersbroker Limited" to "Stellar Point Inc."

28. Bannersbroker Limited —the domestic arm of the Banners Broker project —was

thus reimagined as a services provider to BBIL and rebranded, and maintains that new

trade name to this day.

29. msi Spergef inc. was appointed the receiver over Stellar Point by the Order of

Justice Hainey of the Ontario Superior Court of Justice issued April 8, 2016.

2.2.4. Defendants: Rajiv Dixit, Dixit Holdings Inc. and Dixit Consortium

30. Rajiv Dixit is an individual residing at Langley, British Columbia.

31. When Dixit joined the Banners Broker enterprise in late 2010, he was hired

primarily to serve as a seminar host promoting investment in Banners Broker.
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32. Over the following two years, his role expanded at his own behest to encompass

duties as the Chief Operating Officer and Compliance Officer of the Banners Broker

enterprise —both in his role as an officer of BBIL and as the President of the company

that was contracted to carry out all of BBIL's day-to-day operations.

33. At the time he was hired as a Banners Broker's spokesperson and its general

manager, Dixit's recent work history revolved around multi-level marketing enterprises.

In the role closely preceding his role at BBIL, he served as the National Sales Manager

and Compliance Officer of ICF World Homes Inc., an organization that had been

ordered to cease sales by the Competition Bureau in or around 2009 for having no

legitimate source of income and unlawfully relying on `recruitment enticement' to

generate capital. Through that experience, Dixit gained firsthand knowledge of the

unlawful nature of recruitment enticement enterprises and the potential consequences

for operating such an enterprise.

34. Dixit was originally an Affiliate of Banners Broker in its early stages, but after

meeting with one of its co-founders, Christopher Smith ("Smith"), divested himself of his

investment in the enterprise and `came inside', assuming executive control over the

Banners Broker enterprise.

35. The legal basis upon which Dixit exercised control over the Banners Broker

enterprise was never completely clear. He was retained as the Chief Operating Officer

and Compliance Officer by contract, which caused him to be an officer of BBIL; but he

was also the President of Bannersbroker Limited (later known as Stellar Point), which

was ostensibly a ̀service provider' for BBIL.
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36. In reality, because BBIL was almost exclusively used as an offshore company

through which to route funds and Bannersbroker Limited/Stellar Point actually carried

out the enterprise's operations, Dixit's operational role as President of Bannersbroker

Limited/Stellar Point was indistinguishable from his operational role as Chief Operating

Officer of BBIL. Accordingly, his de facto control over the enterprise could be said to

arise from either of these overlapping roles.

37. Through the apparatus of Stellar Point, Dixit was responsible for the actions of

BBIL's staff, including the misrepresentations made to Affiliates in respect of Banners

Broker's operations and profitability and the handling, of their investment funds. In his

variously described roles as the de facto head of both BBIL and Stellar Point, Dixit

redirected Affiliate funds generally as follows. Dixit:

(a) caused Stellar Point on behalf of BBIL to make misrepresentations to

Affiliates to induce their investment;

(b) caused Stellar Point to bill BBIL's parent company, MGI, extraordinary

amounts for its ̀ services';

(c) caused BBIL to pay those amounts;

(d) turned Stellar Point's funds to his own personal use; and

(e) caused Stellar Point to make misrepresentations to Affiliates as to the

status of their investment in BBIL.
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38. As is pleaded in greater detail below, Dixit made extensive personal use of

Affiliate funds held by BBIL and Stellar Point, to the extent that he was able to live a life

of extreme luxury and affluence with those misappropriated funds, all while fixed with

the knowledge that BBIL did not generate revenue and would never create any actual

return on investment for the Affiliates with whom he and his staff dealt on a daily basis.

39. He also failed to conduct the business of BBIL and Stellar Point in a competent

manner, having failed as Gompliance Officer to retain legal counsel or accounting

experts for the purpose of advising on Banners Broker's compliance with relevant laws

and accounting standards. He also failed to cause the companies to comply with

relevant laws; and in fact took active steps to ensure that proper advice was not

obtained, or followed when offered, as described further below at Section 3.2.12.

40. Dixit Holdings Inc. is a company incorporated pursuant to the GBCA with its

headquarters in Toronto, Ontario. It is owned wholly or in large part by the defendant

Dixit and unlawfully received Affiliate funds, as well as personal property, vehicles and

other assets derived therefrom that were put to Dixit's personal benefit.

41. The Dixit Consortium Inc. was a company incorporated pursuant to the CBCA

and was formerly headquartered in Toronto, Ontario. It, too, was owned wholly or in

large part by the defendant Dixit and unlawfully received Affiliate funds, as well as other

assets derived therefrom that were put to Dixit's personal benefit. It was dissolved on

March 25, 2015 —within two years of the issuance of the within claim —and accordingly

has standing to be sued pursuant to Section 226(2)(b) of the CBCA.
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42. The defendant Dreamscape Ventures Ltd. is a corporation incorporated under

the laws of the British Virgin Islands, and is a corporation set up by Dixit with the

investment funds of Affiliates with a view to flowing Affiliate funds through those

companies, out of the reach of creditor recovery, and into ventures that would unlawfully

generate further profit for Dixit personally.

2.2.5. Defendants: Kuldip Josun, Web World Media Inc. and Real Profit Limited

43. The defendant Kuldip Josun is an individual residing in Brampton, Ontario.

44. Josun was one of the two founders of the Banners Broker concept, along with co-

founder Smith (who is not named as a defendant in this action). He was Banners

Broker's primary spokesperson until Dixit joined the enterprise and usurped that role on

a domestic basis. At that time, Josun became Banners Broker's main representative

among international Affiliates.

45. In that role, Josun would travel to meet with international Affiliates, or potential

Affiliates, and conduct conference calls and seminars via videoconferencing. His day-

to-day occupation with Banners Broker was to maximize Affiliate investment into the

program, as well as to establish the Banners Broker Network. That is, he was

responsible for encouraging the development of overseas Affiliates into ̀ super-Affiliates'

(or "Resellers"), who would establish their own networks of Affiliates, their own

customer service support network, and so on.
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46. In his role as Banners Broker's international representative, Josun would

frequently fly to overseas locations with a significant amount of company funds. Those

funds were intended to be, and were, used to advertise a lifestyle of success and luxury

to potential Affiliates. Josun spent existing Affiliate funds lavishly in maintaining this

facade, as he carried out a campaign to woo wealthy new Affiliates to the Banners

Broker enterprise.

47. There was no oversight of Josun's spending. He did not report on the results of

his business trips or prepare budgets. He merely advised fellow members of the

Banners Broker management of the amount of money he expected he would need and

the staff would provide him with either cash or apre-loaded credit card. Upon his

return, he might or might not make an oral report on his venture.

48. This lack of oversight led to predictable issues in respect of moral hazard. Josun

was known to convince potential or existing Affiliates to invest sums of money in the

Banners Broker project. He would then take possession of their funds or provide the

associates with transfer information for his own personal accounts. He would then

advise the Banners Broker office in Canada to credit the Affiliate's account to reflect the

funds he had received, and fail to remit those funds to the company. He would then

obfuscate those facts and mislead other members of Banners Broker management

when confronted by these missing funds or abnormal payment instructions to

customers.
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49. Josun took care to redirect those funds into tax havens or into offshore corporate

accounts held by corporations incorporated in remote foreign jurisdictions beyond the

reach of Interpol in order to frustrate creditor recovery and criminal prosecution.

50. The defendant Web World Media Inc. is a struck-off corporation incorporated

pursuant to the Republic of Seychelles International Business Companies Act, 1994

(Act 24 of 1994). Despite being struck off the companies register, it and its officers

remain liable for all claims, debts, liabilities and obligations pursuant to Section 97(7) of

that Act.

51. The defendant Real Profit Limited is a corporation incorporated and/or continued

under the laws of the Republic of Vanuatu and/or the State of Israel.

52. Both Web World Media Inc. and Real Profit Limited are, or were, corporations set

up by Josun with the investment funds of Affiliates with a view to flowing Affiliate funds

through those companies, out of the reach of creditor recovery, and into ventures that

would unlawfully generate further profit for Josun personally.

3.0 FACTS

3.1. Banners Broker

3.1.1. The Banners Broker Concept

53. Banners Broker came about as a result of an idea Smith had while operating a

previous multi-level marketing campaign ("MLM") known as the Silverline Club.

Members of that MLM were particularly interested in a feature by which they could
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ostensibly obtain commissions and profits from the web traffic to their ̀ Silverline Club'-

related member pages. That venture was also the basis for the relationship between

Smith and Josun, who met and came to work for Smith as a spokesperson and webinar

host for the Silverline Club.

54. Banners Broker, as it was described to Affiliates, was an Internet marketing

company structured as an MLM and engaged in the sale of ̀ banner' advertisements on

popular websites. Individual Affiliates were told that with their investment dollars they

were advertising on, or leasing advertising space out on, high-traffic websites and

gathering advertising revenue based on the traffic to those advertisements.

55. They were not. The company did not track website traffic, nor did it have access

to high-volume websites. It did not have the infrastructure to track an Affiliate's success

or lack thereof in investing in online advertising. Banners Broker did not earn revenue,

and relied instead on recruitment and investment enticement for cash flow.

56. Tens of thousands of people worldwide invested at least $156 million USD in

Banners Broker. Although the program appeared to grow exponentially and the staff

was consistently busy, the fact remained that Banners Broker had no means of

generating revenue to meet its obligations or to repay Affiliates when they sought to

take profits.

57. However management may have wished to advertise the operations of Banners

Broker, they could not never accurately refer to it as a business. It took an enormous

volume of money in from Affiliates, but it offered no goods or services to the public and

did not —could not —actually make money.
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3.1.2. Banners Broker as Advertised to Affiliates

58. Banners Broker purported to offer Affiliates three distinct opportunities:

(a) First, an Advertiser could purchase advertising space on certain

websites, including the Banners Broker website itself, to promote its own

business;

(b) Second, a Publisher could offer advertising space on its own web page to

Banners Broker for aper-impression fee (or alternatively, a publisher

could partner with Banners Broker to invest in offering advertising space

on a Banners Broker website); or

(c) Third, an Affiliate could purchase both opportunities simultaneously (an

`Ad-Pub Combo'), using the revenue generated from offering advertising

space to offset (or even profit from) the purchase of advertising space

from Banners Broker.

59. Banners Broker offered its advertising on three distinct networks:

(a) The Choice Network, which was purportedly a series of several dozen

websites designed and maintained by Parrot Marketing Inc. ("Parrot

Marketing"), anon-arm's-length corporation operating on behalf of MGI,

which in turn owned the shares of BBIL pursuant to a trust instrument, as

pleaded above in Section 2.2.2;
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(b) The Banners Broker Network, which consisted of the sites offered by

Affiliate Publishers in exchange for their commission, which were reviewed

and accepted by Banners Broker; and

(c) The Blind Network, run by a third-party vendor—at first a company

named Yesup eCommerce Solutions and later, another company called

Adzerk, fnc.—in which Advertisers would not know the identity of the

websites upon which their products were being advertised. In practice,

the blind network was only used sparingly at the outset of the Banners

Broker project as affiliates preferred to advertise on the other networks.'

60. After investing with Banners Broker, Publishers were to be assigned blank

advertising space on the websites in their chosen network.

61. At first, Affiliates were advised by sales personnel that traffic on those sites was

sufficiently strong and steady that a ̀ revenue cap' would have to be placed on the

purchased space, restricting the Affiliates' profits to double their initial investment. Once

that limit was reached, a new banner would have to be purchased.

62. After the first two banners (or "panels") were purchased, however, Affiliates

would be required to `qualify' their panels by demonstrating sufficient traffic to begin

earning income on that panel.

~ The Baruiers Broker database was never connected to the third party database for the purposes of determining
entitlement to funds based on actual web traffic. Banners Broker aftemp~ed to process that information manually
until it became too onerous and Banners Broker advertisements began to appear only on its own affiliated sites.
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63. That traffic could be established by the Affiliate either making referrals to the

relevant site, or by directly purchasing the ̀ traffic hits' necessary to qualify directly from

Banners Broker, This ̀ qualification' process was said to be complimentary in respect of

the first two panels only.

64. As a result of the foregoing system, a new Affiliate would typically find that on the

first two panels purchased, (s)he had ostensibly doubled the initial investment.

Purchasing more expensive panels, and purchasing `traffic hits' to qualify them, were

presented as a means of maximizing that initial investment.

65. Throughout their affiliation with Banners Broker, Affiliates were generally able to

access an account summary showing a balance reflecting a positive return on

investment and a collection of sales credits that could be used to purchase more

panels. Their interFace would also reflect an e-wallet of dollars ̀ available to withdraw',2

and an option to purchase advertising through Banners Broker, which in turn would

ostensibly increase traffic to his or her own published panels.

66. Where the Affiliate had no product or service of his or .her own to advertise, the

Affiliate would commonly advertise Banners Broker itself and thereby further increase

traffic to its related sites, which may have been thought to increase the amount of traffic

flowing to that Affiliate's panels.

2 In the later stages of the Banners Broker enterprise, as cash flow was at a premium, Affiliates were only permitted
to withdraw 50% of the purported earnings in their e-wallets, and were required to recruit other investors in order
to ̀ unlock' the remainder. As recruitment faltered. in the final. stages of the enterprise and. cash ceased to flow into
the organization, Affiliates were barred from withdrawing any funds at all.
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67. If an Affiliate was having difficulty qualifying his or her own panels with adequate

traffic, it was always possible either to make referrals of friends and acquaintances to

Banners Broker in order to generate ̀ sales credits', which could be used to expedite

qualification. Alternatively, the Affiliate could purchase ̀traffic packs' or ̀ traffic boosters'

that were said to somehow either direct traffic to the site containing the relevant panel,

or to increase the frequency of that page receiving views.

68. In the result, Affiliates were encouraged to spend money to purchase panels, to

spend money or recruit further Affiliates to ̀ qualify' those panels, to advertise Banners

Broker on those panels, and to reinvest any dollars purportedly accrued as a result back

into Banners Broker through the purchase of more panels.

3.1.3. Reality of Investment with Banners Broker

69. Invariably, every panel would reach its `revenue cap' of doubling the initial

investment. The end result was that individual Affiliates were advised of

overwhelmingly positive returns. In some cases, Affiliates investing $500 would find

themselves with a $100,000 balance in virtual money. Others would invest $50 and

actually withdraw $5,000 in a matter of a few years.

70. Affiliates were required to trust that these results were legitimate. There was no

Affiliate-facing transparency to Banners Broker's revenue reporting as would be the

case with legitimate advertising services. Affiliates did not know where their banners

were displayed and had no direct means of verifying the amount of traffic their

advertisements were receiving.
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71. In reality, there was nothing to verify because Banners Broker had nothing

resembling sufficient advertising volume to generate meaningful revenue. It did not

actually assign panels to individuals, nor could it track traffic to each individual panel,

even if this had actually occurred.

72. Banners Broker did not have access to the kind of traffic that could produce

anything comparable to the results reported by the company on an Affiliate-by-Affiliate

basis. Its advertisements, to the extent they were actually made, were only placed on

the Choice Network of websites owned and operated by Banners Broker's affiliated

corporation, the Blind Network, or the personal websites of Affiliates.

73. The websites on which these panels were placed in the Choice Network were

largely inactive shells containing a few blog posts that were never updated, and that

would be of no interest to the general public, or potentially, anyone. (It is, of course,

extremely difficult to simply launch a website people will wish to visit, let alone dozens,

when the persons launching the websites have no particular skill at writing or any

interesting content to share.) Most often, the advertisements only advertised Banners

Broker itself. It was a closed system.

74. The few Affiliates that actually did attempt to advertise a business through

Banners Broker —that is, to hire the advertising business that Banners Broker held itself

out as operating —found that it was impossible to do so. They purchased the same

Banners Broker products as every other Affiliate, but actually did attempt to advertise a

real business.
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75. These Affiliates, however, noted that their allocated advertising `hits' never

depleted. In essence, they were never asked to pay again once their advertising time

was up. It seemed that no one was keeping any track of the ostensible income stream

of the business. Despite the reportedly strong traffic, complaints to authorities surfaced

from bona fide advertisers who were attempting to participate in Banners Broker that no

one ever contacted them about their business.

76. Banners Broker never actually kept track of whether or not anyone ever viewed

these panels, let alone to what extent they might have done so. The legitimate third

party providers, to the extent they continued to work with BBIL, actually did keep track

of the traffic data generated by the advertising panels that did exist, but that information

was never used by Banners Broker for any purpose.

3.1.4. Disbursements and Withdrawals

77. The funds earned by the Affiliates and reflected in their e-wallets were not true

statements of the growth of an Affiliate's investment. The web traffic on the various

networks, outside of traffic caused by visits from other Banners Broker Affiliates, was

virtually non-existent.

78. There was no objective or automated process by which an Affiliate could

withdraw the funds from his or her account. Banners Broker management would

arbitrarily and capriciously determine which Affiliates would get paid, and when. The

determination and payout of claims was handled manually.
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79. The timing of disbursements to existing Affiliates correlated to new Affiliates

putting money into the scheme, and did not reflect any increase in Internet traffic.

Affiliates would not be paid on demand, but rather would be paid according to who had

been waiting for payment the longest or was causing management the greatest risk of

liability.

80. Affiliates demanding repayment that were not at the top of management's priority

list would be stalled and mollified by Banners Broker's customer service staff. Affiliates

began to complain that they were only receiving automated messages; or were left on

hold indefinitely; or were told they were not following instructions; or were told they were

in violation of the Terms and Conditions; or would be repeatedly transferred and left to

speak with a series of different representatives at different companies internationally

with little or no information about Banners Broker accounts.

81. There was no correlation between the amounts Affiliates invested and the panels

that were notionally distributed to them. In March of 2012, a Banners Broker staffer

calculated at least a $27 million discrepancy between the transaction records of

Affiliates purchasing panels through the Banners Broker website and the number of

panels ostensibly distributed.

82. At its height, Banners Broker was receiving in excess of $300,000 per day from

Affiliates.
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3.1.5. Banners Broker's Corporate Structure

83. Corporate formalities were never respected by the management of Banners

Broker, with the exception of a few fringe corporations left in the hands of professional

management services.

84. Banners Broker corporations would frequently pay one another's bills or forward

funds to one another as necessary, without keeping proper records; or, if records were

kept, these transfers were recorded under various euphemistic ledger entries.

85. The principals of these corporations, including the individual defendants Dixit and

Josun, would frequently sign agreements on behalf of notional companies and only later

cause those companies to be brought into existence; or would ̀ hire' individuals without

providing them with a clear employer, fixed salary or job title, leaving them to request

funds as needs arose, from whatever corporation had available cash, and to assume

whatever title they felt necessary to employ in the course of their activities.

86. Accordingly, Banners Broker began without any formal existence. Josun and

Smith operated the venture at first without ties to any particular entity, referring to their

operations in the abstract as "Banners Broker", and when necessary, through the use of

one of Smith's existing companies, "Local Management Services": an informal name for

2087360 Ontario Inc.
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87. 2087360 Ontario Inc. would frequently be referred to improperly as "Banners

Broker" or "Bannersbroker Limited" in agreements and formal documents despite not

legally bearing either such trade name. (The latter name, "Bannersbroker Limited",

would eventually be used as a trade name for a different company: the Dixit-controlled

defendant, Stellar Point Inc.)

88. Banners Broker operated in this way approximately from the date of its inception

to October of 2011, when Smith came into contact with a Banners Broker Affiliate that

had a record of operating MLMs at the management level.

89. That man, the defendant Dixit, became involved in Banners Broker as described

immediately below in Section 3.2. Dixit and Smith signed an agreement between Dixit's

non-existent company, Dixit Consulting, and the equally non-existent ̀ Banners Broker

I nternational' (which would not formally come into existence as BBIL until the following

year) to oversee the day-to-day operations of the latter entity and act, inter alia, as its

general manager and Compliance Officer.

90. The bulk of Banners Broker's domestic operations would eventually be

transferred from Local Management Services to Dixit's company, 7250037 Canada Inc.,

which would shortly be renamed ̀ Bannersbroker Limited' as the venture began to grow

exponentially—and then renamed again as the plaintiff `Stellar Point Inc.' ("Stellar

Point") as regulatory investigations into Banners Broker began and Dixit took steps to

distance himself from Banners Broker. This process is described further below in

Section 3.2.13.
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91. As noted above at Section 2.2.2, the plaintiff BBIL—intended to be the

international operating arm of Banners Broker—was incorporated in the Isle of Man. It

came into existence as a shelf company called "Bedford Limited", owned by a legitimate

professional management service, OCRA Worldwide ("OCRA").

92. In early 2012, Smith retained OCRA to manage for him a company named

"Banners Broker International Limited" in compliance with the local laws. OCRA

converted Bedford Limited to this use on March 29, 2012. Its shares were owned by a

Seychelles corporation, Targus Investments Limited, a subsidiary of OCRA used for

nominee shareholdings. Those shares were made subject to a trust deed in favour of

BBIL's parent company, MGI, which was incorporated by Smith in Belize.

93. In this way, as sole beneficial owner of MGI, Smith caused the corporate

structure of Banners Broker to allow for MGI to beneficially own BBIL, while BBIL was

nominally managed by an offshore service that had no practical relationship to the

company's operations.

94. In theory, BBIL was the international operating company of Banners Broker,

owned beneficially by MGI and managed by UCRA. Affiliates understood themselves to

be investing in BBIL, and the Terms and Conditions of their investments were entered

into with BBIL. In theory, BBIL further licensed many of its operations to affiliated

companies and third-party licensees, whereas Stellar Point (formerly known as 7250037

Canada Inc. and Bannersbroker Limited), ostensibly ran the Canadian domestic

operations and centralized customer service operations for Banners Broker.
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95. /n reality, these corporate and legal formalities were not respected by the

management of these companies and there was little, if any, formal distinction between

work done for one company or the other, or the obligations of one company or the other.

The companies were operated, in effect, as though they were a number of bank

accounts held by the same enterprise.

3.2. Dixit Joins Banners Broker

3.2.1. Contact with Christopher Smith

96. Prior to 2010, Rajiv Dixit was engaged with a number of different MLMs, and was

a frequent webinar and conference host for several, including ICF, as described above

at paragraph 33.

97. He joined an MLM run by Smith in 2010 as an investor, and eventually joined

Banners Broker itself when the concept was reasonably new, on or about November of

that year, with approximately a $5,000 initial investment.

98. Shortly thereafter, in approximately November of 2010, Dixit was contacted by

Chris Smith with an offer to act as a webinar host for the purpose of promoting Banners

Broker, in exchange for a small cash consideration and ̀ panels' of his own.

99. After gaining Smith's confidence as a webinar host over the course of a year, in

October of 2011, the two met at a Jack Astor's in Scarborough and discussed the terms

upon which Dixit would come to work for Banners Broker in an ̀insider' capacity.
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3.2.2. Dixit Consulting ̀ Contract Agreement'

100. Subsequent to that meeting, Smith and Dixit drew up a ̀ Contract Agreement'

effective October 15, 2011 that would ultimately be executed as between Dixit

personally under his unregistered business name, Dixit Consulting ("Dixit Consulting")

and BBIL, which had yet to come into formal existence (the "Dixit Contract"). Through

the Dixit Contract, BBIL putatively retained Dixit to perform the following services:

Oversee the day to day operations of Banners Broker International

Coordinate and run the Reseller Program [described in further detail below]

Serve as the Compliance Officer for Banners Broker International

Develop and keep current all powerpoints [sic] for the company and create new ones as
needed

Will schedule webinars, and run them

Be the official spokesperson for the Banners Broker International webinars

Will serve as President for Banners Broker Canada

Will oversee Corporate Training working in conjunction with Mr. Kuldip Josun

Will develop and maintain the Terms and Conditions for Banners Broker International and
Canada

Will work directly with Mr. Christopher Smith on special projects as necessary

Will serve as General Manager for Banners Broker International and help make sure that
all deadlines are met and that the company is moving in a positive direction

101. The Dixit Contract further required Dixit to resign his Banners Broker

membership and restricted his ability to continue running and promoting other MLMs.

102. Dixit was retained for a monthly salary of $4,500.00 plus 2% of gross sales in

Canada (excluding e-wallet sales, taxes and fees), as well as a stipend for

reimbursements for travel and business expenses.
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103. The Dixit Contract was set to expire on October 15, 2013.

3.2.3. Reseller Agreement

104. Subsequent to the execution of the Dixit Contract, on January 1, 2012, Dixit

signed an agreement with Smith establishing one of Dixit's existing companies,

7250037 Canada Inc. as a Reseller of BBIL. Just over a month later, on February 22,

2012 —four months after the meeting at the Scarborough Jack Astor's — 7250037

Canada Inc. was renamed Bannersbroker Limited.

105. This agreement (the "Reseller Agreement") authorized Bannersbroker Limited

to be ̀a legal representative of BANNERS BROKER INTERNATIONAL for any purpose,

and [to have] authority to act for, bind or commit BANNERS BROKER

If~TERNATIONAL'.

106. The Reseller Agreement further provided as follows:

2.2 Reseller has authority to make any commitment on behalf of BANNERS
BROKER INTERNATIONAL with respect to quantities, delivery, modifications, interfacing
capacity, suitability of software or suitability in specific applications. Reseller has
authority to modify the warranty offered with BANNERS BROKER INTERNATIONAL
products...

12. Merchant Account

Banners Broker International [sic] authorized Bannersbroker Limited (7250037 Canada
Inc.) to serve as the Official Reseller to collect all funds globally for online sales.
Bannersbroker Limited will have full authority to enter into a contract with a merchant,
setup [sic] the API on Banners Broker International's site, and process all sales for the
International Markets.

Bannersbroker Limited will transfer the funds designated for Banners Broker International
at the set timelines to the appropriate bank accounts.

107. The Reseller Agreement was set to expire on January 1, 2017.
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108. Dixit prepared and ultimately signed the draft Reseller Agreement. He

understood while assisting to draft it that this agreement would be used as a template

for all future resellers. He did not have it reviewed by a lawyer.

109. One of Banners Broker's concerns in expanding internationally was the challenge

of navigating compliance regimes in various jurisdictions. Their solution was to license

significant Affiliates — ̀ Resellers' — in the Banners Broker system to be responsible for

front-line customer service and advertising over large, foreign geographical areas in

exchange for significant commissions on the investments in that area above and

beyond the standard commissions payable under the Banners Broker system. Causing

these Resellers to sign these Reseller Agreements had the ancillary benefit of

deputizing them as de facto Compliance Officers in those various jurisdictions.

110. Through Dixit's Reseller Agreement, Dixit and Smith intended for Dixit, via

Bannersbroker Limited, to take control of BBIL's sales and operations domestically in

Canada and to operate as the hub for all international Banners Broker commerce.

111. Conversely, on or about this time, Smith agreed to be hired by Bannersbroker

Limited as its Chief Technology Officer, thus continuing to be intimately involved in both

companies. He acted as an executive of both Bannersbroker Limited and of BBIL, that

company's chief source of revenue.

112. In this way, both Smith and Dixit were centrally involved in the management of

both BBIL and Bannersbroker Limited's operations by contract of employment.
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113. Dixit ultimately caused Bannersbroker Limited to terminate the Reseller

Agreement with BBIL as of June, 2012: a reorganizationa! step that coincided with an

Ontario Securities Commission ("OSC") investigation into the operations of

Bannersbroker Limited.

3.2.4. Operation and Mismanagement of Bannersbroker Limited and BBIL

114. Once Dixit was on the `inside' of Banners Broker as the principal of

Bannersbroker Limited, he divested himself of his Banners Broker account and never

returned to participation as an Affiliate.

115. It was approximately eight months after Banners Broker opened for business as

a concept that Bannersbroker Limited took control of the enterprise's day-to-day

operations. All Banners Broker staff operated at first out of an office in downtown

Toronto, and subsequently most of the staff, with the exception of a few individuals

including Smith, moved to operate out of Bannersbroker Limited's offices in Whitby.

1 16. Bannersbroker Limited fiook control over the staffing concerns of Banners Broker

generally, including the management of salaries and the hiring and firing of customer

support personnel in Canada.

117. As general manager of Banners Broker, Dixit never turned his mind to hiring a

staffing solutions company or customer service outsourcing company other than

Bannersbroker Limited. Despite the arbitrary and exorbitant fees charged by

Bannersbroker Limited, Dixit did not recommend, in the best interests of BBIL, that it

should consider hiring someone other than himself or the company he owned.
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118. The services of Bannersbroker Limited were not tied to any market value or fixed

fee schedule. Wherever there were fixed costs in the form of business expenses, Dixit

would ostensibly cause Bannersbroker Limited to charge BBIL a 10% markup as a

matter of course, despite the fact that BBIL was indistinguishable in any practical sense

from Bannersbroker Limited. In practice, however, Dixit would simply advise Smith as

to the amount of money he wished to receive from BBIL and would very infrequently

remember to cause Bannersbroker Limited to draw up an invoice after having received

the funds.

119. The monies paid by BBIL (or, occasionally, and without disambiguation, its

parent company MGI) to Bannersbroker Limited for services rendered were ultimately

withdrawn by Dixit for his own persona( use, for distribution to friends and family, or for

investment in his many other business ventures.

120. At no time were Affiliates' funds segregated from the operating funds of BBIL or

Bannersbroker Limited. Indeed, Affiliates' funds were the sole source of operating

funds of those companies. BBIL and Bannersbroker Limited funds, whatever their

source or intended use, were applied to whatever ends the companies or their

management required.

121. At no time during his management of BBIL's affairs, personally or through the

mechanism of Stellar Point, or during his management of Bannersbroker Limited in its

own right, did Dixit perform in the role of a responsible individual charged with the

management of a corporation. Although Bannersbroker Limited handled `customer

service' and ̀ managed payments' in a manner of speaking, Dixit:
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(a) did not arrange for BBIL to be audited;

(b) did not engage a qualified accountant to prepare financial statements;

(c) did not raise any concerns in respect of the fact that Banners Broker did

not generate profit;

(d) did not evaluate or manage the expenses of BBIL in respect of its income;

and

(e) did not consult with lawyers or accountants about the legitimacy and

sustainability of the Banners Broker enterprise, which had assets under

management in excess of nine figures.

122. Neither did Dixit perform any of the foregoing actions in furtherance of his

responsibilities as President of Bannersbroker Limited. In neither case did he arrange

for any degree of formality, accountability, reporting or independent oversight, as would

be required of any reasonable or prudent person left in charge of a corporation's affairs.

3.2.5. The "Good Times" for Dixit and Bannersbroker Limited

123. Banners Broker was by any measurement an enormous success in terms of

attracting investment internationally.

124. Affiliates were very interested in the program and sufficiently misled by the

confusing description of the Internet processes that seemed to generate such

exceptional returns that hundreds of thousands of people invested significant amounts

of their personal savings into the scheme.
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125. Affiliates came from all over the world. Panels were purchased by Affiliates in

108 different countries, and the quantum of funds invested into Banners Broker — or

intended to have been invested in the enterprise —was well in excess of $150 million

USD.

126. At its height in January of 2013, Banners Broker was collecting in excess of

$300,000 per day. Receipts of $2 million per week were common.

127. Many online payment services were not capable of processing—or were

unwilling to process—the volume of funds flowing to Banners Broker, a suspicious

number of which were subject to refund demands and chargebacks.

128. Schedule I B~~nks and credit card companies would accept cash from Banners

Broker for a time, thE:n drop them as customers as red flags continued to be raised by

the sheer volume c►f funds flowing through the company without adequate lawful

explanation.

129. Dixit did not rave the necessary education, training or experience to manage

assets of this magnitude. When investment funds began to come in faster than

Banners Broker wasequipped to handle, Banners Broker neglected to retain competent

professional advisors or to hire experienced staff.

130. The plaintiffs ~~lead that this oversight was intentional; the defendants Dixit and

Josun were aware that they were operating an unlawful enterprise and did not wish to

engage individuals th;~t would pose a risk of alerting, or threaten to alert, the authorities.
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131. As a result, Affiliates' funds were not properly invested or accounted for. The

funds were diverted to management's personal use; or invested in dubious business

ventures proposed by their friends or family; or were directed to payment processors or,

on occasion, money-changing services. Funds were directed to such ventures and

services as a martial arts gymnasium and a catering company operated by a non-

professional cook.

132. For his part, Dixit would request that BBIL pay Bannersbroker Limited hundreds

of thousands of dollars monthly, then pull those funds out of his company for his own

use, through euphemistically named ̀ shareholder loans', ̀ consulting fees' or ̀ business

expenses'.

133. The accounting records of Bannersbroker Limited bear no resemblance to the

financial reality of the company. As a single example, despite having no stock-in-trade

and making no actual sales, the general ledgers of Bannersbroker Limited showed

millions of dollars going out of the company for ̀ Cost of Goods Sold'.

134. Dixit would wire funds to himself from Bannersbroker Limited and withdraw

extraordinary amounts of cash in five-figure amounts multiple times per month.

135. Rather than hiring competent staff, Dixit hired friends and family, appointing them

executives of various Banners Broker-affiliated corporations without having any

discernible responsibilities to the enterprise.
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136. Rather than investing Affiliates' funds into a legitimate business or otherwise

investing them in legitimate interest-bearing instruments, Dixit invested those funds into

his own unsuccessful ventures and those of his friends, associates and family.

137. Instead of operating BBIL's business legitimately as an online advertising

concern with the benefit of the enormous venture capital he had received, Dixit

purchased luxury goods and services for himself, his family and friends. These

purchases included, but were by no means limited to:

(a) The chartering of private jets at a rate of hundreds of thousands of dollars

per trip for his own use and that of his family;

(b) Several Mercedes vehicles for his personal use and for the use of his

friends and family;

(c) A number of luxury timepieces, notably Breitling and Hublot watches;

(d) Several cutting-edge, top-of-the-line home theatre systems;

(e) Family trips to water parks and ̀ Chuck E. Cheese';

(f) Multiple shipments of luxury furniture;

(g) Bespoke suits for himself and associates at upscale menswear retailers.;

(h) Extremely valuable liquor and spirits;

(i) Visits to high-end ̀ gentlemen's clubs'; and

(j) Thousands of dollars in jewellery for his assistant-turned-wife.
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3.2.6. Stephanie Schlacht Joins Banners Broker

138. Stephanie Schlacht ("Schlacht") was both a key figure in the operations of

Bannersbroker Limited and a primary and ongoing beneficiary of Dixit's defalcations.

139. Schlacht was first noticed by Josun while she was waiting his table at a chain

restaurant in Toronto's Eaton Centre. He offered her a job as his assistant and she

accepted.

140. Schlacht's education was in the form of an Education degree from Trinity

Western University, and her work experience was restricted to the service industry. On

social media, she held herself out as a fitness enthusiast and wellness coach, with no

suggestion of a background in business or marketing.

141. A short time after having been hired by Josun, she was reassigned to be Dixit's

personal assistant.

142. Her role in working for Dixit involved handling internal communications,

calculating reseller commissions, and forwarding inquiries and complaints to

management. She was privy to private conversations amongst Banners Broker

management personnel on a regular basis. The job also appears to have entailed an

extraordinary amount of international travel with Dixit, often on private or first-class

flights, and stays in luxury hotels in exotic locations, including but not limited to Italy,

Cyprus, Greece, Israel, Sweden, Ireland, India, Portugal, and Belize.

143. Schlacht and Dixit commenced a relationship on or before October 29, 2013.
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144. Dixit ultimately promoted Schlacht to a loosely defined managerial position in

respect of the customer service staff at Bannersbroker Limited, operating on behalf of

BBIL. In that role, Schlacht was responsible for —and proactively set about —training

staff in respect of the representations to be made to Affiliates as they called with queries

about their accounts. Despite her complete lack of any relevant training, education or

experience, Dixit effectively made Schlacht the head of investor relations for an

enterprise with more than $150 million under management.

145. Over time, Schlacht came to accept shares in and directorships of Dixit's various

corporations to an extent unknown to the plaintiffs but known to the defendants. This

included a period of time in which she was the sole shareholder of the defendant Dixit

Holdings Inc., which was in turn the majority shareholder of Bannersbroker Limited —

thus causing her to briefly stand in the shoes of her own employer.

146. Without apparent consideration or legitimate juristic reason, Schlacht would

accept and divest herself of Dixit's .assets and power over his companies whenever it

became inconvenient for Dixit to have his name associated with them; or alternatively,

at her own demand in lieu of being the beneficiary of Dixit's life insurance policy.

147. In furtherance of those objectives, Schlacht would agree to sign corporate

resolutions on behalf of various corporations as she came to control them without any

interest in or knowledge of what she, or the company, was doing with the funds of

Banners Broker Affiliates.

148. Schlacht married Dixit on June 1, 2014 and is currently his wife.
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149. Dixit misappropriated hundreds of thousands of dollars in Affiliate funds for use

on family expenses; and a substantial amount of Affiliates' investments were thereby

converted to assets that continue to be enjoyed by Dixit and Schlacht, both jointly and

individually.

3.2.7. Josun's Role and Spending

150. During the ̀ good times' for Banners Broker, Josun assumed titles for himself that

reflected his executive role with the corporation in respect of sales and marketing. He

also improperly held himself out to Affiliates as an owner of Banners Broker.

151. Josun's work for Banners Broker consisted largely of enticing Affiliates to

purchase as many panels as possible, at the highest rates possible, through a series of

online sales conference calls via Skype and rally-style pitches to hundreds of potential

Affiliates at a time. This role did not change significantly before or after Dixit joined the

company; the primary difference appears to have been that Josun's role developed from

a primarily North American one to a primarily international one. He began to target

European Affiliates specifically.

152. Josun's representations were particularly instrumental in gaining the trust of

significant and well-connected Affiliates, although there were frequent complaints that

Josun could not satisfactorily describe Banners Brokers' operations, or how those

operations were intended to make money.
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153. Josun was compensated generously but his role had no official parameters. His

job was broadly to convince as many individuals as possible to participate in Banners

Broker.

3.2.8. Josun's International Travel

154. When potential Affiliates showed an interest in joining Banners Broker but had

questions or concerns about its operations or legitimacy, Josun would attend to their

concerns and fly to their location—usually in Europe—to woo them and host recruitment

seminars to encourage further investment in Banners Broker.

155. Josun was also tasked with travelling internationally to meet with Affiliates that

were particularly active in recruitment, or that had invested particularly large sums of

money. He maintained those relationships personally to encourage further investment,

to discourage withdrawal demands and to promote further efforts on the Affiliate's part

to recruit further Affiliates.

156. No budget was set for Josun's business trips. There was no oversight of Josun's

activities, and no control over his spending.

157. Rather, Josun would independently advise management of what he considered

to be a business priority overseas, and would be provided with tens of thousands of

dollars of company money to fund his trip. (These funds would be transferred in a

number of ways, including but not limited to the loading of prepaid credit cards.) Then,

after one to three weeks of recruitment and relationship maintenance, he would return.
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158. There was no formal accounting of Josun's expenses nor the amounts he

received from Affiliates on BBIL's behalf on these trips.

159. Josun's daily occupation was to host webinars and to travel internationally to

promote further Affiliate investment and involvement in Banners Broker. He did so with

no accountability whatsoever in respect of the disposition of Banners Broker funds out,

or Affiliate funds that he agreed to take in. At no point was he required to make a

business case for these trips to other members of Banners Broker management, nor to

account for the outcomes of his expenditures.

3.2.9. Theft and the Swiss Bank Account

160. At some point in his tenure, Josun went beyond dubious business practices and

misrepresentation and directly embezzled at least $3.6 million USD of Affiliate funds.

161. These funds were deposited in a Swiss bank account held by one of his

companies, the defendant World Web Media Inc.

162. In addition to this direct embeulement, Josun conducted a campaign of more

indirect misappropriation. On his overseas trips and webinars, he would occasionally

provide Affiliates with transfer information for his own personal accounts,

misrepresenting them as being the transfer information for Banners Broker accounts; or

alternatively encouraging Affiliates to provide him with negotiable instruments intended

by the Affiliates to be invested towards further Banners Broker panels or ̀ products' such

as ̀boosters', as described above in Section 3.1.2.
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163. Josun would then advise the IT staff of Banners Broker to credit the Affiliate's

account but keep the money for himself. in part due to Dixit's failure to maintain proper

records, to retain anyone qualified to maintain proper records, or to exercise proper

oversight over Josun or his IT department, these embezzlements went unnoticed.

164. The existence of the Swiss account was only discovered after Smith attended on

a sales call with Josun, in which Josun directed the Affiliates to whom he had just made

a sale to deposit their funds into a Swiss bank account of which Smith had never heard.

There was, and is, no record of any such account in BBIL's name.

165. Josun was given an opportunity by BBIL's other management personnel to repay

those funds, but he refused to do so. It was clear, as a result, that the Swiss bank

account to which Josun directed Affiliates to forward their funds was, directly or

indirectly, controlled by Josun and not BBIL.

3.2.10. Josun's Side Businesses

166. In addition to his operations within Banners Broker, Josun also promoted an

MLM of his own. This business venture was a German cosmetics program operating

under the name ̀NWA'.

167. Josun managed this other enterprise alongside his associate, John Rock,

discussed further below at Section 3.2.12.
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168. Josun had further solicited Dixit, who through Bannersbroker Limited (or Stellar

Point, as it may have been named at the material time) and/or Dixit Consulting, to

provide him with Banners Broker Affiliates' funds both for the NWA investment and a

renovation of his sister's house.

169. Both requests were granted in amounts approximating $40,000. Neither

disbursement was for any legitimate business purpose. Those funds were drawn out of

Banners Broker for Josun's own personal use without juristic reason for that withdrawal.

170. Dixit also provided Josun with an Audi A8 for no legitimate business purpose.

Josun wrecked that vehicle at some point during the height of Banners Broker's

s̀uccess', such that it ceased to have any value.

171. It has also come to the Receiver's attention that between November of 2011 and

February of 2012, payments were made out from a Banners Broker-affiliated

corporation, Banners Broker (UK) Ltd. to World Web Media, one of Josun's personal

companies. Those payments total at least £1,432,000.00, and also originated from

Banners Broker Affiliates.

3.2.11. The Rise of Dissent

172. While the defendants were in possession and enjoyment of Affiliate funds, the

Affiliates themselves were beginning to grow restless.

173. Despite the overwhelmingly positive results shown on their online accounts,

many Banners Broker affiliates never successfully withdrew any money. Rumours

began to circulate on the Internet that Banners Broker was a Ponzi scheme.
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174. Dixit took responsibility for freezing the accounts of Affiliates that were saying

negative things about Banners Broker online, and for taking steps in order to counteract

those negative statements by posting information online about Banners Broker's

success and reliability as an investment.

175. Despite his efforts, affiliates became increasingly agitated as more and more of

them were unable to withdraw their funds and realize upon what was represented to

them as being a financial success.

176. Telephone calls and e-mails demanding the return of funds increased steadily in

number and aggression through early 2013 as Affiliates began to allege publicly that

Banners Broker was a ̀ scam'.

3.2.12. Compliance Flags are Raised

177. On or about April of 2012, Dixit finally agreed to hire one independent contractor,

John Rock, in order to assist in compliance matters. Rock was a friend of Josun's with

whom he had previously worked in respect of other MLMs.

178. Rock did accurately identify that the company did not appear to have any means

of making money other than soliciting further investments from new or existing affiliates.

He raised the concern that the Competition Bureau would order Banners Broker to

cease operating if steps were not taken to provide legitimate goods or services to the

public.
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179. Despite having had direct experience of this phenomenon through his past

venture, ICF (as described above in Section 2.2.4), Dixit took no action on Rock's

advice.

180. At some point in the first half of 2012, Josun and Rock jointly proposed to Smith

and Dixit that the company ought to move in a different direction, purportedly because

of the compliance infractions upon which the company relied, and which ultimately did

result in a criminal investigation and charges against Dixit personally.

181. Dixit again took no action on Josun and Rock's advice.

3.2.13. Dixit Attempts to Distance his Operations from Banners Broker

182. In light of the rising wave of complaints from Affiliates, Bannersbroker Limited

changed its name to its current nomenclature —the plaintiff `Stellar Point, Inc.' —and

further distanced itself from Banners Broker by purporting to terminate its Reseller

Agreement.

183. By letter of June 13, 2012, Dixit wrote to BBIL on Stellar Point's behalf advising

that ̀ our company has decided to go into a new direction' and that it would terminate the

agreement, no longer operating as Bannersbroker Limited.

184. This ostensibly clear break with Banners Broker was not reflected in reality, as

Stellar Point largely continued to operate as it had under the name Bannersbroker

Limited.
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185. There were a few differences. In the letter of June 13, 2012, Dixit proposed that

rather than operating directly under the Banners Broker name, the new Stellar Point

company would instead offer its services to Banners Broker by providing ̀ [s]upport for

your customers via Call Center, Live Chat and e-Ticketing system. But we are also

planning on taking on new clients, and due to this we have chosen to chase [sic] our

name as well as the services we are going to over [sic].'

186. In that letter, Stellar Point indicated that it would ̀ no longer process Canadian

sales, serve as a processor or act on your behalf in any fashion when it comes to

money transactions taking place'.

187. Despite the fact that Dixit claimed Stellar Point would no longer act on BBIL's

behalf ̀in any fashion when it comes to money transactions', Stellar Point's entire staff —

which was also essentially Banners Broker's entire staff —was at that very time

preparing for a massive sales convention in Portugal that had been promoted by the

company for some time. Those preparations continued uninterrupted, and the

defendants, their extended families and their growing entourage flew to Portugal first-

class to attend the convention.

3.2.14. The Portugal Convention

188. The convention was hosted by renting out the five-star Tivoli Marina Vilamoura

beach resort in Portugal. It was the company's first major convention in Europe.

Affiliates, Resellers and potential Affiliates were enticed to register and attend by a

chance to win a Mini Cooper.
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189. Despite its relative insignificance as a market for BBIL Affiliates, Josun insisted

upon the Portugal location because he had family connections there, and he intended to

take this company-funded opportunity to fly his extended family along with him to the

event for a vacation.

190. The event took place from July 7-15, 2012 and was organized largely by Tara

Josun, whom Josun had arranged to be hired by Dixit as a Stellar Point employee

responsible for event planning and customer service representative training. The event

required the booking of the entire hotel, at a cost of more than half a million Euros.

191. More than a thousand Affiliates and potential Affiliates registered and took the

trip to Vilamoura to attend the convention over the course of two weekends.

192. By this time, complaints about Affiliates being unable to withdraw their purported

gains or to receive clear responses to their inquiries had reached a boiling point.

193. Dixit attended the convention with a private security detail, and advised his staff

that he had received death threats from furious Affiliates and was concerned that the

convention proceedings may be interrupted by Interpol. Stellar Point staff were given

instructions to ensure that management's families were transported safely home in the

event of their arrest.

194. During the course of the convention, on July 11, 2012, it became known to Dixit

that Josun and Rock had been using their time addressing the convention to promote

business other than Banners Broker: specifically, their `NWA' business, which they

represented as being more compliant with international laws than Banners Broker.
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195. Dixit confronted Josun and Rock in the lobby of the hotel, engaging in a heated

argument and advising Josun and Rock that their employment was terminated. He then

ordered his personal security detail to eject them, as well as Josun's extended family,

physically from the hotel with the exception of Tara Josun, who resigned from Stellar

Point shortly after returning to Canada.

3.2.15. Fallout from the Portugal Convention

196. Josun and Rock were terminated by Stellar Point shortly after this incident, on or

about July 11, 2012. It is unclear from which company, or by which executive,

directors', and/or shareholders' resolution these terminations were effective, because no

such formalities were ever observed by any company related to the Banners Broker

enterprise. As with most corporate operations in the Banners Broker Network, Dixit was

simply understood to be in charge, and Josun and Rock understood themselves to have

been fired.

197. Less than a year later, after having been approached by the Competition Bureau

and the RCMP to provide evidence with respect to Banners Broker's operations, Josun

claimed that he had been fired at this convention because he had been uncomfortable

with the Ponzi scheme he had been promoting internationally, and that he had

threatened other executives that he would advise Affiliates that Banners Broker was ̀not

100% compliant' with the law.

198. Josun is not known by the plaintiffs to have taken any action at any point to

contact Affiliates, regulators, law enforcement or the media to advise them of the true

nature of Banners Broker's operations.
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199. Rather, Josun is known to have approached Smith with a proposal at the point of

his termination. Josun was aware of the nature of Banners Broker's business and

knew, further, that he could jeopardize BBIL's operations if he were to approach

regulators or law enforcement with his evidence. For his part, Smith knew that Josun

had been embezzling funds.

200. A deal was therefore struck —Smith agreed that he would not pursue the millions

known to have been hidden by Josun in his Swiss bank account(s), and Josun would

not approach the authorities.

3.2.16. Dixit Resigns in Personal Capacity Only

201. A Consulting Agreement ostensibly dated July 31, 2012 was at some point

signed between BBIL and Stellar Point. Under the terms of that Agreement, Stellar

Point purported to cease holding itself out as processing payments and conducting

advertising directly for BBIL, and to carry on exclusively by managing its staff and

operations.

202. Once again, despite the positions taken in writing, in practice, little, if anything, of

Banners Broker's operations actually changed.

203. A few months later, by way of letter dated October 30, 2012, Dixit resigned from

BBIL in his capacity as ̀Acting Ghief Operating Officer'. The letter was signed by Dixit,

subscribed `Digit Consulting'. The letter indicated, however, that Stellar Point would

continue to offer its services as usual, including ̀ customer service and event planning'.

204. Again, little, if anything, of Banners Broker's operations actually changed.
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3.2.17. international Operations Continue to Grow

205. Despite the fact that Stellar Point and Dixit were attempting to create a

perception of distance between themselves and Banners Broker, `Stellarpoint

Consulting India Private Limited' ("Stellar Point India") was incorporated as an Indian

Non-Government Company on March 6, 2013. Its directors were Dixit, his cousin

Rajesh Dikshit and Tanushree Cornelius.

206. This company, which attached Dixit's cousin Rajesh to the Banners Broker

payroll, was intended to be the Reseller for Banners Broker's Indian operations.

Contrary to Dixit's representations about the operations of Stellar Point being reduced in

scope vis-a-vis Banners Broker, there was no obfuscation of the fact that Stellar Point

India did indeed process payments and advertise for Banners Broker.

207. Dixit's cousin was named Stellar Point India's director and president, while Dixit

himself remained on the masthead and payroll as a director. Three leading Indian

Resellers were also put in charge of the company's daily operations.

208. Stellar Point India had a direct contractual relationship with BBIL and bore

primary responsibility under that contract for the payment of commissions to Indian

affiliates.

209. In May or June of 2013, however, a full commission payout was scheduled to

take place fora number of Affiliates and BBIL was incapable of meeting those

demands.
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210. On or about this time, two of the three Indian Resellers responsible for

overseeing Indian operations through Stellar Point India broke into a bitter romantic

dispute. In the course of that dispute, one of the Resellers called the local police force

and reported that Stellar Point India was ̀running a fraud'.

211. The police subsequently raided Stellar Point India's offices and seized much of

its property.

212. The status of Affiliate funds held by Stellar Point India, if any, and the

whereabouts of the estranged Resellers Dixit entrusted with those funds is not known to

the plaintiff, but known to Dixit.

3.2.18. Ontario Securities Commission Investigates Banners Broker

213. Before or about the early part of 2013, the OSC began to investigate Banners

Broker and its investment scheme, concerned that Stellar Point was selling Banners

Broker securities in Canada. The OSC began to communicate with Dixit in the course

of its investigation.

214. In June of 2013, Stellar Point purported to formally ̀ report' to BBIL that the OSC

had alleged that Stellar Point was carrying on Banners Broker's business in Canada,

and that it may be taking action against it.

215. On June 10, 2013, by way of a very brief letter, Smith resigned from Stellar Point

as its Chief Technology Officer. The resignation was effective June 21, 2013.
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216. Possibly in anticipation of possible regulatory action by the OSC, MGI signed an

indemnity agreement ostensibly dated June 19, 2013 in favour of Stellar Point in respect

of any such action. There does not appear to have been any consideration for this

unilateral indemnity agreement.

217. The status of the OSC's investigation into Banners Broker is unknown; charges

against any or all defendants personally, or their various Banners Broker-related

entities, including the plaintiffs, may therefore still be pending.

3.2.19. Termination of the Consulting Agreement with Stellar Point

218. On or about this time, Dixit consulted with counsel and appears to have

determined that he should cease to have interactions with Banners Broker generally.

219. Shortly after the purported execution date of the indemnity agreement, a

Termination, Release and Indemnity Agreement was signed between BBIL and Stellar

Point, in which BBIL and MGI committed to indemnify Stellar Point and related parties

from any liabilities flowing from the Banners Broker business and releasing Stellar Point

from the same form of liability. (This agreement also appears to have been entered into

without any consideration.)

220. Dixit then resigned from Banners Broker, without being specific as to the role in

which he did so, or from which organizations he was resigning, or whether this

constituted a termination of various agreements between his companies and others

within the Banners Broker network.
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221. The relationship between the companies, and Dixit and Banners Broker was

thereby facially at an end. Despite that fact, however, Dixit arranged for BBIL to

continue to pay Stellar Point's staff—when they had no tasks to perForm, and were

ostensibly arm's-length `service providers'—up to and including September of 2013 for

no legitimate reason.

222. Shortly after these resignations were purportedly effective, Dixit and Schlacht

were continuing to travel the world in furtherance of the Banners Broker enterprise. On

one such occasion, in the autumn of 2013, Dixit and Schlacht flew to Belize to conduct

staff training for Banners Broker before Dixit tendered yet another `resignation' in

October.

3.2.24. Insolvency Proceedings

223. A few months later, on February 26, 2014, following a claim by its shareholder,

Targus Investments Limited, with the participation of an incensed Reseller, one Ian

Driscoll, awinding-up order was made and liquidation proceedings began in respect of

..

224. An application was made in the Isle of Man High Court of Justice by BBIL's de

jure shareholder, Targus Holdings Limited. That Court ordered that BBIL be wound up

pursuant to Part V of the Companies Act 1937 (Isle of Man).

225. Miles Andrew Benham and Paul Robert Appleton were appointed by that Court

as Joint Provisional Liquidators and Deemed Official Receivers of BBIL.
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226. On August 22, 2014, the Ontario Superior Court recognized that Isle of Man

proceeding as a foreign main proceeding pursuant to Section 270(1) of the Bankruptcy

and Insolvency Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. B-3.

227. Upon recognition, the Court alsa granted a Supplemental Order pursuant to

Section 272 of that Act appointing msi Spergel inc. the Receiver of BBIL with

receivership powers in respect of that company. The Receiver was further authorized to

act as the investigatory receiver of Stellar Point on October 15, 2014, and as its full

possessory receiver by the Order of Justice Hainey, issued April 8, 2016.

228. Pursuant to its investigations into BBIL, associated corporations and Banners

Broker's operations generally, the Receiver gathered the information in the within claim.

It now brings this action on behalf of both companies over which it is the possessory

receiver; as well as on behalf of the victimized Affiliates of BBIL that the Receiver now

represents, as they are now reduced to being creditors of the insolvent corporation.

3.2.21. Criminal Proceedings against Dixit

229. On December 9, 2015, the Toronto Police Service held a press conference

announcing that Dixit and Smith had been arrested that morning and that no further

arrests were anticipated in respect of the Banners Broker enterprise.

230. The Toronto Police Service advised at that press conference that Dixit and Smith

are charged with the following offences in respect of their activities with Banners Broker:

(a) Defraud the Public —Over $5,000 (Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46

("Criminal Code"), s. 380(1));
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(b) Possession of the Proceeds of Crime (Criminal Code, s. 354(1)};

(c) Launder Proceeds of Crime (Criminal Code, s. 462.31(1));

1 15

(d) Operate Pyramid Scheme (Competition Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-34

("Competition Act"), s. 55.1);

(e) Make False or Misleading Representation (Competition Act, s. 52).

231. Atrial date has not yet been scheduled.

4.0 CAUSES OF ACTION

232. The within pleaded causes of action are organized, first, by the party whose

cause of action has been assumed by the Receiver (i.e., the creditors of BBIL, BBIL

itself and then Stellar Point); and second, by cause of action. Each cause of action

heading identifies the specific defendants against whom the Receiver brings that claim.

233. The plaintiffs seek the damages set out in Section 1 on the following grounds:

4.1. Claims of the Receiver on Behalf of Affiliates as BBIL Creditors

4.1.1. Fraudulent Misrepresentation (Dixit and Josun)

234. Banners Broker was not a bona fide business. It was an enterprise that relied

upon false representations as to its profitability, false reports as to Affiliates' return on

investment, and false statements as to the nature of its operations to induce Affiliates to

invest in Banners Broker.
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235. Dixit and Josun caused Affiliates to believe that they were purchasing advertising

space on the Internet. They were not. The majority of their invested funds were put into

the pockets of Banners Broker management, who would then fraudulently misrepresent

to Affiliates that their funds had been safely invested and were generating an excellent

return.

236. Dixit, in setting policy for BBIL operations and speaking at conventions and

various training seminars, induced Affiliates to invest in Banners Broker. He did so

while being in a position that caused him to be fixed with the knowledge that none of the

representations he was making, directly or indirectly through staff, to Affiliates about the

company's profitability were, or could be, true.

237. Josun was largely responsible for the misrepresentations inducing investment

from international affiliates. His misstatements about the company, its profitability and

operations were known, or ought to have been known, by Josun to be false and were

made with the intention of inducing Affiliates to invest with Banners Broker; and in turn,

to ensure Josun's personal enrichment.

238. In each instance of their communications with Affiliates, Dixit and Josun:

(a) Made false representations to Affiliates with respect to the nature of the

business, its profitability, its legitimacy as a going concern, and the

likelihood of Affiliate profit by investing funds with Banners Broker;

(b) Were aware that these representations were false; or alternatively, were

reckless as to whether or not the representations were false;
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(c) Caused Affiliates to act upon their advice by purchasing panels, traffic

boosters, traffic packs and other associated ̀ products', or by declining to

take action to recover their investments; and

(d) Caused Affiliates to lose some or all of their investment as a result of their

reliance upon those representations.

239. The Receiver therefore, in its capacity as creditor representative, claims against

Dixit and Josun for the full reckoned sum of Affiliate funds invested in reliance upon

their fraudulent misrepresentations.

4.1.2. Negligent Misrepresentation (Dixit and Josun}

240. In the alternative to the claim for fraudulent misrepresentation, Dixit and Josun

are liable to the Affiliates qua creditors for negligent misrepresentation.

241. It was plainly foreseeable by both defendants that their representations as to the

profitability of investment in Banners Broker would cause Affiliates to rely on those

representations, and to make disastrous purchases of panels and other intangible,

illusory products as a result.

242. Dixit and Josun breached their duty of care in making those representations

negligently, having no good cause to believe in their truth.

243. The Affiliates did reasonably rely on their misrepresentations and lost some or all

of their invested funds as a result.
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244. Accordingly, the Receiver claims, in its capacity as creditor representative, the

full reckoned sum of Affiliate funds invested pursuant to Dixit and Josun's negligent

misrepresentations.

4.1.3. Predominant Purpose Conspiracy (Dixit and Josun)

245. Banners Broker was not operated as a legitimate business. It did not sell goods

or provide legitimate services, and what services it could be said to have offered in the

form of hosting web advertising were not adequately functional to be described as a

going concern. Simply put, an advertising business cannot operate if it does not charge

properly for advertising; or if it does not track to whom those charges should be paid.

246. Banners Broker may have resembled a company but it did not function as one. It

was not concerned with budgets or business plans, did not generate profit, did not track

expenses, and was never intended to do any of those things. The purpose of Banners

Broker was to entice recruitment investment and to convert those invested funds to the

defendants' own personal use.

247. The defendants Josun and Dixit knew that Banners Broker's purpose was to

induce Affiliates to invest in a corporation that did not have any legitimate operations,

and to enjoy those invested funds themselves.

248. The plaintiffs therefore plead that the management of Banners Broker, including

Dixit and Josun, acted in concert for the predominant purpose of harming Affiliates, and

did in fact cause, and profit from, that harm to them.
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4.1.4. Unlawful Act Conspiracy (Dixit and Josun)

249. Dixit and Josun were engaged in a daily course of fraudulent misrepresentations

in respect of virtually every Affiliate, Reseller or manager that they would encounter.

The daily operations at Stellar Point / BBIL were conducted in knowing and intentional

furtherance of those misrepresentations at the expense of Banners Broker Affiliates.

250. Those defendants are thereby responsible for the damages caused to the

Affiliates of BBIL by virtue of their agreement to make and maintain these fraudulent

representations as against those creditors together. They were all fixed with the

knowledge that their acts were unlawful and that injury to the creditors of BBIL was

inevitable.

251. That injury was ultimately done, and resulted in considerable financial harm done

to the tens of thousands of Banners Broker Affiliates worldwide. The Receiver therefore

claims against Dixit and Josun in an amount equivalent to the losses of Affiliates as a

result of the individual defendants' conspiracy.

4.1.5. Unjust Enrichment and Accounting (All Defendants)

252. Because Banners Broker was not a bona fide business, virtually all of the funds

coming into any of the Banners Broker entities originated in intended purchases by

Affiliates. Because those purchases were for illusory goods and services and never put

to their intended use, the Affiliates were thereby deprived of their funds and the

defendants were correspondingly enriched without juristic cause.
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253. Accordingly, virtually all of the funds passing through any of the Banners Broker

entities at any time are recoverable by creditors as money had and received by the

defendants but never lawfully vesting in them.

254. To the full extent that any or all of the defendants are in possession of funds

originating in intended purchases by Affiliates, the Receiver therefore claims for the

same in unjust enrichment on behalf of creditors, and further claims for an Order tracing

the disposition of those funds and impressing the same with a constructive trust in

favour of the Receiver on behalf of BBIL creditors.

255. In the alternative, Dixit and Josun collected and managed BBIL's funds, or funds

intended for BBIL or associated corporations in the Banners Broker Network, in the

capacity of BBIL's agent and is liable to account for the disposition of those funds.

4.1.6. Aggravated Damages (Dixit and Josun)

256. The Banners Broker enterprise targeted, in large part, individuals that did not

have the financial literacy to recognize the implausibility of its claims and the

dubiousness of its business model. Particularly given that Dixit and Josun had prior

experience working in failed MLM operations, it was foreseeable to them that such a

class of persons would invest an unreasonable proportion of their savings and put their

future prosperity at risk in reliance on the representations they made.
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257. As pleaded above, Dixit and Josun conspired to defraud these individuals; or

alternatively acted negligently in respect of handling their invested funds, resulting in

losses to Affiliates that may have been in relatively small amounts objectively, but that in

most cases were of great personal significance to each individual Affiliate.

258. Put simply, Affiliates invested not only a disproportionate amount of their savings,

but also a disproportionate amount of their hope for the future in the Banners Broker

enterprise. Dixit and Josun encouraged and induced this line of thinking and this

emotional investment in the Banners Broker project through the seminars, webinars,

public appearances and private meetings they would arrange with Affiliates.

259. When the Affiliates realized that all had effectively been lost, their response was

not restricted to that of an aggrieved investor in a normal business. Websites and

Facebook pages were erected, and support groups formed to discuss the fallout of the

collapse of Banners Broker. Many Affiliates were ruined.

260. Some were reported to have taken their own lives in despair.

261. The Receiver pleads that mere compensatory damages will not suffice to

compensate Affiliates for the impact Dixit and Josun's wrongdoing had on their lives.

Many of them, all these years later, continue to populate message boards and online

communities, following the criminal and civil proceedings with intense interest as a

result of the crushing emotional, intangible and non-pecuniary harm that was done to

them as a result of their victimization at the hands of the defendants.
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262. Despite the stark reality faced by Affiliates in the wake of Banners Broker's

collapse, the defendants persist in denying any wrongdoing, and continue to assert that

their business was legitimate, as described more fully below at paragraphs 320, 324

and 325 herein.

263. The Receiver therefore claims on behalf of the Affiliate creditors of BBIL

aggravated damages in an amount that would adequately compensate those creditors

for the non-pecuniary harm they suffered as a result of their participation in the Banners

Broker enterprise.

4.2. Claims of the Receiver on Behalf of BBIL

4.2.1. Fraudulent Misrepresentation (Dixit, Dixit Companies and Josun)

264. As Banners Broker's General Manager and BBIL's de facto Chief Operating

Officer, Dixit was responsible for arranging the staffing and operations of BBIL.

Wherever possible, he caused BBIL to employ his own companies whenever a

purported need for services arose. In so doing, he invoiced BBIL in arbitrary and

capricious amounts according to his personal desires and the interests of the

companies he owned.

265. Dixit represented to BBIL that these invoiced amounts were legitimate as an

executive of those non-arm's-length companies and, as his own customer, caused BBIL

to rely upon, accept and pay the arbitrary and capricious invoice amounts that he

represented as being valid business expenses despite his knowledge that they were

not.
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266. For Josun's part, he claimed or was pre-paid for expenses that were not bona

fide business expenses, including but not limited to his expenses incurred while

overseas. Josun knew, or ought to have known, that these expenses were not

commercially justifiable and that his representations as to their legitimacy were false.

He nevertheless caused BBIL to act upon those false representations by causing BBIL

to reimburse or pre-pay him for the said expenses, to the detriment of the company.

267. Both Dixit and Josun benefited, directly or indirectly, from the funds they induced

BBIL to pay to them or their companies by representing that the said business expenses

were legitimate when they were not.

4.2.2. Breach of Fiduciary Duty (Dixit and Josun)

268. BBIL pleads that the granting of powers to Dixit under the Dixit Contract to

generally manage al( aspects of BBIL's company operations and finances, his position

as de facto Chief Operating Officer of BBIL, and his practice of holding himself out to

Affiliates and other stakeholders as a member of the management of Banners Broker,

gave rise to fiduciary duties upon Dixit to act in the best interests of BBIL.

269. BBIL further pleads that by holding himself out as, in turns, an owner and

executive of BBIL, and thereby inducing other parties to rely on those representations,

Josun took upon himself the duties of a director and officer of BBIL at common law and

in equity, including the fiduciary duty to act in the best interests of the corporation.

270. In the alternative, the plaintiff pleads that Josun was a management employee of

BBIL and owed an actionable fiduciary duty to the company in equity on that basis.
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4.2.3. C~ver-view of Fiduciary Breaches (Dixit and Josun)

271. Dixit and Josun operated BBIL in a manner that did not comport with the best

interests of the corporation.

272. At all times, those defendants preferred their own interests to those of the

company and its stakeholders. In so doing, they breached their obligations in equity,

the common law and under statute to discharge their duty by operating the company in

good faith, and they did so to the detriment of its stakeholders, including Affiliate-

creditors.

4.2.4. Breach of Fiduciary Duty: Misappropriation (Dixit, Dixit Companies and

Josun)

273. As a matter of common practice, Dixit would take advantage of his position as

both General Manager of Banners Broker and Chief Operating Officer of BBIL to direct

funds out of proportion to the agreements between BBIL and both Stellar Point and the

Dixit Companies to those companies under his control, resulting in his own enrichment

at BBIL's expense.

274. In those roles, Dixit would also cause funds held by third-party payment

processors for BBIL's benefit to be redirected from BBIL or ifs authorized affiliates to his

own business ventures or his own personal bank accounts.
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275. Similarly, Josun took possession of Affiliates' investment funds intended for BBIL

at a time when he was impressed with a fiduciary duty both as an executive and as

agent, and diverted those funds directly to his own use in an amount known to the

defendant, and known by the plaintiffs to be in the amount of at least $4 million.

276. Each of these actions constitute misappropriations of the BBIL funds that Dixit

and Josun were charged with managing in the best interests of the corporation and its

stakeholders. Any direct misappropriation from a company by a fiduciary is a clear

breach of duty, and BBIL pleads that it suffered damages in equal proportion to the

funds improperly diverted out of the company's coffers to the defendants. The Receiver

therefore claims that sum of damages on behalf of BBIL.

4.2.5. Breach of Fiduciary Duty: Preferring Their Own Interests to Those of the

Corporation (Dixit and Josun)

Dixit

277. Dixit had a clear conflict between acting in the best interests of BBIL, to whom he

stood as fiduciary, advancing his own personal financial interests and satisfying his

duties as an executive of Stellar Point. As the President of Stellar Point, Dixit had a

duty to maximize that company's profits, which conflicted with his duty as an officer of

BBIL to make prudent business decisions in allocating corporate funds. Moreover, as

the majority owner of Stellar Point, Dixit had a direct financial incentive to overcharge

the plaintiff BBIL for services rendered.
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278. At no point did Dixit take any steps to declare or mitigate the conflict between his

roles as general manager of BBIL's operations and as a shareholder of Stellar Point,

standing to profit personally from overcharges to that customer. He did not recuse

himself from BBIL corporate decisions concerning the retention of Stellar Point. Rather,

he had sole control over all decisions concerning staffing and outsourcing and wherever

possible he preferred his own corporation exclusively to the detriment of BBIL.

279. The Reseller Agreement and the Consulting Agreement should never have been

signed. Acting in the best interests of BBIL, it was Dixit's duty to seek out a cost-

effective means of managing BBIL's operations. Instead, Dixit failed even to consider

spending BBIL's money on a service provider other than the one he owned, and from

which he drew a direct personal financial benefit from BBIL's business.

280. BBIL, through the Receiver, therefore claims against Dixit in his capacity of

General Manager of Banners Broker and Chief Operating Officer of BBIL for all

preferential transactions to Stellar Point, or any other company not at arm's length from

Rajiv Dixit to which he improperly diverted company funds.

Josun

281. Josun had a fiduciary obligation to ensure that the corporate funds with which he

was entrusted were spent prudently in the advancement of lawful business objectives.

282. Instead of fulfilling that duty, Josun preferred his own interests to those of BBIL

by engaging in overseas travel and customer entertainment for unjustified and unlawful

business purposes.
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283. He also preferred his own interests to those of BBIL and its Affiliates by

appropriating corporate funds for his own use as money had and received.

284. To whatever extent Josun's overseas expenditures cannot be commercially

justified —and the Receiver pleads that if the commercial activity results in contracts

void for illegality, such activity cannot be justified —then those funds were spent in

breach of Josun's fiduciary duty and BBIL has suffered damages in direct proportion

thereto.

285. The Receiver therefore claims against Josun for the total amount of funds spent

on these excursions, from which he personally benefited, and from which there accrued

no benefit to BBIL.

286. The Receiver also claims against Josun for the total amount of receipts Josun

intercepted and yet retains in breach of his fiduciary duty to the corporation.

4.3. Negligence (Dixit and Josun)

287. In the alternative, if Dixit and Josun's acts were not fraudulent in nature, they

were grossly negligent. Their operation of BBIL fell drastically below the standard of

care expected of any corporate executive, who would be expected to gather and act

upon the knowledge that BBIL did not generate profit, offer a legitimate product or

service to the market, or deal truthfully with customers about the status of their

accounts.
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288. Dixit and Josun knew or ought to have known that Banners Broker did not

generate any revenue and operated entirely on the invested capital of Affiliates. They

knew, or ought to have known, that the enterprise had no legitimate advertising

business and that the products and services Banners Broker offered for sale were

illusory. It was incumbent upon them to exercise the care, diligence and skill expected

of any prudent person to recognize that this business model was unsustainable and that

the representations being made to Affiliates were false, and ought not to be made.

289. Dixit was fixed with the knowledge through his own experience with ICF and

other MLM programs, and Josun was fixed with the knowledge through his experience

with the Silverline Club, that ventures such as Banners Broker that relied on recruitment

enticement were inherently unstable and unsustainable, and potentially illegal; and that

the representations being made to customers and potential customers about the

profitability of the enterprise and the prospects of their investment were not true.

290. By engaging in a course of conduct the foreseeable result of which was the near-

complete loss of Affiliates' funds, a criminal investigation, and the insolvency of the

company, Dixit and Josun fell below the minimum standard of care required of them:

namely, to take care that the business operated lawfully, dealt with customers honestly

and generated a profit.

291. The defendants further breached their fiduciary obligations to the company by

failing to inquire or act in respect of laws and regulations applicable to the company —

most particularly Dixit in his role as BBIL's Compliance Officer.
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292. Specifically, these defendant fiduciaries acted in ongoing breach of, and failed to

investigate or accept advice in respect of the breach of, applicable Canadian laws.

293. Apart from the failure to discharge the fundamental duties of compliance and

operating a bona fide business, BBIL, through its service provider Stellar Point, simply

did not offer competent customer service. There was one prevailing issue amongst

Affiliates; namely, that they were unable to access their funds. It was a breach of Dixit

and Josun's duty to exercise due care, diligence and skill to overlook that omnipresent

issue and to continue to operate BBIL without a view to addressing that problem and the

underlying issue that funds were not, and never would be accessible because BBIL paid

extraordinary expenses without generating any offsetting profit.

294. Dixit, in fact, deliberately contributed to that problem by dictating Stellar

Point/BBIL policy, actively silencing Affiliate communications online and making

misrepresentations personally on the Internet for Affiliate consumption.

295. Dixit further breached specific duties of care he took upon himself by agreeing to

act as BBIL's Chief Operating Officer and Compliance Officer.

296. As the acting Chief Operating Officer of BBIL for a short time, and the de facto

Chief Operating Officer at afl material times, Dixit fell below the standard of a

reasonably prudent executive by incurring hundreds of millions of dollars in liability by

directing Stellar Point, on behalf of BBIL, to make fraudulent misrepresentations to

Affiliates, while fixed with the knowledge that those Affiliates could not possibly profit

from the company's operations.
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297. He further fell below that standard through improper management of corporate

funds. Without limiting the generality of that allegation, Dixit did so in the following

specific ways:

(a} He failed to arrange for the proper segregation of invested funds from

operating funds;

(b) He failed to ensure Affiliates' money was properly invested in order to

preserve shareholder and stakeholder value;

(c) He failed to engage bookkeeping or accounting staff with an appropriate

degree of experience and training for an operation of BBIL's size;

(d) He failed to engage employees of the necessary skills and experience,

and instead compensated employees with inadequate skills and

experience well beyond market value; and

(e) He mismanaged BBIL's finances directly by causing it to agree to the

overbilling, double-billing and arbitrarily billing he arranged through the

mechanism of Stellar Point.

298. Any competent executive, observing the incredible influx of Affiliate funds and the

impossibility of generating profit, would have taken steps to preserve those investments

and either wind up the company or to cause it to provide lawful goods or services for

sale.

~ ~~
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299. Dixit and Josun, however, received and spent the funds on themselves,

misrepresenting those facts to Affiliates. Even if their intent was not fraudulent, which

the plaintiffs plead it was, that course of conduct was contrary to common sense,

grossly negligent, and the catastrophic results visited upon BBIL were entirely

foreseeable by any reasonable person.

300. Accordingly, the Receiver —standing in the shoes of BBIL —claims against Dixit

and Josun for their failure to operate BBIL competently as claw-abiding enterprise in a

quantum adequate to cover the exposure to Affiliates and regulatory, criminal and

quasi-criminal penalties BBIL may face as a result of their negligence.

4.3.1. Oppression (Dixit and Dixit Companies)

301. The Receiver, standing in the shoes of BBIL, makes application under Section

241 of the CBCA for a remedy in relief of Dixit's oppressive acts.

302. The operations of Stellar Point were conducted in such a manner as to be

oppressive, unfairly prejudicial to, and unfairly disregarding the interests of BBIL, its

main creditor.

303. Dixit's regular practice of using Stellar Point to overcharge, double-bill and

arbitrarily invoice BBIL, and causing BBIL to pay those unreasonable charges was done

for the purpose of moving Affiliates' funds to Stellar Point en route to diverting those

funds to himself through shareholder loans, consulting fees and other miscellaneous

disbursements. In so doing, Dixit caused Stellar Point to incur massive liability to BBIL.
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304. Dixit's course of conduct, which prioritized the disbursement of funds to himself

and his companies over the repayment of creditors unfairly disregarded their interests

and attracts a remedy under Section 241 of the CBCA.

305. The Receiver now seeks an order under the CBCA unwinding and tracing those

preferential transactions out of Stellar Point, a CBCA company. Any monies

overcharged and therefore owing to BBIL as a creditor of Stellar Point that were then

diverted to Dixit, Josun or other non-arm's length ventures, friends or family, must be

traced and returned to BBIL; and any monies properly vesting in Stellar Point that were

improperly diverted to Dixit, Josun or other non-arm's length ventures, friends or family

without proper regard for the interests of creditors must be traced and returned to Stellar

Point for the benefit of BBIL.

4.4. Claims of the Receiver on Behalf of Stellar Point

4.4.1. Fraudulent Misrepresentation (Dixit and Dixit Companies)

306. Throughout his tenure as Chief Operating Officer at BBIL, and as President of

Stellar Point, Dixit frequently charged Stellar Point for purported business expenses,

and caused those expenses to be reimbursed.

307. Many of those purported business expenses were personal expenses that had

no actual business justification, such as the purchase of an All-Terrain Vehicle for his

sister, or flights and hotel costs for his family members to accompany him on trips.
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308. Moreover, Dixit would charge Stellar Point consulting fees through various Dixit

Companies for services he was required to be providing in the normal course of his

employment with Stellar Point. He would also cause numerous euphemistic and

deceptive ledger entries to mask his withdrawals of cash from the company for his own

use, including ̀ shareholder loans' and ̀ cost of goods' (where Stellar Point was not in the

business of selling goods).

309. Dixit knew, or ought to have known, that these expenses were not commercially

justifiable and that Dixit's representations as to their legitimacy were false. They

nevertheless caused Stellar Point to act upon those false representations by

reimbursing Dixit for the said expenses or releasing the funds for these improper

purposes, to the detriment of Stellar Point.

310. The Receiver therefore claims against Dixit for compensation in respect of the

expenses thus incurred and charged to the plaintiffs under the false pretence of a valid

business justification.

4.4.2. Breach of Fiduciary Duty: Misappropriation (Dixit)

311. As a matter of common practice, Dixit would take advantage of his position as

President of Stellar Point to divert the company's funds to the Dixit Companies or

otherwise to withdraw funds from the company for his own use in the form of

unjustifiable ̀ shareholder loans'; ̀ cost of goods sold' (where neither Banners Broker nor

Stellar Point were in the business of selling goods); or `consulting fees' to Dixit

Consulting (i.e., himself under an assumed business name), Dixit Holdings, Inc., or

other Dixit Companies.
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312. These funds, withdrawn from Stellar Point, were not transferred for value under

any binding agreement, and the services allegedly provided by Dixit and the Dixit

Companies that purportedly justified these disbursements overlapped entirely with the

services Dixit was already retained to provide in the course of his employment with

Stellar Point.

313. The Receiver, standing in the shoes of Stellar Point, therefore claims that Dixit

breached his fiduciary duty to the company by authorizing and engaging in these

unjustifiable transfers for his own benefit, and claims damages in the amount of that

defalcation.

4.4.3. Breach of Fiduciary Duty: Preferring Personal Interests to those of the
Corporation (Dixit)

314. As an individual collecting such things as reimbursements and consulting fees

from Stellar Point, Dixit had a direct financial incentive to overcharge Stellar Point for

those services rendered. Dixit did not declare or mitigate the conflict between himself

and Stellar Point; nor did he recuse himself from the decisions involved in setting his

own compensation, ̀consulting fees', or the approval of business expenses. It was his

responsibility to Stellar Point stakeholders to ensure the profitability and growth of the

company, and to declare that conflict and to disburse dividends only in equal proportion

with other shareholders.

315. The Receiver therefore claims against Dixit in his capacity of President of Stellar

Point for damages equal to the sum of all preferential transactions he undertook for his

own benefit or for the benefit of the Dixit Companies or any other company not at arm's

length from Dixit, in breach of his fiduciary duty.
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4.5. Punitive and Exemplary Damages (Dixit and Josun)

316. The Receiver pleads that this is an appropriate case for punitive and exemplary

damages.

317. Each of Dixit and Josun, by virtue of their leadership roles in the Banners Broker

enterprise, have engaged in a malicious, oppressive, and high-handed course of

conduct that ought to offend the court's sense of decency and represents a marked

departure from ordinary standards of decent behaviour.

Dixit

318. Blameworthiness of Conduct: Dixit has engaged in more than one scheme

intended to defraud the public of its savings; Banners Broker was merely the most

recent, and by far the most successful. He freely and unabashedly took a veritable

cascade of funds that he knew were intended to be invested into his company and used

those funds to afford himself a life of extravagant luxury with a complete lack of

restraint. His actions are blameworthy as they constitute a deliberate fraud on the

public, with no higher aim in place other than to become rich.

319. Harm to the Plaintiff and Wrongful Gain of the Defendant: Many thousands of

people worldwide bought into Banners Broker with enthusiasm and have lost

everything. Having relied on the fraudulent misrepresentations of BBIL customer

service personnel and the online e-Wallet that fraudulently suggested that their

investments were growing, the creditors represented by the plaintiff BBIL suffered

grave, in some cases life-altering harm upon finding that their savings had not been
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invested, but rather freely spent by Dixit for his own enjoyment and that of his friends

and family. The greater the harm to the public, the more Dixit benefited. As the inflow

of funds came faster and faster, Dixit began to travel in greater luxury, to afford himself

more expensive food and spirits, and to surround himself with masterpieces of

watchmaking and automotive engineering. The more the plaintiffs suffered, the more

Dixit gained.

320. Need for Deterrence: To date, despite having had another enterprise terminated

by the Competition Bureau, the present enterprise thoroughly examined by the

Receiver, and now facing indictment on serious criminal charges, Dixit still does not

apprehend that he was at any point in the wrong. He still feels entitled to the Affiliates'

money and has threatened the Receiver and its legal team with extraordinary monetary

penalties exceeding one billion dollars per month if they do not ̀ undo' the receivership

and return the recovered funds to him for his own use and enjoyment. In his

threatening correspondence, Dixit takes the inexplicable position that by investigating

the events surrounding BBIL and recovering misappropriated funds, the Receiver has

sullied his good name and impugned the morals with which he conducts his affairs.

321. The situation warrants an unequivocal statement by the Court that Dixit's protests

of being in some way the victim in this case —when his conduct has caused some of the

Affiliates whose lives he has ruined to take their own lives —are intolerable and

reprehensible.
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Josue

322. Blameworthiness of Conduct: Whereas Dixit has misappropriated Affiliate

funds rather plainly, Josue has been more clandestine and calculated in his approach to

wrongfully obtained monies. Whereas Dixit purchased a great many cars, watches and

luxury furniture after coming into Banners Broker money, Josue has secreted funds

away in offshore locations, in amounts and by methods undetectable and

unascertainable even by the rest of Banners Broker's management by ensuring he had

no supervision as the funds were diverted. He has headquartered his newest operating

company in Vanuatu: one of the few states in the world outside the grasp of Interpol.

Josue appears to have known exactly what he was doing with Affiliates' money, how

best to get it, and how he intended to get away with it.

323. Harm to the Plaintiff and Wrongful Gain of the Defendant: Just as was the

case with Dixit, thousands of Affiliates worldwide invested significant savings into the

Banners Broker project. Josue, moreso than Dixit, seems to have gone about

converting Affiliates' nest eggs into his own.

324. Need for Deterrence: Whereas Dixit appears not to have learned any lessons

from the collapse of Banners Broker, Josue appears to have learned his lessons all too

well. He is operating another online, commission-based, social-networking platform at

present —only this time in a remote jurisdiction more hostile to civil and criminal

investigation and enforcement.
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325. Both individual defendants share one final factor in common in respect of punitive

damages: neither has yet been made to regret their actions, even for a moment. None

has yet been given any concrete reason to reflect upon Banners Broker as anything but

the adventure of a lifetime. They all continue to live in a lifestyle to which they could

never have aspired prior to their involvement in the enterprise and resent the lawful

authorities for their encroachment upon what they universally regard as ̀theirs'.

326. Particularly for Josun, who is not being charged with offences in relation to his

central role in the Banners Broker enterprise, the within proceeding may be the only

opportunity the justice system will have to express its condemnation of the defendants'

acts.

5.0 JURISDICTION AND FORUM

327. The plaintiffs plead and rely on Rule 17.02 in respect of the foreign corporate

defendants, as the claims herein pertain to torts committed, contracts made and

breached, and injunctions sought to take effect in the Province of Ontario.
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328. The plaintiffs propose that this action be tried in the City of Toronto.
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1.0 ~1~'POINTM~I~IT' ~N~3 ~3ACxG~2oUNn

1.0.1 ()n application made by ~~iles Andrew ~3enham and ~'aul ~Zobert Appleton in their

capacity as Joint L1C~U1CIc~1UI'S ~"Foreign ~e~l,CE;SCI2tc`itlVLS~~) of T3annc~-s Broker

International Limited ("~31~XT~"), pursuant to tl~e Bankruptcy and ,Insoh~ency ,4ct,

R.S.C. 1985, c, F3--3, as a~»ended ("~3XA") re;ca~nition ~~vas granted by this Honourable

Court to C~rdez•s granted by the High Court of Justice of the Isle of Ivla~1, Civil

Division, Chancezy Procedure, Attached l~ereto as Appendix "1" to this First Deport

is a copy oaf the Urdcx o~The ~Ionourable Madanl Justice Matheson made August 22,

2014 pursuant to section 2~8 of tie I3IA ("Y2~xtial Recognition O~'der, I'oY•eign Main

Proceeding").

1.Q.2 On ~Lirther application made ~y tf~ie Foreign Repxesentatives, msi Sperge~ inc. was

appointed Receiver anc] iVlanager ("~teceivcr" or "MSI") of a]1 the assets,

t~nrleztalcin~s and ~~•opei~f ies ot~ I~R~I,. 'the ~2.eceiver was a~~pointed .pursuant to a

furt11e1- Oa-de~• dated August 22, 2t)]4 ("A.ppointtnent Order") issued ley the

Ilonour~Ule Justice ~Vlath.eson ~f the Untarip Suj~ex~ioi~ Court of Justzce, a copy oC

which is at-tacl~ed as AppeY~d~ix "2" to this l~irsi: Report.

1.0.3 ~'~•ior to being o~~dex•ec~ wound u~~ by the lsle of Man court, ~3BTL eras a pei~ported

iritr;c-nel adverti5in~ business wztl~ ~pei-ations cithei~ directly oi• thrnugl~ related

companies around the wozlcl.

2.0 PIJRPUS. +' OF 'X'~~~~ x2k;Z'~XZ't'

2.U.1 This repc~ri {"X+i~-st ~.e~or~t"} is filed ill sup~.~oi•t of the }2eceivel•'s Motion for:

a) An order gi•antiaag CE:1rt~lI1 additiUnal ii~vcstigat~~•y authority to tl~e Receiver

pu~•st~a~~t to sectic~~~ 272 of the ~3]A in t'eSpeCt o~ five corporations (and six

re~at~d business names vs- styles) that aa•e closely associ~~tecl wi1.h BBIL, ~~re

under coanrnon direction and co~~tr•ol as BIIIL, and have been id~nti~iecI by the

Royal Canadian Mounted Police ("~2CMX'") as being i~~te~;ral to ~n alle~Fd

1
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"Bazine~~s Bxoket-" ("~3atxz~crs ~irokcx") cril~7inal ente~,przse its whic~3 BT~IL

was a central pert, i~arnely:

{i) 2087360 Onta~~io Ir~co~•~oratccl o/~ Lacal Ma~~age~7~erit Services;

(ii) P~n•ot Ma~~keting lnc. (~ox-rnerly ~/~ "8?.64554 ~ C;an7da

T,imit~d");

(iii) 231 l C20 Unt~~-io Co~-pox~ti~a~~;

(iv) Sf~llar Z'oil~# Zt~c. (~'oz-t~~ez~ly o1a "7250037 Canada Znc." and

"Bai7nersUroke~• Li~~~.it~d"};

(v) Dixit holdings Inc. (I'ormcrly oJa "~ l ~3~7 a C;a~:iada ,Limit~;d");

and

(vi) luny other entity operatill~ undo• the ~~11SXI~~SS n~~rries

c̀ I3annersl~~'O~C~1»~ c̀ ~a71)1~1'5 ~~1'O.~C.C~~
s~ 4c

BSIl1'1GI'S~i'OICt'.J~ Lia~~itecl~~~

"13an.nersmobile", "I3~ilners .iV.toEizle" ca~~ "I~a»nea-s .l~►-oke~~

Belize";

(z-elerJ-ec3 to collectively herein, as in the RCMP evidence, ~s "Assaci~t~ed

Coc•~~c~ratians")

U) An order gx-a~ating leave tc~ amend the ,7oani ~..iquidators' Nonce of Application

to include the relief of a certi~~cal4 0~, p~ndirig litigation {"C~PIS") ovc:z• a

prop~rry at 1376 ~3ay~view avenue in ~Z'oronto that is owned by 23 1620

Onfario Corporation, one of the ~ssoc~~t~;d C:~.r~o~•ations;

c) Aiz o~~dcr g~~anting leave to issue a C~'L fir registration against ~ 37f~ ~ayview

~.venuc;

d) An c~rde~~ app~~oving tl~e aetio►is ~~~ci acti~~iis~~ of rl~~~ ~~.careive~~ pis dE~sr,ril~cc~

hc-;rein; and
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e) Such furthe~~ and otl~ea~ relief as is deemed appropriate.

3.t~ A.C'TI~NS Q~ TAE ~ECi~~V~iZ TJPON ~.~'PUXN'J~'N~~1V"!'

3.0.1 Immediately upon its appointment, tl~e Recezver conZmenced its investigation into the

business and affairs o:~ ~BIL in Ca~~ada, This vas preceded by a tl~orouglz review ~f

the documentary evidence pzovicicd to it by the Joint Liq~iidato~•s in ~hc Tsle cif Mali

V~inding up pc•oceecli~gs.

3.0.2 In accordance v~~ith the Ap~aointment C)rdea~, the Receiver established and activated the

e-protocol L7RL, htip~//v_wvw_s~erg_el.calbanners.

3.0.3 In addition, the Receiver published the Media Notice appi•avc;d by the A~~pointmenfi

Order' Dri two occasions in eac~~ of Z'he Globe and Mai] anti "1 }~~e Ncl~C1UIl~~ POSt.

Attached [Zereto as Appendix "3" ~s a copy of the advertisement

3.U.~ Coz~•esp~ondence has been sent by t~~e Receiver to all z~elevant Caa~atliar~ electronic

Payment pzocessors, as we11 as to al~[ dcposztory Schedule I, IT and YI~T finai3cia]

institu~ic~ns in Canada in an effort to obtlin infoi•nlltioi~ as to the nature and extent of

B~3IL's business activities in Canada.

3.0.5 Tl~e Re~eivei• has also made efforts to eoorclinate examinations o~ CYu~isiopller G.

Smith and Rajiv Dixie. i~~. acco~•dance with pacagrapl~ l ~ of the Appointment Order.

IV~essz's. Smith and Dixit a~-e z~ep~esented by counsel and are served with this motion.

~.s of the date o~'this Report examinations have not taken place.

C~c~sure cif the Banners Ba•oa{er V4~ebsitc end Social IY~edia Presence

3.0.6 Shortly after the kec:eiver's appointment, on September 4, 20J4, t~J~~e 12eceiver

obfiair~ed iz~~oz-mation con~irax~in~; fihat tl~e website ~~orme~•ly maintained by 3:iBIL at

http://www.bannei•sbrokcr,corx~/ was taken do~~n. 7t appears that Bai-~ners Broker

I~acebook and Twitter• accounts we~•e deactiv~t:ecl or ceased activity nn the sane day.
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Crimin~i[ Pa-ocecdi~a ;s i7~ Respect of B211111C1.5 Broker

3.0.7 ~.lso ocl Septcnabea 4, 2014, il~le ~Zeceive~~ was n~.ade a~varc of c~•irninal proceedings

be~oi•e the Ontario Superior Court of Justice arising from an RCMP z~~vestigatiot~ into

Mz~. Ghristophe~ G. Smith ("Smith"} and M~•. Rajiv T.7ixit ("l)i;~.it") t•elated to Banners

Broke• in Canada ("RCMP I~~vestigati~n").

3.0.8 Additionally, the T~eceivei~ was provided with copies of Ex Pai-~e Restrailit Orders

obtained by the Ministry of the ~.tiorney General, Cz~own Law Of.~icc-Criminal

("Crown"}. Attached k~e~•eta as A~petxdi~es "d" and "S" ~•espectively are copies of

the O~•dez• of the Hon~u~-aUle Justice Kelly, dated .duly l 8, 2014, and file Order of the

Honourable Justice Code, dated Jul}~ 29, 2014 (the "~2esfraznt Orders").

3.U.9 "I'l~e Resiz•aint (~rde~s, issued pursuant to section 462.33 of the Criminal C,'ode of

Canada, freeze fiends held by thia~el pac~ty elecho~aic payment processors in eanu~ectio~~

w~tl1 Banners I3rolcer. They also com~~l f nancial institutions to provide in~o~•matian

to the nirec;tor of .asset lv~ana~e~nent -~ Cx~ininal, regarding restrained accouzlts held

by certain of-the Associated Corpc~~~atiat~s.

3.0.10 Further to its t•cview off` flee kZc;stz~aiz~i Orders, the; Receiver obtained copies of the

affidavit evidence filets by the Crown in support of its ex ~urte application. Counsel

:for the Receiver obtained copies of afCdavits sworn by RC;M~' C;c~nsta~le Katie Judd

oi~ July X7, 2014 and July 2$, ~~]4 ("~tCMI' ~1.~fid~vi~ts"). Attached hereto as

ApPenc~ices "6" and "7" are copies of the RC.Mf' AiCdavits.

3.0.] 1 "I'he IZ.CM:P ~f~cl~ivits c3ctail tlae basis foz~ what is stated t~ lie the ~~easonable l~elie#~of

the RCMP investigatoz-s tlzai Smi[h aiad Dixit, through their ope~~ation of ~3anne~•s

Brokci-, which, as noted in the Rt~;M}' A~fidavils, ii~c7udes BBIL, have com~~~itted

cz-iminal ofFe~~ccs i-clateci to the op~ratior~ of a "j~'yr~tmid 5chcme", fraucj, possession

and laundcrin6 oC the proceeds of ~~•ime and criminal n~isrepresent~tions contrary to .

the C,'ompelition fJet.
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3.0.12 Tlae position of the RCMP investigators is sumrl~arized at par~gz~apla b o~ the .duly 17

.RCMP Affidavit:

1t is the position of investigators that tl~iis business Banners Broker] ~~vas a
pyramid scheme that over t.in~e evolved into a straigl~i Paz~zi scheme in
which new vzctims were recruited to stave off requests foi• ~itl~c~rawals
and corn}Taints fi•on~ older ones. As t1~e scl7ezne progressed, Sinzth
recruited another p~•ineipal wroilgdaer named 12aji1~ Dixit ("Dixit") and set
up a host of~ associated corporations to mask both their il~e  ~a1 activities
and the flow of money, Throughout the sclxeme, Sm~itl~, Dixzt and tl~.eix•
associated c~rpo~-atio~~s haci investors day tl~;eir "investment" more}~ to_
me~•chant account ~i•oviders i.e. Iegiti~Tzate coz~porations that process credit
card payments). Those funds wc~•c thc~ divez•tcd by the sttspccts and their
associated coipoz-ations to ~~az~~dils offshore and atller bank accounts
cc~7~fi~•olled b~~ ~~~enl. ~e~i~ph~s~s added]

3.0.13 BBXL is s~ecif ca11y identif ed try Ca~~stable Judd zs one of .E1,ssociatccl Corporations

believed io be involved iii ~3az~ners Bx-oker's ~azladian operations. At paragraph

J 2.12, C~nnstable Tutid desc~•ibes infox•n~ation obtained from. a Con~,petiti~n Bureau

ii.~teivicw with J~}~n Rock, a 1`0~'111E1• Coj~npiiance Office- employed by B~nnei•s

T3rokez~:

Flock was told by Srni#l~, Dixit aald .losui~ t1~at Smith and Josun we~~e the
owners of ~3arule~s ~rokel- Intezn~iional [assoeic~ted ca1-poration~ ~i~d I~~xat
was the owner of ~annei•sbz-oke~' Limited [associated c~~ porati~~z], ]atei•
named Stellar Point Inc., which tivas the Canadian z•esellei•;

~I3anners Broker International was ope~~atetl by Smith and was registered in
the Isle of Nlar~.

3.0.1 f~ Constable .Iudcl also identifies a number of otl~et~ entities o~~ei•at~cl by S>>~itla a~ic~/car

l~ixit, mast of which are incorporated in Catiacla, namely:

{i) 2087360 Ontario Ineoz-poratio~~ o/a Local Management Sez~vic~s;

(iii $264554 Canada Limited Ui~~ I'ar~~ot Ma~•ke~ting Inc.;
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(iii) 2341620 Ontario Goiporation;

(iv) 72SOQ37 Canada Inc. o/a Stellar Point Ii~c. ~forinci•ly o/a "13~n~1ei•s X3i-ol<er

Canada"); and

(v) 8163$71 Canada Limited o/a Dixit I Ioldings Inc.

The ,)o~int Liquidators' independent investigati.aa~s have also ide~~.tified cel-tai~~ of the

same p~z~ties as Uein~ associated with BBIL. The results o.0 the :louat ~.~iquidatoz•s'

iiivesti.gations are in dart desc~•zbcd in file affidavit of Paul Robert Appleton sworn

~.u~;.ust 6, 20] 4 and. filed iil su~~}aort o~f~ t:l~is motion {"~.pple~on ~1.ffidaviY').

3.().15 1'he RC1V~Z' Affidavits identify the Associated Corpr~rati~c~ns in respect of whicl} the

Receiver slow seeks autlaoi•izatic,n to mal~c inc~ui~ies, Certain of these corporations

WeZe ~~~CVJOL1S~y iC~E~It1F2~(~ 11~ l'I~C ~011ll Liquidatoz-s' investigations, as desc~•ilaed in the

Appleton Af~iclavit.

3.U, l C ~'1~e ~ZC.'Iv~1' !-1.f~d~vits also ~•eierence funds held by Can~diail 1~i~lancial institutioans

and electronic paym~~at X~rz~cessnrs in a-e]ation l~ Banners I3roJce~~,

3.x.1 ? Tl~e RCMP Affidavits ~~+e~-e a si~~ficient cvid~jlt~axy basis for 3ustices of the C~nfia~~io

Superior Court to gran-t, o~z an ex paJ~te basis, on #wo separate occasions, broad

rangiiag .relze~' xec~ui~~iz~g accounts co~~~~c;ctec~ with the associated Coipc~raiions to he

frozen. As indicated, the cnl~irt ot~dez~s ~rantrd ~Iso compel th~zrd party ~~inancial

iiastitt~t~ons to provide infc~r~Tn~tion ~o the Crowd.

3.0.18 The allegation that F3~IL was integral t~ a Banners Brolter ~~yramid scherrze o~' Ponzi

scheme is nc~t ~~ew to i11~ .lo.int ~.,ic~uic~~~tof•s c~z~ the Receiver•. 1n the course of their

investi~atio~ls, both insalvcncy xepresentativcs have come across ntitmerous i•eFerelaccs

in social arzd an-line media t~ fi•~ud~~)e~1t activity allegedly undertaken by B~3IL ~z~~~d

Bani~crs ~3rol<el-, includi~~g:

6
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a) An actsve ̀ Bax~nex-s ~3raker P~~~zi Scam" F~cebook group wiih upwards n['

1 1,000 mernbe~~s. A sc~~eei~shal of tl~e Banncz~s ~3roker Ponzi Scam Facel~aok

gz•o~tp gage (found at URL: h~tt.ps://~vw~v.Caceboolc.com/pages/Ban~~ea~s-B~~oker-

Ponzi-S~c~ml39861~3568814b5) is attached hereto as Appendix "8"; and

b} Several ar•ticl.es iz1 the in~tei•national media, including a February 27, 2Q 1 ~

article in the Irish rxzminei• by Conor Ry~~a, titled "Feax•s {o~- i~lvestoi•s ~s

suspectcrl pyz'amid scheme wound up" (which can be found online a# URI.~:

htt ://wwu~.ii•ishexaz~~iiler.com/ii•elaud/fe~i-s-for-irivestoz~s-as-sips ~cted~~

yramicj~scheme-waunei-up--260228.iltzni), a copy Uf which is attached he~-eta

as Appendix "9"

3.0.19 Paragraphs 1 ~3 to 1 QS ~~ t~11e Joint Liquidato~•s' a:~f~d~avit filed in SU}~}70I'l of the

apl~lieation fox• a•ecc~gnition o~ the Isle cif Nlan ~ii'4C~~di11~5 ire ~.lso relev7nt i~o the

relief sUiagl~t on thzs motion in te~-2~as o.f the rcyur;st that the t~eceiver he em~c~we~•ed to

make inquiries i1~ respect of tl~e ~'~ssociatec~ Curporafiions. Such par~~i~aphs doctu~~e~at

the .Ioin1 I~igt~.idat~rs' concern, b~sc;d can advice received ~ron7 an electronic ~~aymei~t

processor named "Pa~~~a", ~~lc`f1: CeI'talll ASSUClatC;Cj. COI'~~Q1'a~:1C3I1S allay ~']~VG b~~]1 SE%L Up

as e-pa~~inent accol~nt holder "vei~efieiar~es" designated fio receive ~aymci~is on bel~.<ilf

of RB~7.,.

Rect~iver's ~nv~stigations

3.0.20 The Receiver's ii~vesi~gatio7~~ l~av~ included ~-~;c~ui~sitioning car~o~•ate ~~~olil~ and

Business names searc~les in respect ~f each of the Associatcc~ Cor~oz'a~ic~t~s identiCed

in the RCMP Affidavits. A summary of these s~aY•ch results is attacl~ec~ her~:to as

~.~pen~ix "X 0".

3.0.21 Cor~x~i~~t~ se~r-ch ~•esults, iogeth~~- with other docurt~~n1~ p~,evio~~s~y ~btaineci by tl~te

Joint .L~clL~icl~tors, confii-~n that four of the f ve associated Gorporatio~~s in f•espect c~C

which the Rc:ceivez• seeks ialvestigative authority are set up such ~l~at Smith a~~d/~r
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Dixit ~i•e tl~c sole director andlor officer. The exception i5 2~$73b0 Ut~tario

Incorporation oia Local Maiaagemerat Services ("T_.N1S"), of which ~ac~mund A. Clarke

is the sole clirccto~• and officez-. .However, based nn evidence obiained by the Joint

LayuidatoX•s in their investigations, it is apparent t11at I,IvIS was also o~~xated by Smith

and maintained various account relationships with payment processors anti fina~lczal

institutions Ltnder the I3~~rinez-s Broker ~~.ame, as d~sc~•ibec~ at ~ara~raph 103 oC the

~lppletor~ Aff davit. Smith also used L,Iv(S to register a ~iu~nbez~ of ̀Baru~ers 13rakez~"

1-elated inteinet domain names, as set out a~ par•agr~ph 104(d) o~f the .~,.ppleto~~

Affidavit.

3.Q.22 The Receivez•'s inquiries with Canadian Financial institutions and payment processors

have, tc~ date, bec;n restricftd by tl~e fait that the investi~atoay pav~1ers granted i►~ the

Appointment Orde~~ are lim~tec~ to ~3~3IL.

3.0.23 Fix e~arn~le, upon rcquc~sti~ig i~zforrnation dram ~n Oshawa bi'ancl~ of the Cai~adia~l

Imperial Batik of Commence {"CZ~C"), which is known to have held ~ila~cis on behalf

o~ ~3atv~.ea-s ~3roke~- entities and may have receiv~ci transfers krona ~BIL.'s Isle o:F Man

bank acct~urll, ll~e Receiver v►~as adviset~ that no information ec~uld ~e relcas~t~ ti~ilhaut

a caicrt artier ~pe~i;fically r~~~T~I1C111~ l~l~ aCCOilI7{: ~1n~C~CT. Ut~l~Z Cc~lla(~liltl ~l~nctil{;lc~~

instilu~ians maiiit~iil a szmilar ~asition. Consequently tl~e ~Zeceivcr's izlquirics o~

~~na~~cia~ institutions have not, to cia#e, been met with sufficient tlisclvsur~ cif

in~oz-~natian to advance investigations into ~3131L.

3.Q.24 '~hc Receiver has written ~o Smith's counsel as well as otl~ie~• counsel at Aird ~ Berlis

~.,L~' k.~own to t~.avc b~etl ~~etained by T3I3I~, iri t~ze past z~ec~uesting relevant infor~rriation

}~u~•suant to the A~~~c~inlme:nt Order. Copies of this eo~-respondei~ee, anc~ the repl~cs

received, aze attached t~E~•eto a1 ~,p~3c~~~clix "~~".

3.1).25 'Tc~ b~ clear, the_ Receiver is not ~t this early stage iii its investi~;at~on in a position 10

coa~cltrde that ~~BIT~ or B<<nners ~3rokcr was in fact a p~nzi schel~e, pyramid sc3~eme,

or cr-imina] enterprise more getlea~ally. The iZecei ver can, however, 3'epol-t that serious

K
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allcg~iions to that effect h~~ve been made by the RCMP a~1d others in respect of BF3ZL

and a small niiri~.ber of Associated Coi-~~oz•atioi~s. If such allegations are to be iurtllc~z~

coz~sidet-ect, i~a accorcia~~ce with the R.eceivec's mandate to investigate, identify, az~d

}~zeserve assets o~ L~BZL, it is necessary that the Receiver have auChority iv make

inqui~~ies in respect o1~ the Associated Corporations. I'o~~ the time beii~~, the Receiver

is seeking i~~vestigatory -- as opposed io passessoiy powers ~-- in respect of the

~lssaciated Corporations.

~3Ayvaew Properfy

3.0.26 Tl~e ~teceive~ has recently become awa~•e ~ of a mixed use commercial /residential

pt~oPei~ty an .IIayvie~v Avenue in Toronto, mu~~icipaliy known as 1376 I~ayvi~w

Avenue, T'al•onto, Unt~~t•io, M4G 3A.1 ("Bayview Property"). Thy Bayview Pi•opez•ty

was purchased for X2.9 million on March 19, 2013 by 2341620 Ontario Corporation

("234"). 234 is an Associated Coi~~aration identified in 'the RCMP Aff davits. Snnith

is the sale officer and di~•ectoz• o:f 234. Based on investigations to date, xt is believed

that the 13~yvi.ew Pra~erty was at one time intended to become the head office ~f

~3azu~ez~s ~3r~kez-.

3.0.27 The $ayview Pxopei•ty Was very recently listed for sale foi• X4.1 million. Attached

hereto as Appendix "12" is a copy of an online p~•operty listing obtaiz~cd by the

Receiver iti respect of'tlae S3ayvicw Pi-opei-ty.

3.0.28 A px•apei-ty subseareh indicates that the B~yview Properly is unencur~ibez-ed. 234's

purchase of tl~e Bayview Property occura•ed during tl~e time frame in which ~3B11., was

actively i~~volvcd iii the Banners B~•olcer enterprise. In the months ~rioi• to the

purchase, regular- ai~c~ substantial deposits had been made to the c~~cdit off' ~3]3II..'s Isle

of Man ba~~)c account (see for example, ~arag~-aph l ~ } of the Appleton Aftdavit).

3.0.?9 (an the basis ~f its onf;oing i~~vestigations, incluc~in~ a review of the allegations set out

in the IZCM~' Affidavits, the Receiver anti/or• the Joint liquidators claim and intend to

9
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ass~~~t ~Z }~ropei~ty interest i~~ tl~c; B~yview I'ro~~erty. 1~he basis ft~t' this assertic~~~ is ~lnd

~vil~ bc; than the Bayview Property was purehasecl anal/~i- im~aroved with moi-iies

pro~ez'ly belonging to, or owvin~ to ~3I3IL. ~.lie~•native~y, oz~ acidi.ticmally, ii will be

alleged that tl~e ~3~yview T'z•opez-ty was acquired in tl~e context o#~ t~~c illegal scheme

end dzvez•sion o~ funds to ~ssoci~teci Corpora#inns that is descz•ibed in the RCMP

Affidavits. "I~o the extent available, the Receives• and/or the 7oinfi Liquidators intend tc~

~ss~z•t C~O.i1S~:2'UCt1VL trust, tracing, and ot~~ez~ p~•c~~~~i.eta~~y anc~ cgt~ita~ble ~•~n~eciies in

respect of tl~e I3ayview Pz~opexty.

3.Q.30 The Receives• is concerned teat the Bayvie~,v Pz~ope~-t~y axiay be sold, and t~l~~e ~~c-oceeds

of sale put beyond reacl~ of B~3IL credito~~s, if a. CPL is not issued.

3.Q.31 ).~n i.his regard, as x•ecently pis March of thus }Jean•, 234 soles ifis interest in ~nather

~3anncz~s ~a•oker connected real propex•ty in Whitby, Ontario.

3.0.32 S~~ciCcally, o~~ IV1.arcli 27, 2014, 234 and I~ixii ~-~o.~dzn~s Inc., a ~~mp~ny conU-alicd

by Dixie, sold a jointly own~;d ~xopea-ty municipally ka~own as 5 Carlow C'OL1I~t,

~Uhitb~, Unta~•ao. 7~h~ p~•operty vvas sold fn~~ ̀,fi 1.2 minion. ̀I~'he Callow Court p~•opti~ty

hacl been identxfiecl as a l3an.ilers ~3roker "Su.p~ort t',entea•" opez•ated by Stej3~ti' 1'c~ir~t.

Inc., an Associated C;or~oration COIILI•~lled by Dixit, w(lich formerly operated und~z•

the name "~3annersbrolc~r• ~f.,imited" oi• "13azanez-s ~3r~ker Cznada" {sec; foz• example,

p~~ra~rapl~ 42~d) oC f.~~te AUplet~n Af~davi~t}, Copies of xelcvant property subseareh

results are attached he~•~to as ~~~endix "13".

3.0.33 Based on the recent sale o~ the Caz~low Property and the Iistin~; ror sale cif the 13ayview

I'~~~perty, the ~Zeccivez• taas reasonavle grounds to believe #.hat t)1e status quo will ~~ot

preserved i.f a CP~~ is not issued. If a CFL is not l'SSL1CtI, t11e ~=3ayview .i'roperty ~v~ill

very lilccly be staid anti tlae pT~ocec~cis of safe ~~iay beec~~~.c tuu•eeovez•able to er-editoi-s

11a~~i~~g claims as against ?_~4 a~1d its ow~lei•s, inclL~tling the 7.tec:C]VCi~ il5 I•epresei~tative

c~i~c~-editors of~~-3T31L.
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3.0.34 'T'he I3ayview Property is icgally described as:

1'C~ 1 13-3 SEC M5; PT L'~` 1 .13 l~/S BA~YVII;W ~1V PL M5 'l'ORON`I'O
COMM AT T] IE S ELY ANGl:,~ OF TI3E SArD LT 1113; TI IEN'CT
NLY M~f1.SU1Z1;D ALUNCr 'T~~[L ~LX I_,IMI"I" OF SAID .LT, 50 ~~T
MORE OR LASS TC) A I'~IN`a~ l Q2 IiT Ivt ~ASC.7IZ.ED SLY I~RONf T~-I~:~
I~I~ ANGI~~ OF I,T 112 ON SAID PL; T~I~ NCE WLY PAIZ.AL7~EL
WITH THE SLY LIMIT Or SAID LT 113, 120 iy T; TT-~I~NC~ SLY
P~R~LL}~L WITH TWIT ELY LIMIT OF SAID LT, 50 I~T MORE CSR
L,~SS TU THE 5.~~~ LIMIT O1~ SA7D LT 113; THL;NCE SLY 11.~~UhIG
T~-1E I.,11.SrI.' M~:N`I'IONED I,IM1T 120 FT TO T~~E PC?B; TOTZONTO,
CITY U~ TORONTO

and be~•s PIN 2 J l 22--~ 13 t (L`~'). /~. copy of the YlN zn respect cif the Bayview

Prapcx•ty is attached hereto as ~pP~nd~x "14".

a.o R~corn~m~r~r~~.~r~oNs

4.0.1 Teased u}~on the Corcgoii-~~;, the R.ecei~~cr respect.fi.~ll~y~ rec~~.ie~;ts:

~i} An o~•t~ez• gi•ai~ting certain additional investigatory atitho~•ity to the ~ccei~ei•

pursuant to section 272 of the a3i~, z~~. respect o~ five associated Carpo~•at~o~ns

t~~ai are evidently associated w~~tl~ 13T3II., az~d hive been idcnt.i~ed by the Royal

Canadiac~ Mounted Police ("X2C'~N.tY") as being intc;g~~al to ~~~ a~~cgcd "~3clnJ~c~•s

B~-oke~-'> enter~~rise of ~vhiel~ I3~31r~, v~~as ~ ceiii~•al part ("~3ai~ners ~3rc~ic~z~"~,

ialclud~ing:

(i) 2C1873(~Q Ontario Incc~rp~rat~;d c~/a I.,ocal Ma~~r~~emeJ~t Services;

{i7) I'~rrot Marketing lnc. (fc~l•nr~cr~~y o/~ " 264554 Ganacla

1.iinited");

(iii 23~162U C)nt7rio C~ar~~c~rntic~n;

Div) StcJ~ar Point Ii~c. (£orii~e~-1}~ olL~ "72.:00.37 Canada Inc." a»d

"~anner'sbrokr:r I_.imitecl");
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(v) Dixit 1-ioldings Inc. (foril~erly o/a "8163871 Canada L.i~~~it~d");

and

(vii Any oilier entity operating under• the h115111~SS Tames

"B~nnei•sbi~oker", "L~~IIileI'S J~I'OICEl''~, "Rannci'S~71'O~Cf:l' ~,1311ItC'C~'~~

"I3anne~'sn~obile", "L3alvzels Mobile" or "Iianne~:5 I~roker

F3elize";

b) An oi•dea• ~ra~~.tin~ leave to amend the Joint Liquidators' Notice o~ A.pplicatio»

fio assert a claim in respect oCthe ~3a}view ~'~•operty ane~ to include the relief of

a Gei-tificate of ~'endic~g Litibatian ("CPI.") over the Bayview Propez-ty;

c) l~.n o~•dei• ~x~anting leave fo issue a CPL for regislra#ioal against tine 13ayview

Property; atld

d) Such fur-tl~ex and otlicr relief as is deemed appro~~z•ia~e

~L~, C)T' VVk7IC~i` IS RTSI'EC~FULI~1l SUBMTTT~D tl~zs 2nd d1y of C)ctober, 2014.

~n~rsr s~>~~ncx~,t, ~~vc.,
.A.s cou~~~,-.A.n~~oz~r~~r,r~ z{r~riv~~~ or
I3ANI~I~l2S ~3I20K.~~t ~N7'~R1V.~.TIQNAL ~.I:MrTEn
.r~.l~U NUT E ,~ ~~'~ ~I;:1tSaN,A.L, C)R CO1tPC)~S.TE C.F1I'~1 C::t'I'Y

j.'r:

t. ~'

3'hili~~ ~I. Gennis, .l.D., C~IRP

l 7_
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Count File 1~0. C\~-l4~ 10 63-OOC:L
ON.7.~.t~~'4

SUl'~+',I~tYQI2 C:O~JRT OT+ .T~fJS'~XCE
+(Cot~i rnerci~l Lisa)

I N '~'1-T I~; Nl A.'1' ~'~~t U~<'.~~:~E ItAN.~,R UPTCYAND IN~SUL VF'NC ~' ~l C`7';
~.S.L~'. X992, c. 27, s.2, AS A1YL:t+,I~~3~~

t1.NT) Il~ ̀I.'~]I~, ~~~r~rr~~ car c~E~t',['A,IN YROC~~UINCaS TA.I{I;N Y]`Z'TH~ IS7.,T UT' 1~~IAN WITT~1:
I.2k~SI'~;C;`~' 'Tn .~~A.NI~I~~~tS ~3Il~T~rT~ ~NT:FT2NA'~'I4IVAI, LT1~tI~rrn

A~'YL~~'A'1'IU1~! U.1+ N[I.L~S AN.D~2 t W 13~t;tYk~AM AND PA.1JL Rt7B~~Z.`I' AI'PI.,i;TON, Il~I 'I'~-1[{;~.R
CAPACI"`l'~.' AS ~~~N'~` I.XQ'iJ~ll~TO~S t)~' ~3.A.NN~~~.S I3ROT~ER INTERNATIt)1'~A~.,

I.,'CIyIXTI~~J, YIN1)~R P,~.R'i' XXXY C)'f{"~'1~T I3i1 NT~R ZrPTC: Y AND INS`(~L YENCY ~ C'T (Gl~,(1 SS-
:(30~7ER. XNfiC~LVFNCILS)

S~:CON:D :~t.N PUR'I' O~ '~'HE
CCaLT~.'~`-.t~PP4~~TTED RFC~~ER CJF

~iANNL~tS B~.UTs.~:~.R X~`~T'TTRN.,A.'T~QI~iAI~, .L~MTTT'~
~«~~~:ea~vr~ x~~~c~~~r. ~~~

January 32, 2U~.5
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AC'~'OINTII~EN'~' ~1.ND B.ACKGI~C)U~D

1. On application made by Miles Andrew Benham anc~ Paul covert Ap}~Ieton in tl~eii•

capacity as ~oinf Liquidatoz-s ("Fo~•ei~;n Represent~tivcs"} of~ Ban~~ers ~3rolcer Interzl~tional

Limited ("BBIL"), pi~i~suan~ to t~~e 13ankr•t~~tcy unc~ insolvency Act, R.S.C. l9$5, c, Y3-3, as

ame~~ded ("T3TA") recognition was granted by this Hozaaii3-able Couz•i to (Jrders gr~nt~d by the

~Ii~;h Court of Justice of~ the Isle of Man, Civil Division, Chancery P~•oceduz•e. /\.tlachcd hereto as

Appciidix "1" i:o this Second Report is a copy o~f~ the Order of ̀.1'he IIonourab]e Madaz~l Yustice

Matheson 1nade August 22, 2014 puxsuan.t to section 2b8 of the ~3IA ("Initial Recognition

C}rder").

2. On ficr#her application made: by the Foreign I~.epresentati ves, rnsi Spei-~;el inc. was

appointed Receivc7• anc{ Manager ("Receiver" or "MSX") of all the lssefis, iln;dcrtakings ar~d

propec~:ies of B~3IL. ~I,he Receiver was a~poiritec~ pursuant t~ a further Ol~dei- dated August 22,

203 ~ ("SuPpiement~i Urder") issued by tine I-Ionou~-a.l~ie Justice Matheson of the Ontario

Superior Court of Jusi~ce, a copy o~ which is attached as Appendix "2" to this Seco~id Repot~r.

3. Pz-io~- to b~inn oz•dered wound up ~~y thy; Isle of Man court, L~BIL was a pucporteti intei-net

advertisia~g business with ope~•ations tither directly or thx•ough related companies around the

world. T3B1L was central to a c.arpoi-ate network ox ~rou~a of companies aa~ounci the world in

operating the "Ba~~ners broker"online enterprise, ~ pl~ifc~rm whereby registered members knotivn

as "affiliates" could a~ive~-lise tl-aeix b~asines~es on various websites within the B~tnnel•s I3rokez•

network of ~~ublishei•s while, at tae same time, earni3~g z-eve~~ues as a« advertising publisher

through speci~l~zed and t~rgetetl publisher sites cre~t~:c~, tl~signed and hosted by B13II.. T~~ese

Former Banners ~3rokel- aff hates now make up the vast majol'11'y O~ ~t11UWI1 Ci'~CIJI.OI•s of k3B~L,

~~viz€~osz~, o.~' "i'~lX+: I~1il'~RT

~. This i'epol-t ("Second Rt;port") ~s f ~~d in suppo~~t ~f tl~e Receiver's Motio~~ for an oi~dez~

restricting t]~e dispositio~~ of certain monies and credits held by electronic payment. processors
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wl~icl~ are cuz'~'ently frozen puz-suant to ex ,~urte P~estraint C~a•de1•s granted i1~ the context of a

crila~i»a~l investigation inia the 13annei-s B~~okei- enterprise of which BB7I~ vas a pert.

5. T'he Restraint Orders were ovtain~d ~y the O~Y~ai-io 1~!iinistiy of i11e Attorney General,

C~•own r,aw 0~'ftce -- Crzmiz~al ("C~•owai") in •elation to a el-iminZl investigation regarding certain

individuals c~nd corpos~ations involved in Baiv~ex~s ~3rt~ker. ̀ I'he Restrail~t ~~•ders have frozen funds

held by Chard paz•ty electx•onic payYraent processors in co~ne~tion with T3ann~c-s .l3rolcer.

6. The Restraint Oz•ders stat~.ltorily expire six months from the date of issuance and,

acco~~diiagl~, will expiz•e on January 18 azid 29, 20X5. ~-1lthough ii is possible for the C~~own to

obtain an extension of the Restraint 4rdex•s, it is not cleat- to the Receive• that such an extensioY~

will be pu~•sued. Re~ard~ess, i.he Receiver k~as an interest in ensui•in~ the Prope~•ty is not disposed

o~ c~z othe~rw~se put beyond the i•eac~~ of proper claimants (including the Receiver} afi t1~is tii~se.

7. Based on the Recezver's investi6atiolls to date, tl~e ,Receive~~ believes ihafi the funds

eu~~-entl~ subjecf to the Restraint C~rder•s are claimable by creditr~rs of I3~3ZI:., and that a claim will

liltely be mace by the Receiver in respect of those funds.

~S.C`1':tO.NS +UX~, T~~~ ~Z~CEIV <'~Z ~T~'~N APPUXNTM~N1'

.~2.+~w1V~P tnvestig~ition anti Restx-aii~t O~~cle~•s xis ~2esp~ct ~~f' 13~~ni~ers f~i~c~tci~-

K. On September ~, 20]4, the [~eceivea~ was made ~wa~•e of c~•ii~~inal pi-oceed~ings before the

4n~t~rio Superior Caw-t of Justice aa•ising from an 1ZCM}' investigation into tl~e Principals of

]3aniie~~s 13rc~kez', C3~~~is#opher G. S3nith ("Srnitla") and Rajiv Dixit ("Lli~.~t"}, reiatcd to ~3an~aej•s

~3ro1<ei~ in C~nac~~ ("RCMP Inves#ig~tion").

9. The R.C,MP ~nvestibation has, to date, resulted in the issuance; of il~ree sets off` prociuctioza

orders by tl~e On~~ric~ Court of Justice, ~n June 3, June 17 Zr~d Septen~bea~ 1$, 2074, res~~ectively,

recJuiring the pl•odi~ct~~n of ciociizalel~ts releva~at to S3a~~n~~•s Broker by ccrtair~ fii~azacial inst7tutions

and electror~i~ payi~~ent J~rocesso~'s ("FI"OC~iICt1011 Orders"j. Co}~ies of the }'roduction Orders

ohtaineci Uy the Minisir~~ at the ~,tlorney Gen~~-al, Crown Law CJff ce-C:rila~izl~l ("C~•ow~i") a~~d

fhei.r supporting lnformatio~~ to CJbt~tii~ i7~atcz•ia] have been obtained by the Receiver.

?.
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IU. The RCMP Ixlvestigation has also resulted in the issuance of two ex carte ~Ze;straint

Orders by the O~ltaria Superioz~ Cou~•t of Justice, made pursuant to section. X62.33 of the C'~~intinctl

Code of C'c~nada, namely:

a) The o~~der o1~ tl~e I Ionourable Justice Z~.e11y, dated July X ~, 2014; and

b) the order of'the ~-Ionourable Justice Code, dated July 29, 20l 4.

(collectivety the "Restraint O1•clers"j

'l~l~e Receive• ~.as obtained codes of t ie Restraint Orders and tlae supporting affidavit material

filerl by the Crown. f~ttached hcr~to ~s Appenc~iees "~t" and ~~5" respectively ai•e copies e~~ the

T~estraislt Qrders.

1 1. ~~'l~e itestraint Orders operate to 1~•eeze certain funds held by thixc~ party electronic

~~ay~nent processors in cor~nec;tion with Banners $rokez', specirically:

(i) All m~~iey or ct~edits 11e1d by }3e~~~st~eain Internet Conunerce Znc.

("I~eanstreamT'); 2695 Douglas S~reef, Suzfie 302, Vic#oria, i3ritish Colum~aia,

VST 4M3, in a merchant account for 7250037 C:a~~ada ].nc. c~1a i-~anncz's ~3rolcer

Gan~jcl<~ i:oY• registez•Pd account l~oldcr Rajiv Iaixit, merel~ant 1D 2S l 44000;

(ii} A.11 money car credits held by SolidTrust Pay ("STP"), 47 1Niliiam Strut, ~'.0.

Box 551, Bobcaygeon, Ontario, KflM 1A0, in a merel~ant account for 2l.18736U

CJntaric~ lne. o/a ~3~nnersbroker for re~isic:red account holder Chris Smith;

{iii j All money or credits held by Mazarine Commerce Xnc, a/a l'ay-ta.com t"Payzn"),

7 00-8255 Mountain Sights, Monirea4, Quebec, ~~~4P 2B5, in a merchant account

1~or Banners ~3roker and a merchant acocunt fc~r Ba~lners Mobile, bath i~~r

~~egistered ~ccotint holder• Chris Sz~lith, user ID 3809788;

(iv) ~1.ny aid all fuzlds held by 4003061 Canada Tnc. operating as UseMyServices, Inc.

{"UseMySe~-vices"}, 1881 Steles Avenue West, Suite 348, ~~oroi~to, Ontario to

3
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the cz~cdit o#~ Monetize Gi•oiip Inc. foT• registered account holder Ch.t'isto~~hei• Smith,

V1ez~chailt ID SMPDAA (User ID SMPD,~I.n, paybannei~sLroker@gm~i.l.com);

{~Il of virl~ich is a~e~erred to herezn, ~s in ~khe l~estraint O~~dcrs, ~5 fll~ "P~•opert~~")

12. Foll.owii~g the Receiver's review o~ the Restz~aizlt Urc~e~-s, i~ obtained copies ~f the

affid~.vits sworn by RCMP Constable Katie Judd o~~ July 17, ?_OX~ and July 28, 2014 ("Xt~li~P

Af~cfiavats") filed by tll~ CI'OW11 111 SL1~J~01-t of its .ex pane ap~~lication foi• the Restzaii~t O~'ders.

~Atlach~d hereto as A.ppendzces "6" and "7" ~e copies o~the RCIv~~' ~1.f~davits.

1 3. The R.CR~P Affidavits detail the basis for w~~at .is sfiat~d ro be -ll~e reasonable belief o~'the

~ZC.NI.I' investi~atc~rs that Smith and I~~xi.t, through tl~.eir operation of I3annez•s Broker, which, as

noted in the RCMP' ~~ficlavits, inelu~es RB~L, have commi~lied cz~ixnii~al uffei~ces relltecl to the

operation of a "Pya~arr~id S~herrz~", fraud, possession a~~d laundez-ii3g of il~e proceeds of crime and

criminal leis;~epresentatzot~s co~ltzaty fio the C~'ompetition Act.

14. The ~ZCIvIP Affidavits assert claims ic> monies he]d by C'.anat~ia.t~ Finaiacia] izlstittttioz~s and

elcch•onic payment pzocessors in relation to Baiulez•s T~i-c~ke;•, which are Iaclieved by the RCMP to

be ~roceet~s c~~ci•izr~e as de~Cned by section 4~2.~ o:~~the C~•irrzlnal Cede.

l ~. I'he positia~ of the IZLIV.iP investigators is surnmarircd at pa~-a~~•aph C cif tl~e July ] 7

RCMP ~1.~fidavit:

It is the pc~sztzoza of investigatc~c-s that this business ~~3z~nners l3rol<er~ was a
pyramid s.c~~eme that aver tim.~ evolved into a straight 1'c~r~zi schc7ne in whiel~. new
victims w~rc xee~ruited to stave off requests for withdi~a~lais and complaints fi•otxa
o~de7- ones. ~s the sc~aem;e progressed, Smith ~•L'CI'U1t~CI another principal
wron~,doe~- named Rajiv l~ixit ("l~ixit"} and set up a host o~ associafied
c~r~~~c~rari~ns__tc~_mask_ both.__t)1ei~-,. i~le~.aa_ actilrities, and the ,flow ~f~..m~neY,
"Throughout thy: seheine, Smith, ~~ixit and their assoei~icd corporations l~ac~
i~nvestars p~iy their "investment" moi~cy to I71eZ'C~1a111 accou»t ~~i~ovidez-s (i.e.
fe~i~timaie cox{~ox•~itiot~s tl1aY p~•pc~ss credit card pay~~~el~ts). 1`hosc runcls were tk~en
divea•teci by the suspects a~ld tl~cir associated coz•poratio~~s ro various offshore and
other bank accou~~ts controlled by them. jcxnphasis added]

4
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l b. l3BIL is specifically identified by Const~bJe Judd as o.j1e o~ the "Associated Corpor~tioi~s"

believed to be znvolved iu Daivlei~s I3~•oker's Ca~i~di~n opei•atioi~s. .l~i pa~•ag~•aph 12.12, Constable

Jucicl t~escribes infoz~m~ttaon obtained from a Competition Bureau interview with John Rock,

forme• Co~~~~liance U:ff cer enlployec~ b)~ ~3anz~el•s Broker:

Rock was toad by S~nath, nixii a~~zd losuc~ that Smith a~~d Jos~an wez•e the owners of

Bannel•s Broke~~ Intez•national [associated. co~-~oi-ation) anci Dixit was the owner of

f3annersbroker I.,imiled [arsociatec~ corpor~ar`ion], late- named Siellar Point Inc.,

which was the Canadian reselier;

T3annex•s ~3roker Tnternaiional was operated by Sl~~xti~. a~ad was registered in t11e Isle

of'Ivlan.

17. Constable Jucid also identifies a nun~iber of other entities operated by Smith and/or Dixit,

most of which a~~e inco~~~orated in Canada, including the following Canadiazl cntilies:

(i) 208736U Un#axio Incorporation o/a Local IVlanagement Sez•vices;

(ia) 826455 Canada Limited o/a ~'arrot Ivlarketin~ Inc.;

(iii) 23 1 } 620 Ontario Corporation;

(iv) 7250037 Canada I.nc. o/~ Stellar Point Inc. (formez~ly o/a "I3antlers B~•oker

Canada"}; and

(v) 8163871 Can~ida I.imii:ed vla Dixit Holdings Inc.

(referred to herein as "Assaci~tet~ COr~U1-al:ions")

The Joint Liquidato~•s' independezlt investigations hive also idez~tif ed certain of the same parties

~s being associated with I3I3I.I.,. The results of the Joint Liquidators' investigations are in ~a~~

tic:sci~sbed in the affidavit of Pau! ~Zoberc Appfet~n SWU3't] ~.tl~L1Sf 6, 20~ ~ (".Appleton

Affid~vir").

~~
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X 8. The RCMP Affidavits reference tuz~cls held try Cai~adiai~ :Cnancial iizstitutions and

clect~-onic ~~ay~ne~lt ~~-ocessoz-s iii relatio~l to Ba~~iaez•s I3rakez- whic]1 are c~.i~-rer~tly i~estz~ai~le;d as

result of the Restraining Orders. In the Judy 17 RCMP Ai~ida~~it, Constable Judd deposes that:

B~~sed on the in~ormat.ion conta~itied in this affidavit, T believe that the }property is

p~~oeeeds oI~ crime as defined by sec#ion 462.3 of the C..Yl7~`ll)4ClI C:'oc~e and,

therefore, may be suUjcct to a~~ order• o~ foa~feiture L111dC1• sectio~l 402.37 of the

C̀ ~•iminal Code. X ~~lieve further that a restz'aint ox'de~• under s.462.33 is necessary

to p;•event the possible disposal of the p~~o~~erty and to ensure that the property will

be available foz• ~or.~eiture at trig] should the respondents be convicted.

19. The IZCII~IP Affidavits were a sufficient evidentiary basis for J~.isticcs of the Ontario

St~pe2:io1~ Court to gaunt, on an tax parts basis, on two separate occasions, the b~•oad ranging relief

in the ~cstrainin,~ Orders requiting accaw~ts cozuiected wrth the Associated Corporations t~ be

fi•o~en.

2{). 'T'hc allegation that k3~3IL ~~~as in#eg~•al to a Banncr~s Broker pyz•amid schei~ne or Ponzi

scl~e3i~e is not new to the Joi~it Liquidators oz the Receivci•. In the coulsc: of i~zeu- investigations,

both insolvency representatives have col~ne dc~-ass nurnez'~us ~~efe1-enc~s in sc~ci~l and on-line

media t~ fi•auciulen.t a.etivity a_ilegedly ur~ctertaken by B~3ZL and 13ann~rs B~i-okcr.

~~.cceiti'~l''S Jti'Ill1"1()~1 ~QI" A. CICIIfIOal~i~ ~.tivc~sti ~itivc ~1.uth~~i-~t},

21. 1~~~. order ~:a i~uifila tl~le Receiver's investigatory rnanc~ate in respect o~ BBIL, it was

detenniF3et~ that it was appropriate for thy: Receiver to seek information in respect of the

Associated C:or~oi•atiot~s and the accoi~rrts held with Canadiaa~ financial i~~stiiutions and paymei~#

rr~ce:ssors identified in t~~e ~2.C'MP lnvesti~ation, including i~l~iormation with t~espeet to the

transfer of.~funds 1~etwecn BAIL end tlae Associated Corporations.

2;2. A.ccoa~dingly, vn Uci:ober 15, 2(JI4, based on its ii~vestigatians to date znd the evidence

disc)r~se:c~ in the RCMP A.~~idavits, fihe Rc~cFive~~ sought an order for the authority to require

laroc~uction of information ~i-om third p~i-ties in resJ~ect of the Associated Co1-par~~:ions, as is set

c ut in ~w~ther detail in the First Report of tl~e Receiver, dated ~ctol~er 2, 2f)14, a copy of which

(without ~}~pendices) is afitacl~ed 11e~•eto as App~ndzx "7'y,
G
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23. The lTonourable Mr. Justice Newbould granted il~e additional investigatory autl~oz•it}~

sought Uy .the 1Zcceiver by order dated October 15, 20I~ ("Expanded I'otive~•s Order"). F~, copy

o~ the issL~ed Expanded P4we~•s O1•cler is att~claed l~er~to as .fl.p~~c~t~dix "8". A copy of it~c

endoz~s~mcnt ~f .~ustice Ncwboiilc~, dated October ] 5, 203 4 ~s att~chcd hereto ~s ~Lppenclix "9".

I~ecciver's k'urt~~e~- inv+~stib~tioris and 1Vecessify for Continued Restraint o3'Funds

24. I'h~ :R.ece~ver's iz~ves~i~ati~~i~s are underway. Since the issuance o.f the .l xpanderl Powers

Order, ~}~e Receiver has continued to collect infonnat~on and documents in r-csPect of the I~~z~~~.ers

I3rokez enterprise ai~.d ~~as sought to interview key individuals I7IVOIV~C~ in the operation of

B~c111.i1~TS ~I'0 ~5:~~'.

25. Tl~e Receiver is not p~•esently in ~ posiiion to conclude that Bl3ZX.. (o~~ tk~e Bar~nexs ~3rnker

enterpri$e) was in fact a Ponzi sclleinc, pyramid scheme, OI" GI'1TI'1111c1I GIlf~l'pi~ise more generally.

Tl~e IZ.eccivet~ can., howe~ve~-, report that serious al]e~ati~ns in thai ef.~ect have b~;en made by tk~e

IZGM~~' anti othe7~s in i•es,~ect of F~'~II, and a small l~umbez• of Ass~cial:et3 Co1~pfl~•ations.

26. Signi~cai~tly, based on ~ z•eview o;(~ all infoz~n~alx~~~ obtained ~Fi~oz~~ .Cz2a~.cia1 znstitiYtiocis,

the Receiver believes that the soux-ce of the restrained l'rUperiy held in the e}ectrc7nic }~aymcnt

pa~ocessUx accounts ac issue ve;y lilccly derives from deposits m~d~ Uy ~3anners II~roker ~~~'~ilia~es.

27, ~.t this stake i~} its investigation, the Receiver does not lave the information necessary to

corr~p)etely unde~~stand the flow ~f funds wiilun the k3~~nners T3~~c~kci~ ~rouP of corn~~~nies, It is

ap~~are;nt, however, that there Have been signi scant inie~---eoni~.~ny transfers ~f ~tu~ds co3~tribL~ied

by ~3anr~e~•s Broker af~i~iates between BL3ZL anti the Associated Co~par~~tions. Il wc~ulcl also

appear that the ~najc~rity of moni~.s ~-ec~.ived by k~anners ~3rokez~ from affiliate; were t~o~t used to

fund witl~cixaw~I camxx~itx~aents, z•~sulling in ~ significant lzun~ber c~f~ outsfianc~in~; creditors, made

up o~'tho~isands o#~Banne~•s Broker a~~iliate~.

28. In the circumsta~~ces ihez•e is food reason fio b~liev~ th~~t the Prnpert~ cui~1•cntly restrained

by the Restraint Oz-de~•s is p;•ope~-ly clai~~nable by I3~3IJ~ ~~nd/oz• Associated C:orporatioil creditors.

The Receiver thez-eloa•e intends to co~7~}~le:te its zz~vesti6~~tozy mandate ancf pursue a]I cl~in-rs as
7
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may be appropriate in ~•espect t~l the restrai~~ed Property. It is necessary and appropriate for the

prote~tio~~ of c~~editors' iniei•ests tl~~t such Property be preserved while the Receive~~'s

investigation in#o tl~e affai~•s o~B~31~.~ and tli~: A.ssocia#ed Corporations proceeds.

29. To tIle Receiver's kno`~vledg~, no attempt has been made by 7ny of the Respondents to

vary, ~~evoke or set aside the Restraint Orders or otherwise seek any Jac~st-restraint. relief.

30. The ~t.eceiver is unaware of any action being taken by the Crvwn. wliicl~ wo~ild have tlae

effect o~ continuing the Restraint Qrciers past January 18 and 29, 20I 5.

31. The relief sought on phis motion is intended to preserve the status c~ua in respect off' the

currently restz-ained ~x•c~perty_ This will ensure that the Receiver, and ofiher potential claimants,

will have an opp~r~unity to assert an interest in the funds at issue iz~ tl~e fullness of tune and in a

coordinated manner.

32. ~~.lso t~ this end, sl~ouId Couz-t authox•ity be granted, the deceiver is prepared tea receive

and hold the Pz•o~.~ei-ty, as co~iservator, in au interest:-bea~•ing trust account, sep~r~te and apart

:from the ,E3~3IL receiver5hi~, nit to be ~•eleascd withoLit further' COUI't C~I'C~~I~.

Al.l., U1<' W~~~zCT-r TS ~tt;S~'I+;C1'I~'U~LY SUIiIVIITT~D this 12th day of .lanuary, ~OI y.

M~SI SPEI2CYL~ zt~c.,
AS C~UI~`~'^.APT'{31N~~'~I±.D ~~C ~'IVEI~ 4~+'
BANNF.ItS BR(),I{ + R IN'X'rI2NA'~'~UNAL I.,IMITED
,~1,NA Nt31' ~N 7'CS ~'~1~~~*fi~fAT~ OI2 C,C?~~U~A.TE CA1'ACrT'S~'

j, ,,f

Philip ~. C~en~a~s, J.D., ('I~ZP .~

8
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I. Overview

7. This is a foreign recognition and cross-border insolvency proceeding involving Canada

and the Isle of Man. The debtor, Banners Broker Interns#ional Limited ("BB1L"}, was an Internet

advertising business operating both directly and through related entities and agents around the

world. In many countries, BBIL contracted with local entities who acted as "independent

contractors" or "resellers" for Banners Broker in a specific country or region. BBIL is believed to

have hundreds of #housands of individual unsecured creditors in jurisdictions around the world.

2. Winding up proceedings commenced in the Isle of Man in January 20fi4. Six months

Eater, in August 2 14, the Isle of Man proceedings were recognised in Canada as a "foreign

main proceeding" for the purposes of Part XI1! of the Bankruptcy and insolvency Act, R.S.C.

1992, c. 27, s.2 ("BlA"}.

3. msi Spergel Inc. was appointed receiver of BBIL in Canada ("Receiver"}. The Receiver's

mandate was expanded in October 2014 ~o include certain investigatory authority in respect of

five corporations (and six business names/styles} believed to be closely associafied with BBIL,

and which had been identified by the Royal Canadian Mounted Police ("RCMP"}, as a member

of the Toronto Police Services Financial Crime Unit, as being integral to an alleged Banners

Broker {defined below) criminal enterprise in which BB1L was a central park.

4. This is the Receiver's third report to the court ("Third Reporfi"). tt follows and may be

read in conjunction with the:

(a) Receiver's First Report (dated October 2, 2014)

This report described the Receiver's actions upon appointment, including initial
inquiries and the discovery of a criminal investigation in respect of Banners
Broker. The report was filed in support of a request for additional investigatory
powers extending to certain specifically identi€led associated corporations,

A copy of the Receiver's First Report, without exhibits, is attached as Appendix
«A~~
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fib) Receiver's Second Report (dated January 12, 2015)

This report was filed in support of~ the Receiver's motion for an order restricting
the disposition of certain monies and credits held by electronic payment
processors, which monies were then frozen by ex pane Restraint Orders granted
in the content of the criminal inves#igation.

A copy of the Receiver's Second Report, without exhibits, is attached as
Appendix "B".

5. As described in the balance of this report, much progress has been made in recent

months in this proceeding and the companion foreign proceeding. The Receiver accordingly

believes that it is an appropriate time to report to the Court and creditors and seek approval of

its actions, activities and accounts.

6. This Third Report is filed in support of a motion for or an order:

{a) approving the Third Report and the conduct and activities of the Receiver as set

out herein;

(b) authorizing and approving the terms of a settlement between the Receiver and

2349 620 Ontario Corporation ("234") in respect of the settlement of claims by the

Receiver against 234 in relation to the Bayview Property (as defined herein);

(c) granting the Receiver certain additional investigatory authority over the following

corpora#ions that are believed to have received significant transfers of funds from

Banners Broker and to have played similar roles in Banners Broker as the

Associated Corporations {as defined herein):

(i) 8643989 Canada Inc. ola Dixit Consortium Inc. ("Dixifi

Consortium"); and

(ii} Dreamscape Ventures Ltd. ("Dreamscape");

(d) granting a sealing order with respect to Confidential Appendices "P" and "Q" to

this Third Report;

I ? ̀h
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(e) amending the Supplemental Order (Foreign Main Recognition) dated August 22,

2014 to conform the Receiver's povuers to those set out in the Commercial List

Model Receivership Order;

(f} approving the Receiver's interim sta#ement of receipts and disbursements as at

May 31, 2015;

(g) approving the fees and disbursements of the. Receiver and its counsel, Cassels

Brack &Blackwell LLP ("Cassels"), for services rendered from August 22, 2014

X 75

to May 31, 2015, as particularized in the affidavits of Phillip Gennis sworn July

22, 2015, and Larry Ellis sworn July 28, 2015, (collectively, the "Fee Affidavi#s"};

and

(h) such further and other relief as this Honourable Court may deem }us#.

11. Foreign Recognition Proceedings

7. As indicated, BBIL was central to a group of several related companies and service

providers. Together they operated the "Banners Broker" online enterprise, a platform whereby

registered members known as "affiliates" could advertise their businesses on websites within

the Banners Broker network of publishers while, at the same time, earn revenues as an

advertising publisher through specialized and targeted publisher sites created, designed and

hosted by BBIL ("Banners Broker").

8. Pursuant to an order of His Honour the Deemster Doyle, First Deemster and Clerk of

the Rolls of the High Court of Justice of the Isle of Man, BBIL was placed into liquidation under

section 174 of the Companies Act 1939 of the Isle of Man on February 26, 2014. Miles Andrew

Benham and Paul Robert Appleton were appointed as joint liquidators ("Joint Liquidators" with

the Receiver, collectively, the "Court Officers") of BBiL ("Isle of Man Proceedings").

Legal'"15637648.1
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9. On August 22, 2014, on application of the Join# Liquidators, the Honorable Madam

Justice Matheson, of the Ontario Superior Court of Justice (Commercial List} granted an order

("initial Recognition Order"):

{a) recognizing the isle of Man Proceedings as a "foreign main proceeding" for the

purposes of section 268 of the S1A;

(b} recognizing the Joint Liquidators as the "foreign representatives ("Foreign

Representative") of BBIL for the purposes of section 268 of the BIA; and

(c} granting a stay of proceedings in respect of actions concerning BBIL's properly,

debts, liabilities ar obligations.

10. Also on August 22, 2014, Justice Matheson issued a supplemental order (foreign main

recognition) ("Supplemental Order"):

(a) appointing the Receiver, as receiver of BSIL's assets, undertakings and

properties, including the proceeds thereof ("Property");

(b) empowering the Receiver to ides#ify and realize upon the Property, including

taking steps to access all information relating to BBIL's accounts at any #financial

institution; -

(c) authorizing the Receiver to conduct examinations of the former principals of

BBIL, as well as any other persons that the Receiver reasonably believes may

have knowledge of BBIL's trade, dealings and Property;

(d) authorizing the Receiver to provide such information and assistance to the

Foreign Representative in the performance of its duties as the Foreign

Representative may reasonably request; and

Legal*15637648.1
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{e} authorizing the Receiver to coordinate the administration and supervision of

BBIL's assets and affairs with the Joint Liquidators as Foreign Representative of

the Isle of Man Proceeding.

1 1. An important ground for the Canadian foreign recognition application, and the

appointment of a Canadian receiver, was that BBIL appeared to have ownership and business

connections #o Ganada, as well as financial dealings tied to Canada, that were deserving of

investigation. These Canadian connections, as they were then understood, were detailed in the

Affidavit of Paul Robert Appleton, in his capacity as Joint Liquidator of BBIL, sworn Augusf ~,

2014 and filed with this court at the time that foreign recognition of the Isle of Man Proceeding

was sought ("JL Affidavit"). A copy of the JL Affidavit (without exhibits) is attached hereto as

Appendix "C„

12. The Supplemental Order that appointed the Receiver provides the Receiver with the

mandate to assist the Foreign Representative in the wind-up of BBIL, including the identification

of and realization upon BBIL assets for the benefit of creditors. Consistent with the Model

Receivership Order, the Receiver's powers in respect of BB1L extend to accessing all manner of

relevant information, and the taking of possession of assets. Additionally, the Receiver is

authorized to undertake examinations under oath of persons believed to have knowledge of the

Banners Broker business, including the connections to Canada described in the JL Affidavit.

111M Receiver's Initial Activities and Orders (Jbtained

A, Notices

13. As described in the First Report, tine Receiver published court approved media notices,

and established and activated an e-protoco{ URL: http:/lwww.spergel.ca/banners/,

Legai"15637648.1
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74. Banners Broker deactivated its entire social media presence shortly after these

proceedings commenced. The corporate website (http:/Iwww.bannersbroker.com), Facebook

and Twitter accounts have been inactive since in or around ear3y August 2014.

B. Discovery of Criminal Invesfiigation and Restraint Orders

15. In September 2014, the Receiver was made aware of criminal proceedings before the

Ontario Court of Justice arising from a Toronto Police Services Financial Crime Unit

investigation into Banners Broker's operations in Ganada and Banners Broker principals,

Christopher G. Smith ("Smith") and Rajiv Dixit (uDixit"}.

16. Specifically, the Receiver obtained copies of several ex pane restraint orders ("Criminal

Restraint Orders"} obtained by the Ministry of the Attorney General, Crown Law Office-Criminal

("Crown"). The orders, issued pursuant to section 462.33 of the Criminal Code of Canada, froze

funds held by third party electronic payment processors for accounts associated with Banners

Broker.

'17. The Receiver subsequently obtained copies of the affidavit evidence filed by the Crown

in support of ids application for the Criminal Restrain# Orders. The evidence consisted of

affidavi#s sworn by RCMP Consfiable Katie Judd on July 17, 204 and July 28, 2014 ("RCMP

Affidavifis").

18. As explained in the First Report, the RCMP Affidavits detail the basis for what the RCMP

investigators state is their reasonable belief that Smith and Dixit, through their operation of

Banners Broker —which, as noted in the RCMP Affidavits, includes BBIL -- have committed

criminal offences related to the operation of a "pyramid scheme", fraud, possession and

laundering of the proceeds of crime and criminal misrepresentations contrary to the Competition

Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-34.

Legal~~5637848.1
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'~ 9. Constable Judd identified a number of other Canadian incorporated entities believed to

be operated by Smith and/or Dixit and associated with BBIL and the Banners Broker business.

The Joint Liquidators' independent investigations, conducted prior to fihe Receiver's review of

the RCMP Affidavits, identified certain of the same parfiies as being associated with BBIL.

20. Specifically, the entities identified by the RCMP Affidavits include:

(a) 2a8736~ Ontario Incorporated o/a Local Management Services ~"LMS");

(b} Parrot Marketing Inc. {formerly ola "8264554 Canada Limited") ("Parrot");

{c) 234;

(d) Stellar Point lnc. (formerly ola "725037 Canada Inc." and "Bannersbroker

Limited") ("Stellar Point");

(e) Dixit Holdings Inc. (formerly o/a "8163871 Canada Limited") ("Dixit Holdings");

and

(f) Any other entity operating under the business names "Bannersbroker", "Banners

Broker", "Sannersbroker Limited", "Bannersmobile", "BannersMobile" or "Banners

Broker Belize"

(collectively, the "Associafied Corporations")

C. Receiver's Motion for Additional Investigative Authority

27. In reliance in part on the RCMP Affidavits, the Receiver sought and obtained an order

for, among other things, the grant of certain additions! investigative authority in respect of the

Associated Corporations {"Additions! Powers Motion"}, The motion was returned on October

15, 2014. The Receiver filed its First Report in support of this motion.

22. The Honourable Mr. Justice Newbould issued an Order ("Further Supplements!

Carder") granting the Receiver the requested additional investigative authority in respecfi of the
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Associated Corporations on October 15, 2014. Attached hereto as Appendix "D" is a copy of

the Further Supplemental Order.

23. The Further Supplemental Order requires persons with notice thereof to advise the

Receiver of any books, documents, or other records related to the Associated Corporations in

the person's possession or control, and to provide the Receiver with or allow the Receiver to

make copies of such documents.

24. The Further Supplemental Order also approved the actions and activities of the Receiver

as set out in the First Report. Accordingly, the Receiver's activities for the period August 22,

2014 to October 15, 20'i4 have been approved.

D. Claim against 234

25. In addition to seeking certain authority in relation to the Associated Corporations, the

Additional Powers CVlotion also asserted a claim against the Associated Corporation, 234,

particularly with respect to 234"s ownership of a mixed use commercial/residential property at

1376 Bayview Avenue, Toronto ("Bayview Property").

26. By way of background, the Bayview Property was purchased by 234 for $2,90~,~~0 on

March '19, 2013. Smith is the sole officer, director and shareholder of 234. The basis for the

claim against 234 was, among other things, that the Bayview Property was purchased and/or

improved with monies owing or belonging to BBIL.

27. From a procedural standpoint, the Foreign Representative sought and was granted

{eave to amend the within notice of application to assert a claim against 234 in respect of the

Bayview Property. The Foreign Representative also sought and was granted a certificate of

pending litigation in respect of the land. Attached hereto as Appendices "E","F" and "G",

respectively, are copies of the amended notice of application, the order granting leave #o issue a

certificate of pending litigation dated October ~ 5, 2014, and the certificate of pending litigation.
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28. In furtherance of its administration, the Receiver sought evidence and documentary

production from B81L principal and founder, Smith.

29. Smith, through counsel, raised confidentiality and other concerns having to do with the

use of any information or documentation produced to the Receiver in the context of the

receivership. The Receiver understands #hat Smith's concerns in this regard have to do with his

desire to avoid having the evidence provided to the Receiver under the compulsion of the

Supplemental Order and the Further Supplemental Order used in the context of any other court

proceeding.

30. Smith's concerns were acknowledged and resolved in the form of an order of this court

dated October 23, 2014, entifiled "Order Restricting Possession, Publication, Handling,

Duplication and Use of Transcript Documents and Information" ("Confidentiality Order"). A

copy of the Confidentiality Order is attached as Exhibit "H".

F. Order for Continued Restraint of Payment Processor Monies

37. The Criminal Restraint Orders, described in paragraph 16, above, statutorily expired six

months after issuance.

32. By early January 2015, the Receiver had formed the view that the source of the

restrained funds held in the paymen# processor accounts very likely derived from

deposits/investments made by Banners Broker affiliates. The Receiver further believed, and

continues to believe, that there had been significan# inter-company transfers of affiliate-

contributed funds between BBIL and the Associated Corporations. Moreover, and as discussed

in the Receiver's Second Report, roughly half of funds received by. Banners Broker from

affiliates were not used to fund withdrawal requests by affiliates, resulting in tens of thousands

of individual creditors.
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33. 1n these circumstances, the Receiver has reason to believe that monies restrained by

the Criminal Restraint Orders are properly claimable by creditors of BBIL and/or the Associated

Corporations.

34. By motion returnable January 14, 2015, the Receiver brought a motion for an order that

all monies held pursuant to the terms of the Criminal Restrain# Orders (as defined in paragraph,

16, above) continue to be held pursuant to the terms of the Criminal Restraint Orders, and not

be released without the written consent of the Receiver or further order of the court on notice to

the Receiver. The motion was granted by order of the Honourable Mr. Justice Newbould made

January 14, 20'i 5 ("Order: Restraint of Funds"). A copy of the Order: Restraint of Funds is

attached hereto as Appendix "I".

35. The Order: Restraint of Funds provided that, effective as of the expiry date of each

underlying Criminal Restraint Order, all money or credits held pursuant to such Criminal

Restrainfi rJrder{s}, be transferred to msi Spergel inc., in its capacity as court officer, to be held

in a separate interest-bearing trust account, separate and apart from the receivership of BBIL,

pending further order of this court.

36. Pursuant to the terms of the Order: Restraint of Funds, msi Spergel inc., in its capacity

as court officer, received the following payments:

(a} Beanstream Internet Commerce Inc. ("Beanstream"): CAD$537,576.31

received on January 29, 2015;

(b) SolidTrust Pay ("STP"): CAD$104,260.51 received on February 11, 20~ 5;

(c) Mazarine Commerce Inc. o/a Payza.com {"Payza"): USD$33,374.80 received

on February 13, 2015; and

(d) 6003061 Canada Inc. o/a UseMyServices ("UMS"): total of USD$93,336.70

received on February 10, 2015, February 19, 2015, and March 6, 2015.
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(Beanstream, STP, Payza and UMS are collectively referred to herein as the

"Payment Processors")

37. msi Spergel inc. has accordingly received a total of CAD$126,711.50 and

USD$641,836.82 from the Payment Processors, which monies are and will remain invested in

an interest-bearing trust account pending further order of this court ("Restrained Funds").

38. The Receiver is satisfied that the Payment Processors have provided a!1 Restrained

Funds without deduction and have also produced documents reflecting the inflow of funds into

the Payment Processor accounts and the outflow of funds to various entities and individuals.

IV. Summary of Receiver Activities Since the Date of the First Report

39. By way of summary, the Receiver's activities, working closely in coordination with the

Foreign Representative, since the First Report was filed on October 2, 2014 include:

{a) pursuing a claim against 234, including registering the certificate of pending

litigation against title to the Bayview Property, further investigating and assessing

the merits of the claim and entering into a settlement of the. claim with 234,

subject to final documentation and court approval;

(b) negotiating and obtaining the Confidentiality Order on October 23, 2014, as

described in paragraph 30, above;

(c} taking all required steps, on an ongoing basis, to safeguard the Smith

Examination Information (as defined in the Confidentiality Order) in accordance

with the #erms of the Confidentiality Order;

{d) implementing the Order: Restraint of Funds, by liaising with the Payment

Processors to secure receipt of a!I Restrained Funds, with such steps being

taken by msi Spergei inc., as described in paragraphs 31 to 38, above;
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(e) undertaking real property, corporate profi}e, internefi, and other public record

searches so as to better understand the trade, dealings, and property of the

Associated Corporations, ~n accordance with the terms of the Further

Supplemental order;

(f) conducting examinations under oath ofi several executive-level employees and

service providers to BBIL and/or the Associated Corporations;

(g) obtaining and reviewing information provided in .answers to_undertakings given at

the examinations conducted;

(h) general ongoing correspondence, meetings and discussion with counsel for

Smith, Dixit (to a lesser extent), and counsel who have been engaged by one or

other of the former Banners Broker employees and contractors who have

attended examinations by counsel for the Receiver;

(i} attending meetings, not under oath, with Smith, Dixit and alleged Banners Broker

principal Kufdip Josun;

(j) ~ monitoring public aspects of the ongoing Banners Broker criminal investiga#ion,

including seeking production of relevant materials in the criminal court fife;

{k~ corresponding with banks, trust companies and financial institutions in Canada

and abroad in an effort to locate and secure BB{L assets and financial

information relevant to B81L and the Associated Corporations, to the extent

permitted by the Supplemental Order and the Further Supplemental Order;
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(I) corresponding with electronic payment processors in an effort to obtain

disclosure of relevant account agreements, account transaction histories and

supporting documentation;

(m) working with Smith and his counsel to coordinate and secure has full and

proactive cooperation in terms of assisting the Receiver and the Foreign

Representative in fulfilling their mandate, including regular weekly meetings with

Smith, and the receipt and review of all manner of Banners Broker-related

information and documentation from Smith, in hard copy and electronic form;

(n) the pursuit of relevant BB1L and Associated Corporation corporate records and

legal files from these companies' lawyers, including considering and responding

to various asserkions of privilege and confidentiality over such records;

(o) the pursuit of BBIL and Associated Corporation tax and accounting records from

tax preparation and bookkeeping firms believed to have been involved in the

creation and maintenance of such records;

(p} the pursuit of inquiries in respect of, and the recovery of BBtL assets held by,

BBIL parent company Monetize Group lnc. ("MG1"), a Belizean entity that was the

recipient of tens of millions of dollars of affiliate contributions,

(q) in conjunction with the Foreign Representative, the assembly, review and

analysis of bank and accounting information, including bank statements provided

by Canadian financial institutions for the Associated Corporations as wel! as

information obtained with the extensive assistance of Smith regarding offshore

accounts, with a view to reconstructing the source, inter-company transfers) and

disposition of all monies contributed by the estimated tens of thousands of
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Banners Broker affiiiafies who may be creditors of BB{L and the Associated

Corporations;

(r) the receipt and direction of creditor claims and inquiries to the Foreign

Represents#ive, who currently has primary responsibility for managing claims and

responding to creditor inquiries;

(s) more generally, the coordination of all receivership administration efforts in

_ __ respect of BBIL and_ .the Associated. Corporations with. .the Foreign _.

Representative, including the sharing of information, accounting expertise and

resources with the Foreign Representative;

{t) working to recover, in conjunction with the Foreign Representative, and with the

assistance of Smith, a USD$1,999,873.04 deposit, which was held nominally for

the account of MGI at Clover Investment Advisors Ltd., an investment firm in the

Cayman Islands that was itself subject to an unrelated criminal investigation and

formal insolvency proceeding;

(u} correspondence, discussions and meetings with Allied Wallet, Inc., an online

payment processing service that had substantial dealings wifih BBIL and #hat

presently holds monies on account of Banners Broker estimated to be in the

range of USD$1.06 milEion;

(v) the pursuit of account agreement(s), letters of instruction, bank account

statements and transaction details from G Cube Media Inc., a service provider to

Banners Broker used to coordinate receipts and disbursements to and from

Banners Broker affiliates as well as "commission payments" to itself as a reseller

for Banners Broker;
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(w) working with #ormer BBIL management (particularly Smith) and information

obtained from Payment Processors to begin to assemble an accura#e accounting

of contributions received from affiliates, collections of funds by resellers fram

affiliates, "pay-outs" to (or withdrawals by) affiliates and fees collected by the

payment processors;

(x} reviewing the relationship between BBIL and Stellar Point. Stellar Point was

Formerly named "Banners Broker Limited" and was renamed "Stellar Point fnc."

in July 212. This Associated Corporation was the primary worldwide service

provider to Banners Broker up until August 2Q93. The Receiver is working to

secure an accounting of payments made to Stellar Point by and on behalf of

BBfL, and to understand the contractual or other basis for such payments;

(y} identifying and considering fihe appropriateness of certain non~core business and

investments acfiivities undertaken by BBIL, the Associated Corporations and/or

the former principals of Banners Broker and the extent to which the former

principals used BBIL fiunds for such investments. The Receiver's objective is to

determine whether such investments are realizable assets that ought to be

pursued on behalf o~ creditors;

(z} a review of BBIL and Associated Corporation business contracts, including,

employment and consulting agreements, account agreements, reseller

agreements and releases and indemnities;

(aa) inquiries into the circums#antes surrounding the October 2Q12 purchase and the

March 2014 sale of a commercial property in Whitby, which property was jointly

owned by two Associated Corporations and was, for a period of time, used in the

operation of the Banners Broker business;
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(bb} efforts to understand the extent to which BBlL and the Associated Corporations

conducted business on the basis of cash and other undocumented, or partially

documented, transactions and arrangements;

~cc) the review and consideration of possible claims against Banners Broker re-

sellers, being persons with responsibility for promoting and selii~g Banners

Broker's business at a national or regional level around the world;

{dd) the__consideration of possibly claims against individuals who may have received

transfers of money, automobiles, gifts and/or payments for services not provided,

that could potentially be attacked and set aside as fraudulent transfers;

{ee) the investigation into whether or not certain persons associated with BBIL may

have established bank accounts in foreign jurisdictions in an effort to hide

amounts improperly withdrawn from the company; and

(ff) the investigation into whether or not persons associated with BBIL may have

converted monies improperly taken from affiliates by means of investing, either

directly or indirectly, in residential real estate including by paying off and

discharging mortgage(s), and/or financing the acquisition of property for no good

or valid consideration.

40. Certain of the activities and inquiries of the Receiver are sensitive in nature. This is

because the work that is involved is the assembly and assessment of evidence that may be

used to pursue BBIL assets in circumstances where efforts may have been made to put such

assets beyond the reach of creditors. For this reason, the Receiver's work in this regard has

been described at a general level with particulars omitted. Additional details of the Receiver's

investigation and recommendations/conclusions will be the subject of a future report to the
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court. Additionally, or in the alternative, it may be that the Receiver wil! pursue proceedings by

way of motions litigation or an action to assert an interest in assets that the Receiver believes

should properly form part of the receivership administration.

47. As has been the case from the outset, the Receiver is not in a position to express an

opinion as to whether or not BBIL (or the Banners Broker enterprise) was engaged in the

operation of an illegal Ponzi and/or pyramid scheme, nor is it the Receiver's mandate to reach a

conclusion on this point. It is imporfiant fio note #hat although a criminal investigation is evidently

ongoing, no charges fiave~bee~n laid: ~- --- -- -- -~
__ .

42. The balance of this report provides additional details of the Receiver's ongoing efforts to

secure BBIL and the Associated Corporations' books, records and accounts, as well as to

recover assets in the name of BBIL, or properly belonging to BBIL but held in the name of the

Associated Corporations or third parties. These actions are being undertaken with the support

and assistance of the Foreign Representative, as is further described below.

A. Efforts to Secure Books, Records, Accounting

43. Securing BBIL and Associated Corporations' "Records" in accordance with the

Receiver's court au#hority has proved diffcul# and time-consuming 'for the following. reasons:

(a) Banners Broker's business did not have a document management system,

company owned servers or any other organized records retention system;

(b) receipts and pay-outs, including affiliate debits and credits, were frequently

handled non-systematically. Inter-company transfers were not recorded properly,

or at all. C3~her payments were made in cash. Although transaction records exist

at the financial institution end, there is no single source of Banners Broker

maintained financial records or support documentation;
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(c) Banners Broker wound down operations after the commencement of the Isle of

Man Proceedings and the Receiver is advised by Smith that Banners Broker

ceased operating on August 6, 2014. Employees were Laid off, office space was

vacated and such records as did exist became more difficult to locate and

retrieve as a result;

(d) Banners Broker's main service provider, the Associated Corporation, Stellar

Point, ceased operating in or about October 207 3. Such Stellar Point records as

existed at that time became less accessible as a result;
_ _

(e) the Receiver understands that Stellar Point was subject to an audit by the

Canada Revenue Agency ("CRA"), resulting in cerfiain records being turned over

to CRA and becoming unavailable as a result;

(f) Banners Broker entities did not utilize a professional accounting firm or have an

in-house accounting professional. Neither BBIL nor many of the Associated

Corporations filed tax re#urns as may have been required during the period that is

of interest to the Receiver;

(g) as further discussed below, the police executed eight search warrants in

February 2015 to assist in their investigation. Thousands of documents and over

one hundred computer data and storage devices were seized and are currently

not available to the Receiver for the purposes of its investigation;

(h) in September 2013, the police made application for and obtained eight Banners

Broker-related production orders under section 487.012 of the Criminal Code.

The production orders were served on Canadian banks and financial institutions,

including the Royal Bank of Canada, Scotia Bank, TD Bank Group, Canadian

lmperiaf Bank of Commerce and HSBC Bank Canada as well as payment
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processors STP and Payza. The Receiver's document production requests

followed these earlier production orders, creating some uncertainty within the

recipient financial institution as to how the several orders refaced to each other

and whether or not additional work was required to respond to the Receiver.

Such concerns have had to be addressed by the Receiver and ifs counsel on an

institution-by-institution basis;

(h) certain off-shore banks, payment processors and third parties not subject to this

court's jurisdiction have declined to recognize the Receiver's authority and have

failed or refused to provide documents to the Receiver; and

~i~ BBIL and the Associated Corporations have instructed counsel to assert claims

of privilege over certain files in the possession of their lawyers. These privilege

claims have yet to be particularized or resolved, resulting in the underlying

records being unavailable to the Receiver far the time being.

44. Notwithstanding the challenges identified above, the Receiver has diligently pursued

production of relevant Banners Broker records. In the months following its appointment, the

Receiver has made and pursued written documentary production requests of all depository

Schedule I, 11 and Ill financial institutions in Canada. The production requests made were initially

specific to BBIL, but were subsequently expanded to include financial records and accounts in

respect of the Associated Corporations fofiiowing the granting of the Further Supplementary

Order.

45. Similar document production requests, including for relevant account agreements,

account statements and transaction histories, were also made of a number of offshore banks

and financial institutions, as well as online payment processing companies in Canada and

abroad.
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46. In total, the Receiver has made written requests for productions to approximately 100

fiinancial institutions, 9 payment processors and 46 o#her third par#ies (including service

providers, professional services firms, individuals and Associated Corporations connected to

Banners Broker).

47. To date the Receiver has received financial records that are responsive to its inquiries

from the following Canadian financial institutions:

(a) CI BC;

(b) TD Canada Trust; and

(c) Royal Bank of Canada.

48. The Receiver has obtained information and/or financial records that are responsive to

its inquiries from the following offshore banks and foreign financial institutions:

(a) Via Bank Ltd (St. Lucia) ("Via Bank");

(b) Choice Bank Limited {Belize) ("Choice Bank"); and

(c) Clover Investment Advisors Ltd (Cayman Islands) ("Clover").

49. The Receiver has received andlor reviewed financial records that are responsive to its

inquiries from the following payment processing companies and other Banners Broker service

providers:

(a) Allied Wallet, Inc.;

(b) STP;

{c) Beanstream;

(d) Payza;

(e) UMS;
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{f) Aramor Payments;

(g} Vector Card Services Limited; and

{h) G Cube Media Inc,

5D. In aggregate, the banks, payment processors and other third parties contacted have

produced hundreds of thousands of pages of documents to the Receiver.

51. As would be expected, the financial information provided to the Receiver is of varying

_ d.egrees.of completeness and frequently raises additional questions requiring follow up with the

relevant producing party. Focusing first on larger and related party transactions, the Receiver

has and continues to seek additional explanation and supporting documentation where i#

considers it appropriate to do so in its preparation of the Flow of Funds Analysis, as described

below, and for the purposes of identifying potential realizations.

B. Flow of Funds Analysis

52. Working closely with the Foreign Representative, the Receiver has made it a priority to

prepare a global "Flow of Funds Analysis" sufficient to understand how affiliafie contributions

were received and disbursed over the period of Banners Broker's global operations ("Flow of

Funds Analysis"). The analysis is based primarily on third party provided financial information

in addition to information obfained from BBIL and related parties and is designed to understand

how the monies that were contributed by affiliates to Banners Broker were returned to them,

invested, expended, diverged or otherwise utilized.

53. The Flow of Funds Analysis is currently incomp{ete. The Receiver and Joint Liquidators

continue to seek further information from financial institutions, payment processors and third

parties to finalize the Flow of Funds Analysis on an expedited basis.
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54. once complete, the Receives anticipates fihat the Flow of Funds analysis wi[I serve three

primary purposes:

{a) fio provide an overall accoun#ing of Banners Brokers operations to creditors and

the cour#s in Canada and the Isle of Man;

{b) to allow the Receiver and the Foreign Representative to identify additional BBIL

assets or claims that may be appropriate for realization;

(c) to provide evidence in respect of any claims litigation that the Receiver and/or the

Foreign Representative may elect to pursue against persons believed to have

benefited improperly from Banners Broker.

55. Can#idential Appendix "P" to this Repor# sets out the Receiver and Foreign

Representative's preliminary conclusions with respect to the Flow of Funds Analysis. This

Confidential Appendix provides a reasonable estimate of total funds received from affiliates,

together with how such funds were utilized. The banks, payment processors, and account

holders that received monies are specifically identified.

56. By way of overview, it appears that something in the order of USD$152.35 million was

- received from affiliates, wi#h approximately USD$75.77 million, representing approximate{y 50%

of the monies being re#urned to affiliates in the form of "pay-outs". Notable payments made to

third parties include:

~a} At least USD$18:38 million paid to BBIL principals and Associated Corporations,

particularly Stellar Point;

(b) Approximately USD$11.05 million in fees paid to payment processors; and
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{c} Approximately USD$9.66 million paid to Banners Broker resellerslindependent

contractors.'

Other disbursements for various expenses in the daily operation of the business and other third

party expenses are in the range of USD$12.7 million. Efforts are underway to trace and account

for the balance of unverified payments, which amount to roughly USD$9.98 mi(lian.

57. The Flow of Funds analysis, as well as the summary at Confidential Appendix "P", was

prepared in part based on Smith Examination Information. For phis reason, and. consistent with

the terms of the Confidentiality Order, the Receiver respectfully requests that the appendix be

treated as confidential and sealed.

C, infietviews and Examinations of Key Witnesses

58. In the process of seeking and obtaining foreign recognition of the Isle of Man

Proceedings, the Receiver identified the following three individuals as being primary actors in

Banners Broker's global business and operations ("Principals"):

{a} _ Christopher G. Smith

The concept of Banners Broker was created by Smith in October 2010. He is the

founder of Banners Broker, President and beneficial owner of BBl~ and sole

officer and direc#or of the Associated Corporations, 234 and Parrot Marketing.

Smith is also the sale shareholder, director and officer of MGI, the Belizean

corporation which is the ultimate parent company of BBIL. Smith appears to have

also had de facto control, although not as a director or officer, over the

Associated Corporation, LMS, which was used as an operating entity in Canada.

Smith is one of the subjects of the ongoing criminal investigation.

' Numbers referred to herein with respect to the preliminary Fbw of Funds Analysis are in draft form and
are subject to further review by the Receiver.
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(b} Rajiv Dix'rt

Dixit is the owner, President and Chie# Executive Officer of Stellar Poin# (formerly

Banners Broker Limified). The Receiver understands that Stellar Point had global

responsibility for customer-facing aspec#s of the Banners Broker business,

including customer service/support, training, marketing, web developmen# and

programming functions up until the Fall of 2013. For a period of time from

approximately December ZO'17 to June 202, Dixit, through Stellar Point, was

_._ - -..
also the Banners Broker independent contractor or "reseller" for Canada. Stellar

Point was the au#hor of the Banners Broker "Success Manual". Dixit is also the

sole officer and director of the Associated Corporation, Dixit Holdings, which was

used as a corporate vehicle far the purchase of real property, including Banners

Broker offices in Whitby. At various times, Dixit has described himself as Chief

Operating officer, Compliance Officer, Genera! Manager and Senior Advisor to

BBIL.

Dixit is one of the subjects of the ongoing police investigation.

(c) Kutdip Josun

Josue was involved in Banners Broker's business from its inception unti) July

2012 when he was terminated by Smith and Dixit for allegedly promoting another

multi-Ieve( marketing company to Banners Broker affiliates. It has also been

alleged that Josun is responsible for embezzling in excess of $4 million from the

business. The Receiver understands that wi~ile employed at Banners Broker,

Josun acted as the global head of sales and marketing for Banners Broker and

travelled the world on behalf of and as the "face" of the business. Josun appears

to have been particularly active in recruiting affiliates and resellers in Europe.
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59. The Receiver contacted the Principals (or their counsel, if retained) in the weeks

following the commencement of these proceedings. The purpose of the contact was to attempt

to schedule in-person meetings to discuss Banners Broker's business. With a view to initiating

an early and open dialogue, the Receiver indicated #hat it was open to "on the record" or "off the

record" meetings.

60. Each of the Principals accepted the Receiver's invitation to meet.

61. Smith, with counsel in attendance, ~ firs# met with the Receiver and the Foreign

Represenfiative in Toronto on December 3 and 4, 2014. The terms of this meeting were that it

would be off the record.

62. Dixit, with counsel in attendance, met with the Receiver and the Foreign Representative

in Toronto on December 1, 2014. This was also an off the record meeting.

63. Josun met with the Receiver and the Foreign Representative an December 2, 2014. Ne

attended w"rthout counsel. As was the case with Smith and Dixit, this initial meeting was also off

the record.

64. The meetings with Dixit and Josun ended without a mutual agreement to hold further

meetings.

65. Following and building upon the Receiver's interviews with the Principals, the Receiver

has conducted interviews andlor examinations under oath with eight other individuals closely

associated with and believed to have knowledge of Banners Broker. Specifically:

(a) Jahn Rock: Regulatory Compliance Consultant to BBIL and/or Stellar Point

(Interviewed on December 2, 2014);

(b) Stephanie Schlacht. Executive Assistant to Kuldip Josun (May 2012 to July

2012); Executive Assistant to Rajiv Dixit (July 20'!2 to August 2013) (Examined

on April 29 and June 11, 2415);
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{c) Tara Reeves (nee Josunj: Customer Service Representative at BBIL and Staff

Trainer at Stellar Point (Examined on February 26, 2015);

(d) Robert Pirie (a.k.a. "Ron Anderson"): Executive Rssis#ant to the Director of

Human Resources and Training at Stellar Point (Examined on February 25,

20'15);

(e) Lorenzo Guarini: Vice President of Stellar Point (Examined on April 21, 2015);

(f} Kelfy Stinson: Director of 8136645 Canada Limited (shareholder of Stellar

Point) (Examined on April 21, 2015);

(g) Maxwell Morgan: CEO of Aramor Payments, a payment processor solutions

company engaged by Stellar Point and/or BBIL (Examined on April 13 and May

29, 2015);

(h} Mary Febbrini: former employee of Liber#y Tax Services Whitby Franchise)

(Interviewed on January 20, 2015); and

(i) Harris Snyder: former Banners Broker Computer Programmer (Interviewed on

November 24, 2014).

66. Excepting Snyder, Rock and Febbrini, the examinations indicated were conducted under

oath in the presence of an official examiner, with transcripts being available. The Receiver

believes that each of the examinations advanced the receivership administration in that it

provided an additional and unique perspective on the Banners Broker business, the role of the

Principals and potential sources of realization for creditors. Undertakings to provide additional

information were obtained at all interviews and examinations and the Receiver is following up to

ensure that such underkakings are fulfilled. Every persor~ who has been examined to date has

also agreed to make themselves available to re-attend to be further examined (particularly on

answers to undertakings) and/or to assist the Receiver in a more informal capacity.
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67. The Receiver and Foreign Representative are reviewing all of the informafiion,

documents and answers to undertakings obtained at the examinations and interviews

conducted. Et is anticipated that examinations will be scheduled of five to ten additional persons

who are considered to be knowledgeable of Banners Broker's business, particularly record

keeping and accounting functions.

68. The Receiver's objectives, both in fierms of oral and document discovery, are #o:

(a) obtain information sufficient to compete the Flow of Funds Analysis with a

reasonable degree of confidence in i#s accuracy;

{b) test the veraci#y of the Smith Examination Information; and

(c) assess and prioritize potential receivership realizations.

D. Smith's Co-operation with the Receiver

69. The Receiver's December 3 and 4, 2014 meefiing with Smith concluded with an

understanding that fihe parties would work towards setting terms upon which Smith would

provide his complete and unrestricted cooperation and assistance to the Receiver.

70. Between December 2014 and January 2015, the Receiver and Smith, thro-ugh counsel,

negotiated and agreed upon principles of cooperation and assistance whereby Smith would

proactively assist the Receiver in the fulfillment of ifs mandate, and the Receiver, upon being

satisfied as to the nature and extent of Smith's cooperation, would acknowledge Smith's

assistance. This understanding is embodied in part by the terms of the Confidentiali#y (Jrder

which, as indicated, provides a degree of protection to Smi#h Examination Information (as

defined in the Confidentiality Order}.

71. To date, Smith, both in person and through counsel, has provided all requested

assistance to the Court Officers. Specifically, he has:
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(a) agreed upon the terms of the Confidentiality C)rder, such tha# it issued on

consent;

(b) met with the Court Officers on December 3 and 4, 204, and provided

information that was of great assistance to them in gaining a better

understanding of Banners Broker's business and operations;

(c) provided. a series of undertakings at the December 3 and 4, 2014 meeting to

locate and produce BBf L and Associated Corporation Records, including foreign

bank and payment processor records that would not otherwise be available to the

Court Officers without significant additions( time and expense, including

instituting proceedings in foreign jurisdictions;

(d) subsequently, agreed to provide disclosure, to the Receiver's satisfaction, of

personal, related party and family assets, such that the Receiver could begin to

assess whether such assets were potentially subject to claims of the Court

Officers on behalf of creditors of Banners Broker;

(e) attended weekly meetings, with and without counsel, at the office of counsel for

the Receiver, to be interviewed with respect to all aspects of the Banners Broker

business that are of interest to the Receiver. In this contex#, Smith has provided

in excess of '10~ additional undertakings to provide information and

documentation. Most of these undertakings have been answered, while others

remain outstanding;

(f) provided what the Receiver believes to be complete disclosure in respect of

234's ownership of the Bayview Property. Smith Examination Information has

enabled the Receiver to enter info a settlement of the Receiver's claim against
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234, as asserted in the Amended Notice of Applica#ion, subject to court approval,

and as further described below;

(g) provided the Receiver with copies of the Banners Broker back-end database in

various stages to allow it to review cash receipts that were otherwise

undocumented, as wel[ as confirm the approxima#e gross total receipts from

affiliates; and

(h) constructively engaged with the Receiver, and worked towards terms upon which

the Court Officers and Smith may fully and finally resolve all issues between

them in the form of a set#lement, for which court approval will eventually be

sought if appropriate.

E. Production Motions: Documents Seized by Police

72. The Receiver was advised by Smith in March 20'15 that the police had recently executed

a series of search warrants in connection with their ongoing investigation into Banners Broker

("Search Warran#s"). Smifih's advice prompted the Receiver to make certain additional inquiries

into the progress of the criminal investigation.

73. Information in respect of certain aspects of the police investigation is public in the sense

that copies of affidavits filed, and orders issued, can be obtained through the Ontario Court of

Justice Office at Old City Hall, Toronto. Other portions of the court file are sealed and cannot be

reviewed.

74. Recognizing that portions of the criminal court file are public, counsel for the Receiver

has at#ended at the Court Office from time to time in an effort to monitor the progress of the

police investigation. It is through these attendances that the Receiver has been able to obtain

the Restraint Orders, the RCMP Affidavits and the Production Orders.
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75. A publically available affidavit, in the form of a "Report to a Justice" sworn by Detective

Constable Jason Onami on April 21, 2015, has provided the Receiver with additional information

as to the Search Warrants. Constable Onami swears that eight search warrants were executed

in the early morning hours of February 24, 2075. The search warrants were executed at the

properties of Smith and Dixit, including personal automobiles, residences and places of

business.

76. A further search warrant was executed on February 25, 20~ 5 on a seized compact disc

obtained from former Banners Broker computer programmer Harris Snyder t"Snyder"). The- disc

is described in the Report to a Justice as containing "a computer program that was designed by

Snyder to assist Smith and Dixit in the operation of their suspected fraudulent business".

77. Having met with Snyder in November 2014, the Receiver has obtained a copy of the

computer program tha# would appear to have been the subject of the February 25, 2015 search

warrant.

78. The Report to a Justice annexes six evidence registers, which are essentially

spreadsheet lisfiings providing particulars of property seized in the course of the execution of the

Search Warrants. Based on a review of the Report to a Justice, and discussions with counsel

for Smith, the Receiver determined it was prudent #o bring an application to the Ontario Court of

Justice, ~Id City Hall, on May 4, 2015. The purpose of this application was to seek production of

a binder of certain documents believed to contain real estate information in respect of the

Bayview Property ("Bayview Documents"). The application was made pursuant to section

490(15} of the Criminal Code, with the consent of the Crown, Smith, as well as Smith's

company, 234, the owner of the Bayview Property.

79. Justice Oma#su issued an Order dated May 4, 2015 authorizing production of copies of

the Bayview Documents ("Reproduction Order") to the Receiver. A copy of the Reproduction

Order is attached as Appendix "J" to this Report.
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80. Having considered the Report to a Justice and evidence registers further, the Receiver

brought a second application to the Ontario Court of Justice, initially returnable on July 9, 2015,

to seek copies of the balance of the documents obtained by the police pursuant to the executed

Search Warrants. The basis of the application is that the documents sought would appear to

relate to BBIL and the Associa#ed Corporations, and it is anticipated that they will assist the

Receiver in fulfilling its court-authorized mandate.

81. The Receiver's July 9 application was made on notice to the Crown, Smith and Dixit.

Smifh has raised privilege and relevance issues in relation to tie application and asked that

Smith or his representative have an opportuni#y to review all seized documen#s and computer

storage devices before they are made avai(ab#e to the Receiver. Dixit has raised similar

concerns.

82. The Receiver will work with Smith, Dixit and the Crown (as may be appropriate) to try to

agree on terms whereby the application can proceed on consent. The application has been

adjourned sine die to be returned on a future date, as may be appropriate.

83. Ifi necessary, the parties #o the applicafiion may return to courk to seek approval of a form

of document access protocol that would more formally address any legitimate concerns in

respec# of the Receiver having access to the seized documents.

F. Law Firm Records and Privilege Claims

84. Certain of the Receiver's document production requests have been directed to counsel

(or former counsel) for BBIL and the Associated Corporations. Such counsel are as follows:

ta) Aird & Berlis LLP ("A&B"}

A&B acted for BBIL and 234, It appears that A&B may have also acfied far

Associated Corporations, LMS and Parro# Marketing as well as the ultimate

parent company, MG1. A&B has also acted for Smith, personally.
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(b) Macdonald Sager Marais LLP ("MSM")

MSM acted for Dixit, personally, as well as Associated Corporafiions, Stellar Point

and Dixit Holdings.

85. In furtherance of an initial document production request, the Receiver attended at MSM's

office on February 2, 2015 and met with lawyers Howard Manis~and David Gray. The purpose of

the meeting was to try to better understand the nature and scope of MSM's Banners Broker

rely#ed~ retainer(s), ~~and to assess to what extent law flies may- be- relevanf and could be made

available to the Receiver. In the context of this meeting, MSM provided the Receiver with a total

of 67 MSM invoices documenting Segal services performed over a 2D month period between

February ZQ~ 3 and December 2014. The invoices document in excess of $210,000 in bilfings.

86. At the initial meeting with MSM, the Receiver was advised that privilege claims may be

made in respect of MSM legal files.

87. As a follow up to the meeting with MSM, the Receiver corresponded with Messrs. Manis

and Gray on NEay 4, 2015, and sought production of a large number of apparently relevant

Records, most of tnrhich were specifically referenced in one or more of the 67 MSM account

statements but not provided in response to the initial document requests made of MSM. The

documents requested included Associated Corporation financial statements and numerous

contracts and correspondence apparently related to the business of Banners Broker, Stellar

Point and the Associated Corporations. A copy of the Receiver's May 4, 2015 correspondence

to MSM is attached as Appendix "K".

88. MSM responded to the Receiver's May 4 correspondence by email dated June 5, 20'15.

MSM advised that while they were prepared to cooperate with the Receiver, they had been

instructed in writing not to release any files beyond what had already been disclosed. The

Receiver was further advised that Dixit's litigation counsel in this proceeding, Esmaeil Mehrabi,
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would be bringing a motion in regards to the Receiver's Records production requests of MSM.

Mr. Mehrabi was copied on MSM's June 5 email and fihere followed an email exchange with

counsel for the Receiver wherein the parties' respective positions were set out ~n more defiail.

For completeness, a copy of the relevant email exchange is attached as Appendix "L".

89. Counsel for fihe Receiver has had at least one discussion with Mr. Mehrabi subsequent

to the June 5 email exchange. While the Receiver is prepared to work with NiSM and Mr.

Mehrabi in an efifor~ to resolve any of Dixit's concerns regarding production of documents to the

Receiver, it may be that cer#ain issues, particularly privilege issues, will need to be brought

forward to the court for determination. To date, Dixit's counsel has not particularized the nature

and basis of any privilege claims as they may relate to the Records requested by tine Receiver

in the Receiver's May 4 letter to MSM.

90. The Receiver's highest level priorities have not included thepursuit of production of law

firm records in respect of BBIL and the Associated Corporations. The Receiver has made

requests, however, for ali relevant law files, and is assessing how and when to most efficiently

address any privilege or confidentiality issues raised by such production requests. ft would

appear likely, however, that these issues will be the subject of a further and more detailed report

to the court, vuhich report will be accompanied by recommendations and a request for such as

relief as may be appropriate.

91. In the meantime, and as indicated, the Receiver is prepared to continue to discuss

production of (aw firm records with both A&8 and MSM and determine if further progress can be

made without the involvement of the court.

V. Request for Additional Investigatory Authority in Respect of Dixit Consortium and
Dreamscape

92. As explained above, in October 20'!4 the Receiver sought and was granted certain

limifed investigatory authority in respect of five Banners Broker Associated Corporations. The
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grounds for the order obtained was, among other things, that the companies were owned and

controlled by the same principals as BBIL, and had been used by them interchangeably in

furtherance of the Banners Broker enterprise which is alleged by the Crown to have been a

fraudulent pyramid scheme or Ponzi scheme.

93. In the course of its more recent inves#igation and the preparation of the Flow of Funds

Analysis, the Receiver has determined that the following two additional Dixifi controlled

companies had Banners Broker related dealings:

(a) Dixifi Consortium.; and

(b) Dreamscape.

94. As with two of the five Associated Corporations —namely, Dixit Holdings and Stellar

Point -- Dixit Consortium and Dreamscape are believed to be owned and directed by Dixit.

95. Dixit Consortium was incorporated on September 24, 2013 with a registered office

address of 150 York Street, Suite 800, Toronto, Ontario. This address is the office of the law

firm, MSNi, who, as noted above at paragraph 84, were also counsel to Dixit, Stellar Point and

Dixit Holdings in connection with Banners Broker related matters, as detailed herein. Industry

Canada corporate search reports indicate -that Dixit was a director and that the company was

dissolved on March 25, 2015.

96. Based on the Flaw of Funds Analysis completed to date, the Receiver believes #hat Dixit

Consortium received over $270,500 from Associated Corporations Dixit Holdings and Stellar

Point between October 2013 and April 2414. Dixit Consortium was party to over twenty

intercompany transfers during this period. The Receiver has not located any account entries or

notations, or other Associated Corporation records, that would provide an explanation or

business rationale for these transfers, and is accordingly concerned that there may be other

unexplained transfers of monies to Dixit Consortium that ought to be identified and reviewed to
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determine whether such transfers were appropriate. The Receiver also believes that Dixit

Consortium had Canadian banking relationships, however, efforts to pursue Banners Broker

receipts in respect of these relevant transactions have been unsuccessful due to the lack of

express investigatory authority over Dixit Consortium.

97. The jurisdiction and incorporation date of Dreamscape is not known. Documents

obtained by the Receiver suggest that fihe company had a mailing address at 614 Stewart

Street, Whitby, Ontario -- the same address listed for Dixit in the corporate profile report for Dixit

Holdings:-
_ --- -

98. Dreamscape invoiced Banners Broker for consulting and management services similar

to Dixit's other company, Stellar Point, and Dixit directed that funds be wired to offshore

accounts in Cyprus and the British Virgin Islands. Between June and October 2013,

Dreamscape appears to have made transfers to the Associated Corporations, Parrot Marketing

($343,787 between June and August 2013) and Dixit Holdings ($476,521.62 between

September and Ucfiober 2013), without any recorded explanation for services rendered. The

Receiver believes this may have been done by Dreamscape to suggest that Parrot Marketing

and Dixit Holdings had customer relationships iredependent of BBIL so as to create an illusion of

_ _. . _ _ _ -
"arm's length" dealings.

99. Choice Bank Belize) records from BBIL parent company, MCI, disclose that

Dreamscape was paid USD$1,050,000 by way of eight wire transfers across a seven month

period in late 2013. The MGI account in question was established to receive affiliate contributed

funds in the months following the closure of BB1L's Isle of Man account.

10~J. The transfers #o Dixit Consortium and Dreamscape referenced above are significant in

dollar value, totaling in excess of $1.5 million. As a general matter, the nature and timing of the

dealings are indicative of a level of involvement in the Banners Broker enterprise consistent with

that of the Associated Corporations. They are all owned and controlled by the same BBlL
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Principals and were all to one degree or another across transactions that essentially moved

affiliate funding around between Banners Broker offshore banks, service providers, payment

processors and apparent personal holding companies.

101. Access to independently produced third party financial information in respect of Dixit

Consortium and Dreamscape's dealings with BBIL and the Associated Corporations is important

for the purposes of completion of a timely and accurate Flow of Funds Analysis. The dollar

amounts are material such that it will not be possible for the Receiver to fully understand how

affiliate contributions were paid forward and disbursed without such additions{ financial

information. This additional information will assist in the identification and recovery of assets

properly claimable by the Receiver on behalf of BBIL creditors.

102. In the circumstances of this case, the Receiver's strong preference is to obtain Banners

Broker related business and financial information from independent third party financial

institutions and service providers rather than rely on the former principals of the Banners Broker

to produce records. Third party produced information can likely be more efficiently obtained and

will be reliable and complete. For this reason, and given that the Receiver does not currently

enjoy the same level of cooperation from Dixit as with Smith, the Receiver has not as yet made

any specific requests of Dixit in respect of Dixit Consortium andlor Dreamscape. Dixit is,

however, on notice of this motion.

103. Dixit did not oppose the Receiver's request to have limited investigatory authority in

respect of Dixit Holdings and Stellar Point, or the other Associated Corporations. The Receiver

respectfuiiy seeks an order providing it with the ability to make the same sorts of Banners

Broker related inquiries in respect of Dixit Consortium and Qreamscape as may already be

made in respect ofi the Associated Corporations.
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VI. Asset Recoveries

A. Settlement of 234 Claim

104. In the course. of its investigations detailed above with respect to the business of BBIL

and the Associated Corporations, the Receiver and the Foreign Representative determined #hat

a cause of action existed as against 234 {"234 Claim") with respect to 234's use of funds

properly owing to BBIL for the purchase of assets, including real property, in Canada.

1 ~5: - In its Additional Powers- IV'lotion, the Receiver obtained court approval to assert the 234

Claim by:

(a) issuing an Amended Notice of Application including the asserkion of a claim

against 234; and

(b) registering a certificate of pending litigation against #itle to the Bayview

Property, which is owned by 234;

both of which were done pursuant to Orders issued by Justice Newbould on October 15, 2014.

106. Respecting the confidentiality of the Smith Examination Information, the Receiver wishes

to again emphasize that tk~e information and documentary disclosure received from Smith over

the course of the last six months has been extensive. The information extends beyond BBIL to

each of the Associated Corporations. The Receiver and the Joint Liquidators have met regularly

with Smith, upwards of twenty times in total. Many of these mee#ings have focused on 234, its

role within Banners Broker and 234's company assets and liabilities.

107. Smith has cooperafied fully with the Receiver as detailed in paragraphs 69 to 71 of the

Report. Because Smith is the sole owner of 234, and the documentation in respect of 234 is

readily available, the Receiver and Smith have made it a priority to attempt to settle the

Receiver's claims against 234.
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108. Smith's current counsel, A&B, acted for 234 at all times and was accordingly also in a

position to provide documentation in relation to the company and the circumstances in which the

Bayview Property was acquired. On Smith's instruction, A&B has provided such information,

which the Receiver has reviewed. The Receiver and i#s counsel have also met with A&B to

discuss the acquisition, financing and views on the legal and beneficial ownership of the

Bayview Proper#y and the Receiver's claims against 234 in respect of the land.

109. Subject to courfi approval, the Receiver has recently reached a settlement of the 234

Claim -relative to the Bayview Property whereby 234 will pay approximately ~$2,250~~0a (subject-

to adjustmen#s) to the Receiver in exchange for a release (limited #o the Receiver's claim in

respect of the Bayview Property) and the discharge of the certificate of pending litigation

currently registered against title to the Bayview Property ("234 Settlement"). In order to facilitate

the 234 Settlement, an order discharging and vacating the CPL from title to the Bayview

Property was made on July 30, 2015, on the consent of Smith and 234.

110. in assessing the 234 Settlement, the Receiver considered, among other things, the

following:

(a) the fact that the Receiver has what it believes to be complete and accurate

information in respect of the acquisition, the financing, and the use of the Bayview

Property, with such information including the cooperation of both the owner of the

Bayview Property, and the owner's counsel, which law firm has acted for the

owner at all relevant times;

(b) the costs and risks of pursuing the 234 Claim, absent settlement, including the

possibility of Ien~~hy contested li#igation and appeals, all of which could take place

during a period of time in which the Bayview Property was wasting, or otherwise

incurring carrying costs and suboptimal income;
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(c) the fact that there was a need within this otherwise complex international

insolvency proceeding for the Receiver to act practically and to prioritize recovery

opportunities, such that simpler local issues could be addressed first and

efficiently;

(d) the fact that the 234 Settlemen# generates a substantial, early, and relatively low

cost recovery for the Receiver, the Foreign Represents#ive and creditors;

(e) the fact that the 234 Settlement builds on the significant level of cooperation that

the Court Officers have received from Smith, and is possibly a precedent for

negotiating and seeking approval of further, more expansive settlement

agreements with Smith and others. In this regard, and as noted above, the

Receiver is actively engaged with Smith and his counsel in worldwide asset

recovery efforts, and to the extent that such efforts prove successful it may be tha#

further approvals of compromises will be sought; and

(e) the fact that the Foreign Representative, and its instructing Committee of

Inspection, support the 234 Settlement.

1 11. The Receiver is of the view tha# the 234 Settlement is a fair and commercially

reasonable compromise of claims in the circumstances. !n #his regard the agreement offers the

following advantages:

ta) it brings a relatively early and cost-efficient closure to the 234 Claim;

fib) it avoids ongoing professional fees in relation to 234 and the Bayview Property;

(c) it provides a source of recovery and means of funding for receivership

administration costs and potential distributions to creditors; and

(d) it advances a conclusion of the overall receivership investigation and

administration.
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172. fn the course of making BBIL payment processor related inquiries, the Receiver and the

Foreign Representative learned that BBIL had an account with Allied Wallet, an infiernational

payment services provider.

113. An analysis of BBIL account transaction details indicated that on March 18, 2074, BBIL

instructed Allied Wallet to transfer $1,999,873.04 ("Clover Funds") to Via Bank, a St. Lucian

bank, for the benefit of BBIL's parent company, MGI. The transaction was to be processed

through Via Bank financial intermediary, Clover. Allied Wallet transferred the funds fio Clover at

the direction of BBiL.

114. Subsequent inquiries revealed Clover to be an investment advisory firm in the Cayman

Islands that was subject to regulatory and criminal investigations related to alleged money

laundering. Further, the Receiver was advised by Via Bank that Clover was itself subject to

insolvency proceedings in the Cayman islands.

'! 15. It appears that upon the commencement of the Clover insolvency proceedings, the

Clover Funds were restrained such that they were not forwarded on to the MGI account held

with Via Bank. - - -

116. With the assistance of Smith and Via Bank, the Receiver and the Foreign

Representative worked aver a four month period to recover the Clover Funds. Such work

culminated in the submission, on April 28, 2015, of a formal claim to the Clover Funds in the

form of a report authored by the Receiver and submitted to the Cayman Island Department of

Public Prosecufiion, with a copy to Michael Pearson and Andrew Childe in their capacity as

Official Liquidators of Clover ("Clover Funds Report"}. A complete copy of the Clover Funds

Report is attached as Confidential Appendix "Q".
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1 17. The Clover Funds Report provides certain additional particulars in respect of the

Receiver's investigations in respect of, and claim to, the Clover Funds.

118. The Receiver's claim to the Clover funds was submitted as being made by and on

behalf of the Joint Liquidators, as well as the Receiver. The claim was admitted and, on May 6,

2015, the Clover Funds were remitted to the Joint Liquidators in accordance with their written

direction.

C. Sfi. Lucian Funds

1 ~9. Also in the course of making initial inquiries of financial institutions, the Receiver

and the Foreign Representative determined that BB1L parent company and Smith

owned entity, MGI, had formerly operated an account at Via Bank. The MGl account

was reported to have been closed in mid-2014, at which time a residual balance of

approximately USD$1.35 million was said to have been, an deposit ("St. Lucian

Funds")

120. Following the issuance of the Further Supplemental Order, Via Bank proactively

_ . .contacted the Receiver regarding the St. Lucian Funds and proposed a meeting with the

Receiver and Cassels to discuss the same. In fact, the Chairman o~ the bank flew up to

Toronto from St. Lucia specifically for the meeting with the Receiver and its counsel in

fate 2014 (the "Fal! Meeting").

121. At the Fall Meeting, the Chairman assured the Receiver and Cassels that it

would assist with the recovery ofi the St. Lucian Funds to the best of its abilities,

including by liaising with St. Lucian au#horities to address regulatory concerns the

government might have with respect to the transfer of the funds.
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122. After surpassing the regulatory hurdles placed by the St. Lucian governmen#

authorities, Via Bank transferred USD$600,000 of the S#. Lucian Funds to the Receiver

as soon it was legally able to do so on July 6, 2015. The Chairman has advised the

Receiver fihat this is the first of several transfers of the St. Lucian Funds the bank will

make to the Receiver.

123. The Receiver is grateful for the assistance of bofih Via Bank and its- Chairman in

recovering the St. Lucian Funds. The Receiver recognizes tha# the orders issued by the

Ontario Court are not enforceable in St. Lucia and that Via Bank was under no legal

obligation to assist the Receiver. Without the assistance of Via Bank and ifs Chairman,

the Receiver would not have recovered and be in the process of recovering USD$1.35

million for the benefit of the estate, a portion of which wi11 be ultimately transferred to the

Foreign Representative.

124. It is the intention of both the Receiver and the Foreign Representative, as

discussed and agreed with Smith and Via Bank, to hold their respective portions of the

St. Lucian Funds in separate interest bearing trust accounts pending further court order.

This recognizes that the St. Lucian Funds' nominal account holder, MGI, is a BBIL

affiliate (parent) entity that is not currently in any form of insolvency proceeding. Having

said that, the Receiver believes the St. Lucian Funds to be beneficially owned and

claimable by BBIL and its credifiors. The Receiver intends to address the source and

appropriate disposition of the Sfi. Lucian Funds and other BB1L related company assets

in a fu#ure report to this court. It is anticipated that completion of the Flow of Funds

Analysis will be of assistance in this regard.
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D. Atlied Wallet

125. BBIL maintained an account with Aified Wallet pursuant to a written account agreement

dated May 16, 2012 ("Allied Wallet Account"}.

126. The Receiver and the Foreign Representative's analysis indicates that approximately

USD$106.2 million in affiliate funds were directed to the Allied Wallet Account. 4f this amount,

approximately USD$1.07 million now remains. The residual funds are being held by Allied

Wallet as security for chargebacks requested by affiliates who transacted with Banners Broker

using Allied Wallet's services.

~ 27. A chargeback is a request by a customer (affiliate} for the return of funds fio their bank

account or credit card. The Receiver understands that a chargeback may only be requested

from Allied Wallet within 10 days of an eligible purchase ar transfer ("Chargeback Period").

128. AI{led Wallet historically released monies held as security for chargebacks to BBIL on a

rolling basis. However, as of the date of this Report, na funds have been released by Allied

Wallet to the Receiver.

129. Allied Wallet has and continues to cooperate with the Receiver and the Receiver is

hopeful that upon the expiry of all relevan# Chargeback Periods, the payment processor will

release any residual funds to the estate. In the meantime, the Receiver and its counsel are in

ongoing confact with Allied Wallet to try and cooperatively address accounting, chargeback, and

remittance issues.

7 30. Finally, the Receiver has recently identified a set of holdback releases from Allied Wallet

that were apparently not processed through to the intended recipient. The dollar amounts are

significant, being in the range of USD$2.2 million. The Receiver is investigating this matter with

the financial institutions involved, and is considering whether or not it will be possible to recover

these amounts for creditors.
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131. At the time that the lnifiial Recognition Order was granted and the Receiver was

appointed, there was no evidence that BBIL had properly in Canada such that i# required the

Receiver to have authority beyond basic possessory and investigatory powers. This is the basis

upon which the Receiver's dowers section of the Supplemental Order was drafted.

132. As documented in this report, it is now apparent that BBIL had extensive dealings fn

Canada and off-shore, albeit in most cases through the vehicle of one or more of the Associated

Corporations that were Canadian incorporated. With better information as to BBIL`s business

and activities now being available, the Receiver respectively requests an amendment to the

Supplemental Order so as to conform the Receiver's powers to the powers normally accorded fo

a Receiver in a Commercial List Model Receivership Order. The inclusion of such powers will,

#'or example, provide the Receiver with specific authority to pursue and settle c{aims by and on

behalf of BBIL as may be appropriate.

VI11. Receiver's Fees and Disbursements

133. Pursuant to paragraph 18 of the Supplemental Under the Receiver and its counsel shall

pass their accounts from time to time. For this purpose the accounts of the Receiver and its

legal counsel are referred to a judge ofi the Commercial List.

134. The Receiver seeks to have its fees and disbursements, including those of its legal

counsel approved by the court. The Receiver and its counsel have maintained detailed records

of their professional time and costs.

135. The total fees and disbursements of the Receiver for services provided during the period

of August 22, 2014 to May 31, 20~ 5 is $482,307.201 including HST. Attached as Appendix "M"

is an affidavit of Philip H. Dennis sworn July 22, 2015 ("Dennis Affidavit"} regarding the
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Receiver's fees and disbursements. Copies of the Receiver's detailed time dockets for the

period August 22, 2014 to May 31, 2015 are appended as exhibits to the Gennis Affidavit.

13~. Cassels has acted as the Receiver's legal counsel on all matters related to these

receivership proceedings. Cassels rendered its accounts to the Receiver for the period August

28, 2014 through to and including May 31, 2015 in the amount of $649,730.05 including

disbursements and HST. Attached as Appendix "N" is the affidavifi of Larry Ellis sworn Jufy 28,

2015 ("Ellis Affidavit") regarding counsel's fees and disbursements to the Receiver. Copies of

the counsel's detailed time dockets for the period August 2'2, 2014- to January 31, 2fl15 are

appended as exhibits to the Ellis Affidavit. The Cassels accounts described in the Ellis Affidavit

include amounts billed to the Receiver, which were paid directly by the Joint Liquidators and

approved by the Committee of Inspection in accordance with the laws governing the Isle of Man

Proceedings.

137. The Receiver believes that the fees and disbursements of Cassels are fair and

reasonable and justified in the circumstances. The Receiver has reviewed the accoun#s of

Cassels in light of the novel, complex, broad ranging and multi-jurisdictional nature of this

engagement. The Receiver is of the view that al( work set out in the accounts was carried out

and was necessary. The hourly rates of the lawyers at Cassels who worked on this matter are

considered to be appropriate and reasonable in light of the services required, and the services

were carried out by lawyers with the appropriate level of experience. The Receiver accordingly

respectfully recommends approval of Cassels' accounts by this Honourable Court.

738. A copy of the Receiver's Interim Statement of Receipts and Disbursements, as at May

31, 2015, is attached hereto as Appendix "U".

X~. Recommendations
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139. Based upon the foregoing, the Receiver respectfully requests that this Honourable Court

issue an order:

(a) approving this Third Report and the conduct and activities of the Receiver as set

out herein;

(b) authorizing and approving the terms of a settlement between the Receiver and

234 in respect of the settlement of claims by the Receiver against 234 in relation

to the Bayview Property, as detailed herein;

(c) granting the Receiver additional investigatory authority over the following

corporations believed to have received significant transfers of funds from

Banners Broker and to have played similar roles in Banners Broker as the

Associated Corporations:

{i) Dixit Consortium.; and

(ii) Dreamscape;

(d) granting a sealing order with respect to Confidential Appendices "P" and "Q" to

this Third Report;

(e) amending the Supplemental Order (Foreign Main Recognition) dated August 22,

2014 to conform the Receiver's powers #o those set out in the Commercial List

Model Receivership Order;

(f} approving the Receiver's interim statement of receip#s and disbursements as at

May 31, 207 5;

(g) approving the fees and disbursements of the Receiver and its counsel, Cassels

Brock &Blackwell LLP ("Cassels"), for services rendered from August 22, 2014

to May 31, 2015, as particularized in the affidavits of Phillip Gennis sworn July

Lega 1"15637648.1
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22, 2015, and Larry Eliis sworn July 28, 2015, (collectively, the "Fee Affidavits");

and

(h) such further and other relief as this Honourable Court may deem just.

ALL OF WHfCH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 30th day of July, 2015.

msi Spergel inc.,
Court-appointed Receiver of
Banners B.r ~~rn~tionai Limited .. .. _ . . _. . . ..__

'~ ~ ..

~
~~—

Per: Philip H. Gennis, J.D,, CIRP
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I. Overview

1. This is the fourth report to court (the "Fourth Report") of msi Spergel inc. in its capacity

as court-appointed receiver (the "Receiver") of Banners Broker International Limited ("BBIL").

This report is filed in support of the Receiver's motion (the "Motion") for an order substantially in

the form attached at Tab "3" to the motion record:

(a) directing that the Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce ("CIBC") and the Royal

Bank of Canada ("RBC' with CIBC, collectively, the "Financial Institutions")

provide the Receiver with transaction details in respect of 50 identified account

transactions sufficient for the Receiver to trace the funds disbursed by BBIL,

and/or the Associated Corporations (defined below), andJor the Additional Dixit

Entities (defined below), and to locate BBIL assets and any proceeds thereof;

(b) directing GIBC to provide the Receiver with account statements for the VISA

credit card accounts bearing numbers 4500 6001 0835 4253, 4500 6001 0800

2415, and 4502 2000 3806 4896 (collectively, the "Visa Cards"); and

(c) such further and other relief as this Honourable Court may deem just.

2. This Fourth Report addresses matters relevant to the Receiver's request for the

production of certain banking records from the Financial Institutions (the "Production

Request"). The Receiver is in the process of preparing a further and more detailed report that

will provide an update to the court on all matters that have transpired in the receivership

proceeding since its third report to court dated July 30, 2015 (the "Third Report").

3. The section of this report dealing with the Production Request begins at paragraph 27,

2?3
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4. All court materials filed, including previous receiver's reports and court orders and

endorsements issued in these proceedings are available on the Receiver's website at:

www.spergel.ca/banners.

5. The following section of this report provides a high level summary of the receivership

proceedings to date.

II. Background

Foreign Recognition Proceeding

6. Banners Broker International Limited ("BBIL") was central to a group of several related

companies and service providers. Together they operated the "Banners Broker" online

enterprise, a platform whereby registered members known as "affiliates" could advertise their

businesses on websites within the Banners Broker nefinrork of publishers while, at the same

time, earn revenues as an advertising publisher through specialized and targeted publisher sites

created, designed and hosted by BBIL ("Banners Broker").

7. Pursuant to an Order of His Honour the Deemster Doyle, First Deemster and Clerk of

the Rolls of the High Court of Justice of the Isle of Man, BBIL was placed into liquidation under

section 174 of the Companies Act 7937 of the Isle of Man on February 26, 2014. Miles Andrew

Benham and Paul Robert Appleton were appointed as joint liquidators ("Joint Liquidators",

with the Receiver, the "Court Officers") of BBIL ("Isle of Man Proceedings").

9. On August 22, 2014, on application of the Joint Liquidators, the Honorable Madam

Justice Matheson, of the Ontario Superior Court of Justice (Commercial List) granted an order

("Initial Recognition Order"):

(a) recognizing the Isle of Man Proceedings as a "foreign main proceeding" for the

purposes of section 268 of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, RSC 1985, c. B-3

("BIA").

Legal'`19226918.3
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(b) recognizing the Joint Liquidators as the "foreign representative" ("Foreign

Representative") of BBIL for the purposes of section 268 of the BIA; and

(c) granting a stay of proceedings in respect of actions concerning BBIL's property,

debts, liabilities or obligations.

10. Also on August 22, 2014, Justice Matheson issued a supplemental order (foreign main

recognition) ("Supplemental Order"):

(a) appointing msi Spergel inc. as Receiver of BBIL's assets, undertakings and

properties, including the proceeds thereof ("Property");

(b} empowering the Receiver to identify and realize upon the Property, including

taking steps to access all information relating to BBIL's accounts at any financial

institution;

(c) authorizing the Receiver to conduct examinations of the former principals of

BBIL, as well as any other persons that the Receiver reasonably believes may

have knowledge of BBIL's trade, dealings and Property;

(d) authorizing the Receiver to provide such information and assistance to the

Foreign Representative in the performance of its duties as the Foreign

Representative may reasonably request; and

(e) authorizing the Receiver to coordinate the administration and supervision of

BBIL's assets and affairs with the Joint Liquidators as Foreign Representative of

the Isle of Man Proceeding.

1 1. The Supplemental Order that appointed the Receiver provides the Receiver with the

mandate to assist the Foreign Representative in the wind-up of BBIL, including the identification

of and realization upon BBIL assets for the benefit of creditors. Consistent with the Model
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Receivership Order, the Receiver's powers in respect of BBIL extend to accessing all manner of

relevant information, and the taking of possession of assets.

Discovery of Criminal Investigation and Restraint Orders

12. In September 2014, the Receiver was made aware of criminal proceedings before the

Ontario Court of Justice arising from a Toronto Police Services Financial Crime Unit

investigation into Banners Broker's operations in Canada and Banners Broker principals,

Christopher G. Smith ("Smith") and Rajiv Dixit ("Dixit").

13. Specifically, the Receiver obtained copies of several ex pane restraint orders ("Criminal

Restraint Orders") obtained by the Ministry of the Attorney General, Crown Law Office-Criminal

("Crown"). The orders, issued pursuant to section 462.33 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c.

C-46 (the "Criminal Code"), froze funds held by third party electronic payment processors for

accounts associated with Banners Broker. The Criminal Restraint Orders statutorily expire six

months after issuance.

14. The Receiver subsequently obtained copies of the affidavit evidence filed by the Crown

in support of its application for the Criminal Restraint Orders. The evidence consisted of

affidavits sworn by RCMP Constable Katie Judd on July 17, 2014 and July 28, 2014 ("RCMP

Affidavits").

15. The RCMP Affidavits detail the basis for what the RCMP investigators state is their

reasonable belief that Smith and Dixit, through their operation of Banners Broker, have

committed criminal offences related to the operation of a "pyramid scheme", fraud, possession

and laundering of the proceeds of crime, and criminal misrepresentations contrary to the

Competition Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-34 (the "Competition Act").

16. Constable Judd identified a number of other Canadian incorporated entities believed to

be operated by Smith and/or Dixit and associated with BBIL and the Banners Broker business.

2?6
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The Joint Liquidators' independent investigations, conducted prior to the Receiver's review of

the RCMP Affidavits, identified certain of the same parties as being associated with BBIL.

17. Specifically, the entities identified by the RCMP Affidavits include:

(a) 2087360 Ontario Incorporated o/a Local Management Services;

(b) Parrot Marketing Inc. (formerly o/a 8264554 Canada Limited) ("Parrot

Marketing");

(c) 2341620 Ontario Corporation;

(d) Stellar Point Inc. (formerly o/a "7250037 Canada Inc." and "Bannersbroker

Limited") ("Stellar Point");

(e) Dixit Holdings Inc. (formerly o/a "8163871 Canada Limited") ("Dixit Holdings");

(fl Any other entity operating under the business names "Bannersbroker",

"Banners Broker", "Bannersbroker Limited", "Bannersmobile", "BannersMobile"

or "Banners Broker Belize"

(collectively, the "Associated Corporations")

Receiver's Motion for Additional Investigative Authority

18. In reliance in part on the RCMP Affidavits, the Receiver sought and obtained an order

for, among other things, the grant of certain additional investigative authority in respect of the

Associated Corporations ("Further Supplemental Order").

19. The Further Supplemental Order requires persons with notice thereof to advise the

Receiver of any books, documents, or other records related to the Associated Corporations in

the person's possession or control, and to provide the Receiver with or allow the Receiver to

make copies of such documents.
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Order for Continued Restraint of Payment Processor Monies

20. By early January 2015, the Receiver had formed the view that the source of the

restrained funds held in the payment processor accounts very likely derived from

deposits/investments made by Banners Broker affiliates. The Receiver further believed, and

continues to believe, that there had been significant inter-company transfers of affiliate-

contributed funds between BBIL and the Associated Corporations. Moreover, and as discussed

in the Receiver's second report to court, dated January 12, 2015, roughly half of funds received

by Banners Broker from affiliates were not used to fund withdrawal requests by affiliates,

resulting in tens of thousands of individual creditors.

21. In these circumstances, the Receiver has reason to believe that monies restrained by

the Criminal Restraint Orders are properly claimable by creditors of BBIL and/or the Associated

Corporations.

22. As the Criminal Restraint Orders were set to expire, the Receiver brought a motion

returnable January 14, 2015, for an order that all monies held pursuant to the terms of the

Criminal Restraint Orders continue to be held pursuant to the terms of the Criminal Restraint

Orders, and not be released without the written consent of the Receiver or further order of the

court on notice to the Receiver. The motion was granted by order of the Honourable Mr. Justice

Newbould dated January 14, 2015 ("Order: Restraint of Funds").

23. The Order: Restraint of Funds provides that, effective as of the expiry date of each

underlying Criminal Restraint Order, all money or credits held pursuant to such Criminal

Restraint Order(s), be transferred to msi Spergel inc., in its capacity as court officer, to be held

in a separate interest-bearing trust account, separate and apart from the receivership of BBIL,

pending further order of this court.
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Receiver's Motion for Additional Investigatory Authority Over the Additional Dixit Entities

24. As detailed in the Third Report, the Receiver prepared a global "Flow of Funds Analysis"

in an effort to understand how affiliate contributions were received and disbursed over the

period of Banners Broker's global operations (the "Flow of Funds Analysis"). In the course of

this work effort, it was determined that two additional companies had significant Banners Broker

related dealings: 8643989 Canada Inc. o/a Dixit Consortium Inc. ("Dixit Consortium"} and

Dreamscape Ventures Ltd. ("Dreamscape", with Dixit Consortium, collectively the "Additional

Dixit Entities"). The companies are believed to be controlled by Dixit.

25. By order dated August 8, 2015, the Receiver was granted investigative authority in

respect of the Additional Dixit Entities (the "Additional Authority Order").

26. The Additional Authority Order requires persons with notice thereof to produce to the

Receiver books, documents, or other records related to the Additional Dixit Entities.

III. Developments Since Last Report Relevant to this Motion

A. Dixit's Cease and Desist Demand

27. On or about August 12, 2015, the Receiver, the Joint Liquidators, and lawyers at

Cassels Brock and Blackwell LLP, counsel to the Receiver and Joint Liquidators, received

notices to "Cease and Desist" from Dixit (the "Cease and Desist Notices").

28. The Cease and Desist Notices purport to provide notice to cease and desist "grievous

trespass creating great harm to the man master rajiv of the family dixit [sic], known to you and

other third party interlopers as Mr. Rajiv Dixit." A copy of one of the Cease and Desist Notices

is attached hereto as Appendix "A".

29. The Cease and Desist Notices further state that if the Court Officers and their counsel do

not cease and desist "all actions and claims against Mr. Rajiv Dixit and or Rajiv Dixit forthwith"

Dixit will invoice them $47,304,000.00 silver dollars "[p]lus, for each second starting at 12:00:01
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AM until the cease and desist is complied with, each Respondent will be charged an additional

$36.00 per second."

30. After receiving the Cease and Desist Notices, counsel for the Court Officers contacted

Dixit's counsel regarding retracting the notices. The notices remain outstanding.

31. The Receiver considers the Cease and Desist Notices to be in violation of the automatic

stay. Further, the fact they were delivered and not retracted is, in the Receiver's view, indicative

of a lack of respect for the process and an unwillingness to cooperate fully with the Receiver on

some levels. In the interests of full disclosure, counsel for Dixit has been responsive to requests

of the Receiver as far as his instructions permit. This, as indicated, did not extend to explaining

and addressing the Cease and Desist Notices to the Receiver's satisfaction.

32. The Receiver intends to provide additional details regarding the Cease and Desist

Notices in ifs next and more comprehensive report to court.

B. Dixit Moves to British Columbia

33. The Receiver was advised by Dixit's counsel in mid-August 2015 that Dixit was moving

from Ontario to Vancouver, British Columbia. The Receiver obtained a parcel register for Dixit's

Toronto area residence shortly thereafter. The parcel register indicated that Dixit sold his house

on July 20, 2015 for $575,000. The sale proceeds have been accounted for and the Receiver

understands that at least a portion of the sale proceeds were paid to Dixit ($11,110.66).

C. Dixit Produces Certain Documents to the Receiver

34. Dixit's former counsel, MSM, provided the Receiver with certain books and records

relating to BBIL, the Associated Corporations and the Additional Dixit Entities in September

2015. MSM produced a total of seven boxes containing over 1,600 documents to the Receiver

(the "MSM Documents"). The Receiver was advised at the time that Dixit waived privilege over

the documents.
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35. Additionally, on or about September 11, 2015, Dixit produced nine boxes of Stellar Point

records, containing over 7,500 documents (the "Stellar Point Documents") to the Receiver.

36. The Receiver and its counsel are in the process of reviewing and analyzing the (over

9,000) documents received from MSM and Dixit. The Receiver is also in the process of

incorporating these documents into the Flow of Funds Analysis. The most recent version of the

Flow of Funds Analysis prepared by the Receiver is attached hereto as Confidential Appendix

«B~,

37. The Flow of Funds analysis attached at Confidential Appendix "B" was prepared in part

based on Smith Confidential Information. For this reason, and consistent with the terms of the

October 23, 2014 Confidentiality Order, the Receiver respectfully requests that the appendix be

treated as confidential and sealed. A copy of the Confidentiality Order is attached as Appendix

«C„

38. The fact that this document production was made by Dixit is reported in the interests of

providing full disclosure and in recognition of the ex pane nature of this motion.

D. Criminal Charges Against Dixit and Smith

39. Dixit and Smith were arrested and charged with violations of the Criminal Code and the

Competition Act on December 9, 2015. They were charged under the Criminal Code with (i)

defrauding the public over $5,000; (ii) possession of proceeds of crime; and (iii) laundering

proceeds of crime. They were also charged under the Competition Act with (i) operating a

pyramid scheme; and (ii) making false or misleading statements. A copy of the press release

from the Toronto Police Service detailing the charges against Dixit and Smith is attached hereto

as Appendix "D".

40. The Toronto Police have alleged, among other things, that:

2~1
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(a) "between October 2010 and March 2013, a pyramid scheme known as

`Banners Broker' was operated out of a Church Street address in Toronto";

(b) "by the end of 2012, over $93 million US was obtained from thousands of

participants, of which approximately $45 million was paid back to participants in

the scheme"; and

(c} "the remaining funds were funneled to a number of offshore accounts in Belize,

St. Lucia, Cyprus, and others."

41. The Receiver attended the show cause hearing which was held the same date as the

arrests of Dixit and Smith. Dixit and Smith were released on bail. The show cause hearing

itself is subject to a publication ban.

IV. Evidence Directly Relevant to the Production Request

A. Difficulties Obtaining Documents and Records

42. Securing the production of the records of BBIL, the Associated Corporations and the

Additional Dixit Entities has continued to prove difficult and time-consuming. This is because,

among other reasons:

(a) Banners Broker lacked a document management system and records retention

system;

(b) receipts and pay-outs, including affiliate debits and credits, were frequently

handled non-systematically. Inter-company transfers were not recorded

properly, or at all. Other payments were made in cash. Although transaction

records exist at the financial institution end, there is no single source of

Banners Broker maintained financial records or support documentation;

(c) Banners Broker wound down operations after the commencement of the Isle of

Man Proceedings and the Receiver is advised by Smith that Banners Broker
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ceased operating on August 6, 2014. Employees were laid off, office space

was vacated and such records as did exist became more difficult to locate and

retrieve as a result;

(d) Banners Broker's main service provider, Stellar Point, ceased operating in or

about October 2013. Such Stellar Point records as existed at that time became

less accessible as a result;

(e) the police executed eight search warrants in February 2015 to assist in their

investigation. Thousands of documents and over one hundred electronic

devices were seized and are currently not available to the Receiver for the

purposes of its investigation; and

(fl Banners Broker entities did not utilize a professional accounting firm or have an

in-house accounting professional. Neither BBIL nor many of the Associated

Corporations and Additional Dixit Entities filed tax returns as may have been

required during the period that is of interest to the Receiver.

43. The Receiver has pursued written documentary production requests of all depository

Schedule t, II and III financial institutions in Canada. The production requests were initially

specific to BBIL, but were subsequently expanded to include financial records and accounts in

respect of the Associated Corporations (following the granting of the Further Supplementary

Order) and the Additional Dixit Entities (following the granting of the Additional Authority Order).

44. In total, the Receiver has made written requests for production to approximately 100

financial institutions, 9 payment processors and 46 other third parties (including service

providers, professional services firms, individuals and Associated Corporations connected to

Banners Broker).

233
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45. To date the Receiver has received financial records that are responsive to its inquiries

from the following Canadian financial institutions:

(a) CIBC;

(b) TD Canada Trust; and

(c) Royal Bank of Canada.

B. Receiver Identifies "Transactions of Interest" (or "TOI"s)

46. The financial information provided to the Receiver is of varying degrees of

completeness. Consequently, there remain material gaps in the Receiver's ability to complete a

reasonably detailed accounting of the receipt and disbursement of BBIL funds. For example,

the Receiver has identified US$1.7 million in disbursements made by Dixit or entities believed to

be controlled by him that the Receiver has been unable to trace, out of a total of US$16.7 million

in receipts by Dixit or entities controlled by him.

47. As of today's date, the Receiver has reviewed and analyzed 7 accounts belonging to

Parrot Marketing, Stellar Point, Dixit Holdings, and the Additional Dixit Entities (the "Accounts",

each an "Account"). During the course of this review, the Receiver has identified 50

transactions of interest, all over $5,000 ("TOI") in respect of which the Receiver has been

unable to identify the recipient of the debit (withdrawal) from the Accounts. This, alone, results

in a US$1.7 million gap in the Receiver's accounting. The TOI are listed in a Schedule at

Appendix "E" to this Fourth Report.

48. The TOI can be broken down into five categories: (i) debit memos; (ii) withdrawals; (iii)

direct deposits; (iv) illegible documents; and (v) transfers.

~ Of the $1.7 million in unverified disbursements, there is a single $10,000 transaction from a Parrot
Marketing bank account held with CIBC. The remainder of the unverified disbursements were made to
bank accounts belonging to entities controlled by Dixit.

23~
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i. Debit Memos

49. Of the US$1.7 million in unverified disbursements, approximately US$632,846.36 of the

disbursements were described as "debit memos" on the Account statements (the "Debit

Memos"). All of the Debit Memos are from accounts held with CIBC.

50. While each of the Debit Memos list a date and amount for all of the transactions, they do

not list a recipient. Further, CIBC has not produced supporting documents for the Debit Memos

sufficient to identify this information. However, it is logical to believe that such documentation

exists in light of the quantum of the amounts transferred. Some of the Debit Memos are for

large amounts of money, for example: (i) US$100,230.87 on June 20, 2013 from Stellar Point

CIBC account ; (ii) US$89,436.18 on June 5, 2013, from Stellar Point CIBC account

; and (iii) US$66,049.69 on July 17, 2013 from Stellar Point CIBC account .

Thus, the Receiver is seeking production of documents within CIBC's possession or control

sufficient to identify the recipient of the funds transferred in the Debit Memos.

ii. Withdrawals

51. A total of US$696,685.22 of the TOI were described in the Account statements as

"withdrawals" (the "Withdrawals"). All of the Withdrawals are from Accounts held with RBC.

The Receiver understands Withdrawals to be cash withdrawals from the RBC Accounts. The

largest transaction of the Withdrawals is for US$225,648.42 on May 1, 2012, from Stellar Point

RBC account . In light of the quantum of each of the Withdrawals from the Accounts,

it is reasonable to believe that RBC may have documentation, including withdrawal slips, that

would identify those individuals who made the Withdrawals from the Accounts. The Receiver is

thus requesting production of the same.

iii. Direct Deposits

52. A further US$299,911.99 of the TOI are described in the RBG Account statements as

"direct deposits" (the "Direct Deposits"). The majority of these transactions are described as

Legal*19226918.3
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"Pay Emp Vendor" on the Account statements. Ail of the Direct Deposits are from Stellar Point

RBC account .

53. As with the Debit Memos and Withdrawals, each of the Direct Deposits on the Account

statements list a date and amount, but do not list the recipient of the funds transferred. The

Receiver believes that RBC may have documents reflecting the recipients of the Direct

Deposits.

iv. Illegible Documents

54. After reviewing the documents produced by the Financial Institutions to date, several of

the documents produced by the Financial Institutions are illegible (the "Illegible Documents").

The majority of the Illegible Documents are cancelled cheques from Stellar Point RBC account

. The Receiver believes that the Financial Institutions may have more legible copies

of the documents and is seeking production of the same.

v. Transfers

55. Finally, several of the TOI are described in the Account statements as "transfers" (the

"Transfers"). The Transfers account for US$70,843.93 of the US$1.7 million in disbursements

to Dixit or entities controlled by him.

56. As with the Debit Memos, Withdrawals, and Direct Deposits, the descriptions of the

Transfers in the Account statements list a date and the amount transferred, but do not list the

recipient of the funds transferred. The Receiver believes that the Financial Institutions may

have additional documents containing details sufficient to identify the recipient of the funds

transferred in the Transfers and is seeking production of the same.

C. Visa Card Statements

57. During the course of the Receiver's review of bank accounts belonging to Stellar Point

and Dixit Holdings, the Receiver has identified three Visa Cards that received over US$2.2

236
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million from the Stellar Point and Dixit Holdings bank accounts. Visa card  4253

("Visa 4253") alone received over US$1.3 million in payments.

58. On May 13, 2015, counsel for the Receiver wrote to CIBC and requested additional

information with respect to the Visa Cards as well as 21 other bank or credit card accounts (the

"CIBC Request"). A copy of the CIBC Request is attached hereto as Appendix "F". CIBC

responded to the CIBC Request on May 21, 2015, and agreed to provide account documents

for six of the 24 accounts. However, CIBC declined to provide account documents for the

remaining 18 accounts, including the Visa Cards, because the accounts "were not in the names

of the parties identified in the order and therefore determined to not be a part of the order." A

copy of CIBC's response is attached hereto as Appendix "G".

59. Earlier this fall, and subsequent to the CIBC Request, the Receiver commenced its

review of the Stellar Point Documents. Included in those documents are an incomplete set of

account statements for Visa 4253 that confirm that the card is in Dixit's name. Further, one of

the account statements for Visa 4253 that was reviewed by the Receiver also lists transactions

for Visa  2415 ("Visa 2415"). As a result, the Receiver believes that Visa 2415

is linked in some manner to Visa 4253.

60. The Receiver has not been able to identify the account holder of Visa

4896 ("Visa 4896").

61. Based on the Receiver's review of the Stellar Point and Dixit Holdings bank accounts,

the Receiver has determined that the Visa Cards received the following amounts from the CIBC

Accounts:

Legal*19226918.3
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Visa Card Amount Received

Visa 4253 US$1,330,539

Visa 2415 US$736,728

Visa 4896 US$138,143

Total: US$2,205,410

62. The payments to the Visa Cards represent 12.5% of the total amount of funds received

by Dixit or entities controlled by him and accordingly constitute a significant gap in the

Receiver's ability to account for the receipt and disbursement of BBIL funds. This US$2.2

million is in addition to the US$1.7 million in TOI described above.

63. The Receiver is seeking statements for the Visa Cards for the following time periods:

(a) Visa 4253: September 1, 2012 to December 31, 2013;

(b) Visa 2415: September 1, 2012 to December 31, 2013; and

(c) Visa 4896: June 1, 2012 to October 31, 2013

64. The Receiver has limited its request to this timeframe because it accords with the time

period in which transfers were made from the CIBC Accounts to pay down the Visa Cards.

According to the CIBC Account statements reviewed by the Receiver, Visa 4253 received

payments from the CIBC Accounts from September 2012 to November 2013, Visa 2415

received payments from the CIBC Accounts from September 2012 to January 2013, and Visa

4896 received payments from the CIBC Accounts from June 2012 to September 2012. Thus,

the Receiver believes that the requested time period is appropriate because it will capture any

assets purchased using the Visa Cards (and ultimately paid for with funds from BBIL or the

Associated Corporations).

Legal*19226918.3
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D. Reasons For Seeking Production Directly From Financial Institutions

65. The Receiver believes that the Financial Institutions may have additional and more

detailed transaction information relating to the source and disposition of each TOI (the "TOI

Records"). Such detail, to the extent it goes beyond the summary descriptions appearing on

the Account statements, will enable the Receiver to advance its mandate to locate and account

for the assets of BBIL, the Associated Corporations and the Additional Dixit Entities.

66. Similarly, CIBC would likely have account statements (with the TOI Records, collectively,

the "Records") for the Visa Cards.

67. The Records relate to nearly a quarter of the disbursements received by Dixit or entities

controlled by him and thus not only assist the Receiver in fulfilling its mandate to account for

BBIL and related corporation assets, but also to locate any such assets and potentially recover

on the same.

68. It is the Receiver's strong preference to obtain Banners Broker related business and

financial information from independent third party financial institutions rather than rely solely on

the former principals of Banners Broker to produce records. Third party produced information is

not only more likely to be efficiently obtained, but also reliable and complete.

69. To date, the Financial Institutions have cooperated with the Receiver's requests, and the

Receiver intends to work cooperatively with them going forward. The Motion is intended to

provide the Financial Institutions with such appropriate legal direction and certainty as they may

require to address the Receiver's requests regarding the TOI and the Visa Cards.

70. The Receiver is willing to compensate the Financial Institutions for their reasonable

costs of producing the Records.

Legal*19226918.3
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V. Ex Pane Nature of this Motion (in respect of Smith and Dixit)

71. The Receiver intends to bring the Motion on notice to the Financial Institutions but

without notice to Smith, Dixit, BBIL, the Associated Corporations and the Additional Dixit Entities

(collectively, the "Parties").

72. The Receiver is concerned that if the Parties are provided with notice of the Motion they

would have an opportunity to move any funds remaining in Canada beyond the reach of their

creditors and the Receiver, and outside the jurisdiction of this Court. Based on the Receiver's

investigation to date, and as outlined in the press release issued by the Toronto Police Service,

the Parties appear to have a demonstrated capacity to transfer funds off-shore.

VI. Recommendations

73. Based upon the foregoing, the Receiver respectfully requests that this Honourable Court

issue an order:

(a) directing that the Financial Institutions provide the Receiver with transaction

details in respect of the TOI;

(b) directing that CIBC provide the Receiver with account statements for the Visa

Cards;

(c) directing that the Receiver reimburse the Financial Institutions for their

reasonable costs in producing the Records to the Receiver;

(d) directing that the Financial Institutions, and any other person or entity with

knowledge of the Motion and any order granted in connection therewith (the

"Order"), refrain from disclosing the Motion, the Order, and any actions taken in

connection therewith except as required by law;

(e) granting a sealing order with respect to Confidential Appendix "B" to this Fourth

Report; and

Legal*19226918.3
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(f~ such further and other relief as this Honourable Court may deem just.

ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 8th day of January, 201 fi.

msi Spergel inc.,
Court-appointed 'v of
Banners Bro Inter i~aal invited

Per: Philip H. Genni{s,-~, CIRP
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I. Overview

1. Through the Court Officers' review of tens of thousands of documents it is clear that

approximately 100,000 people in more than 120 countries paid over US$156 million for

"Banners Broker" product. The Joint Liquidators and the Receiver have focused their time, effort

and resources on obtaining records and tracing funds, all with a view to recovering as much

money as possible and providing creditors with the story of what actually took place.

2. In due course the Receiver will be providing a holistic overview of the Banners Broker

business and what actually occurred during its three years of operation. However, for the

purposes of this report, it is important to understand two key concepts: what is a "creditor" and

what is the Banners Broker "product".

3. In October 2010 Banners Broker principals set up a website called bannersbroker.com

that promised visitors a doubling of their money if they could recruit others in a marketing

program involving the sale of online advertising. In effect the "product', which was described as

"advertising", offered parties the opportunity to double their money.

4. The creditors of Banners Broker are the tens of thousands of individuals who bought the

product with a view to earning returns.

11. Legal Proceedings

5. This is a foreign recognition and cross-border insolvency proceeding involving Canada

and the Isle of Man. The debtor, Banners Broker International Limited ("BBIL"), was an Internet

advertising business operating both directly and through related entities and agents around the

world. In many countries, BBIL contracted with local entities who acted as "independent

contractors" or "resellers" for Banners Broker in a specific country or region. BBIL is believed to

have hundreds of thousands of individual unsecured creditors in jurisdictions around the world.

~ Unless otherwise indicated, all amounts referenced in this report are in Canadian dollars.
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6. Winding up proceedings commenced in the Isle of Man in January 2014. Six months

later, in August 2014, the Isle of Man proceedings were recognized in Canada as a "foreign

main proceeding" for the purposes of Part Xllf of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, R.S.C.

1992, c. 27, s.2 ("BIA").

7. msi Spergel inc. was appointed receiver of BBIL in Canada ("Receiver"). The

Receiver's mandate was expanded in October 2014 to include certain investigatory authority in

respect of five corporations (and six business names/styles) believed to be closely associated

with BBIL. The Receiver's mandate was further expanded in August 2015 to include certain

investigatory authority in respect of two additional corporations believed to be associated with

BBIL.

8. This is the Receiver's fifth report to the court ("Fifth Report"). It follows and may be read

in conjunction with the:

(a) Receiver's First Report (dated October 2, 2014)

This report described the Receiver's actions upon appointment, including initial
inquiries and the discovery of a criminal investigation in respect of Banners
Broker. The report was filed in support of a request for additional investigatory
powers extending to certain specifically identified associated corporations.

(b) Receiver's Second Report (dated January 12, 2015)

This report was filed in support of the Receiver's motion for an order restricting
the disposition of certain monies and credits held by electronic payment
processors, which monies were then frozen by ex pane Restraint Orders granted
in the context of the criminal investigation.

(c) Receiver's Third Report (dated July 30, 2015)

~ ~

This report was filed in support of the Receiver's motion for approval of a
settlement agreement with a BBIL group entity, and for the grant of certain limited
investigatory authority in respect of recently identified BBIL associated
companies. The report also provided an update on the activities of the Receiver
since its First Report.
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(d) Receiver's Fourth Report (dated January 8, 2016)

This report was filed in support of the Receiver's motion for the production of
certain banking records from the Royal Bank of Canada ("RBC") and the
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce ("CIBC"). The Fourth Report also provides
an update on the Receiver's activities since the Third Report.

9. All court materials filed, including previous Receiver's reports, and court orders and

endorsements issued in these proceedings are available on the Receiver's website at:

www.spergel.ca/banners.

10. The purpose of this Fifth Report is to provide an update to the Court with respect to

developments in the receivership proceedings and to describe the relief sought by the Receiver

and the evidentiary basis therefore. Relief is sought on this motion with a view to:

(a) converting the investigatory receivership of BBIL-associated entity

Bannersbroker Canada (defined below) into standard receivership proceedings;

(b) declaring that the St. Lucian Funds (as defined below) are BBIL Funds to be

used in accordance with the Receiver's mandate;

(c) directing HSBC Bank plc, and any and all of its Canadian subsidiaries and

creditors to produce any and all documents within its possession or control that

relate to BBIL, the Associated Corporations (defined below) and the Additional

Dixit Entities (defined below);

(d) approving the Fifth Report and the conduct and activities of the Receiver as set

out herein;

(e) granting a sealing order with respect to Confidential Appendices "A", "B" and "C"

to this Fifth Report;

(f) approving the Receiver's interim statement of receipts and disbursements as at

March 31, 2016;
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(g) approving the fees and disbursements of the Receiver and its counsel, Cassels

Brock &Blackwell LLP ("Cassels"), for services rendered from June 1, 2015 to

February 29, 2016, as particularized in the affidavits of Phillip Gennis sworn April

4, 2016, and Larry Ellis sworn April 4, 2016, (collectively, the "Fee Affidavits")

1 1. The following section of this report (pages 4 to 11) briefly reviews the nature of the

Banners Broker business, the commencement of wind-up proceedings in the Isle of Man, and

the initiation of foreign recognition and receivership proceedings in Canada. It is presented by

way of background to the relief requested on this motion. Developments in the receivership

proceeding since the date of the Third Report (July 30, 2015), are addressed beginning at

paragraph 40, page 11.

III. Background

A. Foreign Recognition Proceedings

12. BBIL was central to a group of at least eight related companies and service providers.

Together they were involved in andlor operated the "Banners Broker" online enterprise, a

platform whereby registered members known as "creditors" could advertise their businesses on

websites within the Banners Broker network of publishers while, at the same time, earn

revenues as an advertising publisher through specialized and targeted publisher sites created,

designed and hosted by BBIL ("Banners Broker").

13. His Honour the Deemster Doyle, First Deemster and Clerk of the Rolls of the High Court

of Justice of the Isle of Man, placed BBIL into liquidation under section 174 of the Companies

Act 7937 of the Isle of Man on February 26, 2014. Miles Andrew Benham and Paul Robert

Appleton were appointed as joint liquidators ("Joint Liquidators" with the Receiver, collectively,

the "Court Officers") of BBIL ("Isle of Man Proceedings").

2 ~0
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14. On August 22, 2014, on application of the Joint Liquidators, the Honorable Madam

Justice Matheson, of the Ontario Superior Court of Justice (Commercial List) granted an order

("Initial Recognition Order"):

(a) recognizing the Isle of Man Proceedings as a "foreign main proceeding" for the

purposes of section 268 of the BIA;

(b) recognizing the Joint Liquidators as the "foreign representative" ("Foreign

Representative") of BBIL for the purposes of section 268 of the BIA; and

(c) granting a stay of proceedings in respect of actions concerning BBIL's property,

debts, liabilities or obligations.

15. Also on August 22, 2014, Justice Matheson issued a supplemental order (foreign main

recognition) ("Supplemental Order"):

(a) appointing the Receiver, as receiver of BBIL's assets, undertakings and

properties, including the proceeds thereof ("Property");

(b} empowering the Receiver to identify and realize upon the Property, including

taking steps to access all information relating to BBIL's accounts at any financial

institution;

(c) authorizing the Receiver to conduct examinations of the former principals of

BBIL, as well as any other persons that the Receiver reasonably believes may

have knowledge of BBIL's trade, dealings and Property;

(d) authorizing the Receiver to provide such information and assistance to the

Foreign Representative in the performance of its duties as the Foreign

Representative may reasonably request; and
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(e) authorizing the Receiver to coordinate the administration and supervision of

BBIL's assets and affairs with the Joint Liquidators as Foreign Representative of

the Isle of Man Proceeding.

16. An important ground for the Canadian foreign recognition application, and the

appointment of a Canadian receiver, was that BBIL appeared to have ownership and business

connections to Canada, as well as financial dealings tied to Canada, that were deserving of

investigation. These Canadian connections, as they were then understood, were detailed in the

affidavit of Paul Robert Appleton, in his capacity as Joint Liquidator of BBIL, sworn August 6,

2014 and filed with this court at the time that foreign recognition of the Isle of Man Proceeding

was sought ("JL Affidavit").

17. The Supplemental Order that appointed the Receiver provides the Receiver with the

mandate to assist the Foreign Representative in the wind-up of BBIL, including the identification

of and realization upon BBIL assets for the benefit of creditors. Consistent with the Model

Receivership Order, the Receiver's powers in respect of BBIL extend to accessing all manner of

relevant information, and the taking of possession of assets. Additionally, the Receiver is

authorized to undertake examinations under oath of persons believed to have knowledge of the

Banners Broker business, including the connections to Canada described in the JL Affidavit.

The Receiver is empowered to initiate and prosecute proceedings with respect to BBIL and its

property and claims.

B. Receiver's Initial Activities and Orders Obtained

i. Notices

18. As described in the First Report, the Receiver published court approved media notices,

and established and activated an e-protocol URL: http://www.spergel.ca/banners/.

2~2
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19. Banners Broker deactivated its entire social media presence shortly after these

proceedings commenced. The corporate website (http://www.bannersbroker.com), Facebook

and Twitter accounts have been inactive since in or around early August 2014.

ii. Discovery of Criminal Investigation and Restraint Orders

20. In September 2014, the Receiver was made aware of criminal proceedings before the

Ontario Court of Justice arising from a Toronto Police Services Financial Crime Unit

investigation into Banners Broker's operations in Canada and Banners Broker principals,

Christopher Smith ("Smith") and Rajiv Dixit ("Dixit").

21. Specifically, the Receiver obtained copies of several ex pane restraint orders ("Criminal

Restraint Orders") obtained by the Ministry of the Attorney General, Crown Law Office-Criminal

("Crown"). The orders, issued pursuant to section 462.33 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c.

C-46 ("Criminal Code"), froze funds held by third party electronic payment processors for

accounts associated with Banners Broker.

22. The Receiver subsequently obtained copies of the affidavit evidence filed by the Crown

in support of its application for the Criminal Restraint Orders. The evidence consisted of

affidavits sworn by RCMP Constable Katie Judd on July 17, 2014 and July 28, 2014 ("RCMP

Affidavits").

23. The RCMP Affidavits detail the basis for what the RCMP investigators state is their

reasonable belief that Smith and Dixit, through their operation of Banners Broker —which, as

noted in the RCMP Affidavits, includes BBIL —have committed criminal offences related to the

operation of a "pyramid scheme", fraud, possession and laundering of the proceeds of crime

and criminal misrepresentations contrary to the Criminal Code and the Competition Act, R.S.C.

1985, c. C-34 ("Competition Act").

2~3



24. Constable Judd identified a number of other Canadian incorporated entities believed to

be operated by Smith and/or Dixit and associated with BBIL and the Banners Broker business.

The Joint Liquidators' independent investigations, conducted prior to the Receiver's review of

the RCMP Affidavits, identified certain of the same parties as being associated with BBIL.

25. Specifically, the entities identified by the RCMP Affidavits are:

(a) 2087360 Ontario Incorporated o/a Local Management Services ("LMS");

(b) Parrot Marketing Inc. (formerly o/a "8264554 Canada Limited") ("Parrot");

(c) 2341620 Ontario Corporation ("234");

(d} Stellar Point Inc. (formerly o/a "7250037 Canada Inc." and "Bannersbroker

Limited") ("Bannersbroker Canada");

(e) Dixit Holdings Inc. (formerly o/a "8163871 Canada Limited") ("Dixit Holdings");

and

(f) any other entity operating under the business names "Bannersbroker", "Banners

Broker", "Bannersbroker Limited", "Bannersmobile", "BannersMobile" or "Banners

Broker Belize"

(collectively, the "Associated Corporations")

iii. Receiver's Motion for Additional Investigative Authority

26. In reliance in part on the RCMP Affidavits, the Receiver sought and obtained an order in

October 2014 for, among other things, the grant of certain investigative authority in respect of

the Associated Corporations ("Additional Powers Motion"). The Receiver filed its First Report

in support of this motion.

25~

27. The Honourable Mr. Justice Newbould issued an Order granting the Receiver the

requested additional investigative authority in respect of the Associated Corporations on



October 15, 2014 ("Further Supplemental Order"). The Further Supplemental Order requires

persons with notice thereof to advise the Receiver of any books, documents, or other records

related to the Associated Corporations in the person's possession or control, and to provide the

Receiver with or allow the Receiver to make copies of such documents. The Further

Supplemental Order also approved the actions and activities of the Receiver as set out in the

First Report.

iv. Confidentiality Order

28. In furtherance of its mandate, the Receiver initially sought evidence and documentary

production from BBIL principal and founder, Smith.

29. Smith, through counsel, raised confidentiality and other concerns having to do with the

use of any information or documentation produced to the Receiver in the context of the

receivership. The Receiver understands that Smith's concerns in this regard have to do with his

desire to avoid having the evidence provided to the Receiver under the compulsion of the

Supplemental Order and the Further Supplemental Order used in the context of any other court

proceeding.

30. Smith's concerns were acknowledged and resolved in the form of an order of this court

dated October 23, 2014, entit►ed "Order Restricting Possession, Publication, Handling,

Duplication and Use of Transcript Documents and information".

v. Order for Continued Restraint of Payment Processor Monies

31. The Criminal Restraint Orders, described in paragraph 21, above, statutorily expired six

months after issuance.

25~

32. By early January 2015, the Court Officers had formed the view that the source of the

restrained funds held in the payment processor accounts derived from deposits/investments

made by Banners Broker creditors. The Receiver further believed, and continues to believe, that
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there had been significant inter-company transfers of affiliate-contributed funds between BBIL

and the Associated Corporations. Moreover, and as discussed in the Receiver's Second Report,

roughly half of funds received by Banners Broker from creditors were not used to fund

withdrawal requests by creditors, resulting in tens of thousands of individual creditors.

33. In these circumstances, the Receiver concludes that monies restrained by the Criminal

Restraint Orders are properly claimable by creditors of BBIL and/or the Associated

Corporations. The basis for this conclusion is that the Criminal Restraint Order Funds were sole

sourced by Banners Broker creditor funds.

34. By motion returnable January 14, 2015, the Receiver brought a motion for an order that

all monies held pursuant to the terms of the Criminal Restraint Orders (as defined in paragraph,

21, above) continue to be held pursuant to the terms of the Criminal Restraint Orders, and not

be released without the written consent of the Receiver or further order of the court on notice to

the Receiver. The motion was granted by order of the Honourable Mr. Justice Newbould made

January 14, 2015 ("Restraint of Funds Order").

35. The Restraint of Funds Order provides that, effective as of the expiry date of each

underlying Criminal Restraint Order, all money or credits held pursuant to such Criminal

Restraint Order(s), be transferred to msi Spergel inc., in its capacity as court officer, to be held

in a separate interest-bearing trust account, separate and apart from the receivership of BBIL,

pending further order of this court.

36. Pursuant to the terms of the Restraint of Funds Order, the following payment processors

transferred the following funds to msi Spergel inc., in its capacity as court officer:

(a) Beanstream Internet Commerce Inc. ("Beanstream"): $537,576.31;

(b) SolidTrust Pay ("STP"): $104,260.51;

(c) Mazarine Commerce Inc. o/a Payza.com ("Payza"): US$33,374.80; and
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(d) 6003061 Canada Inc. o/a UseMyServices ("UMS"): US$93,336.70.

(Beanstream, STP, Payza and UMS are collectively referred to herein as the

"Payment Processors")

37. msi Spergel inc. has accordingly received a total of CAD$126,711.50 and

US$641,836.82 from the Payment Processors, which monies are invested in a separate

interest-bearing trust account pending further order of this court ("Restrained Funds").

vi. Receiver's Motion for Investigative Authority Over the Additional Dixit Entities

38. In the course of the Receiver's review and analysis of documents received in response

to its inquiries under the Supplemental Order and Further Supplemental Order, and as further

detailed in the Third Report, the Receiver determined that there were two additional companies

that had significant Banners Broker related dealings: 8643989 Canada Inc. o/a Dixit Consortium

Inc. ("Dixit Consortium") and Dreamscape Ventures Ltd. ("Dreamscape", with Dixit

Consortium, collectively the "Additional Dixit Entities"). The Additional Dixit Entities, as well

as Bannersbroker Canada and Dixit Holdings, are controlled by Dixit.

39. The Receiver applied for and was granted investigative authority in respect of the

Additional Dixit Entities ("Additional Authority Order") by order dated August 7, 2015. As with

the Further Supplemental Order, the Additional Authority Order requires persons with notice

thereof to produce to the Receiver books, documents, or other records related to the Additional

Dixit Entities in the person's possession or control. The Additional Authority Order also

approved the actions and activities of the Receiver as set out in the Third Report.

IV. Developments Since the Receiver's Third Report

A. "Cease and Desist" Notices from Dixit

40. On or about August 12, 2015, the Receiver, the Joint Liquidators, and counsel for the

Receiver were served with notices to "Cease and Desist" from Dixit ("Cease and Desist
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Notices"). The Cease and Desist Notices require that the recipients cease and desist "grievous

trespass creating great harm to the man master rajiv of the family dixit [sic], known to you and

other third party interlopers as Mr. Rajiv Dixit." A copy of a Cease and Desist Notice is attached

as Appendix "A".

41. The Cease and Desist Notices go on to state that if the Court Officers and their counsel

do not cease and desist "all actions and claims against Mr. Rajiv Dixit and or Rajiv Dixit

forthwith" Dixit will invoice them $47,304,000.00 silver dollars "[p]lus, for each second starting at

12:00:01 AM until the cease and desist is complied with, each Respondent will be charged an

additional $36.000 per second."

42. After receiving the Cease and Desist Notices, counsel for the Receiver contacted Dixit's

lawyer and asked that the notices be retracted. A copy of the letter from the Receiver's counsel

to counsel for Dixit, which is dated August 14, 2015, is attached as Appendix "B".

43. Dixit's counsel responded by letter dated August 19, 2016. He said that he did not

represent Dixit with respect to the Cease and Desist Notices, only the receivership proceedings.

Dixit's counsel also advised that Dixit would not retract the Cease and Desist Notices. A copy of

the August 19, 2015 letter is attached as Appendix "C".

44. Approximately three weeks later, on September 9, 2015, the Receiver, Joint Liquidators

and certain lawyers at Cassels each received a "Notice to Cure" from Dixit. The Notice to Cure

references the Cease and Desist Notices and offered the recipients a "reminder to engage

[Dixit] in communication concerning [his] rights and freedoms as duly declared in the original

notice." A copy the Notice to Cure is attached as Appendix "D".

45. By letter dated September 11, 2015, counsel for the Receiver wrote to counsel for Dixit

and reiterated the Receiver's position that the notices were contrary to the stay of proceedings.

Receiver's counsel advised that the Notices were frivolous, vexatious and without legal basis
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and requested that they be retracted. A copy of the September 11, 2015 letter is attached as

Appendix "E".

46. Despite the Receiver's requests that the Notices be withdrawn, they remain outstanding.

It is the Receiver's position that the Cease and Desist Notices are in violation of the stay of

proceedings, and as such are of no force and effect. The Receiver will further address this point

at the return of this motion and the court's assistance may be sought as is appropriate.

B. Dixit Moves to British Columbia

47. On August 11, 2015, Dixit's lawyer advised the Receiver that Dixit would be moving from

Toronto to Vancouver. Upon learning that Dixit would be leaving Ontario, the Receiver

requisitioned a parcel register for Dixit's personal residence in Oshawa. The parcel register

indicates that Dixit sold his house on July 20, 2015. A copy of the parcel register is attached

hereto as Appendix "F"

48. In response to a broad document production request (i.e. not specific to the residence)

made by counsel for the Receiver, Dixit produced information relating to the sale of the property.

The sate proceeds were directed to pay down two mortgages and to satisfy a support order,

with the balance of the monies (after transaction costs) paid to Dixit and his wife Stephanie

Schlacht ("Schlacht").

C. Criminal Proceedings Against Dixit and Smith

r. Execution of Search Warrants Against Dixit and Smith

49. As in the Third Report, the Receiver is aware that criminal proceedings are pending

against Smith and Dixit. To that end, the Receiver learned that on February 24, 2015, eight

search warrants were executed at the properties of Dixit and Smith, including personal
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automobiles, residences and places of business.
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50. A publically available affidavit, in the form of a "Report to Justice", was filed with the

Ontario Court of Justice in connection with the execution of the search warrants. The Report to

Justice annexes six evidence registers listing property seized in the course of execution of the

search warrants. A copy of the evidence registers is attached hereto as Appendix "G".

51. The Receiver reviewed the evidence registers and concluded that certain of the

documents identified therein would assist in the fulfillment of its mandate. Based on discussion

with Smith's counsel and the Crown, the Receiver first determined that an application should be

brought to the Ontario Court of Justice to obtain documents relevant to the implementation of

the 234 Settlement (defined below). Such application proceeded with the consent of Smith and

the Crown. Justice Omastu issued an order on May 4, 2015, pursuant to section 490(15) of the

Criminal Code authorizing production of the documents to the Receiver.

ii. July Records Application: Production of Documents Seized by Police

52. Upon further consideration of the evidence registers, the Receiver brought a second

application to the Ontario Court of Justice, initially returnable on July 9, 2015, seeking copies of

the balance of the documents seized by the police ("July Records Application"). The basis for

this application is that the documents listed in the evidence registers appear relevant and it is

believed that they will assist the Receiver in the fulfillment of its mandate. Additionally, it is the

Receiver's position that the documents sought constitute "Records" such that they are prima

facie captured by the document production provisions of the relevant receivership orders.

53. Documents referenced in the evidence registers appear relevant to the Receiver's

investigations based on the descriptions that the police have assigned to the documents. For

example, the evidence registers reference documents such as "Booklet Dreamscape Ventures

Ltd. British [V]irgin Islands incorporated May 22, 2012"; "Bank of Cyprus Bank Statement 2013

Dreamscape Ventures Ltd."; "Bank of America Chris Smith Bannersbroker USA"; "Cyprus Bank

26~
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re: Dreamscape Ventures Ltd."; invoices issued to Dixit Consortium and Dreamscape; and

documents regarding money "sent to Belize".

54. Documents referenced in the evidence registers are of interest to the Receiver as they

appear to relate to the business, operations and assets of Banners Broker group entities.

Certain of the listed documents are of particular interest as they appear to relate to important

open issues in the Receiver's investigation, such as the business and accounting of

Dreamscape, as well as Banners Broker's Belizean investments and connections in the months

following the relocation of customer service and support to that jurisdiction in late 2013.

55. Based on a review of the evidence registers it appears to the Receiver that it does not

have many of the documents referenced, and that such missing documents would be of

assistance to the Receiver in fulfilling its mandate if they could be obtained.

56. Smith, through counsel, raised privilege and relevancy concerns with respect to the July

Records Application and has asked that he have an opportunity to review all seized documents

and computer storage devices before they are made available to the Receiver. Dixit raises

similar concerns.

57. The July Records Application was adjourned sine die in furtherance of discussions

towards a document production protocol that would meet the needs of the Crown, the co-

accused and the Receiver.

iii. Criminal Charges Laid Against Dixit and Smith

58. On December 9, 2015, Dixit and Smith were arrested in Toronto and charged with
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violations of the Criminal Code and the Competition Act. More specifically, they were charged

under the Criminal Code with (i) defrauding the public over $5,000; (ii) possession of proceeds

of crime; and (iii) laundering proceeds of crime. They were also both charged under the
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Competition Act with (i) operating a pyramid scheme; and (ii) making false or misleading

statements.

59. The Toronto Police allege, among other things, that:

(a) "between October 2010 and March 2013, a pyramid scheme known as

`Banners Broker' was operated out of a Church Street address in Toronto";

(b) "by the end of 2012, over $93 million US was obtained from thousands of

participants, of which approximately $45 million was paid back to participants in

the scheme"; and

(c) "the remaining funds were funneled to a number of offshore accounts in Belize,

St. Lucia, Cyprus, and others."

A copy of the Toronto Police Services press release dated December 9, 2015 is

attached hereto as Appendix "H".

60. The criminal charges were filed before the July Records Application could be returned to

court for a hearing. As a consequence of this development Smith was not prepared to finalize

a document production protocol and resolve the Receiver's motion until he had an opportunity to

consider such disclosure in the broader context of the criminal prosecution.

61. The criminal proceedings are relevant to the Receiver's mandate and administration in

several important respects. Specifically:

(a) the publically available documents, particularly the RCMP Affidavits (described in

paragraphs 22 to 25, above), have advanced the receivership by identifying

certain of the Associated Corporations and describing how they formed an

integral part of the Banners Broker business and operations in Canada and

abroad;
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(b) the publically available Criminal Restraint Orders (described in paragraph 21

above) disclosed the Crown injunction as against the Restrained Funds. As

described in paragraph 36 above, the Restrained Funds were subsequently

ordered to be transferred to msi Spergel inc. to be held pending further order of

tnis court;

(c) information obtained from the publically available documents served to identify

banks and payment processors that were valuable sources of financial

information, which information advanced the Receiver's understanding of how

funds flowed between Banners Broker entities; and

(d) more generally, all of the information obtained as a consequence of the criminal

proceedings has assisted the Receiver in understanding the Banners Broker

enterprise and identifying potential sources of recoveries for creditors.

62. The Receiver intends to continue to monitor developments in the criminal proceedings

on the basis that they are relevant parallel proceedings involving common issues and

documents. It may be that there will be additional disclosures obtained and efficiencies gained

from monitoring public aspects of the prosecution.

63. The Receiver attended to monitor a "show cause" hearing held immediately after Dixit

and Smith were arrested and charged. The accused were released on bail. The show cause

hearing is otherwise subject to a publication ban.

64. Counsel for Smith and Dixit appeared in court again on January 14, 2016, along with the

Crown Attorney prosecuting the case. In the course of this hearing the Receiver learned that

the Crown had provided disclosure to Smith and Dixit in the form of hard drives of documents.

65. On February 16, 2016, counsel for Smith and Dixit again appeared in criminal court in

Toronto. The Crown advised the court that it had provided additional document disclosure to

2b3

Smith and Dixit and that it considered disclosure to be substantially complete.
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66. The Receivership orders made provide the Receiver with a prima facie right to access to

Records including Records found within the Crown disclosure. Having said that, the Receiver

understands that there may be other interests at play when it comes to providing access to

Crown disclosure in the context of a parallel criminal prosecution of the principals of the debtor.

The Receiver and counsel for Smith and Dixit commenced discussions regarding the

appropriate timing and manner of access to Crown disclosure.

D. Receiver's Motion for the Production of Banking Records

67. As further detailed below, the Receiver and Joint Liquidators are working to complete an

accounting of BBIL receipts and disbursements. The accounting is based primarily on financial

records received from financial institutions and electronic payment processors that provided

services to Banners Broker Group entities.

68. In the course of conducting an accounting in respect of Bannersbroker Canada, Dixit

Holdings, and Dixit Consortium the Receiver identified 50 transactions of interest, all over

$5,000, in respect of which the Receiver had been unable to identify the recipient of the debit

(withdrawal) from the Accounts ("TOI").2 As at January 2016, the TOI collectively constituted a

US$1.7 million gap in the Receiver's accounting.

69. Additionally, in reviewing the bank accounts belonging to Bannersbroker Canada and

Dixit Holdings, the Receiver identified three CIBC Visa cards that received approximately

US$2.2 million from the Bannersbroker Canada and Dixit Holdings bank accounts ("Visa

Cards"). The Receiver asked that CIBC produce account statements for the Visa Cards. CIBC

declined to do so on the basis that the accounts were not in the names of the parties identified

in the orders obtained by the Receiver as of the date of the Receiver's request.

L~.

2 One of the transactions of interest was a $10,000 transaction from a Parrot bank account held with
CIBC. The remainder of the unverified disbursements were made to accounts belonging to entities
controlled by Dixit.
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70. Combined, the TOI and Visa Cards payments represented nearly a quarter of the

US$16.7 million received by Dixit and entities controlled by him based on the documents

received to date.

71. By motion returnable January 13, 2016, the Receiver sought an order directing RBC and

CIBC to provide the Receiver with transaction details relating to the TOI, and the Visa Cards

("Bank Production Motion").

72. The Receiver's motion was brought on notice to RBC and CIBC. It was brought ex pane

to Banners Broker entities and former principals.

73. The motion was brought ex pane out of a concern that had notice been given it may

have become more difficult for the Receiver to trace and preserve assets identified by the

transaction details disclosed. The Receiver made this determination because there would be

an opportunity for parties with control of residual funds in Canada to move such assets outside

of the jurisdiction of this Court. There is evidence that Banners Broker's former principals have

a demonstrated capacity and inclination to transfer funds off-shore.

74. The Honourable Mr. Justice Penny granted the Receiver's motion for production of

certain additional banking records by order dated January 13, 2016 ("Bank Production

Order"). A copy of the Bank Production Order, as amended January 20, 2016 (to correct a

transposed digit in an account number), is attached as Appendix "I".

75. The respondent financial institutions complied with the Bank Production Order and

produced documents responsive to the Receiver's request.

2r 5

76. The Receiver and the Joint Liquidators have reviewed the additional financial institution

records produced, assessed their actionability, and incorporated relevant information into its

Flow of Funds Analysis (defined below). The information obtained was of significant value,
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particularly as it has allowed the Receiver to advance its tracing and accounting of affiliate

contributions to the Banners Broker business.

77. The Receiver returned to Court on March 30, 2016, to set aside the provision in the

Bank Production Order which required that the order and the underlying motion remain

confidential. A copy of the March 30, 2016 order setting aside the confidentiality provision is

attached hereto as Appendix "J".

E. Joint Liquidators Report to Court

78. The Joint Liquidators are required by the Companies Act 1931 and the Companies

(Winding-up) Rules 1934 to report to the High Court of Justice of the Isle of Man on a regular

basis.

79. The Joint Liquidators' most recent report to the Isle of Man court was filed on March 11,

2016 and covers a reporting period beginning October 20, 2014 and ending August 7, 2015

("JL's Third Report"). A copy of the JL's Third Report, without exhibits, is attached as

Appendix "K".

80. Recognizing Banners Broker's e~ensive Canadian connections, the JL's Third Report

mirrors the Receiver's reports filed with this Court. Reporting that is unique to the JL's includes

descriptions of "United Kingdom based investigations" (page 15), "Committee of Inspection"

(page 81), "Isle of Man Reporting Requirements" (page 82), and "Isle of Man Tax Return for

BBIL" (page 82).

V. General Observations and Conclusions With Respect to the Banners Broker
Group of Companies

81. As noted above, the Receiver sought and was granted certain limited investigatory

authority in respect of five Banners Broker Associated Corporations in October 2014. The

grounds for the order obtained was, among other things, that the companies were owned and

controlled by the same principals as BBIL, and had been used by them interchangeably in

266
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furtherance of the Banners Broker enterprise which is alleged by the Crown to have been a

fraudulent pyramid scheme.

82. In the course of its initial investigations and the preparation of the Flow of Funds

Analysis (defined below), the Receiver concluded that Dixit Consortium and Dreamscape also

had Banners Broker related dealings, and that the nature and timing of the dealings was

indicative of a level of involvement in the Banners Broker business consistent with that of the

Associated Corporations. On this basis limited investigatory powers were sought and obtained

in respect of these companies as well.

83. In every case, the Receiver's investigatory powers in respect of Banners Broker group

entities were sought and obtained on full notice to those affected. The relief obtained was not

opposed.

84. The Receiver's work and findings to date in respect of the Associated Corporations and

the Additional Dixit Entities is set out in the following sections of this report. The companies are

discussed in order of their apparent relative importance to the Banners Broker business.

85. The Receiver's conclusions with respect to the business of the Banners Broker group

companies generally, including BBIL, the Associated Corporations and the Additional Dixit

Entities are as follows:

(a) between December 2010 and November 2014 almost all of the funds received

by the Associated Corporations and the Additional Dixit Entities was monies

received directly or indirectly (through BBIL or Monetize Group Inc. ("MGI"),

BBIL's sole shareholder and a Belizean corporation) from Banners Broker

creditors. There is no evidence that these companies had independent paying

clients or sources of revenue apart from Banners Broker;

2b7
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(b) BBIL receipts from creditors generally flowed from payment processors up to

the offshore parent entity (MGI). The monies were subsequently disbursed at

Smith's direction and/or Dixit's request for a wide variety of business and non-

business purposes. In most cases there does not appear to be a contractual,

restitutionary or other basis for such payments. The transfers of funds from

BBIL to MGI are reflected in the Flow of Funds at Confidential Appendix "B";

(c) although there has not as yet been a formal claims process, creditor claims

made to date consist of approximately US$27,959,782 million in creditor

claims. At least 100,000 people in 120 countries contributed amounts totaling

US$156.44 million, with a fraction of the creditors succeeding in making

"withdrawals" totaling perhaps $78.93 million. Third party arms length suppliers

to the Banners Broker group were paid in due course such that the Receiver is

not aware of any amounts being owed to such suppliers;

(d) as a general matter, funds were transferred between the Banners Broker group

entities (primarily BBIL, MGI, and Bannersbroker Canada) when and as

needed, on an ad hoc basis, and without any loan or contractual basis. Such

transfers were largely undocumented from a corporate records or accounting

perspective. While invoices were at times created to provide support for

payments, such invoices were summary in nature and were themselves

unsubstantiated;

(e) there is little if any evidence to suggest that the dozens of large intra-company

transfers (totaling approximately US$17.14 million from August 2012 to August

2014) from MGI to Parrot, 234, Bannersbroker Canada and Dreamscape

•
• ~~

represent reasonable and fair compensation for services rendered;
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(f) there are no invoices, intercompany loan agreements, or other BBIL/MGI

reporting or accounting of millions of dollars of transfers, apart from bank

statements maintained by the financial institutions across the transactions. A

further explanation is provided in paragraphs 103-111 below;

(g) non-cash assets were similarly transferred between Banners Broker entities

without any business or contractual reason, and little if any documentation.

Dixit, for example, appears to have purchased five Mercedes-Benz

automobiles using funds from Bannersbroker Canada's bank accounts. The

vehicles were placed in the names of Dixit Holdings and Parrot. Attached as

Appendix "L" is a chart providing some additional details of these vehicle

purchases;

(h) Dixit used the bank accounts of Bannersbroker Canada, Dixit Holdings and

Dixit Consortium to fund at least US$3.34 million of personal expenses. These

funds were spent by Dixit without ever properly accounting for or reimbursing

the respective corporations;

(i) BBIL, the Associated Corporations and the Additional Dixit Entities were all

managed and controlled by one or both of Banners Broker principals Smith and

Dixit. While other persons may have served as officers or directors of these

companies from time to time, such persons were generally related to and

nominees of Smith and Dixit;

(j) employees within the Banners Broker group (e.g. Bannersbroker Canada and

Parrot), sometimes worked for one or more Banners Broker group companies

(mainly Bannersbroker Canada and Parrot), and performed various roles at the

2b9

direction of Smith and Dixit. At least a dozen people, including Smith and his

assistant, worked for one or more of Bannersbroker Canada, Dixit Consortium
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and Parrot Marketing. It does not appear that BBIL had any employees of its

own;

(k) although Bannersbroker Canada and Dixit Holdings retained a bookkeeper to

book account entries for the two companies at Dixit's direction, none of the

Banners Broker entities employed the services of an accounting professional,

or otherwise took steps to prepare and maintain reliable internal accounts,

financial statements, or tax returns;

(I) Banners Broker entities projected the image of being a singular entity.

Creditors and third party service providers believed that they were dealing with

Banners Broker, rather than BBIL or Bannersbroker Canada. Creditors had a

single point of contact for Banners Broker — Bannersbroker Canada.

Bannersbroker Canada was the "face" of Banners Broker providing worldwide

customer support, IT services, and training to Banners Broker creditors and

resellers; and

(m) for all of the above reasons, it is difficult to trace or segregate the group's

affiliate-funded assets for the purposes of determining where the assets and

liabilities within the group ought to be attributed and which creditor claims are

against which entity. It would take a significant amount of time and estate

resources to make such determinations without any guarantee that the

2?0

Receiver could conclusively trace all assets and liabilities to a given entity.
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VI. Relief Sought

A. Investigatory Receivership Update and Receiver's Recommendations With
Respect to the Conversion of the Investigatory Receivership of Bannersbroker
Canada to a Possessory Receivership

86. The Receiver has concluded that the investigatory receivership of Bannersbroker

Canada ought to be converted into a standard possessory receivership for the following

reasons:

(a) Bannersbroker Canada was a central and interchangeable element of the

Banners Broker business operated by the Banners Broker principals to market

Banners Broker "product". The company is currently inactive. Its major known

asset, the Restrained Funds, has been transferred to the court officer. A wind-up

of the company in conjunction with the BBIL liquidation will further and best

protect the interests of creditors of the Banners Broker enterprise;

(b) it is in the best interests of the creditors of both BBIL as well as Bannersbroker

Canada that Bannersbroker Canada be wound up in a manner that is court-

supervised, open and transparent. A receiver will be required to seek court

approval of its activities on notice to all interested parties;

(c) the appointment of a ful( receiver will position such receiver to pursue and realize

upon any residual Bannersbroker Canada assets and claims. These include the

$537,000 in Bannersbroker Canada Restrained Funds;

(d) Bannersbroker Canada and BBIL were involved in the same enterprise, projected

the image of being a singular entity, and have similar if not identical creditor

profiles. Bannersbroker Canada is not operating and has no employees. No

person will be prejudiced by the transition to a full receivership;

(e) Bannersbroker Canada does not oppose a possessory receivership. This has

been confirmed by Dixit through his counsel in his capacity as the company's
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sole director and 85% owner (through Dixit Holdings), as well as Kelly Stinson

("Stinson") who owns the remaining 15% of Bannersbroker Canada through her

company 8136645 Canada Limited. Dixit and Stinson were consulted in respect

of the relief sought and are on notice of this motion; and

(f) it is just, convenient and appropriate that the investigatory receiver's powers be

transitioned to those of a standard model order receiver in all of the

circumstances. It is submitted that both the Courts of Justice Act, R.S.O. 1990, c.

C.43 (s. 101) and the BIA (s.272(1)) provide jurisdiction to do so in these

circumstances.

87. The Receiver's report in respect of Bannersbroker Canada is based upon a review of

corporate books and records, bank account statements, financial records (albeit largely

incomplete), and tax returns (also incomplete). Information was also obtained from interviews

conducted with BBIL principals, answers to undertakings, and public records searches.

88. Bannersbroker Canada was incorporated as 7250037 Canada Inc. on September 28,

2009. The company was formed approximately two years before it began conducting business

in conjunction with and on behalf of Banners Broker.

89. A current corporate profile report for Bannersbroker Canada indicates that its sole

director is Dixit. In terms of ownership, Bannersbroker Canada was and remains majority

owned by Dixit. Dixit Holdings owns 85% of the issued and outstanding shares of

Bannersbroker Canada. The remaining 15% of Bannersbroker Canada is held by 8136645

Canada Limited, Stinson's company. Attached as Appendix "M" is the federal government

corporate profile report for Bannersbroker Canada. Attached as Appendix "N" a corporate

organization chart depicting the corporate relationship between Bannersbroker Canada, Dixit

Holdings, Dixit Consortium, and Dreamscape.

~7~
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90. Bannersbroker Canada has common officers and directors with BBIL and the Associated

Corporations. Both Dixit and Smith have served as directors of Bannersbroker Canada. Dixit

has held a position as a director of Bannersbroker Canada since its incorporation on September

28, 2009. According to Bannersbroker Canada's corporate records, Smith was appointed as a

director on February 1, 2012.3 Smith has advised the Receiver that he was never an officer or

director of Bannersbroker Canada. Bannersbroker Canada's other directors were associates of

Dixit: his mother Gloria Dixit and Kurt Kornelson.

91. In 2011, Bannersbroker Canada (or as it was then legally known, 7250037 Canada Inc.)

began conducting business on behalf of Banners Broker. Initially, the company acted as a

"reseller" and a "legal representative" of Banners Broker. In this capacity, 7250037 Canada Inc.

was very broadly authorized to "make any commitments on behalf of Banners Broker

International" and to use the Banners Broker International trademarks and trade names to

promote and solicit sales".4

92. Beginning in November 2011, 7250037 Canada Inc. variously held itself out as Banners

Broker Canada, Bannersbroker CA and BB Canada. 7250037 Canada Inc. changed its legal

name to Bannersbroker Limited on February 22, 2012.

93. Bannersbroker Canada's role within the Banners Broker enterprise expanded throughout

the first half of 2012, presumably in connection with the growth of the Banners Broker business.

By mid-2012, Bannersbroker Canada's responsibilities had evolved to include providing

customer service to Banners Broker creditors, managing reseller commission payments,

3 Upon review of Bannersbroker Canada's corporate books and records, it does not appear that Smith's
appointment as director was ever filed with Industry Canada.
4 7250037 Canada Inc.'s role as a Banners Broker reseller was memorialized in a Banners Broker
International Reseller Agreement, dated January 1, 2012 ("Reseller Agreement"). A copy of the Reseller
Agreement is attached as Appendix "O", The Receiver questions the reliability of the agreement. First,
the Agreement letterhead identifies Banners Broker's head office as being in Belize. Banners Broker did
not incorporate a company in Belize until July 2013, a year and a half after the date of the agreement.
Second, the agreement is between Banners Broker International Inc. (an entity nat known to exist) and
Bannersbroker Limited, which as of the date of the agreement was known as 7250037 Canada Inc.



undertaking IT support, providing affiliate training services, providing marketing services, and

providing compliance advice for Banners Broker.

94. For a period of time beginning in late 2011 and continuing until September 2013

Bannersbroker Canada was the primary source of customer support for Banners Broker

creditors and resellers. During at least nine months of this period (i.e. from February 2012 to

October 2012), Bannersbroker Canada collected funds directly from creditors on behalf of

Banners Broker through the payment processor Beanstream.

95. Bannersbroker Canada administered Banners Broker's web presence, including by

creating online content for and updating and maintaining the business website. Bannersbroker

Canada also planned BBIL conventions and BBIL "World Tour" stops including events in

Portugal, England, and Ireland.

96. In mid-2012, Dixit purported to change the business relationship between Bannersbroker

Canada and BBIL. In a letter dated June 13, 2012, Dixit told Smith that Bannersbroker Canada

"will no longer be considered the Canadian division of [BBIL]." Although Bannersbroker Canada

said that it was terminating its role as a BBIL reseller, the company agreed that it would

continue to provide customer support for creditors through a call centre and live chat system. A

copy of the June 13, 2012 letter is attached as Appendix "P".

97. Even though Bannersbroker Canada changed its name to Stellar Point Inc. on July 20,

2012, the business relationship between Stellar Point Inc. and BBIL did not much change.

Dixit's company continued to provide customer service to BBIL creditors, and IT support, affiliate

training, marketing services, and compliance advice to BBIL.5 Bannersbroker Canada's

activities continued to be described as being in relation to a territory that was "worldwide".

27~

5 Bannersbroker Canada continued to provide these services to BBIL pursuant to a letter agreement
entitled "Consulting Agreement' dated July 31, 2012. A copy of this letter agreement is attached as
Appendix "Q".
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98. In or around October 2012, Bannersbroker Canada's relocated its operations centre

from 1019 Nelson Street, Oshawa, Ontario to a newly purchased Banners Broker "support

Centre" at 5 Carlow Court, Whitby ("BB Support Centre"). The BB Support Centre together

with four condominiums at 167 Church St., Toronto, ON ("Church Street Property"), functioned

as the Banners Broker world headquarters for the period between October 2012 and September

2013.

99. The BB Support Centre was purchased in mid October 2012 by 234 and 8163871

Canada Limited (Dixit Holdings Inc.) as tenants-in-common, with 8163871 Canada Limited (Dixit

Holdings Inc.) holding a 25% interest in the property and 234 holding the residual 75% interest.

The Receiver understands that BBIL gave Dixit a 25% interest in the BB Support Centre in

recognition of his work with BBIL.

100. The BB Support Centre, although owned by Smith and Dixit through holding companies,

was bought and paid for with affiliate funds. The purchase price was paid from a DYZ Media

Inc. ("DYZ Media") bank account with Caledonian Bank Limited ("Caledonian Bank"). The

Receiver is advised by Smith that DYZ Media is an entity controlled by him and was at one time

intended to be the parent company of BBIL. DYZ Media is a corporation governed by the laws

of the British Virgin Islands. From October 2012 to December 2014, the DYZ Media bank

account with Caledonian Bank received US$5.2 million from MGI: US$4.3 million in transfers

from Choice Bank and US$900,000 from Via Bank. Disbursements from the DYZ Media account

totaled US$5.13 million.

101. Between December 2012 and July 2013 approximately US$820,000 in Bannersbroker

Canada funds were spent on property renovation services. Based on discussions with bath

BBIL principals and former employees, the Receiver and Joint Liquidators have determined that

most if not all of these funds were used to renovate and improve the BB Support Centre. It

appears that 8163871 Canada Limited (Dixit Holdings Inc.) invested a further US$33,991 in BB
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Support Centre improvements. It is unclear whether or not 8163871 Canada Limited (Dixit

Holdings Inc.) properly accounted for or recognized the Bannersbroker Canada investment by

recording the expenditures as an intercompany receivable because Dixit Holdings did not

maintain complete or reliable accounting records.6

102. Between February 2012 and August 2012, Bannersbroker Canada also paid US$30,342

in rent for BBIL's condominiums at the Church Street Property.

103. Bannersbroker Canada variously invoiced "Bannersbroker International (Belize)",

"Banners Broker International (Isle of Man)", "Monitize Group (Belize City") and "Monetize

Group Incorporate". Invoiced items were typically described in no more than one or two lines as

"Cost of Goods Sold", "Consulting Services and I.T. Management" or "Support services

rendered". The bills were typically for hundreds of thousands of dollars, but without any

supporting documentation or detail whatsoever. A table summarizing the invoices issued by

Bannersbroker Limited, Stellar Point Inc., and Bannersbroker Canada to MGI and BBIL is

attached at Appendix "R".

104. The description of services rendered varies widely from invoice to invoice. For example,

whereas a March 15, 2013 invoice from Bannersbroker Canada to MGI lists multiple services

(including consulting fees for $38,000, computer programming for $38,500, customer relations

of $65,600, and "Previous Outstanding Amount" of $7,000), an invoice issued by Bannersbroker

Canada 18 days later, references only "Management and Consulting fees for the month of

March" in the amount of $300,000.

105. The invoices are otherwise irregular and seemingly carelessly prepared. For example,

four invoices produced to the Receiver (dated from April 2, 2013 to June 17, 2013) are indicated

as being rendered from "Banners Broker LTD" to MGI. However, as at the date of such

6 It should be noted that the Receiver has also been provided with evidence that Dixit may also have
renovated his personal residence during this time. Thus, it is possible that some of these funds were
used to renovate Dixit's personal residence.
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invoices, Bannersbroker Canada was known as Stellar Point Inc. Notwithstanding this, the

business was erroneously generating invoices as "Banners Broker LTD".

106. Another invoice produced to the Receiver is from "Bannersbroker Canada" to

"Bannersbroker International", and is dated January 6, 2012. Neither Bannersbroker Ltd. nor

Stellar Point Inc. was ever legally known as "Bannersbroker Canada". Moreover, BBIL did not

exist until March 29, 2012.'

107. Significantly, the amounts invoiced by Bannersbroker Canada to MGI do not correspond

to amounts actually transferred by MGI to Bannersbroker Canada. The Receiver has been

provided with six invoices that were issued from Bannersbroker Canada to MGI. These invoices

were purportedly issued between March 15, 2013 and June 17, 2013, and total $1,712,460.80.

Of this amount, $932,460.808 was for commission payments to resellers.9 However, from

August 2, 2012 to August 14, 2013, MGI transferred US$11,462,200 or more than six times the

amount "invoiced" to MGI.

108. The Receiver has no reason to believe that the amounts invoiced by and paid to

Bannersbroker Canada bear any relationship to the fair value or cost of the services performed

by Bannersbroker Canada. Rather, it appears that Dixit would simply advise BBIL or MGI

(through Smith) of the total amount of funds that he required for a given period and such funds

would be wired to Bannersbroker Canada from off-shore accounts held by MGI at Choice Bank

and Via Bank.

Prior to being known as BBIL, the company was a "shelf corporation" known as Bedford Limited. As far
as the Receiver is aware, Bedford Limited did not conduct business on behalf of BBIL.
8 According to invoices produced to the Receiver, creditors in India were making significant sums of
money with BBIL. In a span of 12 days (June 5> 2013 and June 17, 2013) Bannersbroker Canada
invoiced MGI for $658,420 for commission payments to Indian creditors.
9 Although one invoice is for "Commissions owed for the month of March" for $100,000, in the fall of 2013
it is dated April 2, 2013. By that date Bannersbroker Canada was no longer acting as the Canadian
reselfer of BBIL and would not have been entitled to commissions.
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109. For example, in a January 2, 2013 email from Dixit to Smith, Dixit requests that Smith

wire "$150k to Cyprus I m paying all of the Bannersbroker Limited bills from this account....

Rather use this account then CIBC for wires, and this way Monetize group is being invoiced

from Stellar Point for all wires [sic)." When Smith emails Dixit to clarify whether or not funds

should be wired to the CIBC account, Dixit emails Smith and states "No still $300k to CIBC, for

payroll and constructions, etc." It is unclear to the Receiver what additional expenses were

being paid from the Cyprus bank account.

110. In this same email Dixit advises Smith to send "[t]wo wires plus I m sending $10k a

month from BB account to CIBC so we show more than one client sending money."

111. Similarly, in a May 24, 2013 email from Dixit to Smith, Dixit advises Smith that he

"need[s] a wire for $450k am short money". According to Dixit, the funds were intended to cover

the following expenses: (1) "June 7 payroll approx. $130k"; (2) "May payroll tax approx. $115k";

(3) "contractors $50k"; (4) "Air Condiiton heating $60k [sicj"; (5) "Flights and travel for coming

trip $80k". Dixit then adds that this "[I]eaves $20k for incidentals" and advises that "[w]e will

require another wire mid month [sic]".

112. Bannersbroker Canada established a wholly owned UK subsidiary, Stellarpoint Limited,

in January 2013. The company was incorporated to operate as a provider of support service to

Internet advertising and website companies with its principal client being its parent.

113. Not much is known about Stellarpoint Limited. It appears that the company operated for

about eight months before filing for Creditors' Voluntary Liquidation in the United Kingdom on

September 30, 2013.

114. Filings prepared in the course of the liquidation identify Stellarpoint Limited's initial

directors as Dixit and David Hooker. There is a suggestion in the insolvency filing that Dixit
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invested £100,000 to finance Stellarpoint Limited start-up costs.
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115. Stellarpoint Limited's liquidation resulted in no realizations for creditors. At the time of

filing, Stellarpoint Limited owed £5,937 to trade creditors, £17,000 to its landlord and £60,000 to

Dixit evidenced by a shareholder loan. The company only had £467 in cash and £7,319 in

prepaid rent deposits to its landlord.

116. In Canada, Bannersbroker Canada claims to have ended its relationship with BBIL in

September 2013.10 This timing is not surprising. According to the RCMP Affidavits, by April

2013, the Competition Bureau had begun interviewing former Banners Broker employees

regarding the Banners Broker business. Correspondence obtained by the Receiver indicates

that by June 2013 threats of legal proceedings had been made against Bannersbroker Canada

in connection with its relationship with Banners Broker.

117. Consistent with amid-2013 break, Dixit wrote to Smith (and others) on July 8, 2013

saying "[w]e are not contacting affiliates. They should all know by now that it is over. WE WILL

NOT BE CONTACTING THEM. I will not spend the manpower to inform stupid affiliates. Sorry

but that is how I feel [sic]."

118. Notably, Bannersbroker Canada wound down relations with Banners Broker over a

period of months. By September 2013 Bannersbroker Canada was training Banners Broker

International Limited (Belize) staff in Belize City so that those employees could take over the

functions previously performed by Bannersbroker Canada for BBIL.

1 19. The BB Support Centre was sold in March 2014 for $1,200,000. (As a point in time

reference, the Joint Liquidators were appointed on February 26, 2014).

120. The proceeds of the sale of the BB Support Centre were directed and paid to Dixit

Holdings ($252,811.83) and 234 ($826,235.51). It has not been possible to trace the funds paid

~ o Bannersbroker Canada terminated the Consulting Agreement by way of agreement dated August 1,
2013. A copy of the agreement is attached as Appendix "S".
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to 234 post-closing. The funds paid to Dixit Holdings are largely accounted for in the Flow of

Funds Analysis (defined below).

121. The Receiver and the Joint Liquidators have determined that Bannersbroker Canada's

only material and consistent clients were Banners Broker group entities and affiliates during the

September 2011 to September 2013 period.' The Receiver has not received any contracts or

other documentation such as would indicate that the company had any other material sources of

revenue at any time.

122. It follows that Bannersbroker Canada was at all times reliant on Banners Broker affiliate

contributions for funding and operations. Between February 2012 and March 2014

Bannersbroker Canada received a total of US$15.88 million in BBIL affiliate funds. The majority

of money came to Bannersbroker Canada directly from creditors (approximately US$4.10

million), or indirectly from MGI bank accounts (US$9.86 million) located off-shore in St. Lucia

and Belize.

123. Between February 2012 and October 2012 Bannersbroker Canada collected and

remitted funds from and to Banners Broker creditors through the payment processor

Beanstream. Affiliate payments made to Bannersbroker Canada's Beanstream account were

forwarded on to Bannersbroker Canada's bank account at RBC. RBC bank records reveal

Bannersbroker Canada collected a total of US$3.7 million from creditors through the

Beanstream account.

124. msi Spergel inc., court officer, received $537,576.31 from the Beanstream account

pursuant to the Order: Restraint of Funds. Such funds are held in trust pending further order of

the court.

'~ For a brief period of time, likely no more than several days, Bannersbroker Canada acted as a call
centre for a taxi company in British Columbia. This relationship was terminated by the taxi company
shortly after it started.
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125. The Receiver and the Joint Liquidators believe that approximately US$2.95 million of

Bannersbroker Canada receipts were used by Dixit for predominantly personal (i.e. non —

business) purposes including the purchase of clothing, designer handbags, jewelry, lingerie, and

trips to water parks. This conclusion is based upon the Flow of Funds Analysis (defined below)

attached as Confidential Appendix "B" to the Fifth Report.

126. Bannersbroker Canada subsists as a federal corporation in goad standing. Attached as

Appendix "T" is a Personal Property Security Act (Ontario) registration search summary as

against the company with a file currency as of March 8, 2016. As indicated there are no PPSA

registrants apart from the Ontario Ministry of Finance.

127. In all of the circumstances the Receiver believes that the conversion of the investigatory

receivership of Bannersbroker Canada into a standard possessory receivership is the most

appropriate course of action at this time. Going forward consideration will be given to the

efficiencies of a bankruptcy proceeding as a means of most efficiently resolving creditor claims

and concluding acourt-supervised wind down of this entity.

B. Investigatory Receivership Update and Receiver's Recommendations with respect
to the Other Associated Corporations and Additional Dixit Entities

i. Recommendation

128. Significant progress has been made in reviewing and understanding the business and

affairs of the balance of the Associated Corporations and Additional Dixit Entities. As such

efforts are not yet complete, the Receiver proposes to move forward and complete ifs work at

which time it will provide a recommendation as to what additional relief, if any, may be

appropriate. No specific relief is sought with respect to the entities discussed below at this time.

2~1



ii. Currenf Investigatory Receivership Findings

a. Parrot Marketing Inc.

129. The Receiver's report in respect of Parrot Marketing Inc. is based upon a review of bank

account statements. It is also based upon the Receiver's interviews with Banners Broker

principals and employees, answers to undertakings, and public records searches.

130. Parrot was incorporated by Smith on August 7, 2012. Smith is the sole director.

131. Parrot is a services business that, according to its Facebook page, offers "creative and

personalized services to each of [Parrot's] clients."

132. According to Smith, Parrot was dormant up until the summer of 2013. However, bank

records reviewed by the Receiver indicate that Parrot -began receiving transfers from Banners

Broker entities in January 2013. From January to June 2Q13, Parrot received a total of

approximately US$1.23 million with such monies coming from MGI (US$860,000), Dreamscape

(US$224,000), unknown credit memos and deposits (US$110,000), and funds from a company

the Receiver believes to be associated with Aramor Payments (US$35,000). As explained in

the Third Report, Aramor Payments provided payment solution services to Banners Broker in

2011 and 2012.

133. Beginning in or about June 2013, Parrot commenced providing services to BBIL.

According to Smith, Parrot provided BBIL with computer programming services, fT design,

security and architecture services, customer support, network support, website development,

social media services, training, and event planning.

134. Smith advises the Receiver that although Parrot commenced providing services to

clients other than Banners Broker in September 2013, the company's largest client was BBIL.

2~?

135. According to Rob Pirie ("Pirie"), a former Communications Specialist at Parrot, Parrot's

other clients included Wellness Girl, Tracy B. Richards and Smoke Euphoria. Although these
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are described by Pirie as Parrot clients, the Receiver has not received any documents that

would confirm such a client relationship.

136. The Receiver understands that Parrot stopped providing services to BBIL in August

2014. This is the same month that the Receiver was appointed.

137. Between November 2012 and October 2014 Parrot received US$5.12 million in BBIL

affiliate funds from the Associated Corporations and the Additional Dixit Entities, and individuals

or entities otherwise affiliated with BBfL.

138. Of the funds received from BBIL creditors, a total of approximately US$4.28 million was

disbursed by Parrot, predominantly to Parrot's employees and BBIL principals. Of this amount,

approximately US$1.7 million was paid to Telpay Incorporated ("Telpay") for payroll. The

Receiver is in process of obtaining payroll records from Telpay, The remainder of Parrot's

receipts were spent on what has been described to the Receiver as operating expenses.

b. 2341620 Ontario Corporation

139. 2341620 Ontario Corporation was incorporated September 7, 2012, with Smith as the

sole and incorporating director. The company was set up to hold real estate assets.

140. 234 used BBIL creditor funds to purchase a mixed use commercial/residential property

at 1376 Bayview Avenue in Toronto ("Bayview Property"), as well as the BB Support Centre.

Both properties have now been sold.

141. The Receiver is pursuing several outstanding document production and law firm records

requests in respect of 234.

2 ~3

142. The settlement of matters relating to the Bayview Property was specific to that real

estate only. Work is accordingly ongoing to identify other assets that may be similarly subject to

BBIL creditor claims.
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c. Dixit Holdings Inc.

143. The Receiver's report in respect of Dixit Holdings Inc. is based upon a review of

corporate books and records, bank account statements and financial records (albeit largely

incomplete). It is also based upon meetings and interviews with BBIL principals (and their

counsel), other receiver interviews including with Dixit's spouse, Schlacht, a review of answers

to undertakings, and public records searches.

144. Dixit Holdings was incorporated on April 11, 2012 to function as a family holding

company for interests in Bannersbroker Canada and the BB Support Centre. At various times

the company also held a range of luxury vehicles, including at least two Mercedes Benz.

145. The directors of Dixit Holdings are Dixit and Jennifer Dorazio ("Dorazio"), with Dorazio

acting as a director between April 2012 and June 2013. Dorazio was Dixit's common law

spouse up until June 2013.

146. Dixit Holdings was initially wholly owned by Dixit. Dixit transferred his shareholding

interest to Schlacht on May 15, 2014. Dixit and Schlacht married in June 2014. The company

shares were transferred back to Dixit on November 19, 2014.

147. There is no indication that Dixit Holdings had any employees or operations.

Notwithstanding this, there is evidence that Dixit Holdings invoiced Bannersbroker Canada and

Durham Energy Specialist, a tenant at the BB Support Centre, for "Car Services". The invoices

provide no details of the car services purportedly provided.

148. The Receiver has identified a Dixit Holdings bank account at a CIBC branch in Toronto.

Between July 2012 and September 2014 this account received a total of US$1.07 million from

Bannersbroker Canada, Dreamscape, MGI, 234 and Parrot. Again, and as indicated elsewhere

in this report, the Receiver believes that such entities were primarily funded by affiliate

contributions. Dixit Holdings used the US$1.07 million in its CIBC account to purchase

2~4
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automobiles and to fund construction costs and intercompany transfers. Amore complete

accounting of the disbursements is set out in the Flow of Funds Analysis at Confidential

Appendix "B".

149. Dixit Holdings also received approximately US$260,000 from a small group of

individuals and entities, including both Schlacht (US$23,340) and RevStar Hosting Inc.

(US$33,737), a company controlled by her.12

150. As indicated, Dixit Holdings held a 25% ownership interest in the BB Support Centre at 5

Carlow Court. The property was sold in March 2014. Dixit Holdings share of the net sale

proceeds amounted to $252,811, which money was paid to Dixit Holdings on closing.

151. Dixit Holdings remains a Canada Business Corporations Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-44 entity

in good standing.

d. Dixit Consortium Inc.

152. The Receiver's report in respect of Dixit Consortium Inc. is based upon a review of

corporate books and records and CIBC bank account statements. It is also based upon

meetings and interviews with BBIL principals (and their counsel), other receiver interviews

including with Schlacht, a review of answers to undertakings, and public records searches.

153. Dixit Consortium was incorporated September 24, 2012 as 8643989 Canada Inc. The

company was dissolved by articles of dissolution filed March 25, 2015.

154. Dixit was the sole officer, director and shareholder of Dixit Consortium.

155. Dixit Consortium has been described as a "consulting company". Notwithstanding this,

the Receiver's investigations to date provide no indication that the company ever had any

12 Schlacht is the sole director of Revstar Hosting Inc. According to Schlact, the company had nothing to
do with Banners Broker or Stellar Point. Despite being the sole director of the company, Schlacht did not
know anything about the company, it was "just a company" her husband had asked her to put her name
on. Examination for Discovery of Stephanie Schlacht, June 11, 2015, 337:2-7. The Receiver has no
further information about Revstar Hosting Inc.
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clients, or ever provided any consulting services other than purported services to other Banners

Broker entities.

156. Dixit Consortium was funded, at least in part, with BBIL affiliate funds. Between October

2013 and March 2015, Dixit Consortium received a total of US$262,395 from Dixit Holdings,

Bannersbroker Canada and Dreamscape. As is noted elsewhere in the report the Receiver has

concluded that these entities were almost entirely funded using BBIL affiliate funds.

157. Dixit Consortium received a further aproximately US$519,000 from various other

individuals and entities, including at least three entities the Receiver believes to be affiliated with

Aramor Payments (approximately US$193,000). The Receiver has not yet determined why

entities affiliated with Aramor Payments might have made upwards of US$193,000 in

remittances to Dixit Consortium.

158. The Receiver has identified three bank accounts that belonged to Dixit Consortium that

were held with CIBC. Dixit Consortium disbursed all of the approximately US$781,000 paid to

these accounts. The majority of the disbursements were to BBIL associated entities

(approximately US$116,000), three credit cards (approximately US$99,000), an Aramor

Payments affiliated entity (approximately US$55,000), and various purported employees of Dixit

Consortium (approximately US$114,000). A more detailed accounting of the Dixit Consortium

CIBC account disbursements is set out in the Flow of Funds Analysis at Confidential Appendix

159. The Receiver has not located any other Dixit Consortium assets.

e. Dreamscape Ventures Ltd.

2~6

160. Dreamscape Ventures Ltd. is a British Virgin Islands company. It was incorporated on

May 29, 2012. Dreamscape's registered agent in the British Virgin Islands is ILS Fiduciary (BVI)

Limited.
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161. The Receiver's report in respect of Dreamscape is based upon a review of a

Dreamscape shareholder's ledger, incomplete Choice Bank records (an MGI account), and an

incomplete set of bank records from a Bank of Cyprus account held by Dreamscape.

162. Dixit holds 25,000 of Dreamscape's 50,000 issued and outstanding shares. The

remaining 25,000 shares are believed to be held in trust by Dixit for Guarini.

163. According to emails reviewed by the Receiver, Dixit describes Dreamscape as a

consulting company. The company purportedly provided management and consulting services

to MGI. However, if such services were provided, there are completely undocumented.

164. Between September 2012 and September 2014, Dreamscape received approximately

US$1,050,000 from MGI's bank account with Choice Bank (according to records for MGI's

account). Dreamscape received an additional US$226,000 from Bannersbroker Canada.

Because the Receiver does not have a complete set of banking records for Dreamscape, the

Receiver can only trace approximately US$810,000 of the payments from MGI to Dreamscape's

bank statements. The Receiver continues to pursue Dreamscape bank records in order to

complete its accounting.

165. According to Dixit Holding's bank statements, Dreamscape paid Dixit Holdings

approximately US$417,000. According to Parrot's bank statements Dreamscape paid Parrot

approximately US$344,000. Because the Receiver does not have a complete set of account

statements for Dreamscape, the Receiver has been unable to verify and/or better understand

the rationale for these transfers.

166. The Receiver has not identified any Dreamscape bank accounts or assets in Canada.

2~7

Dreamscape accounts were likely held in off shore banks, including in Cyprus.
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f. Local Management Services

167. The Receiver's report on LMS is based on the company's bank records, public records,

and interviews with Smith. Additional information was drawn from the RCMP Affidavits.

168. Local Management Services was incorporated on November 25, 2005 as 2087360

Ontario Incorporated. Its sole director was and remains Edmund A. Clarke. Clarke was a

lawyer who was disbarred in 2010 for committing fraud. Clarke remains listed as a director of

LMS which continues to subsist under the laws of Ontario.

169. LMS was operated by Smith and was apparently used to conduct Banners Broker

business prior to the time that BBIL was incorporated.

170. The company maintained account relationships with payment processors and financial

institutions under the Banners Broker name. LMS retained the computer programmers that

developed the Banners Broker software. The company also registered dozens of Banners

Broker related Internet domain names at or around the time the business was established.

171. The Receiver has identified two bank accounts held by LMS with TD Bank. Through

these accounts, LMS received a total of approximately $359,000 and disbursed a total of

approximately $200,000 between January 2010 and July 2011. The Receiver cannot trace or

otherwise account for all disbursements from LMS's accounts because Smith has yet to

produce a complete set of LMS bank statements to the Receiver.

C. Declaration that St. Lucian Funds are BBIL Funds to be Used in Accordance with

the Receiver's Mandate

172. As described in the Third Report, the Receiver was successful in securing possession of

certain BBIL Allied Wallet monies that were transferred from BBIL's account at Allied Wallet (a

payment processor) to an off-shore account in the name of BBIL parent —entity, MGI, at Via

Bank in St. Lucia.

2~8
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173. The Receiver is satisfied that all realizable funds from MGI's account at Via Bank have

been remitted to the Receiver.

174. The Receiver is currently holding Via Bank remittances totaling $1,506,069.00 ("St.

Lucian Funds"). Recognizing that such monies were nominally held in a BBIL parent entity

account at Via Bank, the monies paid to the Receiver were placed in a segregated receivership

account pending further court order.

175. For reasons explained in this section, the Court Officers conclude that the St. Lucian

Funds are BBIL monies. This is the case for four main reasons: first, the Receiver's accounting

analysis determined that the Via Bank monies were funded entirely from affiliate contributions

(or payments) to the Banners Broker business; second, MGI was purely a holding company and

acted as such for BBIL in relation to the St. Lucian Funds; third, MGI's sole owner, Smith, has

confirmed that the St. Lucian Funds were monies generated by Banners Broker for the benefit

of BBIL creditors; and fourth Smith advised that there are no creditors having competing claims

to the funds at the MGI level.

176. To the first point, during the period of Banners Broker's operation, MGI's Via Bank

account received a total of US$10.11 million from BBIL's Allied Wallet account. The MGI Via

Bank account received a further US$1.39 million from MGI's account at Choice Bank, a

Belizean financial institution. Choice Bank in turn received a total of US$68.18 million from the

BBIL Allied Wallet account and US$4.8 million from other payment processors that processed

payments from creditors to BBIL.13 Attached as Confidential Appendix "A" to this Report is a

diagram reflecting the flow of funds from BBIL creditors to Via Bank.

177. To the second point, MGI never operated a business. It functioned as a BBIL parent and

holding company. There was no business reason or other requirement for BBIL to flow its Allied

l; Deposits to MGI's account with Choice Bank also include $112,799 from Adzerk and $15,576 from an

individual. These two additional sources of funds account for total of 0.2% of all deposits to the Choice
Bank account.
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Wallet receipts to an MGI account at an off-shore bank. Smith, as the sole owner of all of MGI's

issued and outstanding shares, has confirmed that this is the case. Smith has also advised the

Receiver that MGI has no creditors other than BBIL. Smith (and MGI) have willingly turned the

St. Lucian Funds over to the Receiver to be dealt with as a receivership asset.

178. Based on the analysis set out above, the Court Officers are satisfied that the St. Lucian

Funds belong to BBIL and that there are no competing claims to such funds apart from BBIL

creditor claims now advanced through the Receiver. Smith, as the sole director and

shareholder of MGI, accepts this. On this basis, the Receiver concludes that the St. Lucian

Funds are BBIL receivership administration general receipts and respectFully requests that this

Court make a declaration to this effect.

D. Direction that HSBC Produce Documents to the Receiver

179. The Receiver has made written requests for the production of documents relating to

BBIL, the Associated Corporations and the Additional Dixit Entities from approximately 100

financial institutions. With the exception of HSBC, the Receiver has received a reasonable level

of cooperation from all parties contacted.

180. Following its appointment, the Receiver wrote to HSBC on September 9, 2014,

requesting Records production in accordance with the court orders. HSBC did not respond.

Attached as Appendix "U" is a copy of the September 9, 2014 letter from the Receiver to

HSBC.

181. On October 16, 2014, upon obtaining the Further Supplemental Order, the Receiver

wrote to HSBC requesting Records production in relation to BBIL and the Associated

Corporations. Again, HSBC did not respond. A copy of the Receiver's October 16, 2014 letter,

is attached as Appendix "V".
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182. The Receiver followed up with HSBC and on January 16, 2015, HSBC emailed to advise

that HSBC Bank Canada did "not currently have any account in the name of ... Parrot

Marketing". A copy of the January 16, 2015 email from HSBC is attached as Appendix "W".

183. While HSBC may not "currently" hold an account for Parrot, it evidently had held

accounts for Parrot and would have had "Records" (as such term is defined in the relevant

receivership orders). Both the RCMP Affidavits and documents produced by Smith to the

Receiver indicate that Parrot held at least two bank accounts with HSBC.

184. After obtaining the Additional Authority Order, the Receiver wrote to HSBC on August

10, 2015, and requested that HSBC produce all documents relating to the Additional Dixit

Entities. A copy of the Receiver's August 10, 2015 letter is attached as Appendix "X".

185. In response to the Receiver's August 10, 2015 letter, HSBC's counsel requested that the

Receiver direct its inquiries to the bank branch which held accounts for BBIL, the Associated

Corporations and the Additional Dixit Entities. Until that point, all of the Receiver's requests

were directed at HSBC's head office. Moreover, as of August 2015, neither HSBC nor any

other financial institution had suggested that the Receiver ought to direct its inquiries to

individual branches. Regardless, HSBC's counsel advised that the request would be forwarded

internally to prepare the appropriate documents. Attached as Appendix "Y" is a copy of the

August 13, 2015 email from counsel for HSBC.

186. On February 2, 2016, having still not received production of documents from HSBC,

counsel for the Receiver wrote to the bank and sought a meeting to discuss the Receiver's

outstanding requests. HSBC responded reverting to the position that the Receiver must identify

and pursue production of documents at a branch level. Attached as Appendix "Z" is a copy of

the February 2, 2016 email correspondence between the Receiver and HSBC.
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187. Throughout February 2016 Receiver's counsel was in regular contact with HSBC

seeking a meeting to resolve all issues having to do with document production. During this

period HSBC was again provided with copies of the relevant court orders.

188. Finally, on February 29, 2016, HSBC advised that it would produce account statements

responsive to the Receiver's requests by the end of that week (March 4, 2016), and that

supporting documentation for account statements would also be made available.

189. HSBC provided account statements for Parrot's HSBC accounts on March 18, 2016.

Upon receipt of the statements, the Receiver asked again for all documents relating to the

Parrot account, including supporting documents for the transactions listed. HSBC has recently

advised the Receiver that fulfilling such request will take some time. Attached as Appendix

"AA" is a copy of the HSBC letter dated March 11, 2016, which was received by the Receiver's

counsel on March 18, 2016

190. To date, HSBC has not produced the requested supporting documentation to the

Receiver.

E. Approval of Receiver's Conduct and Activities Since the Date of the Third Report

191. By way of overview, the Receiver, working closely in coordination with the Joint

Liquidators, has pursued the following activities since the Third Report was filed on July 30,

2015:

(a) completion of a substantial claims settlement, and subsequent real property sale

to fund the settlement, resulting in a realization to the estate of $2,374,345;

(b) correspondence, discussions and meetings with Allied Wallet an online payment

processing service retained by BBIL, so as to enable the Receiver to account for
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and recover approximately $2.8 million in BBIL receipts;
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(c) correspondence and discussions with Via Bank, a St. Lucian financial institution,

leading to the recovery of $1.5 million in BBIL funds nominally held in the Via

Bank account of BBIL parent entity MGI;

(d) meetings with Smith (and Smith's counsel) regarding fulfillment of Smith's

outstanding undertakings, and document production and other Receiver

requests;

(e) coordination of document production requests from Canadian financial

institutions in respect of records relating to the Additional Dixit Entities, and the

receipt and review of documents responsive to such requests;

(f) receipt, review and analysis of documents produced by Bannersbroker Canada,

and MacDonald Sager Manis LLP ("MSM"), former counsel to Dixit,

Bannersbroker Canada, Dixit Holdings and Dixit Consortium;

(g) undertaking real property, corporate profile, Internet, and other public record

searches so as to better understand the trade, dealings, and property of the

Additional Dixit Entities, all in accordance with the mandate and authority of the

Additional Authority Order;

(h) general ongoing correspondence, meetings and discussion with counsel for

Smith and Dixit in relation to, among other issues, the criminal proceedings,

document production matters, undertakings, and the Cease and Desist Notices;

(i) monitoring public aspects of the ongoing Banners Broker criminal investigation,

including attending criminal court hearings and negotiating with the Crown and

counsel for Smith and Dixit in respect of the production of relevant materials in

2~~

the criminal court file;
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(j) corresponding with banks, trust companies and financial institutions in Canada

and abroad in an effort to locate and secure BBIL assets and financial

information relevant to Banners Broker to the extent permitted by the

Supplemental Order, the Further Supplemental Order and the Additional

Authority Order;

(k) follow up correspondence and pursuit of answers to undertakings in respect of

examinations conducted under oath of several executive level employees and

service providers to BBIL and/or the Associated Corporations;

(I) the pursuit of relevant BBIL, Associated Corporation, and Additional Dixit Entities

corporate records and legal files from company counsel, including considering

and responding to any assertions of privilege and confidentiality over such

records;

(m) the continued assembly, review and analysis of bank and accounting information,

including bank statements provided by Canadian financial institutions for the

Associated Corporations and the Additional Dixit Entities, as well as information

obtained with the assistance of Smith regarding offshore accounts, with a view to

reconstructing the source, inter-company transfers and disposition of all monies

contributed by Banners Broker creditors and potential creditors of BBIL and the

Associated Corporations;

(n) the receipt and direction of creditor claims and inquiries to the Foreign

Representative, who is managing claims and responding to creditor inquiries;

and

29~
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(o) the coordination of receivership administration efforts in respect of BBIL, the

Associated Corporations and the Additional Dixit Entities with the Foreign

Representative, including the sharing of information, accounting expertise and

resources with the Foreign Representative.

192. Certain of the activities and inquiries of the Receiver and the Joint Liquidators are

sensitive in nature. This is the case where the work involved is the assembly and assessment of

evidence that may be used to pursue BBIL assets in circumstances where efforts have been

made to put such assets beyond reach of creditors. For this reason, and where appropriate, the

Receiver's work in this regard has been described in a more general way with particulars

omitted.

193. The balance of this report provides an update on the Receiver's ongoing efforts to

secure BBIL, Additional Dixit Entities', and Associated Corporations' books, records and

accounts, as well as to recover assets in the name of BBIL, or properly belonging to BBIL but

held in the name of the Associated Corporations, the Additional Dixit Entities, or third parties.

Such actions are being undertaken in coordination and with the support and assistance of the

Foreign Representative, as is further described below.

i. Asset Recoveries

a. 234 Settlement

194. As reported in the Third Report, the Receiver settled a claim ("234 Settlement") in June

2015 in relation to 234's alleged improper use of BBIL funds to purchase the Bayview Property.

Pursuant to the 234 Settlement it was agreed that the Bayview Property would be sold with the

majority of the sale proceeds remitted to the Receiver in consideration for a release of claims

solely in respect of the Bayview Property.
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195. To facilitate the 234 Settlement and the closing of the sale of the Bayview Property, an

order discharging and vacating the certificate of pending litigation from title to the Bayview

Property was obtained on July 30, 2015, on the consent of Smith and 234.

196. The sale of the Bayview Property closed on August 27, 2015. Upon closing, sale

proceeds in the amount of $2,347,345 were paid to the Receiver.

b. Allied Wallet Settlement

197. Allied Wallet is an electronic payment processor headquartered in London, England.

BBIL maintained an account with Allied Wallet pursuant to a written account agreement dated

May 16, 2012.

198. The Receiver and the Joint Liquidators' analysis indicates that between May 24, 2012

and August 28, 2014, Allied Wallet collected US$106.3 million from creditors, and paid Banners

Broker approximately US$85.2 million (net of affiliate refunds, chargebacks and Allied Wallet

fees).14 Believing this to be the case, and having discussed the matter with Smith, the Court

Officers concluded in late 2014 that Allied Wallet likely held certain residual funds as security for

chargebacks requested by creditors who transacted with Banners Broker using Allied Wallet's

services.

199. Allied Wallet cooperated with the Receiver and Joint Liquidators in identifying and

accounting for the funds held by Allied Wallet. In doing so, Allied Wallet maintained the

confidentiality of creditors' bank account information.

200. The Receiver assisted by the Joint Liquidators has completed its review of the

accounting and documents provided by Allied Wallet. The Court Officers are satisfied that Allied

Wallet has properly accounted for and remitted all amounts claimable by the Receiver.
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1~ From the time of the Receiver's appointment, on August 22, 2014 to August 28, 2014, BBIL's account
with Allied Wallet collected $7,867.60 and processed $12,255.82 in chargebacks.
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c. Claim Settlement

201. In the course of the Court Officers review of Parrot's banking records it was determined

that Parrot gifted $97,000 in September 2014 (after the Receiver's appointment on August 22,

2014), to a Toronto resident who had no business dealings or relationship with Parrot or BBIL.

Upon making inquiries of Smith in respect of this transfer, the Receiver concluded that such

monies ought to be repaid to the receivership estate of BBIL.

202. The Receiver accordingly asserted a claim against the recipient for the return of the

transferred funds. Smith offered to settle the Receiver's claim and entered into discussions with

the Receiver to do so. Following a period of negotiation, Smith agreed to pay the Receiver

$70,000 in full settlement of the claim.

203. The Court Officers considered Smith's $70,000 settlement offer to be fair and

reasonable in the circumstances in that it represented an efficient resolution to the matter. The

Receiver accordingly accepted Smith's offer and Smith paid settlement funds to the Receiver on

September 1, 2015.

ii. Continuing Efforts to Secure Records From Dixit

204. Securing the "Records" of BBIL, the Associated Corporations and the Additional Dixit

Entities in accordance with the Receiver's court authority has continued to prove difficult and

time consuming. The reasons for this were detailed in the Third Report and relate to the fact

that the business did not have a document management system, company owned servers, or

any other organized records retention system. Receipts and pay-outs were handled non-

systematically and on an ad hoc basis. Inter-company transfers were not properly recorded, or

not recorded at all. Some payments were made in cash. Although transaction records exist at

the financial institution end, in certain cases the financial institutions are off-shore and such
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records are not readily obtainable. In short, there is no single source of Banners Broker

maintained financial records or support documentation.

205. Certain of the Receiver's document production requests have been directed to counsel

(or former counsel) for BBIL and the Associated Corporations. Such counsel are as follows:

(a) Aird & Berlis LLP ("A&B")

A&B acted for BBIL and 234. It appears that A&B may have also acted for

Associated Corporations Parrot, as well as BBIL's parent company, MGI. A&B

has also acted for Smith, personally.

(b) Macdonald Sager Manis LLP

MSM acted for Dixit, personally, as well as Associated Corporations,

Bannersbroker Canada and Dixit Holdings.

206. Smith has undertaken to produce A&B law firm files and trust ledgers associated with

work perFormed for Banners Broker entities subject to the receivership proceeding. At the same

time, and as is permitted by the receivership orders, A&B has reserved its clients' rights to

decline to produce certain documents on the basis of privilege claims. Although a small number

of A&B documents have been produced in response to specific answers to undertakings, the

majority of A&B files have not been produced, nor have any privilege objections been

particularized. The Receiver understands that privilege review is underway in respect of A&B

files and reserves its rights to pursue additional documentary production from A&B, including

account records and trust ledgers. The Receiver intends to return to court if such records are

not forthcoming.

207. Claims of privilege in respect of MSM documents have recently been resolved. In this

regard, the Receiver first attended at MSM's offices in February 2015. The purpose of the
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meeting was to understand the nature and scope of MSM's Banners Broker related retainer(s),
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and to assess what law files may be relevant and available to the Receiver. During the course

of this meeting MSM provided the Receiver with 67 invoices documenting legal services

rendered to Dixit and the Dixit Entities.

208. The Receiver corresponded with MSM and sought production of a large number of

apparently relevant documents, many of which were referenced in the MSM invoices. MSM

initially advised that although they were prepared to cooperate with the Receiver, they had been

instructed by Dixit not to release any files beyond what had already been disclosed. The issue

of production of MSM law firm records accordingly remained unresolved as at the date of the

Receiver's Third Report.

209. On August 11, 2015, after the Additional Authority Order had been granted, counsel for

Dixit contacted the Receiver's counsel and advised that Dixit and MSM would be willing to meet

with the Receiver and work out a protocol (or agreement) for the production of documents within

MSM's possession that may be relevant to the Receiver's mandate ("MSM Documents").

210. Shortly thereafter, and before a meeting could be scheduled, counsel for Dixit advised

that his client had changed his position and that he would authorize the release of all but one of

the MSM Documents to the Receiver. This document is subject to a privilege claim by Smith.

The Receiver was specifically advised that Dixit was waiving privilege in respect of everything to

be produced.

217. MSM produced the MSM Documents to the Receiver on September 8, 2015. The

production consisted of seven bankers boxes containing over 1,600 documents.

212. On September 11, 2015, Dixit's counsel forwarded an additional nine bankers boxes of

Bannersbroker Canada documents to counsel for the Receiver. This production consisted of
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approximately 7,500 documents.
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213. The Receiver has completed its initial review of the MSM Documents and the

Bannersbroker Canada productions. Relevant financial information has been incorporated into

the Flow of Funds Analysis (defined below). Certain of the documents reviewed point to

potential asset recoveries and claims and inquiries are being made accordingly.

iii. Efforts to Secure Financial Records for Additional Dixit Entities

214. The Receiver continues to diligently pursue production of relevant Banners Broker

records. Production requests were initially specific to BBIL, but wire later broadened to include

the Associated Corporations and the Additional Dixit Entities.

215. Following the grant of the Additional Authority Order, the Receiver contacted major

financial institutions across Canada seeking production of documents related to the Additional

Dixit Entities.

216. CIBC responded positively and produced account statements for Dixit Consortium on

August 26, 2015. Relevant financial information derived from available Dixit Consortium

account statements have been incorporated into an updated Flow of Funds Analysis (defined

below).

217. As at the date of this report, no financial institution has produced records in respect of

Dreamscape.

218. Dixit has provided the Receiver with account statements for an account held by

Dreamscape at the Bank of Cyprus. The account statements, relate to the period September

28, 2012 to September 4, 203, but they are incomplete.

219. Based on the limited records available, it appears that at least US$1.28 million was

transferred to Dreamscape by Banners Broker entities, of which US$240,000 remains

unaccounted for on the Dreamscape bank statements. Moreover, approximately US$443,000
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of the disbursements made by Dreamscape remain unaccounted for on the Dreamscape bank

statements.

220. The Receiver continues to pursue financial records and accounts relating to

Dreamscape.

iv. Ongoing Smith Discovery

221. The Receiver met with Smith in late September 2015 to discuss receivership

administration issues ranging from accounting matters to asset recoveries and outstanding

undertakings and document production requests. At the conclusion of the meeting it was

agreed that all of the Receiver's then outstanding requests would also be provided to Smith's

counsel in writing.

222. The Receiver provided Smith with a list of approximately 100 questions cross-referenced

to documents and prior answers to undertakings ("October Discovery"). Smith provided his

first set of responses to the October Discovery in mid-December 2015, which response included

35 new documents.

223. Smith provided a further set of responses to the October Discovery in mid-March 2016.

The March 2016 answers are incomplete and raise numerous follow up question, particularly

with respect to significant transfers of affiliate sourced funds to 2350842 Ontario Limited o/a

Commtrade Services and Bella Moda Inc, a Barbados corporation.

v. Flow of Funds Analysis

224. The Receiver and the Foreign Representative continue to prioritize the preparation of a

global "Flow of Funds Analysis" sufficient to understand how affiliate contributions were received

and disbursed over the period of Banners Broker's operations ("Flow of Funds Analysis").

225. The Flow of Funds Analysis has been updated as financial information becomes
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available. Since the Third Report, the Receiver and Joint Liquidators have reviewed and
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incorporated information obtained from the following documents into the Flow of Funds

Analysis:

(a) MSM Documents;

(b) Bannersbroker Canada Documents;

(c) G Cube Media LLC ("G Cube") bank statements;

(d) Payza transaction details;

(e) Further productions from Canadian financial institutions;

(f) Dixit Consortium bank account documents;

(g) Banners Broker UK ("BBUK") bank statements;

(h) Bank Production Documents;

(i) Stellarpoint Limited Report to Creditors;

(j) 234 bank. account statements; and

(k) Additional BBIL bank statements.

226. An updated Flow of Funds Analysis is attached as Confidential Appendix "B".

227. Confidential Appendix "C" sets out the conclusions of the Receiver and Foreign

Representative with respect to the Flow of Funds Analysis. The document provides a current

best estimate of total funds received from creditors, together with information on how such funds

were utilized by Banners Broker entities and their principals.

~~~

228. By way of overview, it appears that approximately US$156.44 million was received from

creditors, with approximately US$78.93 million of the funds being returned to creditors in the

form of "pay-outs". Notable payments made to third parties include:
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(a) US$13.88 million paid to and/or at the direction of BBIL principals Dixit, Kuldip

Josun, and Smith;

(b) US$9.23 million in fees paid to payment processors; and

(c) US$9.71 million paid to Banners Broker resellers/independent contractors.

229. Disbursements attributable to operating expenses of the Banners Broker business total

approximately US$21.98 million.

230. The Receiver's Third Report referenced US$9.98 million in payments in respect of which

the Receiver was then unable to identify the recipient of the funds. As a result of investigation

and analysis since July 30, 2015, including in respect of the records obtained in response to the

Bank Production Order, the Receiver has been able to trace or otherwise account for US$8.74

million of the previously unverified US$9.98 million. Since the Third Report, the Receiver has

identified an additional US$2.82 million in unverified disbursements.'S Thus, there is a total of

US$4.06 million in unverified disbursements.

F. Sealing Order with Respect to Flow of Funds Analysis

231. The Via Bank Flow of Funds Diagram attached at Confidential Appendix "A", the Flow of

Funds Analysis attached at Confidential Appendix "B" and the summary provided at Confidential

Appendix "C" are prepared in part based on Smith Examination Information. For this reason,

and consistent with the terms of the Confidentiality Order, the Receiver respectfully requests

that these appendices be treated as confidential and sealed.

15 The total US$4.06 million in unverified disbursements are spread across multiple accounts held by
BBIL, the Associated Corporations, and the Additional Dixit Entities. The Receiver notes that the
US$4.06 million in unverified disbursements is a de minimis amount, or 2.6%, of the US$156.35 million in
disbursements made by Banners Broker.
The Receiver has not been able to account for these unverified disbursements because the descriptions
of the disbursement transactions in the relevant banking records do not provide sufficient particulars of
the transactions. For example, "withdrawal", "transfer", "debit memo", "payment", "Prepaid Card Loads".

~~~
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F. Approval of the Receiver's Fees and Disbursements

232. Pursuant to paragraph 18 of the Supplemental Order the Receiver and its counsel shall

pass their accounts from time to time. For this purpose the accounts of the Receiver and its

legal counsel are referred to a judge of the Commercial List.

233. The Receiver seeks to have its fees and disbursements, including those of its legal

counsel approved by the court. The Receiver and its counsel have maintained detailed records

of their professional time and costs.

234. The total fees and disbursements of the Receiver for services provided during the period

of June 1, 2015 to February 29, 2016 is $305,823.75 excluding HST. Attached as Appendix

"BB" is an affidavit of Philip H. tennis sworn April 4, 2016 ("tennis Affidavit") regarding the

Receiver's fees and disbursements. Copies of the Receiver's detailed time dockets for the

period June 1, 2015 to February 29, 2016 are appended as exhibits to the tennis Affidavit.

235. Cassels has acted as the Receiver's legal counsel on all matters relafied to these

receivership proceedings. Cassels rendered its accounts to the Receiver for the period June 1,

2015 through to and including February 29, 2016 in the amount of $1,632,882.80 including

disbursements and HST. Attached as Appendix "CC" is the affidavit of Larry Ellis sworn April

4, 2016 ("Ellis Affidavit") regarding counsel's fees and disbursements to the Receiver. Copies

of the counsel's detailed time dockets for the period June 1, 2015 to February 29, 2016 are

appended as exhibits to the Ellis Affidavit. The Cassels accounts described in the Ellis Affidavit

include amounts billed to the Receiver, which were paid directly by the Joint Liquidators and

approved by the Committee of Inspection in accordance with the laws governing the Isle of Man

Proceedings.

236. The Receiver believes that the fees and disbursements of Cassels are fair and

reasonable and justified in the circumstances. The Receiver has reviewed the accounts of

Cassels in tight of the novel, complex, broad ranging and multi jurisdictional nature of this
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engagement. The Receiver is of the view that all work set out in the accounts was carried out

and was necessary. The hourly rates of the lawyers at Cassels who worked on this matter are

considered to be appropriate and reasonable in light of the services required, and the services

were carried out by lawyers with the appropriate level of experience. The Receiver accordingly

respectfully recommends approval of Cassels' accounts by this Honourable Court.

237. A copy of the Receiver's interim Statement of Receipts and Disbursements, as at March

31, 2016, is attached hereto as Appendix "DD".

VII. Summary

238. Based upon the foregoing, the Receiver respectfully requests that this Honourable Court

issue an order:

(a) converting the investigatory receivership of Bannersbroker Canada into standard

receivership proceedings;

(b) declaring that the St. Lucian Funds are BBIL funds to be used in accordance with

the Receiver's mandate;

(c) directing HSBC Bank plc to produce documents;

(d) granting a sealing order with respect to Confidential Appendices "A", "B" and "C"

to this Fifth Report;

(e) approving the Receiver's interim statement of receipts and disbursements as at

March 31, 2016;

(f) approving the fees and disbursements of the Receiver and its counsel, Cassels,

for services rendered from June 1, 2015, to February 29, 2016 as particularized

in the Fee Affidavits; and
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(g) approving this Fifth Report.
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ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 4th day of April, 2016.

msi Spergel inc.,
Court-appointed Rec
Banners Broker rnatio Limited

'/ .
r---

Per: Philip H. G~nnis,~1.D., CIRP, LIT
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I. Overview

1. This is the sixth report to court ("Sixth Report") of msi Spergel inc. in its capacity

as court-appointed receiver ("Receiver") of Banners Broker International Limited

("BBIL"), Stellar Point Inc. ("Bannersbroker Canada") and five other Banners Broker

related entities.

2. The Sixth Report is filed in support of the Receiver's motion {"Motion") for an

order in furtherance of the transition of certain BBIL insolvency administration matters

from the Joint Liquidators (defined below) to the Receiver ("Transition"}:

(a) authorizing the Receiver to enter into and approving the terms of an

assignment agreement ("Assignment Agreement"} pursuant to which the

Joint Liquidators will assign to the Receiver any and all residual property,

assets, claims and undertakings of BBIL that have accrued to the Joint

Liquidators by virtue of their appointment and activities as Joint

Liquidators ("Assigned Interests"};

(b) authorizing and empowering the Receiver to pursue, receive, collect,

settle, extend or compromise any of the Assigned Interests;

(c) authorizing and empowering the Receiver to respond to, address, or

otherwise deal with BBIL creditors and BBIL creditor inquiries regardless

of where such creditors are situate, and regardless of whether such

inquiries are directed to the Joint Liquidators or the Receiver;

(d) reporting to this Court in connection with the Receiver's findings as they

relate to BBIL's creditors, their jurisdictional whereabouts and the quantum
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of outstanding claims and to make such recommendations on the

completion of a potential claims process as the Receiver's sees fit;

(e) permitting the Receiver to receive and take possession of any BBlL

related records, accounts or information in the possession of the Joint

Liquidators as the Receiver considers necessary or desirable for the

purposes of fulfilling the Receiver's mandate;

(~ releasing the Joint Liquidators from their role as "Foreign Representatives"

of BBIL for purposes of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, R.S.C. 1992,

c. 27 ("BIA") in respect of the proceedings brought in the Isle of Man

under section 162(6) of the Companies Act, 1931;

(g) authorizing the Receiver to pay the reasonable fees and disbursements of

the Joint Liquidators incurred in relation to the Transition, without further

approval of this Court, provided that such fees and disbursements do not

exceed $104,000;

(h) authorizing and empowering the Receiver to engage David Rubin &

Partners Ltd. ("DRP") and MannBenham Advocates Ltd. ("MannBenham"}

from time to time and on whatever basis, including on a temporary basis,

to assist with the exercise of the Receiver's powers and duties, including

without limitation those conferred by this order;

(i) approving the Sixth Report and the conduct and activities of the Receiver

31 1

as set out herein;
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(j) approving the Receiver's interim statement of receipts and disbursements

as at May 17, 2016; and

(k) approving the fees and disbursements of the Receiver and its counsel,

Cassels Brock &Blackwell LLP ("Cassels"), for services rendered from

March 1, 2416 to April 30, 2D16, as particularized in the affidavits of Phillip

Gennis sworn May 18, 20~ 6, and Larry Ellis sworn May 18, 201 ~,

(collectively, "Fee Affidavits").

3. This Sixth Report follows and may be read in conjunction with the:

(a) Receiver's First Report (dated October 2, 2014)

This report described the Receiver's actions upon appoin#ment, including
initial inquiries and the discovery of a criminal investigation in respect of
Banners Broker. The report was filed in support of a request for additional
investigatory powers extending to certain specifically identified associated
corporations.

(b) Receiver's Second Report (dated January 12, 2015)

This repork was filed in support of the Receiver's motion for an order
restricting the disposition of certain monies and credits held by electronic
payment processors, which monies were then frozen by ex pane Restraint
Orders granted in the context of the criminal investigation.

~c) Receiver's Third Repart (dated July 3Q, 20~ 5)

This report was filed in support Qf the Receiver's motion for approval of a
se#tlement agreement with a BBIL group entity, and for the grant of certain
limited investiga#ory authority in respect of recently identified BBIL
associated companies. The report also provided an update on the
activities of the Receiver since its First Report.

(d} Receiver's Fourth Report (dated January 8, 2016)

31?

This report was filed in support of the Receiver's motion for the production
of certain banking records from the Royal Bank of Canada ("RBC"} and
the Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce ("CIBC"). The Fourth Report
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also provides an update on the Receiver's activities since the Third
Repart.

(e} Receiver's Fifth Report (dated April 4, 2016)

This report was filed in support of the Receiver's motion for the conversion
of the inves#igatory receivership of Bannersbroker Canada into a standard
possessory receivership and a declaration that certain funds held by an
off-shore financial institution were property of the BBlL estate. The Fifth
Report also provides an update on the Receiver's activities since the Third
Report.

4. All court materials filed, including previous Receiver's reports and court orders

and endorsements issued in these proceedings, are available on the Receiver's

websites at: www.spergel.ca/banners (for BBiL) and http:www.spergel.ca/StellarPoint

(for Bannersbroker Canada).

11. Background

5. BBlL was central to a group of several related companies and service providers.

Together they operated the "Banners Broker" online enterprise, a platform whereby

registered members known as "affiliates" could advertise their businesses on websites

within the Banners Broker network of publishers while, at the same time, earn revenues

as an advertising publisher through specialized and targeted publisher sites created,

designed and hosted by BBIL ("Banners Broker").

6. Pursuant to an Order of His Honour the Deemster Doyle, First Deemster and

Clerk of the Rolis of the High Caurt of Justice of the Isle of Man, BBIL was placed into

liquidation under section 174 of the Companies Act 7937 of the Isle of Man on February

26, 2014. Miles Andrew 6enham and Paul Robert Appleton were appointed as joint

liquidators ("Joint Liquidators", with the Receiver, the "Court Officers") of BBIL {"Isle
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of Man Proceedings"). C?n August 22, 2014, on application of the Joint Liquidators, the

Honorable Madam Justice Matheson, of the Ontario Superior Court of Justice

(Commercial List) gran#ed an order:

(a) recognizing the ]sle of Man Proceedings as a "foreign main proceed'+ng"

for the purposes of section 268 of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Acf,

RSC 1985, c. B-3 ("B!A");

(b) recognizing the Joint Liquidators as the "foreign representatives"

("Foreign Representatives") of BBIL for the purposes of section 268 of

the BIA; and

(c) granting a stay of proceedings in respect of actions concerning BBIL.'s

property, debts, liabilities or obligations.

7. Also on August 22, 2014, Justice Matheson issued a supplemental order tforeign

main recognition} ("Supplemental Order"):

(a) appointing msi Spergel inc. as receiver of BBIL's assets, undertakings and

properties, including the proceeds thereof ("Property");

(b) empowering the Receiver to identify and realize upon the Property,

including taking steps to access all information relating to BBIL's accounts

a# any financial institution;

(c) authorizing the Receiver to conduct examinations of the former principals

of B61L, as well as any other persons that the Receiver reasonably

believes may have knowledge of BBIL's trade, dealings and Property;



(d) authorizing the Receiver to provide such information and assistance to the

Foreign Representative in the performance of its duties as the Foreign

Representative may reasonably request; and

(e} authorizing the Receiver to coordinate the administration and supervision

of BBIL's assets and affairs with the Joint Liquidators as Foreign

Representative of the Isle of Man Proceeding.

8. An important ground for the Canadian foreign recognition application, and the

appointment of a Canadian receiver, was that BBIL appeared to have ownership and

business connections to Canada, as well as financial dealings tied to Canada, that were

deserving of investigation. These Canadian connections, as they were then understood,

were detailed in the affidavit of Paul Robert Appleton, in his capacity as Joint Liquidator

of BBIL, sworn August 6, 2014, and filed with this court at the time that foreign

recognition of the Isle of Man Proceeding was sought.

9. The Supplemental Order that appointed the Receiver provides the Receiver with

the mandate to assist the Foreign Representative in the wind-up of BBIL, including the

identification of and realization upon BBIL assets for the benefifi of creditors. Gonsistent

with the Model Receivership Qrder, the Receiver's powers in respect of BBIL e~ctend to

accessing all manner of relevant information, and the taking of possession of assets.

10. A few months later, in October 2014, the Receiver was gran#ed certain

investigatory authority over several other BBIL associated entities:

31~

~a) 2087360 Ontario Incorporated a/a Local Management Services;
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(b) Parrot Marketing Inc. (formerly o/a 8264554 Canada Limited} ("IParrot

Marketing");

(c) 2341620 Ontario Corporation;

(d) Bannersbroker Canada;

(e) Dixit Holdings Inc. (formerly o/a "863871 Canada Limited") ("Dixit

Holdings");

(f} any other entity operating under the business names "Bannersbroker",

"Banners Broker", "Bannersbroker L'+mited", "Bannersmobile",

"gannersMobile" or "Banners Broker Belize"

(collectively, the "Associated Corporations").

11. In August 2015, the Receiver's investigatory authority was further expanded to

include finro additional companies that had significanfi Banners Broker related dealings:

Dixit Consortium Inc. and Dreamscape Ventures Ltd. (collectively, the "Additional Dixit

Entities").

12. On April 8, 2016, the investigatory receivership of Bannersbroker Canada was

converted to a standard possessory receivership and msi Spergel inc. was appointed

receiver of Bannersbroker Canada.

III. Developments Since the Receiver's Fifth Report

13. The Fifth Report was filed on April 4, 2016, and remains relatively current. If

provides a comprehensive report on developments in these proceedings. A copy of the

Fifth Report (without appendices) is attached as Appendix "A".

316
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A. Production of Docum~n~s From HSBC

14. The Receiver has sought documentary production relating to BBIL, the

Associated Corporations and the Additional Dixit Entities from approximately 100

financial institutions, including HSBC Bank Canada ("HSBC").

15. Following on numerous requests, HSBC provided the Receiver with bank

account statements for Parrot Marketing's HSBC accounts ("Parrot HSBC Accounts")

on March 18, 2016. The statements lacked supporting documents for the transactions

listed.

16. HSBC provided the Receiver with the majority of the supporting documents for

the transactions listed in the Parrott HSBC Accounts on April 7, 2016. Additional

documents were delivered to the Receiver by HSBC on April 19, 2016.

17. The Receiver is reviewing the Parrot HSBC Accounts documentation and

incorporating relevant information into an overall accounting effort, referred to as the

Banners Broker "Flow of Funds Analysis". The Receiver has no further requests of

HSBC at this time.

B. Meetings with Joint Liquidators

18. The Join# Liquidators, the Receiver, and their counsel met at Cassels' office in

Toron#o on April 24 and April 25 to discuss the strategic direction of the receivership of

BBIL and six associated Banners Broker entities.

19. In respec# of BBIL, the outcome of the meetings was that the Court Officers

resolved to implement the steps necessary to transition the Joint Liquidators' portable

insolvency administration responsibilities to the Receiver.
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20. As further explained below, the Court Officers conclude that significant

efficiencies are gained if the administration of BBIL's estate is administered by the

Receiver alone. The vast majority of BBIL administration work to be competed is

domiciled in Canada. Furthermore any work required to be completed in the Isle of Man

or any of the other 119 countries where creditors may reside, can appropria#ely and

efficiently be spearheaded from the Canadian proceedings.

C. Meeting with Committee of Inspection in Isle of Man Proceedings

21. The Joint Liquidators report regularly to a Committee of Inspection consisting of a

group of 5 creditors. The Committee of Inspection, much like inspectors to a Canadian

bankrupt estate, instruct the Joint Liquidators to take whatever steps they consider

appropriate in order to protect the estate and its creditors.

22. On May 11, 2016, a meeting of the Committee of Inspection was held to

consider and seek approval of the proposal to transition portable insolvency

administration responsibilities to the Receiver. The Receiver and Cassels attended the

meeting for the purpose of providing advice and answers to questions regarding the

Canadian receivership process.

23. The meeting consisted of a broad ranging and thoughtful discussion of the future

course of these proceedings, wi#h a focus on the efficiencies of shifting portable

insolvency administration functions from the Joint Liquidators to the Receiver as a

means of centralizing and controlling costs. consideration was also given as to how

best attend to creditor objectives and creditor reporting in circumstances where the Joint

Liquidators transition insolvency administration responsibility to the Receiver.
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24. The meeting concluded with the Committee of Inspection unanimously resolving

to approve of and support the "#ransition to Canada strategy" and the relief sought on

this motion.

D. Criminal Proceedings

25. The Receiver continues to monitor developments in the criminal proceedings

against Christopher Smith ("Smith") and Rajiv Dixit ("Dixit") on the basis that they are

relevant parallel proceedings involving common issues and documents.

26. The Receiver understands that a pretrial conference hearing has been scheduled

for May 31, 2016. The hearing is not public and the Receiver is not permitted to attend.

IV. Relief Sought

A. Background

27. As detailed in the Fifth Report, the Receiver and the Joint Liquidators have

focused their time, effort and resources on scouring records and compiling information

all with a view to recovering as much investor money as possible and with a view to

providing parties impacted by BBIL's business with an understanding of BBIL's

international business affairs. Through the Court Officers' collective efforts a detailed

international flow of funds has been substantially completed and recoveries made in

more than six different countries.

28. Through the Court Officers' review of tens of thousands of documents, and

interviews of persons having knowledge of the operation, it appears that upwards of

100,000 people in more than 120 countries paid over US$156 million for Banners

Broker "product". "Product", which was described as "advertising", initially offered
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parties the opportunity to double their money. The creditors of Banners Broker are the
f

tens of thousands of individuals who bought the produc# with a view to earning income.

29. Initially, at the time that these proceedings were commenced, it was believed that

BBIL had stronger connections to the Isle of Man than to any other jurisdiction. A case

was accordingly made that BBIL's centre of main interest was the Isle of Man.

30. The Isle of Man was recognized by this court as BBIL's centre of main interest,

and the Isle of Man proceedings were declared to be a "foreign main proceeding". At

the same time, the Receiver was appointed and charged with broad ranging

responsibilities in relation to all of BBIL's assets, undertakings and properties in

Canada.

31. However, as the insolvency administration has progressed, it has become clear

that BBIL connections to Canada are far more extensive than initially believed. Indeed

they vastly outweigh connections to the Isle of Man, or any other jurisdiction.

32. Perhaps most significantly, the actual business of Banners Broker was at all

times conducted from Canada by resident owners, management and employees. In

addition to BBIL, the principals directed a collection of related Canadian incorporated

entities, some of which companies were used interchangeably with BBIL, Although the

Canadian entities employed certain foreign payment processors and off-shore banking

arrangements, such activities were coordinated exclusively from Canada.

33. The - Banners Broker website, computer program, and back office support

function were designed and managed from Toronto. From its inception in 2010, or

shor#ly thereafter, Banners Broker was run out of four condominiums at 167 Church St.,
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Toronto, Ontario. As noted in the Fifth Report, starting in October 2012, these

condominiums and a commercial property at 5 Carlow Court, Whitby, functioned as the

Banners Broker world headquarters.

34. Beginning in late 2011 and continuing until September 2013, Bannersbroker

Canada was the primary source of customer support for Banners Broker creditors and

resellers. Bannersbroker Canada administered Banners Broker's web presence,

including by creating online content for and updating and maintaining the business

website. Bannersbroker Canada also planned BBIL conventions and BBIL "World Tour"

stops including events in Portugal, England, and Ireland. At its peak Bannersbroker

Canada employed approximately 70 people.

35. Conversely, the business' Isle of Man connections now seem relatively limited.

BB1L was in the nature of a "letter box company", incorporated to act as holding

company in a tax haven jurisdiction. BBIL deposited funds in a bank account on the

island for approximately three months, beyond which time the account was effectively

left dormant. The Isle of Man operation never employed a local resident and any

creditor/customer/investor communication made by any interested party was routed to

Canada, with no ability to contact a BBIL employee located in the Isle of Man.

36. The predominant role that Canada and the Ontario receivership proceedings

have played -and promise to continue to play - in the wind-up of BBIL and the banners

Broker business is evidenced by the following high level points:

(a) almost all realizations in the BBIL insolvency proceedings, with the

exception of the BBIL bank account in the Isle of Man, have been made by

321

or to the account of the Receiver;
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tb) Banners Broker debtors, contract counter-parties, payment processors,

and banks and financial institutions have largely recognized the authority

of and cooperated with the Receiver, even in circumstances where such

parties are not resident in Canada or otherwise subject to this Honourable

Court's jurisdic#ion;

(c) the Receiver has, where appropriate, sought and obtained additional

receivership powers over seven BBIL associated entities. Certain of these

entities, particularly Bannersbroker Canada, were central elements of the

business of Banners Broker, arguably as or more central than BBIL. Such

entities are subject to receivership proceedings in Canada alone;

(d) with the exception of contingent litiga#ion claims, all known BBIL assets are

currently domiciled in Ganada or under the current care of the Receiver.

The Receiver's existing authority will allow it to effectively administer these

assets together with any contingent litigation claims existing in other

jurisdictions; and

(e) looking forward, the wind-up of BB(L will have to be closely coordinated

with the wind-up of Bannersbroker Canada, and perhaps certain other

Canada incorporated entities, and it is only the Receiver that has

jurisdiction in respect of such companion proceedings

B. Transition of Receivershrp Proceedings from the Isle of Man to Canada

37. Given the predominant and growing "Canada focus" of the BBIL receivership

proceedings the Receiver and the Joint Liquidators have concluded that it is no longer
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economic to administer and maintain these proceedings as a conventional cross-border

foreign recognition proceeding with active insolvency representation in both Canada

and the Isle of Man.

38. Moreover, there is a potential for significant cost savings should it be passible to

complete the wind-up of BBIL (and associated entities such as Bannersbraker Canada,

by a single insolvency juridiction that is appropriately positioned and empowered to

realize upon and dea! with residual assets and claims.

39. Accordingly, and subject to the approval of this Honourable Court and the

approval of the Isle of Man High Court of Justice, the Receiver and Joint Liquidators

propose that the Receiver conclude the administration of BBIL (and BBIL related entity

Bannersbroker Canada).

C. Assignment Agreement

40. As an Isle of Man company, BBIL's liquidation is governed by the Part V of the

Companies Act 1931, together with the Companies (Winding Up) Rules 1934 of the Isle

of Man.

41. The relevant legislation accords the Joint Liquidators broad powers that may be

exercised with the sanction of either the Isle of Man court or the committee of

inspection. Such powers include the ability to "sell" or "transfer" the debtor's property, to

"appoint an agent" and "to do all such things as may be necessary for winding-up of the

affairs of the company". The Joint Liquidators may also "apply to the court...for

directions in respect of any particular matter arising under the winding-up".'

3?3

t (Companies Act, 193 , s. 184 and 185.
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42. To preserve the prospect of realization upon any BBIL property vested in the

Joint Liquidators, the Joint Liquidators and the Receiver have concluded that it would be

advantageous to enter into an transition services and Assignment Agreement whereby

the Joint Liquidators will assign to the Receiver any and all residual property, assets,

claims and undertakings of BBIL that have accrued to the Joint Liquidators by virtue of

their appointment and activities as Joint Liquidators.

43. To this end the Court Officers are in the process of preparing the Assignment

Agreement. The Court Officers are s#ill determining what terms and conditions are

necessary for the agreement. Thus, the Court Officers intend to attach the agreement

as an appendix to an affidavit of the Joint Liquidators that will be filed with the Court

early next week.

44. Although somewhat unique, the Assignment Agreement makes good sense in

the circumstances of this case where the debtor's known remaining assets of any value

are already in the hands of the Receiver, and the Receiver otherwise has the authority

to receive and realize upon the debtor's property, Further, the proposed assignment is

supported by the Committee of Inspection. The Receiver respectfully recommends that

this Honourable Court approve the terms of the Assignment Agreement and authorize

the Receiver to execute the same.

D. Additional Limited Authori#y

45. In the interes#s of international comity, and effectively coordinating these

proceedings, including the transition of certain insolvency administration matters from

the Joint Liquidators to the Receiver, the Receiver also seeks certain limited additional

authorities sufficient to:
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(a) pursue, receive, collect, settle, extend or compromise any of the

Assigned Interests;

{b} respond to, address or otherwise deal with BBIL creditors and BBIL

creditor inquiries, regardless of where such creditors reside and

regardless of whether or not the inquiries are directed at the Joint

Liquidators or the Receiver; and

(c) receive and take possession of any BBIL related records, accounts ar

information in the possession of the Joint Liquidators as the Receiver

considers necessary or desirable for the purposes ofi fulfilling the

Receiver's mandate.

46. Pursuing claims and dealing with creditors are standard aspects of any

receivership. Certainly the Supplements( CJrder and the Further Supplemental Order

already provide the Receiver with certain of the authorities outlined above, ft is primarily

in recognition of the fact that the Joint Liquidators have been actively involved in this

case up until now, that the Receiver considers it appropriate fio seek specific revisions to

its mandate and powers to address matters in the nature of a transition. This approach

will also ensure that all stakeholders having an interest in this proceeding will be on

notice of the infiention to transition from the Joint Liquidators #o the Receiver.

E. Release o#Joint Liquidators

47. In the event that this motion is granted, and a companion motion brought by the

Joint Liquidators in the Isle of Man is similarly allowed, the Joint Liquidators will have

effectively concluded the Companies act, 1931, wind-up of BBIL. It is anticipated that
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the Joint Liquidators would be released and discharged from all liability pursuant to

section 190(3) of the Companies Act, 1931.

48. The relief sought on this motion would release the Joint Liquidators from their

appointment as "foreign representative" for the purposes of these proceedings.

Assuming thafi the Transition can proceed as proposed, the conclusion of the BBIL

wind-up will be administered from Canada by the Receiver, and there will be no need

for the Joint Liquidators to retain an appointment as "foreign representative".

F. Funding of Joint Liquidators

49. To obtain a discharge in the Isle of Man, and to transition the BBIL insolvency

proceedings from the Isle of Man to Canada, the Joint Liquidators are required to bring

an application before the High Court of Justice of the Isle of Man and have requested

funding from the Receiver to do so. The Joint Liquidators have estima#ed that no more

than $100,000 will be needed to retain and instruct counsel in the Isle of Man to bring

this application, and to cover the costs of their professional time.

50. The Receiver believes this is a reasonable estimate of the costs of concluding

the Isle of Man Proceedings and is seeking this court's permission to fund the

necessary application to the High Court of Justice of the Isle of Man to conclude the

BBIL liquidation process there.

G. Retention o~ DRP and MannBenham

51. Given the genesis and history of these proceedings, the Receiver has

3?6

determined that it may be advantageous #o retain DRP and MannBenham as agents
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from time to time to assist with the conclusion of the wind-up of BBIL and the exercise of

the Receiver's powers and duties.

52. The Receiver accordingly seeks specific authority and approval to retain DRP

and/or MannBenham to assist the Receiver as may be appropriate.

H. Approval of the Receiver's Fees and Disbursement

53. Pursuant to paragraph 18 of the Supplemental Order, the Receiver and its

counsel shall pass their accounts from time #o time. For this purpose the accounts of the

Receiver and its legal counsel are referred to a judge of the Commercial List.

54. The Receiver seeks to have its fees and disbursements, including those of its

legal counsel approved by the court. The Receiver and its counsel have maintained

de#ailed records of their professional time and costs.

55. The total fees and disbursements of the Receiver for services provided during

the period of March 1, 2016 to April 30, 2016 is $87,527.00 excluding HST. Attached as

Appendix "B" is an affidavit of Philip M. tennis sworn May 18, 2016 ("tennis

Affidavit") regarding the Receiver's fees and disbursements. Copies of the Receiver's

detailed time dockets for the period March 1, 206 to April 30, 2016 are appended as

exhibits fio the tennis Affidavit.

56. Cassels has acted as the Receiver's legal counsel on a!I matters related to these

receivership proceedings. Cassels rendered its accounts to the Receiver for the period

March 1, 216 through to and including April 30, 2016 in the amount of $431,747.50

including d+sbursements and HST. Attached as Appendix "C" is the a~davit of Larry

EIlis sworn May 18, 2016 ("EI{is A~f'idavit") regarding counsel's fees and disbursements
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to the Receiver. Copies of the counsel's detailed time dockets for the period March 1,

2016 to April 30, 2016 are appended as exhibits to the Ellis Affidavit. The accounts

described in the Ellis Affidavit include amounts billed to the Receiver, which were paid

directly by the Receiver and approved by the Committee of Inspection in accordance

with the laws governing the isle of Man Proceedings.

57. The Receiver believes that the fees and disbursements of Cassels are fair and

reasonable and justified in the circumstances. The Receiver has reviewed the accounts

of Cassels in tight of the novel, complex, broad ranging and multi-jurisdictional nature of

this engagement. The Receiver is of the view that all work se# out in the accounts was

carried out and was necessary. The hourly rates of the {awyers at Cassels who worked

on this mater are considered to be appropriate and reasonable in lighfi of the services

required, and the services were carried out by lawyers with the appropriate level of

experience. The Receiver accordingly respectfully recommends approval of Cassels's

accounts by this Honourable Court.

58. A copy of the Receiver's Interim Statemen# of Receipts and Disbursements, as at

May 17, 2016, is attached hereto as Appendix "D".

1V. Recommendation

59. Based upon the foregoing, the Receiver respectfully requests that this

Honourable Courk issue an order:

(a) authorizing the Receiver to en#er into and approving the terms of the

Assignment Agreement, in substantially similar form and substance as is
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attached to this Sixth Report, pursuant to which the Joint Liquidators will

assign to the Receiver the Assigned Interests;

(b} authorizing and empowering the Receiver to pursue, receive, collect,

settle, extend or compromise any of the Assigned interests;

(c} authorizing and empowering the Receiver to respond to, address, or

otherwise deal with BBIL creditors and BBIL creditor inquiries regardless

of where such creditors are situate, and regardless of whether such

inquiries are directed to the Joint Liquidators or the Receiver;

(d) authorizing and empowering the Receiver to administer such creditor

claims process as may be appropriate, subject to further order of this

Court;

(e) permitting the Receiver to receive and take possession of any BBIL

related records, accounts or information in the possession of the Jaint

Liquidators as the Receiver considers necessary or desirable for the

purposes of fulfilling the Receiver's mandate;

(f~ releasing the Joint Liquidators from their role as "Foreign Representatives"

of BBIL for purposes of the BIA in respect of the proceedings brought in

the Isle of Man under section 162{6) of the Companies Act, 1937;

(g) authorizing the Receiver to pay the reasonable fees and disbursements of

the Joint Liquidators incurred in relation to the Transifiion, without further

approval of this court, provided that such fees and disbursements do not

exceed $100, 000;
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{h) authorizing and empowering the Receiver to engage DRP and

MannBenham from time to time and on whatever basis, including on a

temporary basis, to assist with the exercise of the Receiver's powers and

duties, including without limitation those conferred by this order;

(i) approving the Six#h Report and the conduct and activities of the Receiver

as set out herein;

(j) approving the Receiver's interim statement of receipts and disbursements

as at May 17, 2016; and

{k) approving the fees and disbursements of the Receiver and its counsel,

Cassels, fvr services rendered from March 1, 2016 to April 30, 2016, as

particularized in the a~davits of Philip Gennis sworn May 18, 201 ~, and

Larry Ellis sworn May 18, 201 fi.

ALL OF WHICH IS RESRECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 19th day of May, .2016.

msi Spergei inc.,
Court-appointed er of
Banners ~t ,r Interr►ati nal Limifed

Per: Philip H. Z~'ennis, J.D., CIRP
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Court File No: CV-14-10663--OOCL

ONTfiRfO
SUPERIOR CC?URT OF JUSTICE

(CC}MMERCIAL LIST}

THE HONOURABLE MADAM ) FRIDAY, THE 22nd DAY

JUSTECE MATHESUN ) OF AUGUST, 201

iN THE MATTER OF THE BANKRUPTCYAIV~ lNSDLVENCYACT,
I~.S,C. 1992, c. 27, s.2, AS AMENDED

AND !N THE MATTER 4F CERTAIN PRC3CEEDINGS TAKEN 1N THE ISLE OF MAN WITH
RESPECT TC3 BANNERS BRC7KER INTERiVATtUNAL LIMITED

APPLICATION 4F MILES ANDREW BENHAM AND PAUL RaBERT APPLETON, IN THEIR
CAPACITY AS JOINT LIQUIDATORS OF BANNERS BRO~{ER I~ITERNATtONAL LIMITED,
UNDER PART Xfll OF THE BANKf?UPTCYAND INSOLVENCYACT (CRASS-BORDER

INS~LVEMCIES)

Order Made After ~►pplication
INITIAL RECC?GNlT~(7N ORDER
{FOREIGN MAtN PROCEEDfNG)

THIS APPLICATION made by Mifes Andrew Benham and Paul Robert Applefon,

in their capacity as Joint Liquidators ("Foreign Rearesentative") of Banners Broker

International Limited ~"Debtor"), pursuant to the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, R.S.C. 1985, c.

B-3, as amended ("B1A"} for an Order substantially in the form attached to the notice of

application was heard this day at the Court House, 330 University Avenue, Toronto, Ontario.

ON READING the notice of application, the affidavit of Pauf Robert Appleton sworn

August 6, 2014, the affidavit of Miles Andrew Benham sworn August 6, 2014, the affidavit of

service efforts of Christopher Horkins sworn August 21, 2014, the affidavit of attempted service

of Frank Temprile sworn Augusfi 18, 2014, the two affidavits of attempted service of Norman Ng

sworn August 18, 20~ 3, the affidavit of a#tempted service of Heather Johnson served August 18,

2014, the affidavit of attempted service of Christopher Maniaci sworn August 18, ~D1 ~4, and the

affidavit of attempted service of Mary Carreiro sworn August 2~ , 2014, filed, and upon being

provided with certified copies of the documents required by section 269(2}(a) of the BiA,
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AND UPON BEING ADVISED by counsel for the Foreign Representative that in addition

to this Initial Recognition Order, a Supplemental Order {Foreign Main Proceeding) is being

sought,

AND UPON HEARING the submissions of counsel for the Foreign Representative, as

well as counsel for Christopher Smith.

SER1lICE

1. THIS COURT ORDERS that the time for service of the notice of application and the

application record is hereby abridged and validated so that this application is properly returnable

today and hereby dispenses with further service thereof.

FOREIGN REPRESENTATII/E

2. THIS COURT DECLARES that the Foreign Representative is the "foreign

representative" of the Debtor for purposes of the BIA in respect of the proceedings brought in

the Isle of Man under section 162(6) of the Companies Act, 7931 ("Foreign Proceeding").

CENTRE OF MAIN INTEREST AND RECOGNITION OF FOREIGN PROCEEDING

3. THIS COURT ORDERS that the centre of main interest of the Debtor is in the Isle of

Man and that the Foreign Proceeding is hereby recognized as a "foreign main proceeding" as

defined in section 268 of the BIA.

STAY OF PROCEEDINGS

4. THIS COURT ORDERS that until otherwise ordered by this Court no person shall

commence or continue any action, execution or other proceedings concerning the Debtor's

property, debts, liabilities or obligations.

GENERAL

5. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Foreign Representative shall cause to be published a

notice substantially in the form attached to this order as Schedule "A", once a week for four

33?

consecutive weeks in the Globe and Mail (National Edition) and the National Post.
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6. THIS COURT HEREBY REQUESTS the aid and recognition of any court, tribunal,

regulatory or administrative body having jurisdiction in Canada, to give effect to this Order and

to assist the Foreign Representative and its counsel and agents in carrying out the fierms of this

C?rder.

7. THIS COURT ORDERS that any interested party may apply to this Court to vary or

amend this Order or seek other relief on not less than seven (7) days notice #o the Foreign

Representative and its counsel, and to any other party or parties likely to be affected by the

order sought, or upon such other notice, if any, as this Court may order.

f t ~~r n
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SCHEDULE "A" — MEDIA NOTICE

BANNERS BROKER INTERNATlOh1AL LIMITED
("BBI L")

TO ALL CREDITORS AND OTHER AFFECTED PARTIES

TAKE f~OTICE that on August 22, 2014 the Ontario Superior Court of Justice (Commercial List)
ordered, pursuant to section 272 of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, that the proceeding of
BBIL In Liquidation brought before the High Court of Justice in the (sle of Man, Civil Division
under section 162(6) of the Companies Act, 7931 the "Foreign Proceeding") be recognized as a
foreign main proceeding and that msi Spergel inc., be appointed Receiver in respect of the
Debtor in Canada.

The contact details for the Receiver in Canada are as follows:

msi Spergel inc.
505 Consumers Road, Suite 200
Toronto, QN M2J 4V8

Tel: (4~ 6) 498-4325
Fax: (4'! 6) 498-4235
Email: bannersbrokerinternationaf@spergel.ca

Attn: Philip H. Gennis

The contact details for the legal counsel for the Joint Liquidators of BB1L and the Receiver are
as follows:

Cassels Brock &Blackwell LLP
Scotia Plaza, Suite 2100
40 King Street West
Toronto ON M5H 3C2

Tel: (416) 869-5960
Fax: (4~ 6) 360-8877
Email: dward ~c casselsbrock.com

Attn: David Ward

Please communicate all interest in this matter with supporting
documentation by email to bannersbrokerinternational(a~spergel.ca
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Court File No. CV-14-10663-OOCL

41VT,4 R/4
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

~Cornmercial Lisfi)

THE H~NUURABLE MADAM ) FRIDAY, THE 22nd DAY

JUSTICE MATHESC}N ) OF AUGUST, 2014

IN THE MATTER OF THE BANKRUPTCY.~4ND INS(7LVElVCYACT,
R.S.C. 1992, c. 27, s.2, AS AMENDED

AND IN THE MATTER OF CERTAIN PROCEEDINGS TAKEN ffV THE ISLE CAF MAN WITH

RESPECT' TO BANNERS BRal~ER 1~1TER~I~OT!(~NAL LIMITED

APPLIGATION CAF MILES ~4NDREW BENHAM AND PAUL ROBERT APPLETON, IN THEIR

CAPACITY AS JOINT LIQUIDATORS OF BA~fNERS BROKER INTERNATIONAL LIEUIITED,

UNDER PART XIII OF THE BANKRUPTCY/-AND 1NSOLVENCYACT (CR~JSS-BORDER
1NSC~LVENG~ES}

SURPLEMEIVTAL ORDER
{FOREfGN MAIN RECOGNITION)

THlS APPLICATION, made by Miles Andrew Benham and Paui Robert Appleton, in #heir

capacity as Joint Liquidators and as Foreign Representative {"Foreign Representative") of

Banners Broker International Limited ("Debtor") pursuant to the Bankruptcy end Insolvency Act,

R.S.C. 1985, c. B-3 ("BIA"), for an Order substantially in the form attached to the notice of

application, was heard this day at the Court House, 330 University Avenue, Toronto, Ontario.

ON READING the notice of application, the affidavit of Paul Robert Appleton sworn

August 6, 2014, the affidavit of Miles Andrew Benham sworn August 6, 2014, the affidavit of

service efforts of Christopher Horkins sworn August 21, 2014, the affidavit of attempted service of

Frank Temprile sworn August 18, 2014, the two affidavits of attempted service of Norman Ng

sworn August 18, 2Q13, the affidavit of attempted service of Heather Johnson served August 18,

2014, the affidavit of attempted service of Christopher Maniaci sworn August 18, 2014, and the

affidavit of attempted service of Mary Carreiro sworn August 21, 2014, filed, and on reading the

consent of msi Spergel Inc. to act as the proposed receiver.
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ON HEARING submissions of counsel for the Applicants, and counsel for Christopher

Smith, no one else appearing:

SERVICE

~ . THIS COURT ORDERS that the time for service of the notice of application and the

application record is hereby abridged and validated so that this application is properly returnable

today and hereby dispenses with further service thereof.

INITIAL RECQGNITIQN ORDER

2. THIS COURT ORDERS that any capifialized terms not otherwise defined herein shall have

the meanings given to such terms in the Initial Recognition Order (Foreign Main Proceeding}

dated August 22, 2014 (the "Recognition Order").

3. THIS COURT ORDERS that the provisions of this Supplemental Order shall be

interpreted in a manner complementary and supplementary to the provisions of the Recognition

Order, provided that in the event of a conflict between the provisions of this Supplemental Order

and the provisions of the Recognition Order, the provisions of the Recognition Order shall govern.

RECOGNITION OF FOREIGN C}RDIERS

4. THIS COURT ORDERS that the following orders (collectively, the "Foreign Orders") of

the High Court of Justice of the Isle of Man, Civii Division, Chancery Procedure, made in the

Foreign Proceeding are hereby recognized and given full force and effect in all provinces and

terri#Dries of Canada pursuant to section 272 of the BIA:

(a) the Order of His Honour the Deemster Doyle, First Deemster and Clerk of the

Rolls, issued February 26, 2014, and

{b) the Order of His Honour the Deemster Doyle, First Deemster and Clerk of the

Rolls, issued Mareh 14, 2014;

Copies of the which Orders are attached as Schedule "A" hereto;

provided, however, that in the event of any conflict between the terms of the Foreign Orders and

the Orders of this Court made in the within proceedings, the Orders of this Court shall govern with

337

respect to Property (as defined below) in Canada.
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APPOINTMENT C7F RECEIVER

5. THIS COURT ORDERS that pursuant to subsection 272(1)(d) of the BIA and section 101

of the Courts of Justice Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. C.43, msi Sperge! inc. is hereby appointed receiver

("Receiver"), without security, of all of the assets, undertakings and properties of the Debtor,

acquired for, or used in relation to the business carried on by the Debtor, including all proceeds

thereof (collectively, the "Property").

RECEIVER'S POWERS

6. THIS CCIURT ORDERS tha# the Receiver is hereby empowered and authorized, but not

obligated, to act at once in respect of the Property and, without in any way limi#ing the generality

of the foregoing, the Receiver is hereby expressly empowered and authorized to do any of the

fiollowing where the Receiver considers it necessary or desirable:

(a) to take possession of and exercise control over the Property and any and all

proceeds, receipts and disbursements arising out of or from the Property;

(b) to access all information relating to the Debtor's accounts at any financial

ins#itution, and the Receiver shall have immediate, continuous and unrestricted

access to carry out the foregoing;

(c) to access any and all computer systems and servers, wherever located, related to

the business and affairs of the Debtor and or the Property;

{d) to engage consultants, appraisers, agents, experts, auditors, accountants,

managers, counsel and such other persons from time to time and on whatever

basis, including on a temporary basis, to assist with the exercise of the Receiver's

powers and duties, including, without limitation, those conferred by this Order;

(e) to report #o, meet with and discuss wifh such affected Persons (as defined below)

as the Receiver deems appropriate on all matters rela#ing to the Debtor and or the

Property, and to share information, subject to such terms as to confidentiality as

the Receiver deems advisable; and

(f) to take any steps reasonably incidental to the exercise of these powers or the

338

performance of any statutory obligations,
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and in each case where the Receiver takes any such actions or steps, it shall be exclusively

authorized and empowered to do so, to the exclusion of ail other Persons (as defined below},

including the Debtor, and without interference from any other Person.

DUT''~( TU PROVIDE ACCESS AND C4-0►PERATIC)N TO THE RECEIVER

7. THIS COURT ORQERS that: (i) the Debtor; (ii} all of its current and former directors,
officers, employees, agents, accountants, legal counsel and shareholders, and all other persons
acting on its instructions or behalf; and (iii) all o#her individuals, firms, corporations, governmental
bodies or agencies, or other entities having notice of #his Order (all of the foregoing, collectively,
being "Persons" and each being a "Person") shall forthwith advise the Receiver of the existence
of any Property in such Person's possession or control.

8, TNIS COURT ORDERS that afl Persons shall forthwith advise the Receiver of the
existence of any books, documents, securities, contracts, orders, corporate and accounting
records, and any other papers, records and information of any kind related fo the business or
affairs of the Debtor, and any computer programs, computer tapes, computer disks, servers,
electronic backups, or other dafia storage media containing any such information (the foregoing,
collectively, the "Records") in that Person's possession or control, and shall provide to the
Receiver or permit the Receiver to make, retain and take away copies thereof and grant to the
Receiver unfettered access to and use of accounting, computer, software and physical facilities
relating thereto, provided however that nothing in this Order shall require the delivery of Records,
or the granting of access to Records, which may not be disclosed or provided to the Receiver due
to the privilege attaching to solicitor-client communication or due to statutory provisions
prohibiting such disclosure.

9. THIS COURT ORDERS that if any Records are stored or otherwise contained on a
computer or other electronic system of information storage, whether by independent service
provider or otherwise, a!I Persons in possession or control of such Records shall forthwith give
unfettered access to the Receiver for the purpose of allowing the Receiver to recover and fully
copy all of the information contained therein whether by way of printing the information onto paper
or making copies of compu#er disks or such other manner of retrieving and copying the
information as the Receiver in its discretion deems expedient, and sha{t not alter, erase or destroy
any Records without the prior vuritten consent of the Receiver. Further, for the purposes of this
paragraph, all Persons shall provide the Receiver with all such assistance in gaining immediate
access to the information in the Records as the Receiver may in its discretion require including
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provid'+ng tie Receiver with instructions on the use of any computer or other system and providing

the Receiver with any and ail access codes, account names and account numbers that may be

required to gain access to the information.

10. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Canadian financial institutions and electronic payment

processers listed in Schedule "B" to this Order advise the Receiver of the existence of any

Property and Records in their possession or control.

EXAMINATION BY RECEIVER QF SMITH AND QTHERS

11. THIS COURT ORDERS that Christopher G. Smith, Rajiv Dixit, Kuldip Josun, and any

other persons) that the Receiver reasonably believes may have knowledge of the Debtor's

affairs, attend at an examination under oath before an Official Examiner in Toronto, on a date to

be agreed upon or selected by the Receiver, with a minimum of 10 days no#ice, notice to include

a copy of this Order, and answer questions propounded to them by counsel for the Receiver and

provide testimony including, but not limited to, the following matters:

(a) the Debtor's trade, dealings and Property; and

(b) the matters described in the Foreign Representative's affidavit filed in support of

the within application.

Nth PR4CEEdINGS AGAINST THE RECEIVER OR FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVE

12. THIS COURT ORDERS that no proceeding or enforcement process in any court or

tribunal (each, a "Proceeding"), shall be commenced or continued against the Receiver or the

Foreign Representative except with leave of this Court.

NO PR~GEEDINGS AGAINST THE DEBTOR OR THE PROPERTY

13, THIS COURT ORDERS that no Proceeding against or in respect of the Debtor, or the

Property shall be commenced or continued except with the written consent of the Receiver or with

3~~0

leave of this Court and any and al! Proceedings currently under way against or in respect of the

Debtor or the Properky are hereby stayed and suspended pending further Order of this Court.
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~!~} EXERCfSE OF RIGHTS OR RE(~IIEDIES

14. THIS COURT ORDERS that all rights and remedies against the Debtor, the Receiver, the

Foreign Representative, or affecting the Property, are hereby stayed and suspended except with

the written consent of the Receiver or leave of this Court, provided however that this stay and

suspension does not apply in respect of any "eligible financial contract" as defined in the BIA, and

further provided that nothing in this paragraph shall: (i) empower the Receiver or the Debtor to

carry on any business which the Debtor is not lawfully entitled to carry on; (ii) exempt the

Receiuer or the Debtor from compliance with state#ory or regulatory provisions relating to health,

safety or the environment; (iii) prevent the filing of any registration to preserve or perFect a

security interest; or (iv) prevent the registration of a claim for lien.

NO INTERFERE[~~E 1!V(TH THE RECEIVER

15. THIS COURT ORDERS that no Person shall discontinue, fail to honour, alter, interfere

with, repudiate, terminate or cease to perform any right, renewal right, contract, agreement,

licence or permit in favour of or held by the Debtor, without written consent of the Receiver or

leave of this Court.

LililIlTATlt3N Off! THE RECEIVER'S LIABILITY

16. THIS COURT ~JRDERS that the Receiver shall incur no liability or obligation as a result of

its appointment or the carrying out the provisions of this Order, save and except for any gross

negligence or wilful misconduct on its part, or in respect of its obligations under subsections

81.4(5) or 81.6(3} of the BIA or under the Wage Earner Protection Program Act. Nothing in this

order shall derogate from the protections afforded fhe Receiver by section 14.06 of the BIA or by

any other applicable legislation.

F~ECEIVER'S ACCOUNTS

17. THlS COURT ORDERS that the Receiver and counsel to the Receiver shall be paid their

reasonable fees and disbursements, in each case at their standard rates and charges unless

otherwise ordered by the Court on the passing of accounts, and that the Receiver and counsel to

the Receiver shall be entitled to and are hereby granted a charge {"Receiver's charge") on the

Property, as security for such fees and disbursements, both before and after the making of this

Order in respect of these proceedings, and that the Receiver's Charge shall form a first charge on

the Property in priority to all security interests, trusts, liens, charges and encumbrances, statutory
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or otherwise, in favour of any Person, but subject to sections 14. 6{7}, 81.44), and 81.6{2) of the

BIA.

18. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Receiver and its legal counsel shall pass its accounts

from time to time, and for this purpose the accounts of the Receiver and its legal counsel are

hereby referred to a judge of the Commercial List of the Ontario Superior Court of Justice.

19. THIS COURT ORDERS that prior to passing of its accounts, the Receiver shall be at

liberty from time to time to apply reasonable amounts, out of the monies in its hands, against its

fees and disbursements, including legal fees and disbursements, incurred at the standard rates

and charges of the Receiver or its counsel, and such amounts shall constitute advances against

its remuneration and disbursements when and as approved by this Court.

OTHER PROVISIONS RELATING TO THE RECEIVER

20. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Receiver:

(a) is hereby authorised to provide such information and assistance to the Foreign

Representative in the performance of i#s duties as the Foreign Representative may

reasonably request;

(b) is hereby authorized to otherwise coordinate the administration and supervision of

the Debtor's assets and affairs with the Foreign Representative;

(c} shall report to this Court at least once every sax months with respect. to the status

of #hese proceedings and the status of the Foreign Proceedings, which reports

may include information relating to the Property, or such other matters as may be

relevant to the proceedings herein; and

(d) in addi#ion to the periodic reports referred to in paragraph 20(c) above, the

Receiver may report to this Court at such other times and intervals as the Receiver

may deem appropriate with respect to any of the matters referred to in paragraph

20(c} above.

2~. THtS COURT ORDERS that the Foreign Representative shall (i) advise the Receiver of

34?

all material steps taken by the Foreign Representative in these proceedings or in the Foreign

Proceedings, (ii) co-operate fully with the Receiver in the exercise of its powers and discharge of
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its obligations, and {iii) provide the Receiver with the assistance tha# is necessary to enable the

Receiver to adequately carry out its functions.

22. THfS COURT ORDERS that the Receiver {i) shall post on its website all Orders of this

Court made in these proceedings, all reports of the Receiver filed herein, and such other

materials as this Court may order from time to time, and (ii) may post on its website any other

ma#erials that the Receiver deems appropriate.

23. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Receiver may provide any creditor of the Debtor wi#h

information in response to reasonable requests for information made in writing by such creditor

addressed to the Receiver. The Receiver shall nat have any responsibility or liability with respect

to the information disseminated by it pursuant to this paragraph. In the case of information that

the Receiver believes to be privileged or cor~fdentiaJ, the Receiver shall not provide such

information to third parties, other than its counsel, the Joint Liquidators, and #heir counsel, unless

otherwise directed by this Court.

SERVICE AND NOTICE

24. THIS COURT ORDERS that that the E-Service Protocol of the Commercial Lis# (the

"Protocol") is approved and adopted by reference herein and, in this proceeding, the service of

documents made in accordance with the Protocol which can be found on the Commercial List

website at http:l/www,ontariocourts.ca/sci/practicelpractice-directions/toronto/e-service-protocol/)

shall be valid and effective service. Subject to Rule 17. 5 this Urder shall constitute an order for

substituted service pursuant to Rute 16.04 of the Rules of Civil Procedure. Subject to Rule

3.~1(d) of the Rules of Civil Procedure and paragraph 21 of the Protocol, service of documents in

accordance with the Protocol will be effective on transmission. This Court further orders that a

Case Website shall be established in accordance with the Protocol with the following URL 

`<http:/Iwww.spergel.ca/bannersl>'.

25. THIS COURT ORDERS #hat if the service or distribution of documents in accordance wi#h

the Protocol is not practicable, the Foreign Representative and the Receiver are at liberty to

serve or distribute this Order, any other materials and orders in these proceedings, any notices

or other correspondence, by forwarding true copies thereof by prepaid ordinary mail, courier,

personal delivery or facsimile transmission to the Debtors' creditors or other interested parties at

their respective addresses as last shown on the records of the applicable Debtor and that any

such service or distribution by courier, personal delivery or facsimile transmission shall be
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deemed #o ~e received on the next business day following the date of forwarding thereo#, ar if

sent by ordinary mail, on the third business day after mailing.

GENERAL

26. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Receiver may from time to time apply to this Court for

advice and directions in the discharge of its powers and duties hereunder.

27. THIS COURT ORDERS that nothing in this Order shat! prevent the Receiver from acfing

as an interim receiver, receiver, receiver and manager, proposal trustee, or a trustee in

bankruptcy of the Deb#or.

28. THIS CURT HEREBY REQUESTS the aid and recogni#ion of any court, tribunal,

regulatory or administrative body having jurisdiction in Canada or in the Isle of Man to give effect

to this order and to assist the Receiver and its agents in carrying out the terms of this Order. All

courts, tribunals, regulatory and administrative bodies are hereby respectfully requested to make

such orders and to provide such assistance to the Receiver, as an officer of this Court, as may be

necessary or desirable to gave effect to this Order or to assist the Receiver and its agents in

carrying out the terms of this C?rder.

29. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Foreign Representative and the Receiver be at liberty

and are hereby authorized and empowered to apply to any court, tribunal, regulatory or

administrative body, wherever located, for the recognition of this Order and for assistance in

carrying out the. terms of this Order.

30. THIS COURT ORDERS that any interested party may apply to this Court to vary or

amend this Order or seek other relief on not less than seven (7) days notice to the Debtors; the

Foreign Representative, the Receiver and their respective counsel, and to any other parley or

parties likely to be affected by the order sought; or upon such other notice, if any, as this Court

may order.
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'~' BE t~` KNOWN THAT I, Manish Kumar Soni, Nofiary Public, duly authorised,

~. admitted and sworn, practising in London and entitled to practise elsewhere in

~~~" England and Wales,

t'

Dt) HEREBY CERTIFY AND ATTEST:

THAT BAN111ERS BRfJKER 1NTERNATIQNAL 11MITED tthe "Company"), is a private

company, limited by shares and incorporated, registered and existing under tMe
i
! laws of Isle of Man with registration number 1243750 and having its registefed

~Y..,~ office at Kissack Court, 29 Pariiarnent Street, Ramsey IM81A7, Isle of Man;:,,,
Cr~',~

j

i ;~ F~ AND T4 THE GENUINENESS of the signatcar~ .of Paul Robert APPlfTON, whr~se
f~

f ~.
identity I attest, a Joint Liquidator of the Company with registered address ?_6-2~t

Bedford Row, London, WC1R 4HE.
k .,

t~~j~~p~Y ~y,V ..'

z L'~ IN TESTIMt?NY WHEREOF I have hereunto set mq hand and affixed my Seal of

~ ' ~ Office in London aforesaid, this 11th day ofJune Two Thousand end Fourteen.
t ~~ ~.; ~
,.:
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APOSTiL.LE
(Convention de La Haye du 5 octobre 1961]

~' Pabs,pat~' United Kingdom ~f Great Britain aid Northern Ireland
Y

This public document
Le prAsent acte public / Et presente documents publico

~. His been signed by Manish Kumar Soni
a ~t~ signs paC
ha silo firmado por

3. Acting in the capacity of Notary Public

agissant en quality de
quien actua en cafidad de

4. Bears the seatlstamp of Tr,e said No~ary Pubrc

est rev~iu du sceau !timbre de
y est3 revestida del selio i timbre de

Certified
AktestA / Certificado

5, at ~ London ~ ~. the ̀  12 June 2014
~ / en ie ! of dia

7. b Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for Foreign and
~a i por Commonwealth Affairs

 ̀~ y. ~8. ~uml~~r; K101348 - . ~' ~~~

ij'•+1~tp.R~i"~~9. Seal l stamp; --~,:~;~ 1a. Signature; P. Forbes ~~r ~,~~=,~f~~,-k~:~.-- 
Sceau 1 timbre: f ;~,~ ~ ~ • x,41 f •_ . , :~. Signature:

'S
~ ~~,t,?~!"x;~'" .-

Setlo /timbre: (;., ••-~..,.: ~ ̀ '~. . ; ~ _ '. ,,.;

r''i't',. 
J 1

,~\ ~ i,r
l

r, '. r~ i'+r

f CJ\~)~l~ •'r

l

~~

This Apostille is not to be used in the LSK and only confirms the authenticity of the signature, seal or stamp on ' =t. ; ~ ~_' ̀
~~ ~~,the atfached UK public document. It does not confirm the authenticity of the underlying document. Apostilies ` ~ '~ ; i i I'i..w~ "sattaohed to documents that have been photocopied and certified in the UK confrm the signature of the UK
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B~.N111E:F~S BROKER ~NTERNATXON.AL ~TMITED

I, the undersigned, PAUL ROBERT APPLETON, being the Managing Partner in David

Rubin &Partners, 26-28 Bedford Row, London WC1R. 4HE, and the Joint Liquidator

appointed on 14 March 2014 of BANNERS BROKER 1'NTERNATYOl~TAL I~IlVIITED, a

limited company incorporated in the Is]e of Man with company number 124375C {"the

Company"),

HEREBY DECLARE AND CONFIRM that

1. The attached document at Appendix ̀ A' is a true copy of the Winding Up Order made

on 26 February 2014; and

2. The attached document at Appendix ̀ B' is a true copy of the Order confirming the

appointment of Paul Appleton and Miles Benham as Joint Liquidators of the

Company on 14 March 2014.

TN WITNESS whereof this document is executed in London this 10`~ day of Tune 2014.

Signed on behalf of ~

Banners Broker International Limited }

In liquidation by Paul Robert Appleton, }

the duly appointed Joint Liquidator }

Witnessed By: AOR~ ~'`Q~'+~ ~-~~

i

Name of Witness
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CNP x~/o~oB

IiV T6ii~ HIGl~ COURT C~~ ~9,lS'T~CE O~ THE ISLI~ C1~ l~4AP+~ ~.
CIlOa[L 1DIIII~I+QN

;; CN~N~E~Y Pi~C~EaURE

fN T'HE MATTER of the Companies pct 1931 t

and

TN THiE MATTES of BANNERS BROKER INTERNA'Rt3NAL LYMITEQ
L

and

IN 'THE lyIATTER of tine Claim of Targus investments Limited {"Targus"} dated the I4
p

3anuaty 2p14 ("the Winding Up Ciaim'~

~~ A~ a Court held on
26 February+ 2n14

HTS Ht3i~lt1UR THE DEENISTER D4YLE
FIRST DEENtS`I'ER AND CLERK QF THE RdLLS

'~~ Upon fearing the Winding Up Claim this day in the presence of Counsel fvr Targus and for

Ian ariscoil ("Mr DriscoiJ'~ and having cansidere~ the witness statements of Stephen Porter

,~ ; dated 10 January X014 Mif~s Andrew Benham ("Mr Benham"} dat~tl 10 January 20.4
~.

~~ Timothy A!!an Mann dated 10 January 2014 Richard Christopher Currrin dated 24 February

~. 201 ar~d Kathryn Louise Clvug#~ dated the 25 February ~0~4 and Upon consideration had

',
thereof IT IS ORDEaED THAT.

~;
1. Banners Broker Intemationai Limited ~"BBIL'~ be and hereby is wound up pursuant

to -the provisions of section 16Z(6) ref the companies Act x.931 ("the Act's;

~,
~., Miles Andrew Benham ("Mr Benham'? of MannBenham Advocates, 49 Victoria Strut,

r Douglas, Isle of Man and Paui Robert A~pletan ("Mr Appleton`? of David. Rubin & f

~,. ~~artners LL.P', 2b -- 28 Bedford Row, London, WC1R 4HE be and are hereby

appointed Jant Provision~I Liquidators end Deemed Joint Official Receivers of BBIL

', pursuant to section 174 of Che Att. Pursuant to section 18.(4} ofi the Act any act by

;~ the Act required or authorised to be done by the Saint Provisional Liquidators and

,' Deemed Joint i7ff`icial Receivers is tv be done by both Mr Benham and Mr Appleton

' save as may be specifically agreed in writing (including e-mail} between them;

~;.;;;,,;.
a~. 3. Mr Benham and Mr Appleton as Ja~int Provisional ~quidatars ar~d Deemed Saint

(]~ficiaf Receivers of BBIL shal3 have the follawing power:

- 4.
,,
,.~ ,'kf'
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(a~ To carry on t{~e business of BBIi~, ire so far as may be necessary for the beneficial

winding up t~ereaf;

{b} Ta open, maintain and operate without the further consent of any other person,

such bank accounts as is deemed necessary by Mr Benham and Mr Appleton;

~c) Tc~ apRoint an advocate or such other law agent or legal advisor (whether in the

Is{e of Man or elsewhere} to assist in the performance of their duties;

(d) To pay any classes of creditors in full;

(e) To bring or de1`end any action or other legal proceedings in the name of and on

behalf of BBIL;

4. Mr Benham end ter Appleton as 3oint Provisional tiqui~ators and ~}eemed Joint

t~fficiai Receivers of BBTL shall forthwith advertise notice of this order in two

newspapers published and circulating in the Isle of Man;

5. Meetings of creditors under section 179 of the Act shall be held within one month of

the date of tfiis order;

6. The costs of Targus and of Mr Drisco~) of and incidental to the Winding Up Claim

shall be payable from the assets of BBIL as an expense of the liquidation of ~BiL.

NC1TE — It will be the duty of such of the persons who are liable under section 175 of tl~e

Companies Acct 1931 to make out or concur in making out the statement of affairs of ~BIL

as the ,joint Provisional liquidators and Deemed Joint Qfficial .Receivers may require, to

attend on the Joint Provisional Liquidators and Deemed Joint ~'tcial Receivers at such time

and pace as they may appoint, and to give ti~em all information they maX r~c}uire,
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CHP 14J0024

I!~ THE HIGH. COURT OF aUS'TI'CE Of THE ISLE OF MAN
CIVIL DMSION

CHANCERY PROCEDURE

IN THE MATTER of t#~e Companies Act 1931

and

III THE MAT~'ER of BANf~EFt~ BROKER. INTERNATIONAL. Lli~+gtT~D ~~N

LIQU~DATIt~N)

and

IN THE MATYER of the claim farm of tfie Joint Provisional Liquidators and Deemed Officfal

Receivers of ~anne~s Broker International Limited (Tn Uquidation) dated 14 March 2014

HIS HUNQUR THE DEEMSTER dOYLE
FIRST DEEMSTER AN'd CLERK OF TtiE RClLLS

Upon considering the claim form of the Joint Provisional Liquidators and Deemed Offiicial

Receivers of Banners Broker International Limited (In Liquidation) ("BBIL'~ dated J.4 March

.2014 and the supporting witness statements of Miles Andrew Benham and Pau! Robert

Appleton dated 14 March 2014 and the results of the meetings of creditors and

contributories and the request that this matter be dealt with administratively and without a

hearing iT IS ORDERED THAT:

1. Miles Andrew Benham ("Mr Benham' and Paul Robert Appleton be appointed Joint

Liquidators of BB~t~.

2. The foflowi~g persorss are appointed a Cornmlttee of Inspection to act with the point

Liquidators, namely:-

i. Ian Driscoll o~ Trade~orce Building, Cornwall Place, Bradford, BD7 8Tf

ii. Michael Bowe of 1 Cartmell Hill, Woodseats, Sheffield, S8 4RH

iii, Eyndon Farriny~ton of Tynllwyn, Commies, l.lanrhaeadr Ym Mochant,

Powys, SY10 OBZ

iv. Richard Weals of 9 4ldfields Crescent, Great Haywood, Stafford, ST18

ORS

v. Atibrey John Be~€nson of 18 Wellington Avenue, Bitterne,

Souti~ampton, S018 SflD
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3. Notice of this order is to be advertised in the Landon Gazette and one Isle of Min

newspaper.

4. The cosfis o~ and incidental to this applPc~tion be payable from the assts of BE~IL as

an ~tpense o~ tyre liquidation of BBIL.

Dated ~,~: March:~:2fl14..~ • ~4-. ~ - :,
~;~ , ~~

~; ~ ~ ~~

y
~~ l 

i

,~

~~AL 4F 7'H~ ~~CN -COURT
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SCHEDULE "B"

Companies:

a) TD Canada Trust;

b} CIBC;

c) HSBC Bank Canada;

d) Royal Bank of Canada;

e) 677381 Canada Inc. o/a SolidTrust Pay; and

f~ UseMyServices, Inc;
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Court File No. CV-~4-10663-DOGE
ONTARIO

SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
(Commercial List)

THE HONOURABLE ) WEDNESDAY, THE

JUSTICE ~,,1 ~~ "~ ) 15th DAY OF OCTOBER, 2014

IN THE MATTER fJF THE BANKRUPTCYAND /NSOLVENCy'ACT,
R.S.C. 1992, c. 27, s.~, AS AMENDED

AIVD IN THE MATTER OF CERTAIN PROCEEDINGS TAKEN IN THE ISLE OF MAIV UVITH
RESPECT TO BANNERS BROKER INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

'+.i~L

APPLICATION. t~F MILES ANDREW BENHAM AND PAUL ROBERT APPLETOIV, IN THEIR
CAPA~~J~TY` ~4~'J(~1NT LIQUIDATORS OF BANNERS BROKER INTERNATIONAL LIMITED,
U~,13EF~-P#RT Xl~i;tOF THE BANKRUPTCYAND 1NSOLVFNCYACT {GRUBS-BORDER

5 j ~ y' ~ INSOLVENCIES)r.~-~- -1~ ~ r
-~ ~y , 1~~

~~f

4 r '~~
~'t ~.~~ .. .r fTy .~ J~ 5 Y+'

=. ~. ORDER

(FURTHER SUPPLEMENTAL ORDER]

THIS MOTION, made by Miles Andrew Benham end Paul Robert Appleton, in their

capacity as Joint Liquids#ors and as Foreign Representative ("Foreign Representafiive") of

Banners Broker lnternationai Limited ("Debtor") pursuant to the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act,

R.S.C. X985, c, B-3 ("BIA") and msi Spergel inc., in -its capacity as receiver _and manager of

Banners Broker In#ernational Limited purse-ant to the. Order of the Honourable Justice Mafheson,

issued August 22, 204 ("Receiver"), for an Order substantially in the form attached to the notice

of motion, was heard this day at the Court House, 330 University Avenue, Toronto, Ontario,

ON READING the Receiver and Foreign Representative's Notice of Motion and the First

Report of the Receiver, da#ed October 2, 2014 ("First. Report"), and on hearing submissions from

counsel for the Receiver and Foreign Representatives, and counsel for Christopher G. Smith:
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SERVICE

.. ~~8

1. THIS COURT ORDERS that the time foi~ service- of the Notice of .Motion, Motion Record

and Factum of the Foreign Representative and the Receiver is hereby abridged and validated so

that this motion is properly returnable today and hereby dispenses wi#h further service thereof.

INITIAL RECOGNITION ORDER AND SUPPLEMENTAL ~DRDER

2. THIS CC3UI~T t7RDERS that any capitalized terms not otherwise defined herein shall have

the meanings. given to such terms in the Initial Recognition Qrder (Foreign Main Proceeding)

dated August 22, 2014 (the "Recognition Order") and Supplemental Order (Foreign Main

Recognition), dated August 22, .2014 ("Supplemental Order").

3. THIS GOURT ORDERS that the provisions of this Further Supplemental Order sha11 be

interpreted in a manner complementary and supplementary to the provisions of the Recognition

Order and Supplemental Order, provided that in the event of a conflict between the provisions of

this Further Supplemental Order and the provisions of the Recognition Order., the provisions of

the :Recognition +Urder shall govern.

DUTY Td PROVIDE ACCESS AND CQ-OPERATION TO THE- RECEIVER

4. THIS C1~URT ORDERS that the Receiver's powers and authorities as suet out in the

Recognition Order be expanded to include the authority to make inquires as set out below in

respect of the following corporations:

(i) 20873.60 Ontario Incorporated o/a Local Management Services;

(i) Parrot Markefing inc: formerly o/a 1'8264554 Canada Limited");

(ii) 2341620 On#ario Corporation;



.. 359.,
J

(iii) Stellar Point Inc. (formerly o/a "7 50037 Canada Inc." and.."Bannersbroker

Limited");

(iv) Dixit Holdings Inc. {formerly o/a "816371 Canada Limited"); and

(v) Any other entity operating under the business names "Bannersbroker",

"Banners Broker", `Bannersbroker Limited", 'Bannersm~bile", °Banners

Mobile" or "Banners Broker Belize"

(collectively, "Associated Corporations").

5. THtS C{JUF~T ORDERS that all persons having notice of this Order advise the Receiver of

the existence of any books, documents, securities, contracts, orders, corporate and accounting

records, and any other papers, records end information of any kind related to the business or

affairs of the Associated Corporations, and any computer programs, computer tapes, computer

disks, servers, electronic backups, or o#her data storage media containing any such information

(fhe foregoing, collectively, ".Records") in (heir possession or control in relation #o the Associated

Corporations and shall provide to the Receiver or permit the Receiver to make, retain and take

away copies thereof ar~d grant to the Receiver unfiettered access to and use of accounting,

computer, sofitware and physical facilities relating thereto, provided however that nothing in this

Cjrder shall require the delivery of Records, or the granting of access to Records, which may no#

be disclosed or provided #o the Receiver due to the privilege attaching to solicitor-client

communication or due to statutory provisions prohibiting such disclosure.

6. THIS COURT tJI~DERS that if any Records are s#ored or otherwise contained on a

computer or other electronic system of information storage, whether by independent service

provider or otherwise, all Persons in possession or control of such Records Shall forthwith give

unfettered access #o the .Receiver for the purpose of allowing the Receiver to recover and fully

copy all of the information contained therein whether by way of printing the information onto paper
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or making copies of computer disks or such other- manner of retrieving. and copying the

information as the Receiver in its discrefion deems expedient, and shall not alter, erase or destroy

any Records without the prior written consent of the Receiver. Further; for the purposes of this

paragraph, all Persons shall provide the Receiver with all such assistance in gaining immediate

access to the information in the Records as the Receiver may in its discretion require including

providing the Receiver with instructions on _the use of any computer or other system and providing

the Receiver with any and III .access codes, account names and account numbers that may be

required to gain access to the information.

7. THIS COURT ORDERS that the act-ions and activities of the Receiver as described in the

First .Report be and are hereby approved.

~! ~`
,';~;
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cour~ ~i~~ ~vo. c~~~~-~066~_o~c~

~nrr~a~ir~
~UP~Rit~R CUl1~i~' OF JUSTIN

- - (+Gomrn+~r+ca~ Li~~~

7"H~ Ht~~JC~IJRAB'L~ j Ff~1DAY~ THE

M JtJS?'~C:E NEtlVBI~ULD ) 7t1~ DAY OF AUGUST, 2U1a'

f hf THE IVIATTEt~ (~F TH ~ BANK~R't.~iPTCY AND IIVSt~LVEINC`Y PICT,
Ft:S.~. 199, c. 27, s,2, AS AMENQED

AID 1N THE ;11IlATTER CaF C~~~"A;I~V P~20CE~DING~ TAKEN 1N ThIE ISLE t'~~' I'VIAt~ WITH
`' ~ RESPECT Tt7 B~INI~ERS BR~l~ER INTEi~(VATI(JNAI. LIIUII~'EG

k~~

— ~1i~P~.ICAT,IC)t~ CAF MILES ANpR~W BENHAM AND PAUL Rt)B~RT APP'L~TCJN, IN Thiel
GAPACIT~' /~S JO'fMT LIQIJI~QATOF~S C?~ BANNERS BRt7KE~t i~NTERf~ATI~1~~1L LIINIITED,
UN:D~R PART 7C11~! U~' THE BA1VK'Rt/PTCYANC.~ IIU'SOLV~NCY,gC7'~!CR~J~~-BORDE~t

'1NSOL1~`ENC1E~)

O RD E.R.

~~►~~:IYDVaI Ofi F~~'CG'IVi~I''5: AC~lVlf'le'Si Fees end t~isbursernents, At~~li~ictinal lnue~tigatury
Authority a~n+~ Approval of settlement v~vi~h 23 1620 t~ntar~~ Cor}~orationj

THIS MOTIO~1, made by msi Sperg~l inc., in its capacity as ~~~ce uer and manager of

Banners (3rok~r° International Limited {"`Debtor") ,pursuant to the Order of the .~iQnourable Justice

Mafheson, is~ued'Auc~ust ~2, 2D14 {"Rec~eiVer"~ and by N/liles Andrew Benham and Paul F~obert

Appleton; in their capacity as ~loint Liquidators and as Foreign R~preser to#ivy ("Foreign

._ Repr•es~c~t~tive") of the Debtor pursuant #o the Bankruptcy ~~~d :lrrsal~e~~cy Act, f~.S.C. ~ X85, c,

B-3 ~`'BIA") for an Order approving the Receiver's activities, fees and disbursements, granting

r cer#ain additional authority #o t17~ f~e~eiver; and approving ~ s~#clement of certain claims with the

respondent, 23~~ 6~a Untario corporation ~"234"), was ~reard this day a# the Court House ~t 3~0

'l~niversity Aven~a~, Toronto., tJntario,

L~ga1"`14~5fi399.~
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~N REA~1hJ~ fhe nc~ti~e cif motion of tie Receiver and the ~c~reign Representative and

the Thirei F~ep~rt of tl~~ R~c~iv~r, dated- ~1u1y 3~, 2015 ("Third F~~po~"), filed, and on hearing

subi~~issions from counsel for tie Receiver ar~d the Foreign Representative, counsel for

Gl ~isf~ph~r G, Smith and 23~, and ~c~uns~el for Rajiv Di~tit;

S+~r~i~e

~ . THIS ~~ilR7 t~F~DEF~~ that fihe tine for ~~rai~e of the Nofi~e of Motion and- Motioh

Record of tl~e Receiver end Foreign Representative is hereby abridged and validated so that

this motion i5 properly returnable ~od~y ar~d herby dispenses v~ith ~furth~r service thereof.

Court Approval of f~~ce ver's Activities, -234 Settlement, ~`ees and ~isburs+ements

~. `TH~~ ~C~UI~'r" OR(3ERS that .the Third Re~or~ and the activi# es: of the Re~eiv~er

described th~re'tn be ~nt~ are hereby approved'.

3. THIS ~~JU~7' ~77~D~RS that t'he 234 Sit#lament has described in the Ti~ird Report} be

and is herby authorized and approved:

4; 7~1~ COIJ~T C~R1~E1~S ghat the F~~ceiver's interim statement of receipts and

disburs~m~nfs; as ~t I1/l~y 31, 24 5, ~~ ~~pended #o the Third Repr~r~, be and. is herby

approved.

~, TN1~ COURT` FURTNEF: t~f~D►ERS tl~a# the fees and dishurs~ments of .the- Receiver at7d

its cout~s~~, Cassels Brock and Bf~~kw~ll LL.P, far s~~v ces rendered from August 22, 2014 t~

f~/'!ay 31, 2015, ~s particularized i~~ the ~~fidavits of Philip Dennis; sworn July 22, Zq~ ~ and Larry

Cllis, swo~~:n July 28; 20 5, appended xo the Third Report, k~e and ire hereby app~ove~,

Lega!* 14956;199.3
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Additional lnv+~~tigatory Authority

6. fiHl~ CC~~JRT FURTH~~t URD~F~S that any capitalized terms nat atherwis~ d~fin~d

herein shill have the ri~~~n rigs given. to such terms in the ln~tiai Recognition t~rder (Foreign

N{ain F'roceedingj dated August 22, 201 ~the "~ecoc~n Lion tflrcler"') ~ncl Supplemental Order

~F'oreig~ lVlair~ Recognition); da#ed august 22, 20'1 ("Supplementaf Order"}.

73 THIS C~SUR7 FURTt~E~t QRD~~S that fhe 1~eceiver's pDwers and authorities as set out

in the Recognition order be expanded to include tine authorities set Out in paragraphs 8 and 9

below in respect of the fnllow~ng corparatic~ns:

Via) 8643989 Canada (nc, Ala Dixit Consortium Inc, ("D13C,t'~ ~O~lSO~'t'IUYy"i"'); and

~bj Dr~arr`scape Dentures Ltd. {"~ream~c~pe,,,).

8: THIS- COURT ~UC~TH:ER I~R~DER~' that X11 p~rso~►s having notice ~f #his ~r~der advise

the Receiver of the existence Qf any b~+~ks, r~c~cume~~ts, securities, +contracts, orders, corpora#e

and accounting records, and a~~r other papers, records and information of any kind :related #o

fhe business ~r affairs 4f Di~i# Co~s~rtium and Drearnsc~~e, and .any computer programs,

cot~puter tapes,, computer disks, server, electronic back-ups,. car t~#her data st~ra~e media

cor~tai~~ing any- such infc~rrnation the fare~oing, collectively; "Records") in their possession or

control in relation to Dixit Consortium and Dreamscape and shall provide to the Receiver ~r

permit the Receiver to make, retain and. take away copies thereof and :grant tQ the Receiver

unfettered access #a and use. of accounting, cot~puter, software and physical facilities vela#ing

thereto, :provided hvw~ever that nothing in phis tar-der sh~li require the delivery of Records, or the

granting ofi access to Records, which- may not. be disclosed or provided to the Receiver due to

the privilege at#aching to'solicitor-client cc~nin ~n cation ~r due to sta#utory previsions pr+~#~ biting

such ~disclnsur~.

l.egal~i ~t~5G399.3
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9. 'TMf~ ~+~U~'T FURTHER t~~tDERS that if any Records are sto~~ed ar otherwise

contained Qn ~ computer or o~h~r ~lecxronic ~y~tem of informatir~n storage, whether ~y

indep~ndeni service provider nor atl~erwjs~, III Pe~'sons in possession or control Qf such Records

shall fQrEhwiti~ dive un~e~kered ~cc~ss tv the Receiver fit~r the purpose of allowing the Receiuer to

recover and fully copy III o~ fihe information contained #herein whether by way o#' printing tine

information an#o paper or m~l~ing copies cat computer dis{~s or such other manner of retrieving

and.-copying: the information as the R~c~ ver in :its discr~tir~n deems. expedient, and shall not

Ater, erase or des#roy any Recar~s without the priflr written cr~nse~nt of the Receiver. Further,

for. the purposes cif this paragraph, a1! Persons shall provide the F~eeeiuer with ail such

assistance in :gaining ir~~mediate access to :the information in the Records as the Rece ve~~ may

in its discretion require including providing the 'Receiver with instructions on the use of any

- c~t~nputer or c~#her s~rsfiem and provi~n~ the Receiver with arty and all access codes, account

n~m~s end account numbers that-may be required to gain access to the ir~~ormation~

Amendment of Su~plen~~ental Order

~. THi~ C~JURT FURTHER ~DRDERS THAT paragraph 6 of the Supplemental Drder ~e

:and is hereby a~~nded to include the following ~ddi#i~nal powers;

I~E+C~IVEF~'~ PtJWERS

6. THIS COURT ORbERS 'TM~4T the receiver is hereby empowered and

authorized, .but nit obligated, to acct at once in respect of the. Properky end, without in any

way limiting the generality ofi the fiorego ng;, th~~ Rene vsr is 3~ereby expressly- empowered

and authorized to d~ any of the f+~llowing wl~~re the .Receiver c~nsid~rs i# necessary or

clesirahle:

l-~gal`149~6399.3
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~,q) to receive, _preserve; and prc~t~cfi the ~ro~~er~V, or anv part or parts:

th~.r~of, ii~~iud n~, but: not fir~it~d to, tl~e ~h~nc~ir►~g of Socks an~_secu~~ity

codes, the. relocating Df Prop~rty to _ s~afequard it, the ~ne}ac~inq=ofi

independent security personnel, the taking of ~h~s,i,~a! inventories acid the

placement. ~f such ins~~ranc~e coverage as may be necessary ~r desirable;

(h) __ to manage, operate, end carry on the business of the Debtor, i'nclud nq

the pouvers to renter into any ~greements, incur anv obi'igations in the

ordinary eours~ cif business, cease to carry on al! ~r ~nV .part of the

business, or cease to pe►fibrm any contracts ~f the Debtor,

Vii) to purchase ~r lease such m~chinery~ equipment, inver~t~or es; supplies,

premises or -other assets to continue the business of #h~ 'Deb#ar or env

part or parks thereof;

(j~ to receive and collect Ali monies and accounfs now owed or hereafiter~

owing #a #ne Debtor and t~ exercise ali remedies :of the debtor in

eoll~ct n*r~ such monies, including, without limitation, #o enforce any

security held bar the Debtor;

~k7 t~-se#tle, extend ~r compromise anv indebtedness nvirinq to the Debtor;

~I) to exe~cu#e, assign, iss~ie and endorse ~do+cum~nts ~f whatever nature in

respect of and o~ the Property, whether in the F~ece ver'.s name or in the

name and on .behalf of the Debtor, for any purpose pursuant to fihis t~rder .

_ _ ~ir~) to ~n~tiate, taros~ecut~ any! continue the :prosecution. of any ai~cl all

prdc~~dir~~s and to defend all proceedings now p~ndinq ar hereafter

instituted wi#h respect to the: Debtor, the Property or the Receiver; and to

l.eg~1;~~9.ri6399:3
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s~ttl~ or comprami~e any such proeee~ings~ The ~uthority I~~rehv

conveyed shalt extend to such ~pp~~ls or applicatiQ~s for iu~dicial review

ir-~ respect of any order or iudc~ment prc~naunce~d in any suci7 proceeding;

n to market an or all of the Pro ert includin advertisin and soli~itin

offers in respect of the Properi~r or anv -part or parts khere~f and

negoti~finq sucf~a terms -and co~7dit~ons ~~' sale as the Receiver 'tn its

discretion may deem appropriate;

X03 to sell, convey, transfer, (ease or ~issi~n the Qroperty or any pad ~r parts

thereof out of the orclir~ary course of business;

(i) without fih~ approval of this Court. in respect ~# any. transaction not

exceeding $~ ~~,O~D4 provided #I~at the aagreqate cnns,deration for..

III such transacti+~ns eloes too# exceed ~5~0,00.0; ai d

~ i)~ with the approval o~ this Cv~rt in respect ofi anL,transac~ion in

which the purchase price or th+e aggregate purchase price

exceeds the. applicable amount set out' in the pr~cedinq clause;

and in each such case notice under subsection ~3~4} ~~F tf~e Ontario

Persor~~l Pto erg Securit Act or section- ~1 ~f .the Ontario Mort a es

,4~f, as the case_maY bye, shall not be required, and :in e~cli case "the

(.~nt~rio Bt~Jk S~Jes Act shill :not apply_

(~) to apply for and vesting order or other orders necessary to` convey the

Property or at~v pert or party thereof t~ a purchaser or purchasers #hereof,

free end dear of ar~v liens_ar encumbrances affecting s~c~ Praper~y

J~7

Legal* 1 ~9~G38J:3
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Via} t~ register a capv of this Order and a~7y ether Orders in respect of t17~__

f'ro~er~y against title to any off' the Prc~pe~ty;

~~ fo enter ii7to agreemet~ts with any 'trustee in b~~nicruptcv ~p~ointed fn

respect of the debtor, including, without limi#inq Elie gener`a~ity of -the

foregoing, the ability to-en#er into a~cupati~on ~greem~nts fior any property

ow~aed or leased by the-Debtor; ar~d

s ~to exercise a~ shareholder ~rtnershi 'oinx venture car other ri tits

uvhich .:the Dehtor may haue

and in each case where the Receiver takes any such a~# aps or s#eps, i# shall be

exciusively authorized and empowered to do so, to the :exclusion ofi ~i~ other Persons (as

defined b~lotiv), in~ludin~ the debtor, and without inte.rf~erence firc~m any other Person.

Staling flrd~r

11. THIS C+~URT FURTHER ~RDE~~ THa'T Cc~n~identi~l Appendices "P" aid "Q" to the

Third deport be and are I~ere;b~r sealed from the public court filE in a~car~lance with the terms of

the Order ofi Jus#ice Newbould, dated. {Jctober 23, ~~14, and in particular ~aragra~ah 4 tf~ere~f,

pending 1`urther ~7rder of this #~~nourable Court.;

Aid -and Recognition

~2, THIS GQUFt7' HEREBY' RE{~UE~TS the a'rt~ artd recognition of any court, tribunal,.

~~- regulatory yr administrative body laving jt;~risd ctiot7 in C~na~da or in the Isle of Man io give

effect try this C7rder and to assist the Receiver-.and its agents in carrying c ut the terms of this

order. AID courks, tribunals, regulatflry and administrative bodies -_are hereby respectfully

requested #~ make suc~i orders and to provide such assist nee to the f~~~eiv~r, as are offices of

Legal°'149~639~,



t~~is Cai,~rt, as may b~ necessary o~- ~e~iral~Ie to give effect to this t~rder o~~ ~~ assist the Receiver

~r~r~ it:~ ~~ents in carrying o at the terms ~f fihis (~rc~pr.

~~'~'y ? ~ 1 ~~.,:., X11 ~ ~~+.~t.rli~~

f. ~ i ~1~i1~~ L~ 
i ~~'i~i ~ v ~ ~~ tom..' 
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court File No. CV-~ 4-~ 0663-OOCL

~NTARI tJ
SUPERIOR CC~IJRT +JF JUSTICE

~Cammercial List)

THE HONOURABLE ) FRIDAY, THE~fi,
}

JUSTICE t ; ~'` ' ,, ~ ) 8th DAY CAF APRIL, 2D16

IN THE MATTER OF THE BANKRUPTCYANQ INSt)LVENC~'ACT,
R.S.G, 7985, c.:B-3, AS AMENDED

AND IN THE MATTER OF CERTAIN PRff~CEEDINGS TAKEN 1N THE ISLE OF MAN
WITH f~ESPECT TO BANNERS BROKER INTER~JATIONAL LIMITED

AF~PLICATIC)f~ t~F ~Ni1LES ANDREW BENHAM .AND PAUL ROBERT APPLET(7~1, 1N
THEIR CAPACITY AS J~I~1T LIQUIDATORS ~JJF BANNEF~S BRISKER

If`ITEF~NATIONr4L LIMITED, UNDER PAF~T Clll OF THE BANKRUPTGY'AJVD
IN~(~LVENCYACT (C1~OS`S-BORDEN IN~OLVENGIES}

ORDER
(Motion fa►r Receivership of Bannersbroker Limited

THIS MOTI+DN, made by Paul Robert Appleton and Miles Andrew Benham in their

capacity as Jaint Liquidators and Foreign Representatives ~"Join# Liquidators") of

Banners Broker Ir~ternationai Limited ("BB1L"), and by msi Spergel inc., in its capacity as

receiver ofi BBIL and investigatory receiver of Stellar Point lnc. {formerly o/a "7250037

Canada Inc." and "Bannersbroker Limited") (the "Receiver") for an Order pursuant to

section 272(1). of fihe Bankruptcy and lnsofvency Acf, R.S.Q. 1985, c. B-3, as amended

(the "BIA") and secfion 101 cif the Courts of Justice Acf, R.S:O. 1990, c. x.43, as

amended the "GJA") appointing msi Spergel inc. as receiver and rrtianager din such

opacities, the "Receiver") without security, of all of the assets, undertakings and
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properties of Stellar Point Inc. (the "Debtor") acquired for, or used in relation to a business

carried on by the Debtor, was heard this day at 334 University Avenue, Toronto, Ontario.

ON READING the notice of motion of the Receiver and fihe Joint Liquidators dated

April 4, 206, the Fifth Report of the Receiver, dated April 4, 2016 (the "Fifth Report"),

filed, and the consent of msi Spergel inc. to act as the Receiver, and an hearing

submissions from counsel for the Receiver and the Joint Liquidators:

SERVICE

1. THIS COURT ORDERS that the time for service of the Notice of Motion and the

Motion is hereby abridged and validated so that this motion is properly returnable today

and hereby dispenses with further service thereof.

APPOINTMENT

2. THIS COURT ORDERS thaf pursuant to section 2720) of the BIA and section ~ 01

ofi the CJA, msi Spergel inc. is hereby appointed Receiver, without securi#y, of all of the

assets, undertakings and properties of the Debtor acquired for, or used in relation to a

business carried on by the Debtor, including all proceeds thereof (the "Property").

RECEIVER'S Pt~WERS

3. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Receiver is hereby empowered and authorized,

but not obligated, to act at once in respect of the Property and, without in any way limiting

the generality of the foregoing, the Receiver is hereby expressly empowered and

authorized tc~ do any of the following where the Receiver considers it necessary or

desirable:

(a} to take possession of and exercise control over fhe Proper#y and any

and all proceeds, receipts and disbursements arising out of or from

the Property;
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(b~ to receive, preserve, and protect the Property, or any part or parts

thereof, including, but not limited to, the changing of locks and

security codes, the relocating of Property to safeguard it, the

engaging o~ independent security personnel, the taking of physical

inventories and the placement of such insurance coverage as may

be necessary or desirable;

(c) to manage, operate, and carry on the business of the Debtor,

including the powers to enter into any agreements, incur any

obligations in the ordinary course of business, cease to carryon all or

any part of the business, or cease to perform any contracts of the

Debtor;

(d) to engage consultants, appraisers, agents, experts, auditors,

accountants, managers, counsel and such other persons from fiime

to time and an whatever basis, including on a temporary basis, to

assist with the exercise of the Receiver's powers and duties,

including without limitafiion those conferred by this Order;

(e) to purchase or lease such machinery, equipmenfi, inventories,

supplies, premises or other assets fio continue the business of the

Debtor ar any part or parts fihereof;

~f~ to receive and collect all monies and accounts now owed or hereafter

owing to the Debtor and to exercise all remedies of the Debtor in

collecting such monies, including, without limitation, to enforce any

security held by the Debtor;

(g) to settle, extend or compromise any indebtedness owing to the

Debtor;

(h) to execute, assign, issue and endorse documents of whatever

nature in respect of any of the Property, whether in the Receiver's
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name or in the name and on behal# of the Debtor, for any purpose

pursuant to this order;

(i) to initiate, prosecute and continue the prosecution of any and all

proceedings and to defend ali proceedings now pending or hereafter

instituted with respect to the Debtor, the Property or the Receiver,

and to settle or compromise any such proceedings. The authority

hereby conveyed shall extend to such appeals or applications for

judicial review in respect of any order or judgment pronounced in any

such proceeding;

(j} to market any or all of the Property, including advertising and

soliciting offers in respecfi of the Property or any part or parts thereof

and negotiating such terms and conditions of sale as the Receiver in

its discretion may deem appropriate;

(k} to sell, convey, transfer, lease or assign the Property or any part or

parts #hereofi oufi of fihe ordinary course of business,

{i) without the approva(of this Court in respect of any transaction

not exceeding $700,004, provided that the aggregate

consideration for ali such transactions does not exceed

$1,000,000; and

{ti) with the approval of this Court in respect of any transaction in

which the purchase price or the aggregate purchase price

exceeds the applicable amount set out in the preceding

clause;

and in each such case notice under subsection 63(4) of the Ontario

Personal Property Security Act, ar section 31 of the Ontario

Mortgages Act, as the case may be, shalt not be required, and in

each case the Ontario Bulk Sales Acf shall nofi apply.
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(I) to apply for any vesting order or other orders necessary to convey

the Property or any part or parts thereof to a purchaser or purchasers

thereof, free and clear of any liens or encumbrances affec#"rng such

Property;

(m) to report to, meet with and discuss with such affecfied Persons {as

defined below) as the Receiver deems appropriate on all matters

relating #o the Property and the receivership, and to share

informs#ion, subject to such terms as to confidentiality as the

Receiver deems advisable;

(n) to register a copy of this Order and any other Orders in respect of the

Property against title to any of the Property;

(o) to apply for any permifis, licences, approvals or permissions as may

be required by any governmenfa~ aufihority and any renewals thereof

for and on behalf of and, it thought desirable by the Receiver, in the

name of the Debtor;

{p) to enter into agreements with any trustee in bankruptcy appointed in

respecfi of the Debtor, including, without limiting the generality of the

foregoing, the ability to enter in#o occupation agreements for any

property owned or leased by the Debtor;

~q) to exercise any shareholder, partnership, joint venture or other rights

which the Debtor may have; and

{r) to take any steps reasonably incidental to the exercise of these

powers or the performance of any statutory obligations.

and in each case where the Receiver takes any such actions or steps, it shall be

exclusively authorized and empowered to do so, to the exclusion of all other Persons (as

defined below), including the Debtor, and wi#hout interference from any other Person.
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DUTY TO PROVIDE ACCESS AND CO-OPERATION TO THE RECEIVER

4. THIS COURT ORDERS that (i) the Debtor, (ii} all of its current and former

directors, officers, employees, agents, accountants, legal counsel and shareholders, and

all other persons ac#ing on its instructions or behalfi, and {iii) all other individuals, firms,

corporations, governmental bodies or agencies, or other entities having notice of this

Order (all of the foregoing, collectively, being "Persons" and each being a "Person") shall

forthwith advise the Receiver of fihe exis#ence of any Property in such Person's

possession or control, shall grant immediate and continued access to the Property to the

Receiver, and shall deliver al! such Property to the Receiver upon the Receiver's request.

5. THIS COURT ORDERS that all Persons shall forthwith advise the Receiver of the

existence of any books, documents, securities, contracts, orders, corporate and

accounting records, and any other papers, records and information of any kind related to

the business or affairs of the Debtor, and any computer programs, computer tapes,

computer disks, or other data storage media containing any such information (the

foregoing, collectively, the "Records") in that Person's possession or control, and shall

provide to the Receiver or permit the Receiver to make, retain and take away copies

thereof and grant to the Receiver unfettered access to and use of accounting, computer,

software and physical facilities relating thereto, provided however that nofihing in this

paragraph 5 or in paragraph 6 of this Order shall require the delivery of Records, or the

granting of access to Records, which may not be disclosed or provided to the Receiver

due to the privilege attaching to solicitor-client communication or due to statutory

provisions prohibiting such disclosure.

6. THIS COURT ORDERS that if any Records are stored or otherwise contained on a

computer or other electronic system of information storage, whether by independen#

service provider or otherwise, all Persons in possession or control of such Records shail

forthwith give unfettered access to the Receiver for the purpose of allowing the Receiver

to recover and fully copy all of the information contained therein whether by way of

printing the information onto paper or making copies of computer disks or such other

manner of retrieving and copying the information as the Receiver in its discretion deems

expedient, and shall not alter, erase or destroy any Records without the prior written
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consent of the Receiver. Further, far the purposes of this paragraph, all Persons shall

provide the Receiver with alf such assistance in gaining immediate access to the

information in the Records as the Receiver may in its discretion require including

providing the Receiver with instructions on the use of any computer or other system and

providing the Receiver with any and all access codes, account names and account

numbers that may be required to gain access to the information.

7. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Receiver shall provide each of the relevan#

landlords with notice of the Receiver's indention to remove any fixtures from any leased

premises at least seven (7) days prior to the date of the intended removal. The relevant

landlord shall be entitled to have a representative present ~n fihe leased premises to

observe such removal and, if the landlord disputes the Receiver's entitlement to remove

any such fixture under the provisions of the lease, such fixture shall remain on the

premises and shall be dealt with as agreed between any applicable secured creditors,

such landlord and the Receiver, or by further Order of this Court upon application by the

Receiver on at least two {2) days notice to such landlord and any such secured credi#ors.

N(3 PROCEEDINGS AGAINST THE RECEIVER

8. THIS COURT ORDERS that no proceeding or enforcement process in any court or

tribunal (each, a "Proceeding"}, shall be commenced or continued against the Receiver

except with the written consent of the Receiver or wifih leave of this Court.

NO PROCEEDINGS AGAINST THE DEBTOR OR THE PROPERTY

9. THIS COURT aRDERS that no Proceeding against or in respect of the Debtor or

the Property shall be commenced ar continued except with the written consent of the

Receiver or with leave of fihis Court and any and all Proceedings currently under way

against or in respect of the Debtor or the Property are hereby stayed and suspended

pending further Order of this Courk.

NO EXERCISE ~F RIGHTS OR REMEDIES

1 D. THIS COURT C7RDERS that all rights and remedies against fhe Debtor, the

Receiver, or affecting the Property, are hereby stayed and suspended except with the
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wri#ten consent of the Receiver ar leave of this Court, provided however that this stay and

suspension does not apply in respect of any "eligible financial contrac#" as defined in the

BIA, and further provided tha# nothing in this paragraph shall (i) empower the Receiver or

the Debtor to carryon any business which the Debtor is not lawfully entitled to carryon, (ii)

exempt the Receiver or the Debtor from compliance with statutory or regulatory

provisions relating to health, safety ar the environment, (iii} prevent the filing of any

registration to preserve or perfect a security interest, or (iv} prevenfi the registration of a

claim for lien.

NO INTERFERENCE WITH THE RECEIVER

~ '1. THIS COURT ORDERS that no Person shall discontinue, fail to honour, alter,

infierfere with, repudiate, terminate or cease to perform any righfi, renewal right, contract,

agreement, licence or permi# in favour of or held by the Debtor, without written consent of

the Receiver or leave of this Court.

CC~NTINUAT~UN OF SERVICES

12. THIS COURT ORDERS that a!I Persons having oral or written agreements with

the Debtor or statutory or regulatory mandates for the supply of goods and/or services,

including without limitation, all computer software, communication and other data

services, centralized banking services, payroll services, insurance, transportation

services, utility or other services to the Debtor are hereby restrained until further Order of

this Courfi from discontinuing, altering, interFering with or terminating the supply of such

goods or services as may be required by the Receiver, and that the Receiver shall be

entitled to the continued use of the Debtor's current telephone numbers, facsimile

numbers, Internet addresses and domain names, provided in each case that the normal

prices or charges far all such goods or services received after the date of this Order are

paid by the Receiver in accordance with normal payment practices of the Debtor or such

other practices as may be agreed upon by the supplier or service provider and the

Receiver, or as may be ordered by this Court.
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RECEIVER TO HOLD FUNDS

13. THIS COURT ORDERS that all funds, monies, cheques, instruments, and other

forms of payments received or collected by the Receiver from and after the making of this

Order from any source whatsoever, including without limitation the sale of all or any of the

Property and the collection of any accounts receivable in whole or in park, whether in

existence on the date of this order or hereafter coming into existence, shall be deposited

into one or more new accounts to be opened by the Receiver (the "Post Receivership

Accounts") and the monies standing to the credit of such Post Receivership Accounts

from time fio time, net of any disbursements provided for herein, shall be held by the

Receiver fo be paid in accordance with the terms of this Order or any further Order of this

Court.

EMPLOYEES

14. THiS COURT ORDERS that all employees of the Debtor are hereby terminated.

The Receiver shall not liable for any employee-related liabilities, including any successor

employer liabilities as provided for in section 14.46(1.2) of the B1A, other than such

amounts as the Receiver may specifically agree in writing to pay, or in respect of its

obligations under sections 81.4(5) or 81.63) of the BIA or under the Wage Earner

Protection Program Act.

PIPEDA

15. THIS COURT ORDERS that, pursuant to clause 7(3)(c) of the Canada Persona!

Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act, the Receiver shall disclose

personal information of identifiable individuals to prospective purchasers or bidders for

the Property and to their advisors, but only to the extent desirable or required to negotiate

and afitempt to complete one or more sales of the Property (each, a "Sale"}. Each

prospective purchaser or bidder to whom such personal information is disclosed shall

maintain and protect the privacy of such information and limit the use of such information

to its evaluation of the Sale, and if it does not complete a Sale, shall return all such

information to the Receiver, or in the alternative destroy all such information. The

purchaser of any Property shall be entitled to continue #o use the persona( information
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provided to it, and related to the Property purchased, in a manner which is in all material

respects identical to the prior use of such information by the Debtor, and shall return all

ofiher personal information to the Receiver, or ensure that all other personal information is

destroyed.

LfMiTATlON HIV ENVIRONMENTAL LIi4BILiTIES

16. THIS COURT ORDERS that nothing herein contained shall require the Receiverto

occupy or to take control, care, charge, possession or management {separately andlar

collectively, "Possession") of any of the Property that might be environmentally

contaminated, might be a pollutant or a contaminant, or might cause or contribufie #o a

spill, discharge, reCease or deposit o~f a substance contrary to any federal, provincial or

other law respecting the protection, conservation, enhancement, remediation or

rehabilitation of the environment or relating to the disposal of waste or other

contamination including, without limitation, the Canadian Environmental Protection Act,

the Ontario Environmental Protection Acf, the Ontario Water Resources Act, or the

On#ario Occupational Health and Safety Act and regul~#ions thereunder (the

"Environmen#al Legislafiion"), provided however that nothing herein shall exempt the

Receiver from any duty fio report or make disclosure imposed by applicable

Environmental Legislation. The Receiver shall not, as a result of this Order or anything

done in pursuance of the Receiver's duties and powers under this Order, be deemed to

be in Possession of any of the Property within the meaning of any Environmental

Legislation, unless it is ac#ually in possession.

LIMITATION ON THE RECEIVER'S LlABIL[TY

17. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Receiver shall incur no liability or obligafiion as a

result of its appointment or the carrying out the provisions of this Order, save and excepfi

for any gross negligence or wilful misconduct on its part, or in respect of its obliga#ions

under sections 81.4(5) or 81.6(3} of the BIA or under the Wage Earner Protection

Program Act. Nothing in this Order shall derogate from the protections afforded the

Receiver by section 14.06 of the B(A or by any other applicable legislation.
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RECEIVER'S ACCOUNTS

18. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Receiver and counsel to the Receiver shall be

paid their reasonable fees and disbursements, in each case at their standard rates and

charges unless otherwise ordered by the Court on the passing of accounts, and that the

Receiver and counsel to the Receiver shall be entitled to and are hereby granted a charge

{the "Receiver's Charge") on the Property, as security for such fees and disbursements,

both before and after the making of this Order in respect of these proceedings, and that

the Receiver's Charge shall form a first charge on the Property in priority to all security

interests, trusts, liens, charges and encumbrances, statutory or otherwise, in favour of

any Person, but subject to sections 14.06(7), 81.4(4), and 81.6(2) of the BIA.

~ 9. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Receiver and its legal counsel shall pass its

accounts from time to time, and for this purpose the accounts of the Receiver and ids legal

counsel are hereby referred to a judge of the Commercial List of the Ontario Superior

Court of Justice.

20. THIS COURT ORDERS #hat prior to the passing of its accounfis, the Receiver shall

be at liberty from time to time to apply reasonable amounts, oufi of the monies in its hands,

against its fees and disbursemen#s, including legal fees and disbursements, incurred at

the standard rates and charges of the Receiver or its counsel, and such amounts shall

constitute advances against its remuneration and disbursements when and as approved

by this Court.

FUNDING OF THE RECEIVERSHIP

21. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Receiver be at liberty and it is hereby empowered

to borrow by way of a revolving credit or o#herwise, such monies from time to time as if

may consider necessary or desirable, provided that the outs#anding principal amount

does not exceed $500,000 (or such greater amount as this Court may by further Order

authorize) at any time, at such rate ar rates of interest as it deems advisable for such

period or periods of time as it may arrange, for the purpose of funding the exercise of the

powers and duties conferred upon the Receiver by this Order, including interim

expenditures. The whole of the Property shall be and is hereby charged byway of a fixed
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and specific charge (the "Receiver's Borrowings Charge"} as security for the payment

of the monies borrowed, together with interest and charges thereon, in priority to ali

security interests, trusts, liens, charges and encumbrances, statutory or otherwise, in

favour of any Person, but subordinate in priority to the Receiver's Charge and the charges

as set out in sections 14.06{7), 81.4(4), and 81.6(2) of the BIA.

22. THIS COURT ORDERS that neither the Receiver's Borrowings Charge nor any

other security granted by the Receiver in connection with its borrowings under this Order

shall be enforced without leave of this Court.

23. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Receiver is at liberty and authorized to issue

certificates substantially in the form annexed as Schedule "A" hereto (the "Receiver's

Certificates"} fior any amount borrowed by it pursuant to this order,

24. THIS COURT ORDERS that the monies from time to time borrowed by the

Receiver pursuant to this Order or any further order of this Court and any and al{

Receiver's Certificates evidencing the same or any part thereof shall rank on a pari passu

basis, unless otherwise agreed to by the holders of any prior issued Receiver's

Certificates.

SERVICE AND NOTICE

25. THtS COURT ORDERS that the E-Service Protocol of fihe Commercial List (the

"Protocol") is approved and adopted by reference herein and, in this proceeding, the

service of documents made in accordance with the Profiocol (which can be found on the

Commercial List website at

http://www.onfiariocourts.ca/scj/practice/practice-d irectiorrs/toronto/e-service-profiocol/}

shall be valid and effective service. Subject to Rule 17.05 this Order shall constitute an

order for substituted service pursuant to Rule ~~.04 of the Rules of Civil Procedure.

Subject to Rule 3.01(d) of the Ruies of Civil Procedure and paragraph 21 of the Protocol,

service of documents in accordance with the Pro#ocol will be effective on transmission.

This Court further orders that a Case Website shat( be established in accordance with the

Protocol with the following url: http:www.spergel.ca/StellarPoint.
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26. THIS COURT C3RDERS that if the service or distribution of documents in

accordance with the Protocol is not practicable, the Receiver is at liberty to serve or

distribute this Order, any other materials and orders in these proceedings, any notices or

other correspondence, by forwarding true copies thereof by prepaid ordinary mail,

courier, personal delivery or fiacsimile transmission to the Debtor's creditors or other

interested parties afi their respective addresses as last shown on the records of the Debtor

and that any such service or distribution by courier, personal delivery ar facsimile

transmission shall be deemed to be received on the nex# business day fallowing the date

of forwarding thereof, ar if sent by ordinary mail, on fihe third business day after mailing.

ADDING RESPONDENT AND AMENDING TfTLE OF PROCEEDINGS

27. THIS CURT ORDERS that Stellar Point Cnc. be and is hereby added as a party

respondent to the within application and that the title of proceedings be and is hereby

amended as set out in Schedule "B" annexed hereto.

GENERAL

28. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Receiver may from time to fiime apply to this Court

for advice and directions in the discharge of its powers and duties hereunder.

29. THlS COURT GIRDERS that the Receiver shall not. act as a trustee in bankruptcy

of the Debtor.

30. THIS COURT QRDERS that the Receiver is hereby authorized and empowered to

file an assignment in bankruptcy far and on behalf of the Debtor and name Grant

Thornton Limi#ed as the Debtor's trustee in bankruptcy.

31. THIS COURT HEREBY REQUESTS the aid and recognition of any court, tribunal,

regulatory or adminis#native body having jurisdiction in Canada or in the United Sfiates to

give effect to this Order and to assist the Receiver and its agents ~n carrying out the terms

of this Order. All courts, tribunals, regulatory and administrative bodies are hereby

respectfully requested to make such orders and to provide such assistance to the
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Receiver, as an officer of this Court, as may be necessary or desirable to give efFect to

this Order or fio assist the Receiver and its agents in carrying out the terms of this Order.

32. THIS COURT C}RdERS #hat the Receiver be at liberty and is hereby authorized

and empowered to apply to any court, tribunal, regulatory or administrative body,

wherever located, for the recognition of this ~Jrder and for assistance in carrying out the

terms of this order, and that the Receiver is authorized and empowered #o act as ~

representative in respect of the within proceedings for the purpose of having these

proceedings recognized in a jurisdiction outside Canada.

33. THIS COURT ORDERS that fihe Receiver shall have its costs of this motion, up to

and including entry and service of this Order on a substantial indemnity basis to be paid

from the Debtor's estate with such priority and at such time as this Court may determine.

34. THlS COURT ORDERS that any interested party may apply fio this Court to vary or

amend this Order on not less than seven (7) days' notice to the Receiver and to any other

parfiy likely to be affected by the order sought or upr~n such other notice, if any, as this

Court may order.

E~ERE,p AT ~ INSGRIT A TOR~II~TTO

Off! / ~3l~OK NU:
~.E /SANS l.~ RE~ISTRE NQ:

,~

/1 r

~1I
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SCHEDULE "A"

CERTIFICATE NO.

AMOUNT $

RECEIVER CERTIFICATE

~ . THIS IS TO CERTIFY that msi Spergel Inc. the receiver {the "Receiver") of the

assets, undertakings and properties Stellar Point Inc. (the "Debtor") acquired for, or used

in relafiion to a business carried on by the Debtor, including all proceeds thereof

(collectively, the "Property") appointed by Order of the Ontario Superior Court of Justice

{Commercial List) tthe "Court") dated the 8th day of March, 2016 (the "Order") made in

an action having Court file number _-CL- ,has received as such Receiver from

the holder of this certificafie (the "Lender"} the principal sum of $

of the #otal principal sum of $

under and pursuant to the Order.

being park

which the Receiver is authorized fio borrow

~. The principal sum evidenced by this certificate is payable on demand by the

Lender with interest thereon calculated and compounded [dailyJ[monthly not in advance

on the day of each month] after the date hereofi at a notional rate per annum

equal to the ra#e of per cent above the prime commercial lending rate of Bank of

from time to time.

3. Such principal sum with interest thereon is, by the terms of the Order, together with

the principal sums and interest thereon of all other certificates issued by the Receiver

pursuant to the Order or to any further order of the court, a charge upon the whole of the

Property, in priority #o the security interests of any other person, but subject to the priority

of the charges set out in the Order and in the Bankruptcy and lnsolvencyAct, and the right

of the Receiver to indemnify itself out of such Property in respect of its remunerafiian and

expenses.

4. AI! sums payable in respect of principal and interest under this certificate are

payable at the main office of the Lender at Toronto, Ontario.

Legal"24154207.2
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5. Until all lability in respect of this certificate has been terminated, no certificates

creating charges ranking or purporting to rank in priority to this certificate shall be issued

by the Receiver to any person other than the holder of this certificate without the prior

written consent of the holder of this certificate.

6. The charge securing this certificate shall operate so as to permit the Receiver to

deal with the Property as authorized by the Order and as authorized by any further or

other order of the Court.

7. The Receiver does not undertake, and it is not under any personal liability, to pay

any sum in respect of which it may issue certificates under the #erms of the Order.

DATED the day of , 20_.

msi Sperge( inc., solely in its capacity
as Receiver of the Property, and not in ifs
personal capacity

Per:

Name:

Title:

Legal"24454207.2
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SCHEDULE "B"

TITLE OF PROCEEDINGS

tN THE MATTER OF THE BANKRUPTGYAND IIVSOLVENCYACT,
R.S.C. 'i 985, c. B-3, AS AMENDED

AND 1N THE MATTER OF SECTION 'I Q1 OF THE COURTS OF JUSTICE ACT, R.S.O.
1990, c. C-43

AND 1N THE MATTER OF CERTAIN PROCEEDINGS TAKEN IN THE ISLE OF MAN
WITH RESPECT TO BANNERS BROKER INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

AND IN THIS MATTER t~F THE RECEfVERSHIP OF STELLAR POINT INC.

APPLlCATIQhI t~IF MILES ANDREW BENHAM AND PAUL ROBERT APPLETON, IN
THEIR CAPACITY AS JQINT LIQUIDATORS 4F BANNERS BROKER

INTERNATIONAL LIMITED, UNDER PART Xlli OF THE BANKRUPTCY AND
INSOLVE'NCYACT (CRtJSS-BORDER If~SOLVENCIES}

Legai'~24454207.2
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Court File No. CV-~4-10663-OOCL

Olif lAR/O
SUPERIC?R COURT OF JUSTfCE

{Commercial List)

THE HQNOURASLE ) THURSDAY, THE

JUSTICE ~~~ Cl~ .̀. } 26th DAY OF MAY, 2016

':; : IN THE MATTER OF 7HE BANKRUPTCYAND /NSOLVENCYACT,
R.S.C. 7985, c. B-3, AS AMENDED

~4ND 1N THE MATTER 4F SECTION 1 U1 OF THE CCIURTS OF JUSTlCF ACT, R.S.O. 1990, c.
C-43

A~JD IN THE MATTER OF CERTAIN PROCEEDINGS TAKEN IN THE ISLE OF MAN 1NITH
RESPECT T(J BANNERS BROKER iNTERNATIUNAL LIMITED

AND {N THE MATTER OF THE RECEIVERSHIP OF STELLAR POINT iNC.

APPLfCATION OF MILES ANDREW BENHAM AND PAUL Rt~BERT APPLETON, IN THEIR
CAPACITY AS JOINT LIQUIDATORS t~F BANNERS BRC.}KER INTERNATE~NAL LIMITED,
UNQER PART Xfl1 t3F THE BANKRUPTCYAND lNSOLVENGYACT (CRASS-BIRDER

INSOLVENClES}

ORDER

(Transition of Certain Insolvency Administration Matters
from the Joint Liquidators to the Receiver)

TNIS MOTION, made by Paui Robert Appleton and Miles Andrew Benham in their

capacity as Joint Liquidators and Foreign Representatives ("Joint Liquidators"~ of Banners

Broker International Limited ("BRIE"), and msi Sperge( inc., in its capacity as receiver of BBIL and

Stellar Point Inc. (formerly ola "7250037 Canada Inc." and "Bannersbroker Limited")

("Bannersbroker Canada") and investigatory receiver of (i} 2087360 Ontario Incorporated o/a

Local Management Services; (ii) Parrot Marketing Inc. {former{y o/a "8264554 Canada Limited");

(iii) 2341620 antario Corporation; (iv} Dixit Holdings Inc. (formerly o/a "8163871 Canada

Limited"); (v) 8643989 Canada Inc. o/a Dixit consortium Inc.; (vi} Qreamscape Ventures Ltd.; and

(vii) any other entity operating under the business names "Bannersbroker", "Banners Broker",

Legal"'26648023.3
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"Bannersbroker Limited", "6annersmobile", "BannersMobile" or "Banners Broker Belize" (the

"Receiver") for an Order in furtherance of the transition of certain BBIL insolvency administration

matters from the Joint Liquidators to the Receiver {"Transition") was heard this day at the Court

House at 330 University Avenue, Toronto, Ontario,

ON READING the notice of motion of the Receiver and the Joint Liquidators dated May

19, 2016, the Sixth Report of the Receiver dated May 19, 20~ 6 (the "Sixth Report"), Affidavit of

Paul Robert Appleton sworn May 26, 2016, filed, and on hearing submissions from counsel for the

Receiver and the Jaint Liquidators, counsel for Christopher Smith, and course( for Rajiv Dixit:

Service

1. THIS COURT ORDERS that the time for service of the notice of motion and motion record

of the Receiver and Joint Liquidators is hereby abridged and validated so that this motion is

properly .returnable today and hereby dispenses with further service thereof.

Transition Matters

2. THlS COURT ~JRDERS that the Assignment Agreement {as described in the Sixth Report

and appended to the affidavit of Paul Robert Appleton sworn May 26, 2016} be and is hereby

approved.

3. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Receiver is hereby authorized and empowered to

pursue, receive, collect, settle, extend or compromise any and all residual property, assets,

claims and undertakings of BBIL that have accrued to the Joint Liquidators by virtue of their

appointment and activities as Joint Liquidators as assigned to the Receiver pursuant to the

Assignmen# Agreement.

4. THIS COURT t~RDERS that the Receiver is authorized and empowered to respond to,

address, or otherwise deal with BBIL creditors and BBIL creditor inquiries regardless of where
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such creditors are situate, and regardless of whether such inquiries are directed to the Joint

Liquidators or the Receiver.

5. TH{S COURT ORDERS that the Receiver shall report to this Court in connection with

BBIL creditors and claims, including the location of creditors and the quantum of their claims, and

make such recommendations on a potential creditor claims process as the Receiver sees fit.

6. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Rece+ver may receive and take possession of any BBIL

related records, accounts or information in the possession of the ,loint Liquidators as the Receiver

considers necessary or desirable for the purposes of fulfilling the Receiver's mandate.

7. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Receiver is authorized and empowered to pay the

reasonable fees and disbursements of the Joint Liquidators incurred in relation to the Transition,

without further approval of this Court, provided that such fees and disbursements do not exceed

$1 D0,0~0.

8. THIS CaURT ~RD~RS that the Receiver is authorized and empowered to engage David

Rubin &Partners Ltd. and/or MannBenham Advocates Ltd. from time to time and on whatever

basis, including on a temporary basis, to assist with the exercise of the Receiver's powers and

duties, including without limitation, those conferred by this order.

Receiver's Activities, Fees and Disbursements

9. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Sixth Report and the activities of the Receiver described

therein be and are hereby approved.

1 p. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Receiver's interim statement of receipts and

disbursements, as at May 17, 2016, as appended to the Sixth Report, be and is hereby approved.
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1 'I . THIS COURT FURTHER ORDERS that the fees and disbursements of the Receiver and

its counsel, Cassels Brock and Blackwell LLP, for services rendered from March ~ , 2016 to April

30, 2016, as particularized in the affidavits of Philip Gennis, sworn May 18, 2016 and Larry Ellis,

sworn May 18, 2016, appended to the Sixth Report, be and are hereby approved.

Aid and Recognition

12. THIS COURT HEREBY REQUESTS the aid and recognifiion of any court, tribunal,

reguf~a#ory or administrative body having jurisdiction in Canada or in fhe Isle of Man to give effect

to this Order and to assist the Receiver and its agents in carrying out the terms of this Order. All

courts, tribunals, regulatory and administrative bodies are hereby respectfully requested to make

such orders and to provide such assistance to the Receiver, as an officer of this Court, as may be

necessary or desirable to give effect to this Order or to assist the Receiver and its agents in

carrying out the terms of this Order.

~~
-.~ ~
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